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Abstract 
Bus-based Park and Ride (P&R) schemes have become increasingly popular over the past 40 years in 
the UK, as a result of them being considered a positive traffic reduction policy by many, not least local 
authorities. There have nevertheless been concerns over the true effects of P&R. For instance, surveys 
of P&R users have long since revealed that up to a third transfer from conventional public transport. 
This induces car travel for the access portion of the P&R trip, which is generally large compared to the 
bus portion, owing to the edge-of-town location of P&R sites. Combined with the mileage effects of 
high-frequency bus services, evidence has suggested that P&R may thus result in an increase, 
compared to alternative travel behaviour, in the mean vehicle miles travelled (VMT) of its users. 
This thesis aims to investigate how UK bus-based P&R may be developed to reduce users‟ VMT. As 
such, it applies to P&R the Characteristics Approach to Consumer Demand and delineates the attributes 
of interchange from which users derive utility. The research also develops this approach to consider the 
characteristics that affect the traffic impacts of P&R. The characteristics of P&R are adjusted to 
provide alternative concepts of interchange that aim to reduce VMT.  
These concepts are then examined to understand the level of utility that they are likely to provide. 
Local authorities‟ perceptions of utility are examined initially, through a national survey which also 
looks at general attitudes towards P&R, its effects and its future. The city of Cambridge (UK) is 
selected as a case study in which an in-depth document analysis and interview survey of local 
stakeholders is carried out to understand the role of P&R in local policy and the implications of the 
implementation of alternative concepts of interchange. In this context, a survey of P&R users is also 
undertaken which considers the VMT effects of the current and alternative concepts of P&R as well as 
the change in the level of utility that would be derived from using them. 
It is concluded that local authorities generally consider P&R to be an effective policy in reducing car 
use whilst also playing important roles in the local economy and political arena. Yet the evidence on 
the Cambridge P&R scheme suggests that VMT is increased to a higher degree than previously proven. 
Alternative concepts of interchange are shown to offer some potentially significant benefits by 
reducing the VMT of users. Furthermore, some of the alternative concepts are also shown to offer 
benefits in terms of the utility that they may provide to the user, and the perceptions on this by local 
authorities. The VMT and utility results are combined to suggest that future implementation of 
interchange should consider operating feeder bus services into interchange sites (an intermediate 
solution offering some VMT benefits with relatively small resource requirements) or, operating a series 
of small interchange sites along main access routes to host cities (likely to require more resources but 
providing significant VMT benefits). 
KEY WORDS: transport, interchange, bus, Park and Ride, VMT, utility.  
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Addressing the transport problem  
Whilst the car has brought clear personal benefits to its user such as convenience, flexibility and 
independence, it has also had negative effects. In particular, increasing levels of car use – measured in 
general terms as vehicle miles travelled (VMT), but also including such things as vehicle type and 
distribution - induces such negative externalities as the emission of air pollutants. These externalities 
become significant when considered in terms of their contribution to wider societal effects such as 
global warming. 
Increasing public and political awareness of these effects, particularly those relating to the environment 
over the past 15 years (UNCED, 1992; RCEP, 1994) but congestion for much longer (Buchanan, 
1963), has resulted in policymakers becoming increasingly focused on controlling car use. There are of 
course a number of approaches but these can generally be classified as being either demand-side or 
supply-side. 
Those on the demand-side seek to control demand to fit the available supply of infrastructure, generally 
through price signals (such as parking and road user charges) to reflect social costs in travel behaviour, 
or regulation (such as vehicle maintenance requirements and speed limits) to reduce the social cost of 
travel behaviour. 
Supply-side measures, on the other hand, aim to meet the demand for transport, which is assumed to be 
independently generated. This type of policy embraces measures that again utilise the market, such as 
the subsidy of public transport or a car scrappage payment, or, use non-market controls such as bus 
lanes or vehicle restrictions. 
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While demand-side measures are generally considered more efficient in terms of their ability to reduce 
car use (Frey et al, 1985), those on the supply-side are often acknowledged as being preferable in terms 
of their acceptability and the relative ease at which they can be implemented (Ison and Wall, 2003), 
although there are of course exceptions. One supply-side measure that has become popular in the UK 
and elsewhere for a number of transport-related policy goals is Park and Ride (P&R). 
1.2 The concept of P&R 
P&R is generally associated with the notion of multimodal transport, which is the use of two or more 
modes to form a complete trip between its origin and destination (Krygsman and Dijst, 2001). The 
P&R concept however, is somewhat narrower in definition than this and is specifically a tool that 
provides an interchange facility for the transfer of passengers from private to public transport (Spillar, 
1997). Furthermore, the P&R concept can be disaggregated into its three main constituent elements, as 
shown in Figure 1.1: public transport access, a planned service and a private transport mode terminal. 
Figure 1.1  The components of P&R 
  Private Transport Mode Public Transport Access
  Terminal
Informal
Park and Ride
Park and
Ride
Parking Conventional
Facility Public Transport
Planned Service
 
1.2.1. Public transport access 
P&R enables the relative benefits of both private and pubic transport to be utilised. The flexibility 
benefits of private transport mean that P&R can accessed from dispersed origins such as low density 
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suburban areas. The use of public transport to access high demand destinations such as urban economic 
centres provides efficiency benefits and can offer time savings to users, in terms of both journey time 
and search time for car parking. Bus-based systems clearly provide more flexibility in location than 
rail-based systems which have to be provided with access to the required infrastructure. 
In terms of the public transport mode for which access is provided by P&R, there are a number of 
variations. Historically in Europe, P&R on both light and heavy rail systems have been used, for 
example in Germany, France, the Czech Republic (Topp, 1991). In the UK, rail-based P&R has 
traditionally been informal in the form of station car parks but recently, large parkway stations have 
been introduced. It is important to note that the rail-based schemes are generally accessed relatively 
close to the home – the user usually transfers to rail as early as possible in the trip – so the largest 
proportion of the trip is made by rail. Conversely, bus-based P&R is often access close to the 
destination. 
Bus-based schemes have been used but to varying degrees of success in Belgium and the Netherlands 
(van Wee, 2003; Bos and van Heijden, 2005). Bus-based P&R has also been particularly popular in the 
UK where services are generally operated on dedicated vehicles serving only the P&R site with a 
limited number of stops at high-demand destinations, thus maximising time savings to users. The 
popularity of ridesharing in the US has led to P&R systems with access to high occupancy vehicle 
lanes. 
1.2.2. Planned service 
P&R provides the intentional or planned integration of private and public modes. This occurs in 
varying scales, ranging from the use of small shared-use sites to those purpose-built with several 
thousands of spaces. Distinction should be drawn however, with „informal‟ P&R which is practised by 
individuals in an ad hoc manner, where parking is found near to a public transport service that is not 
provided specifically for the purpose of P&R. 
1.2.3. Private transport mode terminal 
Not all of the instances where travellers transfer to public transport are necessarily classified as P&R. A 
bus passenger for instance will walk to a bus stop and this would be considered as conventional public 
transport use. A P&R scheme then is accessed by a private transport mode and provides a terminal for 
vehicles. As well as car parking, cycle storage may be provided either alongside or exclusively at rail 
stations or bus stops with the provision of Bike and Ride schemes. Kiss and Ride may be provided 
where there are facilities for car passengers to be dropped-off for access to the public transport service, 
allowing car drivers to continue their journey. Terminal facilities are not necessarily dedicated to P&R 
and shared-use sites are also used, particularly in the US, where P&R exists on land which is used as 
parking for other purposes at other times such as at shopping centres and churches (Wambalaba et al, 
2004). 
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1.3 Research aim and objectives 
As outlined above, P&R provides a means to encourage modal shift from the car for part of a trip, to 
public transport. Theoretically then, it can reduce the VMT of its users. Furthermore, P&R has become 
particularly popular in the UK, particularly bus-based schemes, with over 100 sites current operating 
(TAS Partnership, 2007). Yet there are problems and while these will be discussed in Chapter 2 in 
detail, it is useful to provide a brief overview to contextualise the research aim and objectives.  
The benefits that P&R offers to the motorist also appeal to others. Specifically, the users of 
conventional bus services, given car access, can take advantage of the higher quality and convenience 
of P&R at its generally lower price. These factors are also sufficiently strong to generate trips that 
would otherwise not be made or divert trips that would be made to an alternative destination. P&R 
therefore increases the attractiveness of its host centre and lowers the generalised cost of accessing it. 
Although these non-motorists are generally the minority of P&R users, the distance that users travel to 
access P&R sites is relatively long compared to the short distance between P&R sites and the urban 
core of their host towns. As such, the induced car access trips from non-motorists can offset, to some 
degree, the short VMT savings that are made by motorists between the site and the urban core. The 
problem is further exaggerated by the operation of P&R buses which although serve a relatively short 
distance, operate at high frequencies, often with the associated low load factors. 
Overall, P&R is a politically popular and publicly acceptable instrument. If it were effective in 
reducing the VMT of its users, it may offer a powerful tool in transport policy. The aim of this research 
is: 
To investigate how UK bus-based Park and Ride may be developed to reduce the vehicle miles 
travelled by its users. 
There are five research objectives:  
1. To identify the degree to which P&R has fulfilled various policy goals and in particular, 
those to reduce VMT. 
2. To develop the current concept of P&R by adapting its characteristics to improve its role in 
reducing VMT. 
3. To examine local authority views on the current and possible future concepts of P&R. 
4. To explore how alternative concepts could be operated at the local level and evaluate their 
impact on the VMT of P&R users. 
5. To recommend how P&R should be operated in the future to reduce the VMT of its users. 
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1.4 Thesis structure 
This thesis consists of a further 10 chapters, as follows: 
Chapter 2. The Growth, Benefits and Effects of P&R 
A literature review is utilised to consider how P&R has developed, including the political context from 
which it has emerged. The policy evidence on P&R is also used to look in detail at the goals which it 
has been used to address. Furthermore, the chapter examines how the inherent characteristics of car-bus 
interchange appeal to its users and encourage patronage. It also considers the effects of its use on the 
degree to which it has fulfilled its policy goals by looking specifically at its transport, environmental 
and economic impacts. The issues raised by the literature are also built on by means of a scoping study 
of key stakeholders in the field, which is summarised in Chapter 2 and provided in full in Appendix A. 
Chapter 3. The Characteristics Approach to Consumer Theory 
Given a good understanding of the topic area, this chapter looks to frame the research using a 
theoretical approach. The basic economic model on which the research is fundamentally based is 
adapted using its extensions from other fields. 
Chapter 4. Research Design and Methods 
The ontological position of the author is defined. This, alongside the research questions of the study are 
used to describe and justify the research design adopted and the methods employed.  
Chapter 5. Alternative Concepts of Car-Bus Interchange 
This chapter essentially applies the Characteristics Approach to the development of P&R. It analyses 
the way in which P&R is current implemented in the UK and refines its constituent characteristics to 
propose five alternative concepts of interchange. Using an existing dataset, the relative effects of these 
concepts are modelled. This provides a basis on which to examine both the likely effects, in a realistic 
setting, and the value or utility, as perceived by both local authorities and users, of the alternative 
concepts, as is done in subsequent chapters. 
Chapter 6. Local Authority Attitudes to P&R 
The attitudes of local authorities towards P&R have in the previous literature been primarily deduced 
from policy and practice. This chapter therefore considers the motivations behind P&R implementation 
and the policy goals that it is used to address. Perceptions on its relative effectiveness in VMT 
reduction and acceptability are also considered. The importance of interchange characteristics is also 
looked at which provides an indication of the potential of alternative concepts. 
Chapter 7. Development of P&R in Cambridge 
This is the first of three chapters which focus on the case study of Cambridge. It considers how land 
use and transport policies have both exaggerated and sought to address transport problems. It focuses 
particularly on P&R, taking account of both its transport and wider effects. 
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Chapter 8. The Importance, Effects and Future of P&R in Cambridge: Views of Local Stakeholders 
The results of the previous chapter are developed by obtaining the views of key local stakeholders. The 
role and effects of P&R are considered from their perspectives and the potential for alternative 
interchange concepts is examined. 
Chapter 9. The Behaviour and Attitudes of P&R Users 
In order to provide VMT reductions, the alternative concepts of interchange require patronage. This 
chapter considers the definitive issue of the relative utility that would be gleaned from them by users. It 
also looks at the VMT effects of current P&R provision and models in detail the likely effects of the 
alternatives. 
Chapter 10. The Current and Future Concepts of Car-Bus Interchange: A Discussion 
The various findings from the research are brought together and presented in light of the existing 
literature. The benefits that it brings to both local authorities and users is discussed, as well as its 
current VMT effects. The future is looked at with regards the potential utility of alternative concepts to 
local authorities and users and their likely VMT effects. Issues surrounding their implementation and 
operation at the practical level are also discussed. 
Chapter 11. Conclusions and Recommendations 
The issues of particular importance that have been highlighted by the research are presented, including 
policy recommendations. The contributions made to knowledge are discussed, as are the limitations of 
the research and the area for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2  
THE GROWTH, BENEFITS AND EFFECTS 
OF P&R
1
 
Bus-based P&R, operating from the edge of towns and cities has become considerably popular in the 
UK with over 100 sites currently operated (TAS Partnership, 2007). The development of P&R in the 
UK has however occurred in the context of philosophical shifts in transport policy which have brought 
with them changing policy goals for it despite the concept itself remaining relatively unchanged. This 
chapter seeks to address research objective 1: to identify the degree to which P&R has fulfilled various 
policy goals and in particular, those to reduce VMT.  
The chapter is split into four sections. The first, 2.1, charts the phases of P&R development within the 
UK in terms of the political context from which it has emerged. This provides a background to the role 
of P&R within policy and ascertains the goals which it has been used to address. 2.2 looks at the 
characteristics which have resulted in P&R being a viable alternative to its users. These two parts form 
a foundation on which 2.3 builds to consider the effects of P&R, looking specifically at its transport, 
environmental and economic impacts. It is found however that the literature on P&R is somewhat 
dated. Thus, in Appendix A (and summarised in Chapter 2), a scoping study of key stakeholders is 
described which sought to build upon the literature by providing both a contemporary look at P&R and 
considering the future. 
                                                          
1
 Earlier drafts of parts of this Chapter have been published (Meek et al, 2008a; Meek et al, 2008b, 
Meek et al, 2009a). 
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2.1 The Growth of Park and Ride 
Although there are currently over 100 bus-based P&R sites operating in a wide range of settings across 
the UK, this proliferation has only occurred relatively recently. P&R has grown from its success being 
initially confined to small- and medium-sized historic towns (Parkhurst and Richardson, 2002). In 
order to highlight the development of P&R four distinct phases have been identified which characterise 
both the reasons for P&R‟s growth in popularity and the changing policy goals for which it has been 
used: the emergence phase, in which P&R was originally championed by local authorities as a solution 
to local infrastructure constraints primarily in historic centres; in the national awareness phase the 
profile of P&R was raised through its recognition by national government, albeit within a limited role; 
the promotion phase, wherein the government then increased support through policy and funding; and 
in the cautionary development phase there has been a retreat in political support as a result of 
uncertainty over the effects of P&R, although it continues to be adopted by local authorities. 
2.1.1. Emergence phase 
Bus-based P&R services were first established in the UK during the 1960s and 1970s in various centres 
such as Oxford, Nottingham and Leicester. They were initiated by local authorities as a result of 
concerns over the effects of rising car ownership on their centres and the need for expansion of road 
and car parking infrastructure within the urban core (LCPD, 1964; Bixby, 1988). Such development 
would have been to the detriment of both local urban identity and valuable urban land. Many of these 
schemes were trialled on a seasonal basis, such as in Leicester during the Christmas shopping period 
when parking demand was particularly high, before been introduced full-time. P&R was thus a means 
to increase the accessibility of host centres with the provision of overspill parking.  
Nevertheless, the success of these first schemes remained within peak shopping periods and during the 
1970s most of them were withdrawn. Cairns (1997) attributes the initial failure of P&R to an absence 
of the environmental awareness that has encouraged P&R‟s subsequent success and a lack of focus on 
the needs of car users to encourage patronage. There was also an absence of accompanying restraint 
measures on car use, and even when such measures were used they were also abandoned, as with the 
case of the Nottingham „Zone and Collar‟ scheme (Daniels and Warnes, 1980). The lack of restraint 
measures is of course a factor that is resonant today but traffic congestion levels in the 1970s were 
arguably too low to offer the P&R user significant time savings against conventional road access to 
centres. 
The notable success within the emergence phase however is P&R in Oxford, where services have been 
sustained since the 1960s. Although the scheme is the longest established in the UK and has become a 
benchmark of the P&R model (DETR, 1998a; Parkhurst, 1995), it was not without some of the 
common difficulties experienced by its predecessors such as limited popularity among motorists and 
resultantly low revenue (Papoulias and Heggie, 1976). The survival of the scheme was nevertheless due 
to the “strength of political will” (Parkhurst 1995, p.15-16) for it to succeed and the introduction of 
complementary measures such as stringent parking controls in the city centre (Williams, 1999). 
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Financial difficulty was lessened in 1978 when much of the control of the service was transferred to the 
bus company, thus increasing efficiency and revenue (Bixby and Bullen, 1983). 
From the wider perspective however, the success of P&R in Oxford can, at least in part, be attributed to 
the historic nature of the city. Such settings provide unique challenges for transport provision because 
of the limited scope for the development of central parking and road infrastructure caused by historic 
buildings and pre-car urban structures (Hughes, 2005). Thus for historic centres such as Oxford, there 
are widely recognised transport problems for policymakers to address and potential demand exists for 
alternative means of access such as P&R (Simpson, 1994). 
The early 1980‟s saw a number of new schemes in cities such as Cambridge and Chester that were 
stimulated by both the sustained success of P&R in Oxford and also because of the contextual 
similarities spurring policymakers to seek suitable solutions (TAS Partnership, 2000; Cairns, 1997). 
Thus, a process of „policy learning‟ had begun (Rose, 1993) albeit confined at this stage to the most 
similar settings because of the earlier failures of P&R. 
2.1.2. National awareness phase 
Whilst P&R had remained under the auspices of local authorities within its emergence phase, during 
the 1980s it became recognised by the UK government. Initially the 1980‟s was the „decade of the 
motorist‟ (Banister, 1992) with increasing car ownership, a deregulated planning system, and the 
Conservative Government‟s „predict and provide‟ attitude to road building. The tenet here was that any 
disbenefits of road construction were insignificant by-products for the opulence of the nation afforded 
by an increasingly itinerant population. The zenith of „predict and provide‟ came after the publication 
of the DoT‟s revised road traffic forecasts (DoT, 1989a) suggesting between 82-134% growth in car 
traffic between 1988-2025 and the White Paper Roads to Prosperity (DoT, 1989b) outlining plans for 
road construction to match demand with capacity. The more considered response however, was for the  
„predict and provide‟ philosophy to become less favoured as a possible solution. This was induced in 
part by recognition of the spatial constraints and induced demand inhibiting road construction 
(Goodwin, 1999) but also by the limited opportunity for its funding imposed by the 1980s‟ weak 
economic conditions. Environmental issues were also becoming prominent within both the political and 
public psyches. This was spurred by the 1987 Bruntland Report (WCED, 1987) and the 1992 „Earth 
Summit‟ (UNCED, 1992). Significant media attention at the time was also given to protest to road 
building, such as that for the M3 extension at Twyford Down and the Newbury bypass in the early 
1990s (Bryant, 1996; Kingsnorth, 2004). 
P&R was first recognised by the national government as a traffic management tool to deal with 
congestion whilst increasing the accessibility of host centres in This Common Inheritance (DoE, 1990), 
the „landmark‟ environmental White Paper (Goodwin, 1999) and in planning policy with (statutory) 
Planning Policy Guidance (PPG) Note 6 for Town Centres and Retail Development (DoE, 1993). 
Specific design details were also given with the Traffic Topics leaflet on the components of P&R 
schemes for their use in traffic management (DoT, 1993). Further adding to the appeal of P&R for local 
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authorities was the increased financial assistance from the national government. P&R was funded from 
both the Transport Supplementary Grant (TSG) and the government‟s programme for bus priority 
schemes (Huntley, 1993). By 1993 it could also attract funding through the Transport Policies and 
Programmes (TPP) process in which government funds were allocated for local authorities‟ packages 
of transport policies (Parkhurst and Richardson, 2002). Local authorities thus perceived P&R as a 
“relatively „cheap‟ transport option” (CPRE 1998, p.11). Also, bearing in mind that the local bus 
industry was deregulated in 1986, Cairns (1997) suggests that “the introduction of Park and Ride 
allow[ed] local authorities to re-establish some influence over local bus services”(Cairns 1997, p.297).  
By 1994 the role of P&R was becoming much more explicitly associated with reducing congestion but 
the potential disbenefits and the complementary measures required to enhance the success of schemes 
were also recognised. PPG13 Transport (DoE/DoT, 1994a) suggests that schemes are:  
“usually designed to avoid excessive congestion… Care should be taken (for example through tariff 
structures) to avoid encouraging additional travel, and especially commuting, by car. The impact…can 
be enhanced if accompanied by public transport priority measures.” (4.30). 
At the same time though, the economic benefits to “improve the accessibility of urban centres” (4.28) 
and “increase the total public parking stock” (4.30) were recognised which aligned more closely with 
the goals of the earlier local authority initiated schemes. Viability was also given to schemes with 
suggestions of additional funding sources “from commuted parking payments, off-street parking 
revenue, and in the future, funds generated from on-street parking enforcement” (DoE/DoT 1994b, 
p.119), which contributed towards an attractive package of funding options for local authorities (Table 
2.1). 
Table 2.1  Funding sources for P&R schemes 
Funding Source Description 
Developer 
Contributions 
Made within a general planning agreement from anticipated extra business or lower 
costs. 
Commuted 
Payments 
Payments made by commercial sector developers using Section 106 planning 
agreements in lieu of communal parking/transport infrastructure improvements. 
Local Authority 
Funds 
Non LTP funding, from the sale of assets or Council Tax/Business Rate payments. 
Used to cover initial capital costs or operating deficits. 
Central Area 
Parking 
A levy can be charged on central parking facilities under Section 55 of the Road 
Traffic Regulations 1984 for P&R funding. 
Central 
Government 
Applications made though Local Transport Plans (LTPs), with Transport 
Supplementary Grant (TSG) or Supplementary Credit Approval (SCA). Unlikely to 
be made above the £5m threshold for 'major schemes'. 
Sources: EHTF (2000), CPRE (1998), Pickett and Gray (1996), DfT (passim). 
Indeed, during the national awareness phase a number of P&R schemes were initiated, mostly in towns 
and cities of a similar historic nature as the earlier schemes. Centres such as Shrewsbury, York and 
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Winchester all adopted P&R in the late-1980s and early 1990s. Notably, P&R re-emerged in 
Nottingham in 1989 after its earlier failure as part of the „Zone and Collar‟ scheme which was phased 
out in 1976. The goals for the schemes in this period echoed those of the national government. For 
instance, Canterbury introduced full-time P&R in 1994 within a package of other measures including 
pedestrianisation, bus priority and central parking controls. The policy goals for the package were to 
reduce car traffic (particularly during peak hours) and pollution, and to develop the economic vibrancy 
of the centre (Roberts et al, 1998). 
The perceptions of P&R at this stage however, were not all positive and in the aforementioned 
government document (DoE/DoT, 1994b) there is caution over the lack of evidence on the mode 
previously used by P&R users and the risk of abstracting from existing public transport services, as 
well as the possibility of congestion relieved by P&R schemes releasing suppressed demand (p.117). 
Nevertheless, P&R did have an important foundation in transport policy. PPG15 Planning and the 
Historic Environment (DoE/DoNH, 1994) suggested for instance that P&R (along with parking 
charging policies and public transport priority) were a compromise between the extremes of road 
construction that would damage historic environments, and full pedestrianisation that would make 
centres “sterile” (p.23). By contrast however, the Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution 18th 
Report Transport and the Environment (RCEP, 1994) viewed the role of P&R as a complementary 
„carrot‟ to be used alongside traffic restraint „sticks‟, to deter car use and offer an alternative. 
2.1.3. Promotion phase 
Whilst the early-1990s saw government awareness and new funding opportunities, Parkhurst and 
Richardson (2002) point out that this was followed by a significant turning point; “by 1997, 
government support for P&R had moved from recognition to active encouragement” (p.196). They 
suggest that this was indicated by the revised PPG6 Town Centres and Retail Development (DoE, 
1996) advising that traffic management strategies“...should include…parking managed for the benefit 
of the town centre, including park-and-ride facilities as an alternative to town centre parking” (Annex 
E, p.35; emphasis added). 
It was the election of the Labour Government in 1997 however, that gave P&R new importance within 
transport policy. The first evidence of a transition in transport philosophy was a press release from the 
new Government declaring “predict and provide is dead” (DETR, 1997). Nevertheless, the Labour 
Government‟s first transport White Paper A New Deal for Transport (DETR, 1998a) was published the 
following year, although it had been reportedly delayed to avoid “backlash from middle England‟s two-
car families” (Tempest, 2002). It suggested that such a radical approach was not to be taken; 
“Our new approach is about widening choice, not forcing people out of their cars when using a car is 
their preferred option… We want to see more opportunities for cars to be used as part of an integrated 
transport system. We are therefore encouraging park and ride facilities to town centres to help beat 
congestion...” (DETR 1998a, p.42). 
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Shaw and Walton (2001) thus suggest that there had been a retreat to “Pragmatic Multimodalism” in 
trying to deal with increasing traffic congestion and its environmental by-products whilst not provoking 
objection from the car owning public. This philosophy presented the opportunity for P&R to flourish, 
both as a visible model of the rhetoric of „integration‟ at the time (May et al, 2006) and as a policy 
option which was generally saleable to the public, unlike some of the other instruments suggested, such 
as road user charging and workplace parking levies. Furthermore, Parkhurst and Richardson (2002) 
state that there was “an aspiration that P&R [would] contribute to the achievement of the Air Quality 
Strategy in urban areas” (p.196). 
The support of government for P&R was illustrated in the report Planning for Sustainable 
Development‟ (DETR 1998b, p.100) in which it was recommended as a tool to reduce traffic 
congestion and air pollution. Furthermore, The 10 Year Plan (DETR, 2000) suggested that: 
“[P&R schemes] can offer an effective way of reducing congestion and pollution in busy urban centres, 
especially when combined with bus priority measures on the routes to the centre and parking 
controls… Park and ride therefore provides a flexible tool for local authorities, and we see 
considerable scope for new schemes in a wide range of towns and cities…” (p.60). 
So despite P&R initially experiencing success in medium-sized historic centres, it was being supported 
in a broader range of settings. The 10 Year Plan goes on to suggest that a “heightened level of 
[planned] investment would be able to deliver…up to 100 new park and ride schemes…” (p.65). 
Around this time and even before the publication of The 10 Year Plan, P&R was receiving much more 
popularity in towns and cities somewhat different in character and size to the historic medium-sized 
towns with which it has previously been associated. For instance, between 1998 and 2001, Leeds, Hull, 
Swindon and Swansea had introduced schemes. 
2.1.4. Cautionary development phase 
The role of P&R in reducing car use was brought increasingly into question in the late-1990s (CPRE 
1998) and there was a retreat in political support. This fuelled local opposition to the construction of 
P&R sites which had occurred on environmental grounds, especially where greenbelt land was used 
which was otherwise generally protected from development. Uncertainty over the impact of P&R on 
travel behaviour led the government to verify its effects (Parkhurst and Richardson, 2002). The 
commissioned study by W.S. Atkins (WSA, 1998) however, was itself shown to have weaknesses by 
Parkhurst (2000a), who demonstrated that P&R potentially increased the mileage travelled of its users. 
The revised PPG13 Transport (DETR, 2001a) referred to it being suitable only “in appropriate 
circumstances” (p.21) and while it had previously been seen as a stand-alone measure, should “be 
developed as an integral part of the planning and transport strategy for the area” (p.22).  
The emphasis had been taken off P&R as a means of reducing congestion and improving sustainability 
and it was becoming perceived as a method to promote public transport services which could then 
deliver these goals. The 2004 White Paper The Future of Transport (DfT, 2004) for instance, identifies 
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P&R as a way to enhance light rail schemes and bus services (p.62) and in the DfT advisory leaflet on 
P&R (DfT 2005, p.1) it is seen as “one of a range of transport planning tools that can be used to 
encourage car users to switch to public transport”. The advisory leaflet also considers schemes useful 
in encouraging modal shift to traditional public transport by improving its image. Also, in contrast to 
the aforementioned DETR (2000) aspiration for P&R to be developed in “a wide range of towns and 
cities” (p.60), DfT (2005) outlines that “its use will depend on local circumstances…[it is] not 
appropriate everywhere” (p.1).  
The current situation however, suggests that although there has been a retreat in support within the 
policy, the reality has not matched the rhetoric. Whilst not fully on course with the aspirations of the 
Ten Year Plan, between 2001 and early 2007 51 new sites had opened (TAS Partnership, 2007). 
Although many of these were sites added to existing schemes (such as in Norwich and York), there 
were also new schemes introduced, particularly in the final years of the first Local Transport Plan 
(LTP1) period (2001-2005). In Durham for instance, the scheme was somewhat unusual in that its three 
sites were introduced simultaneously, with most other schemes taking an incremental approach to site 
additions. Some of the goals for the Durham scheme were similar to those that had been typical 
throughout the development of P&R, such as increasing accessibility, reducing congestion and 
enhancing the image of public transport. But the scheme‟s goals also reflected the government‟s 
rhetoric of the time and it was seen to “perform well on integration” (Durham County Council 2000, 
p.153). 
Indeed, the public popularity of P&R seems to be widespread which is highlighted by a CfIT survey 
(2002) for instance, which suggested that over 80% of the population in England were in favour of 
further P&R development. This popularity, combined with a wide range of funding mechanisms 
available for schemes, have fuelled the favourability of P&R for local policymakers and it remains a 
practical policy option. 
2.2 User Benefits 
While the preceding section looked at the policy role played by P&R, this part of the chapter briefly 
considers the benefits to the user and why P&R has become a popular alternative to car use. Some of 
these are fairly clear and have already been eluded to, particularly the monetary cost and time savings 
that lower the generalised cost of travel. The literature has indeed provided some indication as to the 
influence of the characteristics of P&R on it use. Many surveys have looked in general at the factors 
which induce the use of P&R, as shown in Table 2.2. Clearly, the main factor to its use appears to be 
price but time aspects are also of importance. Quality is generally less important and this seems to have 
become more so over time although generalisations are weak looking at such a small dataset.  
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Table 2.2  Main reason for using P&R (%) 
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  Day (Weekday/Saturday) Wd Sa Wd Sa Wd Sa Wd Wd Wd Wd Wd Wd Wd Wd Wd Sa All 
P
R
IC
E
 
CBD parking price 42 39 31 21 23 11 42 44 49 42 56 40 20 27 24 16 19 
Fuel cost               3 2  
General low price                 9 
T
IM
E
 
CBD parking supply 22 23 27 33 49 69 11 12 7 15 7 5 8 13    
Bus frequency       15 13 10 7 8 10 7 20    
Ease of finding space       1 2 4 4 3 1 3 3 26 46  
Better access to destination 13 12 19 14   5 4 6 2 2 13 32 5    
Unfamiliar with city 3 5 1 4 5 1            
Speed of service       12 7 2 16 5 15 5 9 15 6 5 
Q
U
A
L
IT
Y
 
Bus service quality 6 3   12 17 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 1    
Better than stage bus     8 0         11 3  
Waiting facility quality       0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0    
Vehicle security       2 2 1 1 1 3 1 6 5 6  
Bus reliability       3 4 13 4 0 3 3 2   4 
Convenient opening hours       0 3 1 2 1 1 1 3    
Convenience                 46 
O
T
H
E
R
 
Service is asset to town       1 3 1 3 2 2 10 5    
Personal/vehicle stress 7 13 13 24           12 15  
Environment/congestion  3 2 6 3     4 5 1 3 1 6 9 2 3 6 9 
Sources: Parkhurst and Stokes (1996); Papoulias and Heggie (1976); WSA (1998); Bristol City Council (1996); FDS (2001). 
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Relatively little evidence is available on the relative importance of the individual characteristics of the 
P&R service. Some was shown in Table 2.2 (that by WSA, 1998) but this was not exhaustive in its 
range of characteristics and looks at only the most important of these to users, not their relative 
importance. Some more detailed data is available on this however.  
Bos (2004) for example surveyed 558 P&R users (68%) and non-users (32%) throughout the 
Netherlands on the importance of P&R attributes to the choice of P&R as a travel mode, the results of 
which are shown in Table 2.3 (see also Bos and Molin, 2006; Bos et al, 2005),  Responses were given 
on a seven-point scale from one where the attribute did not influence behaviour, to seven where the 
attribute had a significant influence on behaviour. The frequency of the bus link was perceived as the 
most important contributor to P&R choice, but the punctuality of buses and a low number of transfers 
prior to reaching the destination were also perceived more important than the cost of the service. The 
transfer penalty was also seen as important, in terms of both the car-bus walking time and travel time to 
the P&R site from the road. Similarly, it was time costs that deter users from parking in the city centre, 
with both parking search time and the amount of congestion perceived as more important than the price 
of parking. The high relative value placed on time in the survey can be attributed, to some degree, to 
the demographics of respondents. Of all respondents, 62% had a university education suggesting a 
reasonably high income, while 64% were using P&R for work purposes (Bos 2004, p.47). Particularly 
surprising in the survey was the low importance placed on on-site facilities which are common in UK 
sites. 
Table 2.3  The mean relative importance of P&R attributes to mode choice (1-7) (n=558) 
P&R site Bus link 
Context and  
alternatives 
Cost 
4.5 Car-bus walking 
distance 
5.5 Frequency 4.9 Parking search time at 
destination 
4.9 Total cost of P&R (bus 
+ parking) 5.3 Punctuality 
4.4 Road-site travel time 5.3 Number of transfers 
before destination 
4.8 Congestion at/ around 
destination 
  
4.3 Parking information   
4.2 Good state of repair 4.5 Certainty of seat 4.6 Parking cost at 
destination 
  
4.1 On-site supervision 3.8 Bus lanes   
3.8 Safe walking routes  Dedicated service     
3.2 Parking reservations       
2.8 On-site facilities       
 Distance from users' 
origins 
      
      
  Site appearance             
Adapted from Bos (2004) 
There are other factors, identified by a number of authors, which encourage the use of P&R however, 
shown in Table 2.3 in italics: a „good state of repair‟ is a relatively important factor identified by Bos 
(2004) although the associated attribute of overall site appearance was not included in her study. This is 
seen as significant in terms of both the literature (EHTF, 2000) and UK practice, where it is common 
for particular attention to be paid to the overall aesthetics of P&R sites to convey an image of high 
quality, although it can also mitigate the visual intrusion of sites. Furthermore, while the attribute of 
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dedicated services is not included by Bos (2004), it is interlinked with transfers, punctuality and the 
certainty of a seat, all of which are perceived as important attributes. 
While there is relatively little evidence on the subject, that discussed here suggests that there are indeed 
some important qualities to P&R that encourage modal shift, at least beyond traditional notions of 
lowering the generalised cost of travel, which seem to be relatively more important in the motorists‟ 
decision to use P&R. The following part of this chapter builds on this to look in detail at the effects of 
P&R, as a result of the patronage induced by its characteristics. 
2.3 Effects of Park and Ride 
Despite the rapid growth in the number of P&R schemes, their suitability to fit into these roles has not 
been established a priori (Parkhurst, 1996a) and their effects are not yet fully understood. The 
remainder of this chapter thus reviews the literature relating to the effects of P&R, providing evidence 
to show the extent to which it has fulfilled these intended roles. In the UK the previous work looking 
holistically at the role of P&R has been the reserve mainly of Parkhurst (1994, 1996a, and 1998 for 
example) drawing primarily on early P&R user survey evidence. Based on this he argues that P&R has 
a limited, or even counter-productive, direct effect on transport goals because of the lack of evidence 
indicating a reduction in car use by its users. He suggests therefore that it may be confined to a 
„psycho-political‟ tool, used as a „carrot‟ for other measures. This chapter builds on this work and seeks 
to identify the gaps in current research. 
2.3.1. Transport effects 
At the most obvious level P&R has been used as a means to affect travel behaviour within its host 
centres, whether ultimately for increasing accessibility, reducing congestion (and its by-products) or 
avoiding road construction. These host centres are not isolated entities though and P&R will have wider 
effects, both with transport interactions spatially and in terms of transport markets. A balanced 
assessment then and indeed the approach here, is concerned not only with the extent to which P&R 
accomplishes its intended goals but also its wider impacts. The key areas of concern identified within 
the literature are thus addressed, namely, the abstraction of passengers from traditional public transport 
services and the generation and diversion of trips. This is followed by considering the definitive issue 
of how the total VMT of users is affected. 
Abstraction from public transport 
P&R schemes are targeted at intercepting car users from routes into centres, thus removing cars and 
reducing traffic flows downstream of P&R sites. Yet the incentives offered to motorists (price, 
frequency, comfort etc) also lend themselves to users of existing public transport services. To attract 
motorists P&R services are often subsidised for example, to compete with parking charges in the urban 
core (Pickett and Gray, 1996). By competing in this manner however, traditional public transport fares 
can also be undercut, which are not generally subsidised (Huntley, 1993). 
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The abstraction of passengers to P&R from conventional public transport services may offset savings 
that are made by P&R from intercepted motorists. The potential of P&R to abstract passengers does 
depend on passengers‟ car access but if public transport was previously used out of choice rather than 
need then this abstraction generates car journeys for the P&R access trip. The degree to which this 
negates mileage savings made from intercepted motorists is likely to be considerable given that access 
journeys are generally longer than the trip leg between the P&R site and the urban core in which car 
mileage savings are made (Parkhurst and Stokes, 1994; Parkhurst, 1996b). Spatially however, these 
mileage gains and savings are not comparable because public transport abstraction affects traffic flows 
upstream of sites whereas mileage savings are made downstream of sites. 
In light of these potential transport effects the research shows that users abstracted from public 
transport form a significant proportion of P&R users. Surveys of P&R users have been used to 
highlight the magnitude of overlapping P&R demand from both motorists and traditional public 
transport users. Table 2.4 shows these survey data. 
An important line of differentiation should be drawn between the indicators for public transport 
abstraction; mode used before using P&R and the current alternative mode. Although the latter ought to 
be regarded as less reliable as it considers predicted behaviour, Parkhurst (1995) comments it is of 
particular importance in mature schemes where circumstances affecting modal split have changed since 
the introduction of P&R. Since the introduction of the early schemes the national trends have been for 
car ownership to rise substantially and bus services deteriorate, so whereas public transport was the 
mode from which some transferred it may no longer represent the alternative. 
In the data however, where both previous and alternative modes are considered, in most cases more 
respondents perceived public transport as their alternative than had previously transferred. Some users 
will have moved to the area or started visiting and thus started using P&R from the outset of accessing 
the host city, rather than switching from using another mode to access it. Yet it should be remembered 
that P&R schemes are often introduced within some form of package of measures such as raised city 
centre parking charges, thus making central parking a less attractive option. It is not implausible 
however, that experience of P&R can change perceptions towards traditional public transport to some 
degree (Parkhurst, 1996a). Although not shown in the data table, it should be noted that a relatively 
small group of users access P&R sites by green mode, an average of 12% is reported by WSA (1998) 
for instance, which is in effect similar in transport (trip rate) terms as the previously used bus service. 
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Table 2.4  P&R user survey evidence 
        Park and Ride users (%) 
     
No trip 
to 
centre 
before 
Visited 
more 
since 
P&R 
Travel 
elsew-
here 
Would 
not 
travel     
Public transport Car (driver) (Other) P&R  
Source Centre (Site) Day n Prev Alt Prev Alt Prev Alt Prev Prev Alt Alt 
WSA (1998) Brighton Mon-Fri 220 18 41 50 26 - - - - 9 19 
Hewett and Davis (1996) 
(Bristol City Council) 
Bristol (Bath 
Road) 
Thurs  674 - 40 - 54 - - - - 1 2 
Sat 902 - 18 - 70 - - - - 4 8 
EHTF (2000) 
Bristol (Long 
Ashton) 
Mon-Fri 651 - 22 - 71 - - - - 2 2 
Sat 1211 - 14 - 80 - - - - 2 3 
WSA (1998) Cambridge Mon-Fri 204 10 24 58 39 - - - - 5 8 
Jones (1994)* Chester¹ Mon/Sat 124 13 14 74 60 7 15 6 15 - - 
WSA (1998) Coventry Mon-Fri 208 17 21 52 50 - - - - 9 11 
Pickett and Gray (1996) Maidstone Mon-Sat 1000 - 15 - 66 - - - 27 2 8 
Pickett and Gray (1996) Norwich Mon-Sat 1000 - 12 - 78 - - - 15 2 3 
WSA (1998) Norwich Mon-Fri 204 24 29 56 53 - - - - 5 7 
Pickett and Gray (1996) Nottingham Mon-Sat 1000 - 25 - 59 - - - 25 4 6 
Collins et al. (1987)* Oxford Fri/Sat 553 39 - 42 - 7 - - - - - 
Devonald et al. (1978) Oxford 
Wed 262 24 - 66 - - - 4 - - - 
Sat 391 13 - 81 - - - 4 - - - 
Papoulias and Heggie 
(1976)* 
Oxford 
Tues 155 8 - 57 - 14 - 6 - - - 
Sat 99 5 - 68 - 12 - 2 - - - 
Parkhurst and Stokes 
(1994) 
Oxford² 
Fri 741 36 31 55 33 - 8 - - - - 
Sat 1000 35 20 58 43 - 4 - - - - 
White (1977)* Oxford 
Tues/Thurs 208 - 30 - 57 - 14 - - - - 
Sat 207 - 22 - 68 - 16 - - - - 
continued overleaf 
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Table 2.4  continued 
        Park and Ride users (%) 
     
No trip 
to 
centre 
before 
Visited 
more 
since 
P&R 
Travel 
elsew-
here 
Would 
not 
travel     
Public transport Car (driver) (Other) P&R  
Source Centre (Site) Day n Prev Alt Prev Alt Prev Alt Prev Prev Alt Alt 
WSA (1998) Plymouth Mon-Fri 208 14 32 70 47 - - - - 3 8 
WSA (1998) Reading Mon-Fri 220 28 31 66 43 - - - - 6 12 
SYPTE (1995)* Sheffield Thurs/Sat 176 13 - 64 - 15 8 - - - - 
Pickett and Gray (1996) Shrewsbury Mon-Sat 1000 - 11 - 67 - - - 34 8 9 
WSA (1998) Shrewsbury Mon-Fri 205 15 18 71 53 - - - - 3 10 
Cooper (1993)* York N/A³ 154 19 35 63 59 - - 12 - - - 
Parkhurst and Stokes 
(1994) 
York 
Fri 288 24 26 66 54 - - - 40 - - 
Sat 310 13 9 85 65 - - - 48 - - 
WSA (1998) York Mon-Fri 221 15 26 55 57 - - - - 1 6 
Note. 
* Reported by Parkhurst (1996) 
¹Survey of shoppers only. Results weighted for those not previously coming or would not come in the absence of P&R 
²Only those users previously travelling to centre prior to the introduction of P&R are included in previous modes used 
³Post survey of users holding payment card 
4
The generated trips reported by EHTF (2000), Pickett and Gray (1996) and Parkhurst (1996) are reweighted assuming all users no longer travelling would either travel 
elsewhere or not make the trip. 
 
Based on Parkhurst (1996) with additional data from EHTF (2000), Pickett and Gray (1996) and WSA (1998). 
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Although with survey evidence it is tempting to generalise the data with the „average effects of P&R‟, 
the variation in data should also be considered to understand what contributes to public transport 
abstraction. After all, P&R schemes and their host cities are not homogeneous. Demographics, the 
location of sites, and political differences are the most obvious differences, but other aspects may 
include the intricacies of the design, operation, implementation, and marketing of schemes. Further, 
Parkhurst (1999a) suggests that the complementary policies such as central parking charges adopted by 
the host city contribute to the variation. Nonetheless the complementary „sticks‟ employed, like central 
parking charges and standards, have been perceived insufficiently rigorous to make the presence of 
P&R felt on congestion levels (Huntley, 1993). 
The variation can also, at least in part, be attributed to the comparative advantages of alternative modes 
prior to the introduction of P&R, with the urban structure of some cities lending itself to the operation 
of bus services (Parkhurst, 1995). It follows that P&R is more suitable for some cities than others, 
namely those with more dispersed hinterlands and less uniform radial routes suitable for traditional bus 
services. At the most basic level, the variation in quality, frequency, and price of existing public 
transport (WSA, 1998) may provide a differing strength of „push‟ towards P&R. 
Although it is useful to consider the scale and variation of public transport abstraction, the next step is 
to recognise its implications; specifically, the VMT of „new‟ car trips. This is particularly important 
given that savings made from intercepted car users will be rebalanced to some degree. In the research 
the significance of the VMT of users is an issue that is often mentioned but rarely quantified. One 
exception is WSA (1998) who report that of the passengers abstracted in their eight case study cities, 
68% travel less than 1.2 miles, and 15% more than 5.6 miles, to P&R sites. No other data on the matter 
is presented in their report. Meanwhile when considering trips to P&R sites by all users, Parkhurst and 
Stokes (1994) found a mean trip length of 12.5 miles (median 8.9 miles) in Oxford, and 8.2 miles 
(median 2.0 miles) in York.  
Parkhurst and Stokes go on to analyse P&R users‟ access to existing public transport services using 
data on their origins and alternative mode choice, as well as public transport timetable information in 
their Oxford study. They found that most abstracted users are those that live closest to the P&R site 
whereas those from farther away are less likely to have high quality public transport access and would 
therefore not travel to the centre or drive all the way if P&R was not available. Similarly, WSA (1998) 
suggest that mainly intra-urban services are affected but provide limited evidence to support this view.  
Nevertheless, while the evidence suggests that most abstracted trips are short in length, it takes only 
relatively few abstracted trips to have a significant impact on the overall efficiency of P&R as car 
mileage travelled by these users for access trips is entirely created by P&R (Parkhurst, 1999a). 
In terms of public transport services, the most obvious sufferers of P&R-induced abstraction are 
marginal bus routes, where the loss of relatively few passengers can seriously impact on the financial 
viability of services (Parkhurst, 1994; 1999b; Pickett and Gray, 1996). What thus occurs is a negative 
Mohring effect (Mohring, 1972) where P&R abstracts passengers leading to a diminution in the 
viability of high-frequency stage services. This in turn reduces demand for the bus, with more trips 
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transferring to P&R, being made by the car or being suppressed. The issue of equity is therefore raised 
which is particularly concerning given that P&R services are often subsidised from public funding.  
Trip generation 
At the local level, goals to improve the vibrancy of economic centres are generally in conflict with 
those to reduce traffic (Banister and Berechman, 2000). Trips that are generated as a result of the 
presence of P&R are no exception and while generated trips are good for business they increase the 
total amount of car mileage. To extrapolate the scale of generation the research has used similar survey 
techniques to those used for measuring abstraction; previous behaviour (proportion of users not 
travelling to the centre prior to the introduction of P&R), and alternative behaviour (those that would 
not currently travel without P&R), the data is shown towards the right of Table 2.4 
While the intricacies of questionnaire design and sample selection should be borne in mind when 
considering a range of survey data and can indeed offer some explanation to the variation (Parkhurst 
1996a), there is nevertheless a considerable range between studies. Clearly the location of sites will 
contribute to some degree. In the case of Brighton for instance, WSA (1998) suggest that nearby 
residents divert trips from local district centres. So it is also plausible that proximity to radial routes and 
taking it a step further, the relative strength of competing centres, will feature in the decision making 
process of potential users. 
It is also interesting to consider the variation in data within centres where several datasets or survey 
days are considered. For those where weekday and Saturday survey data are presented it is unsurprising 
that Saturday trips are more likely to be abandoned in the absence of P&R given that shopping trips are 
generally more discretionary than commuting trips (Hewett and Davis, 1996). In addition, it is implied 
from the Oxford evidence, and to a lesser extent from the other instances where several datasets are 
presented, that the maturity of schemes may be linked to the scale of trip generation. In support of this, 
it would be expected that schemes become more influential on travel choices as they mature and 
awareness grows (Bixby and Bullen, 1983). The urban fabric of centres is also worth considering from 
the temporal perspective. Parkhurst (1996a) for example suggests that prior to the boom of out-of-town 
retail centres there were limited comparable destinations and without P&R users had little choice but to 
continue to visit the centre. 
The aggregate mileage implications of generated trips are dependent upon whether trips would not have 
been made at all in the absence of P&R, or if trips would have been made to an alternative destination 
for the same purpose (Table 2.4). With diverted trips the VMT change hinges on alternative travel 
behaviour and specifically, the lengths of the alternative trips compared to those made using P&R. By 
reducing the generalised cost of travel, P&R is theoretically able to generate longer trips than would 
have otherwise been made (Parkhurst, 1999a). Admittedly however, decisions to make trips, and to 
which destinations, involve multifaceted-decision making processes that will depend on a range of 
benefits derived from a range of possible destinations. 
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Besides, the empirical evidence of the length of diverted trips is sparse. There is a view that diverted 
trips are relatively local; WSA (1998) for example, report that of all diverted trips 60% were less than 
1.9 miles. Then again, much of this proportion of short trips was absorbed by a few of the studied 
centres and no reference is made to the remaining trips. Linked to this is the matter of the variation in 
length of generated trips between centres. Parkhurst (1999a) for instance suggests that mature schemes 
generate longer trips. This is perhaps explained to some degree by the point made earlier that as 
schemes develop their sphere of influence will widen, attracting users from farther afield. 
Because transport behavioural change may be the result of a number of transport policies, it is difficult 
to determine the long-term effects of trip generation by P&R ceteris paribus. Nonetheless a logical 
conclusion is that traffic growth is simply fuelled (CPRE, 1998). Further, transport is a derived demand 
and as such generated trips represent increased demand for the host centre, whose appeal is increased 
by P&R and this will result in a redistribution of trip-ends and therefore activity. 
The amount of traffic generated as a result of P&R concerns not only those trips made to P&R sites; the 
relatively elastic demand for cross-centre or inter-urban journeys typical of UK urban centres may also 
induce traffic as a result of the freed road space from P&R trips (Parkhurst, 1994). This is indeed a 
contention that is certainly supported by the notion of induced traffic (Goodwin, 1996). Nevertheless, 
although there is a general dearth of evidence indicating reductions in congestion as a result of P&R, 
one exception is Canterbury where Roberts et al (1996) have reported a reduction of 9% in daily traffic 
flows during the first three years of opening. It is unclear however, if this reduction can be attributed 
solely to P&R or the overall package of measures (including central parking controls) within which 
P&R was implemented. Interception rates (the proportion of traffic diverted from radial routes to P&R) 
have however been reported for Oxford‟s sites as high as 17% (Huntley, 1993) and 25% (Mathew, 
1990). 
VMT of users 
Understanding the aggregate transport effects of P&R is key in determining whether total VMT is 
reduced or not. While there will be distance savings made from intercepted car users, there are also, as 
outlined above, distance gains from trips that would have otherwise been made entirely on public 
transport or not made at all. Although such analysis is fundamental to understanding the effects of P&R 
it is nevertheless fraught with difficulties. Not only must the current VMT of users be established but 
also the travel behaviour in the absence of P&R. This can perhaps explain the dearth of research fully 
evaluating the aggregate effects of P&R. 
WSA (1998) provide an attempt to determine the change in VMT of P&R users in their eight case 
study cities. Their analysis is however limited to the 47% of users that parked at P&R sites and would 
have otherwise driven to the centre, so not including abstracted or generated trips. Nevertheless the 
results, shown in the left column of Table 2.5, suggest that in all cases distance savings are made from 
these users. Regarding the scale of savings, it is important to consider where these savings actually 
occur. Parkhurst (1999a) suggests that any saving will be less than the distance between P&R site and 
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the centre as this is the portion of trips in which vehicle mileage is removed from the network. It is 
unsurprising then that the variation in savings between cities is affected by the distance between their 
respective P&R sites and centres. Notably, the mean savings for each of the centres is about half of this 
distance, implying that some longer trips are taken to access P&R sites than would have otherwise been 
taken to the centre, although this detouring is insufficient to result in net mileage gains. 
Table 2.5  Mileage effects of P&R 
 City 
Change in VMT per car 
parked 
Change minus car-equivalent 
bus VMT 
Brighton -2.50 -1.38 
Cambridge -0.93 0.63 
Coventry -1.03 1.09 
Norwich -2.15 0.14 
Plymouth -2.92 -1.58 
Reading -5.31 -4.05 
Shrewsbury -3.18 -2.34 
York -2.03 -0.67 
Note. Distances doubled to give return journeys and converted to miles.  
Sources: WSA (1998) and Parkhurst (1999a). 
Trips between P&R sites and centres however, do not represent complete savings of car mileage and 
users intercepted by P&R will make the trip using P&R bus services. It follows then, that these bus 
trips ought to be included in the assessment of the VMT of users. Accordingly Parkhurst (1999a) uses 
the analysis provided by WSA (1998), as well as estimates for the distance travelled by buses and 
external data for bus patronage, to include bus travel in the assessment, the results of which are shown 
in the right column of Table 2.5. To provide comparable mileage effects, Parkhurst uses a car-
equivalent factor of bus mileage thus allocating it per passenger carried. In terms of the savings 
between cities the emphasis is thus shifted from the distance between P&R site and centre to the load 
factors of P&R buses, which is in turn related to the size of sites, number of users and space turnover, 
and therefore the journey purpose of users (Parkhurst, 1999a). This recalculation results in mileage 
gains in three of the centres as a result of P&R. 
From the more general perspective and as mentioned above, the transport efficiency of P&R is also 
underpinned by users‟ origins. Because cities are neither homogeneous nor uniformly distributed 
entities, dealing with trips in a strictly quantitative fashion does not indicate if users travel from rural 
hinterlands or neighbouring conurbations. This is of clear importance in understanding the catchment 
area of P&R and therefore the proximity of users to existing public transport services and possible 
alternative destinations. Even so, it has been the tendency of policymakers to consider host centres in 
isolation despite P&R obviously generating wider impacts (Parkhurst, 1995).  
Parkhurst and Stokes (1994) and Bristol City Council (1996) both provide analyses of the spread of 
user origins in relation to P&R host centres in their respective Oxford and Bristol studies. They suggest 
that whilst there is some spread of origins across the rural hinterlands, most concerning is the 
concentration close to the P&R sites and from neighbouring settlements. For those from farther 
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distances, closer centres may represent a viable alternative destination although some of these would be 
remote from public transport services so P&R may provide car mileage savings. For those closer to 
P&R sites however, there may be existing public transport services that offer links to the urban core but 
P&R is chosen in favour. 
2.3.2. Environmental effects 
The environmental objectives for P&R became prominent in the 1990s after growing recognition of the 
environmental damage caused by traffic-related emissions. This role in reducing emissions is based on 
the aim for P&R to reduce car mileage. The assumption is somewhat challenged however by the lack of 
evidence indicating a reduction in the VMT of P&R users. Indeed, most of the literature on the 
environmental effects is based on such evidence of car use (for example Parkhurst, 1996a; Pickett and 
Gray, 1996) while there is a dearth of quantitative evidence on the degree to which P&R influences the 
amount of emissions generated. The impact that P&R has on emissions however is not strictly 
proportional to changes in mileage as a result of P&R. 
The level of pollutants emitted is affected by such factors as the change in distribution and speed of 
traffic as a result of P&R (NETCEN, 2006). Vehicle speed is clearly affected by an increase in the 
number of vehicles around P&R sites. After all, P&R fundamentally creates a traffic „honeypot‟. Yet 
from the wider perspective, there may be some removal of vehicles from the road network downstream 
of P&R sites, resulting in vehicle speed gains, but this will be offset by the induced traffic utilising any 
freed road space. Furthermore, Rosenbloom (1978) suggests that the complementing of P&R with bus-
only lanes, which is a prevalent measure taken to reduce the travel time of P&R users and therefore 
attract patronage, may reduce the vehicle speed of non-P&R users accessing the host centre. The 
concentration of localised pollutants is also affected by changes in the distribution of traffic on the road 
network as a result of P&R, Namdeo and Bell (2005) for example suggest that P&R can reduce levels 
of air pollution in the urban core from their modelling work. 
Changes in the use of different types of vehicles however, should also be borne in mind. While there 
may well be some change as a result of the cars removed from the network (and those induced by the 
freed road space), the clear change that occurs is that of a shift to bus use. Although increasing 
improvements have been made to the efficiency of the car fleet, the rate of improvement has been much 
slower with buses in terms of noxious emissions (NETCEN, 2005; Highways Agency, 2005), thus 
limiting the overall environmental role of P&R. 
With regards to the environmental impacts of P&R however, it is the construction and localised effects 
of P&R sites that has generated the most media attention and public opposition (Clark, 2005). As well 
as localised pollutants from access trips around sites, further impacts include traffic noise and safety. 
Political and environmental opposition in the planning stages of P&R sites is particularly heightened 
where sites are proposed on greenbelt land. In the planning policy this is permitted by PPG13 
Transport (DETR, 2001a), although only where “non-Green Belt alternatives [are] investigated first” 
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(Annex E, 3.17). From the perspective of the local authority and in terms of the way in which P&R is 
currently designed however, it is greenbelt land that often covers the most appropriate location for P&R 
sites, on the urban fringe with limited existing development. Policymakers are therefore faced with a 
compromise between the opposition to site location and the wider perceived benefits of traffic and 
pollutant reductions (see for example WMPTA, 2003; Cheshire County Council, 2007). 
2.3.3. Economic effects 
In contrast to the transport- and environment-related effects of P&R there is generally a consensus 
within the literature that it can bring economic benefits to host centres. Indeed, it has been suggested 
(Parkhurst, 1996a) that these benefits have taken prominence for the local authorities implementing 
schemes in some cases over the issues such as traffic congestion which have been primarily the concern 
of national government. Thus, while P&R is used as a tool for competitive advantage over 
neighbouring centres, by definition this has ramifications not confined to the host centre. But not only 
this, the discussion here is concerned with looking at the wider impacts temporally, as the effect of 
P&R on travel behaviour will to some degree induce shifts in the distribution of economic activity. 
Local economic vitality 
The economic vitality of a centre is influenced not only by the number of visitors that it attracts but 
also the value of these visitors. By deduction then, the value of P&R to its host centre can be 
established by understanding how users contribute to the economy. Yet so far the research has not 
considered the economic effects of P&R in such detail as to isolate P&R in a top-down aggregate 
assessment. This is partially down to the difficulties associated with isolating the economic 
contribution of P&R which occurs over a long period. Fundamentally though, perhaps there has been 
no real demand for such detailed work as it has been a logical deduction for stakeholders that extra 
visitors provided by P&R boost the economy to some degree. Rather, the research available is 
concerned mainly with the number of visitor trips generated or diverted from other centres as shown in 
the survey evidence presented in Table 2.4 above. 
The significant amount of generated trips undoubtedly contribute to the economies of host centres. 
There are however other contributors that are less obvious from the survey evidence. For instance, the 
induced demand effect for the road space released by P&R intercepted car trips will clearly result in 
some degree of contribution that is unobserved (Pickett and Gray, 1996). Also, although no direct 
reduction of central parking spaces in line with the number of P&R spaces offered has been found in 
host centres (Huntley, 1993), some reductions are likely and indeed incentivised as central area land 
may be transferred to other more economically beneficial uses (Parkhurst, 1995).  
There will of course become an economic reliance on P&R as schemes mature if not only because of 
the reduced pressure in central areas for additional parking. The creation of central parking may not 
only be at the detriment of other land uses but also indirectly to the city environment (Parkhurst, 
1996a). Indeed, this was the motivation for the early P&R schemes that historic centres pioneered 
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enabling economic growth that would have otherwise been constrained by physical capacity (Cairns, 
1997; Hughes, 2005). 
What this does mean though is that while host centres enjoy economic benefits of increased capacity, 
neighbouring centres may suffer (Mingardo, 2006) particularly by the diverted trips identified by the 
survey evidence. The effect and desirability of this however, will depend largely on the particular 
centres affected. Bos et al (2005) for instance argue that if P&R reduces the demand for out-of-town 
shopping centres and reinforces the concentration of central activities, long-term mileage reductions 
will result. Parkhurst (2000a) on the other hand suggests that diversions from more traditional centres 
that already suffer from local competition would be less advantageous. He goes on to point out that 
because of the limits of existing research there is a need to understand “whether [P&R] schemes are 
beneficial to the overall economy in absolute terms, or mainly offer a relative benefit to the host 
settlement” (p.319). 
Long-term economic effects 
Almost by definition, measuring and evaluating long-term impacts is notoriously difficult. Not only do 
problems lie with consistent and continuous data collection, of which there is a dearth in the P&R 
research, but the economic impacts of P&R are difficult to isolate. Nevertheless, the notion of long-
term effects which is concerned primarily with the distribution of economic activity is key in the 
understanding of P&R so is discussed here, if only anecdotally. 
At the more basic level the employment-related impacts of P&R concern those employed as a direct 
result of P&R by the bus operator and on-site, such as security and so on (Pickett and Gray, 1996). 
Negating these employment benefits however, the abstraction of passengers from existing public 
transport services may ultimately lead to route closures. From the wider perspective, the same kind of 
effect also holds for indirect employment. P&R trips are predominantly shopping and commuting. 
Taking the former, it could be expected that P&R in inducing trips to a centre boosts its economic 
vibrancy particularly in the retail sector. However, in view of diverted trips particularly, the loss of 
activity in competing centres is an important consideration. As for commuting trips, transport 
infrastructure has a significant effect on relocation decisions of businesses (Gerrard et al., 2001; Nelson 
et al., 1994) so although it involves complex interactions, P&R will play a role to some degree. 
Similarly complex are residential location decisions. P&R reduces the generalised cost of travel so 
theoretically encourages residence farther away from its host centres. This of course assumes that the 
centre is the economic focus of the area in which it is located, an assumption which is somewhat 
weakened by the upsurge of out-of-town development. Nevertheless, Parkhurst and Stokes (1994) 
suggest from their sample of Oxford users that up to almost 10% indicated that P&R had some 
influence in their residential relocation choice. This was the case for Friday users but much less so for 
those surveyed on Saturday, suggesting that P&R has stronger location influence on commuter trips 
than less frequent and more discretionary shopping trips. Interestingly, around 7% of users indicated 
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that they would consider moving if P&R became unavailable. It is important to remember though that 
Oxford provides the most mature P&R scheme so is well embedded in travel behaviour. 
 
Value for money 
By lowering the cost of travel P&R generally offers good value to its users but this is enabled through 
subsidy support. It is important then to consider the value offered by P&R to those that set the goals for 
its use and invest the subsidy – local authorities, the national government, businesses and developers. 
By extension this is also a matter of value for the public in general as subsidy is derived from public 
funds (Table 2.1). Value for money depends however on the criteria against which it is measured. 
Considering the economic benefits of schemes in a fashion akin to an input-output model, they are 
perceived valuable by policymakers in investing in the local economy. This is of course difficult to 
establish empirically because of the complexities involved in measuring the impacts, although perhaps 
perceptions, particularly of local businesses, are sufficient for local authorities to support P&R. 
Nevertheless, such analysis relies on isolating and measuring the impact of P&R on retail spending and 
employment activity for instance, but also concerns the result of such activity on neighbouring centres. 
Another consideration though is the effect of P&R on the distribution of activity across the host centre, 
including out-of-town/suburban retail and the importance of destination bus-stop location. 
The value in terms of the transport effects of P&R is a little more straightforward to estimate at least in 
a bottom-up analysis. Parkhurst (1999a) uses the survey evidence from WSA (1998) as well as other 
external data to calculate the VMT (including P&R bus provision) per £1 spent. The results are given 
for the fare income of both car users only and all users in Table 2.6. Two schemes generate a surplus 
from the passenger fare income alone. However, in three cases it appears that a net increase in VMT is 
effectively being subsidised. In Plymouth, Shrewsbury, and York mileage was reduced but this was at a 
cost of £1 for an average of 4.3 miles. 
Table 2.6  Reduction in VMT per £1 spent 
 City Net VMT change 
per car parked 
per weekday  
Net operating cost (£) Reduction in VMT per £ spent 
  Car arrivers All users Car arrivers All users 
Brighton -1.38 -39 -488 surplus surplus 
Cambridge 0.63 2307 2044 net inc. net inc. 
Coventry 1.09 599 587 net inc. net inc. 
Norwich 0.14 1786 1057 net inc. net inc. 
Plymouth -1.97 988 847 1.68 1.96 
Reading -4.05 -110 -284 surplus surplus 
Shrewsbury -2.34 1527 1405 4.67 5.08 
York -0.67 968 219 1.35 5.95 
Source: Parkhurst (2000a) 
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2.4 Summary and a contemporary view on the state of art 
Although the origins of bus-based P&R in the UK are at the local level in response to localised capacity 
constraints on transport infrastructure, it has become widely adopted as a result of its encouragement by 
the national government. In section 2.1of this chapter, the growth of P&R in terms of both the number 
of schemes and its position within policy was highlighted. Three main policy areas were highlighted in 
which P&R has been used: transport, the environment and the economy. Despite these goals and the 
encouragement of P&R by the government, schemes still need to attract users in order to be viable. 
Thus, 2.2 considered what P&R fundamentally offers to its users. It was found that time factors such as 
bus frequency and search time are considered highly important whilst cost was surprisingly perceived 
as less so. Nevertheless, the factors that attract users also have the potential to induce negative effects, 
as was discussed in 2.3. In terms of transport, evidence has shown that P&R may increase the total 
VMT of some of its users, which is due to low load factors on the high-frequency dedicated buses and 
the diversion of trips previously made on public transport alone, those that are newly generated or those 
diverted from other centres. In terms of the environment, an increase in VMT infers that there is also 
doubt that P&R will universally reduce transport-related emissions. Given the lack of direct fulfilment 
of its transport and environmental goals that has been highlighted, there may be some foundation in the 
argument that P&R plays an indirect role by offering a „carrot‟ to implement restraint policies. This can 
occur where complementary measures are used but these have seldom been sufficiently strong and 
there is a lack of clear evidence indicating traffic reduction. In terms of the economy, P&R improves a 
centre‟s accessibility by increasing the total parking stock because central area spaces are not typically 
reduced proportionally. There are concerns however over the large amounts of subsidy that P&R 
requires for construction and operation and the economic impact of P&R on competing centres. 
This chapter has thus shown that the current research challenges some of the orthodoxies that exist with 
regards to the benefits and roles of P&R. Yet there are still considerable gaps in current knowledge, 
summarised as follows: 
1. The economic benefits of P&R to its host centres are generally accepted since it increases 
their total parking stock. Yet this has not been tested comprehensively in empirical studies. 
Similarly, it is not yet understood whether economic benefits, if they exist, are the result of an 
increase in activity in real terms or a redistribution of activity from other centres. 
2. P&R is clearly successful in many UK contexts and attracts significant amounts of users. The 
role that P&R plays in trip making decisions has not been discussed here in detail but an 
increase in understanding in this area may be beneficial in directing future transport policies. 
For example, research could seek to understand how individuals‟ P&R use changes over time, 
how much consideration goes into P&R trips and its social image. 
3. While the effect of P&R on levels of car use is a research area in its relative infancy, even 
more so are its environmental effects. Clearly, VMT increases are proportional to emission to 
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some degree, but the wider effect of P&R scheme construction, bus emissions and pollutant 
concentration needs to be understood. 
4. The small amount of evidence on the particular characteristics of P&R that appeal to its users 
and encourage patronage has been discussed here. Further work is clearly needed in this area 
not only to develop P&R itself, but provide lessons for other policies. 
5. It is unclear from the literature how those responsible for introducing and operating schemes 
have interpreted national government policy goals at the local authority level. The degree of 
disparity between national and local government motivations would reveal for instance, how 
national goals are balanced with those made in response to local contextual or political factors. 
6. The effect of abstracted and generated P&R trips has not been treated with the same degree of 
comprehensiveness as those made from intercepted motorists. The mileage effects of these 
users need to be considered to gain a better understanding of the transport effects of P&R. 
7. Notwithstanding the gaps in research on the impact of P&R on car mileage, the evidence 
suggests that it results in an increase in some cases. Yet the concept of UK bus-based P&R has 
remained relatively static since its first use in the 1960s. It needs to be considered therefore, if 
the fundamental design of P&R can be adapted to improve its effectiveness and if it could 
maintain its popularity – clearly a key asset of P&R - in this instance. 
There is clearly considerable scope for future research on P&R. Given the indications over the limited 
effectiveness of P&R however, understanding the full traffic effects of P&R (6) is considered 
particularly important. Furthermore, if this is the case and P&R does, in some cases, increase the VMT 
of its users, the future needs to be considered (7) but to move forward, an understanding of why it has 
become so popular with local authorities is required (5) since their perceptions of its role and potential 
effects will shape implementation activity and how it is used. Thus, owing to the importance of these 
issues and the relatively sparse and dated body of evidence, they will be taken forward and investigated 
further in Chapter 3 by means of a scoping study of key stakeholders in the field. 
As a result of these gaps in current knowledge, there is a need to both look to the future and consider 
how P&R can be used more effectively, as well to consider how national government policies relating 
to P&R have been interpreted at the local level. An understanding of this would also help to consider 
the policy roles that future P&R policies will need to take. 
To look at these issues and add further depth to those already discussed in earlier parts of this chapter 
in order to provide a foundation on which this thesis can build, a scoping study of key stakeholders in 
the field was carried out. This is provided in full as Appendix A - an earlier draft of which has been 
published (Meek et al, 2009a) - but is summarised here. 
The study included eight stakeholders: three academics, an environmental campaigner who works 
specifically in the area of transport policy issues, a bus operator of P&R services and three local 
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authority officials who have been heavily involved with the introduction and operation of UK P&R 
schemes. Each interview lasted approximately one hour and was semi-structured in nature. They were 
carried out between November 2007 and January 2008. 
Clearly, there are numerous reasons that local authorities introduce P&R. Undoubtedly, many of these 
reasons are provided explicitly within policy but there are also implicit reasons. It was suggested for 
example that P&R is a valuable tool politically as it appeals to most people whilst usually attracting 
opposition only where is built on greenbelts. Furthermore, it may offer a way to attract the more 
affluent user onto public transport, something which is difficult to do with conventional bus services. 
It was suggested that there are a number of ways to measure the success of P&R schemes including the 
level of patronage that they attract and their influence on car use, emissions or congestion. In terms of 
the effective of P&R in these terms, there were mixed views but the general trend was for it to be 
considered more effective by the operator and officials while the academics and environmental 
campaigner were more pessimistic. There was a view however that P&R changes the views of users on 
conventional public transport and may therefore encourage the use of conventional buses. 
Respondents were also asked about how the concept of car-bus interchange could be modified. It was 
suggested that small sites could be located near to small commuter villages outside of the host centre, 
with the potential to also provide other intermediate sites, thus decentralising the sites across access 
corridors to the host centre. Also, existing sites may be used as transport interchanges, with rural bus 
routes feeding into the sites. Shared-used sites were mentioned as a further potential development. 
The final topic of the study was the need for future research. Unsurprisingly, those involved with 
designing and implementing schemes suggested that research should look at how usage is forecasted 
and guidance for scheme design is provided. Others advised that the psychological aspects of P&R and 
users‟ perceptions of it should be studies. Nevertheless, it was suggested that research should look at 
how P&R should be designed in future to induce more favourable results than it does at present and 
how these alternative models of interchange could be implemented. 
The study concluded that there is a definite need for future research to look to the future and consider 
whether the popularity of P&R can be embraced to also provide efficiency benefits in terms of the 
VMT of users. Notably, VMT may be regarded as an intermediate effect which induces other wider 
effects which are environmental or economic. Thus, the current research will take this as its focus but 
there is also a need to understand local authorities‟ views as these are clearly pivotal in the uptake of 
P&R and how it is implemented. The following chapter therefore looks at these issues and aims to 
provide a theoretical framework in which they can be explored and the research can be progressed. 
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CHAPTER 3  
THE CHARACTERISTICS APPROACH TO 
CONSUMER DEMAND 
The previous chapter showed that while P&R has become a popular policy option for both local 
authorities and users, it appears to be, at best, ineffective in reducing the VMT of its users. The aim of 
this research however is to explore how this situation may be improved by embracing the popularity of 
P&R but enhancing its role in reducing VMT. 
This chapter provides an exposition of the Characteristics Approach to consumer demand which is 
adopted to consider the inherent attributes that are contained within P&R. This was identified as a 
valuable means by which to approach the research problem because the literature (Chapter 2) found 
that there are particular characteristics of P&R, as it is currently implemented, that result in it being 
inefficient in reducing car use. The wider concept of interchange is not necessarily inefficient. By 
adopting this approach, the characteristics that provide the utility to users can be focused on. It is also 
discussed how the characteristics of P&R induce not only the demand for it but also its effects. 
This chapter starts by describing the foundations of the Characteristics Approach, outlining its 
contributions to economic theory and its fundamental principles. It goes on to discuss the theoretical 
applications of the model in 3.2. More practical issues are addressed in 3.3 by outlining the extension 
of the approach used in this research, Multiattribute Utility Theory (MAUT), which provides a rigorous 
procedure for operationalising the model. This is followed in 3.4 by outlining how Lancaster‟s (1966) 
traditional notion of characteristics have subsequently been developed beyond products to be applicable 
to public sector services. This is then applied in 3.5 to the current research with the construction of the 
conceptual framework which brings together the findings from the literature review and scoping study 
and applies the theory to provide a structured model for the study, incorporating technical physical 
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characteristics of P&R and those pertinent to both users and local authorities, which influence both the 
utility derived from its and its effects. 
3.1 Lancaster’s model 
In the traditional approach to consumer demand, goods are discrete consumption units. The consumer 
preference orders the goods available under budget constraints and derives utility directly from the 
preferred good. With income Y and price p, the demand for product j, qj, with n alternatives can be 
given in its simple form as: 
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It is thus implicitly assumed that the consumer undergoes some decision process from which to base 
their preference, based on the differential properties offered by alternative goods. Lancaster‟s (1966, 
1971) contribution to consumer behaviour theory was seen by some as “revolutionary” (Ratchford 
1975, p.65). His approach departed from the traditional analysis, the essence of his framework being 
the explicit inclusion of the intrinsic characteristics that goods possess within the demand function. The 
objects of utility then, are the inherent characteristics contained within the good rather than the good 
itself. The characteristics are the determinants of the demand for the good. Recognising product 
attributes within the demand function therefore allows the analyst to understand such things as the 
effects of product differentiation and the introduction of new products into a given market. 
Lancaster‟s approach rests upon a number of fundamental assumptions. First, all characteristics 
contained within a good are objective and are measured independently of the taste or preference of the 
consumer. Individual consumers will vary in their preference for different characteristics but not in 
their assessment of the characteristics contained within a product (imperfect knowledge is discussed 
below). Second, characteristics are linear so that a change in the quantity of a good results in a directly 
proportional change in the amount of a given characteristic within that good. Third, the characteristics 
contained within goods are additive. The total amount of a given characteristic contained within a 
collection of goods is equal to the sum of the characteristic contained within those goods separately. 
Taking these assumptions into account, where there are r characteristics and a group of n goods 
(x1,…,xn), the quantity of characteristics zi within the goods is: 
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where  
bij  quantity of ith characteristic contained within unit amount of the jth good  
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While a matrix – „A‟ - provides the transformation from activities to goods, in a fashion akin to the 
traditional analysis of demand using the household production function (Becker, 1965), a second, 
consumption technology, matrix B is constructed to provide coefficients that relate goods (inputs) to 
characteristics (outputs), so B becomes the matrix term for the relationship bij. Apart from the special 
case where r = n, the matrix is rectangular. In the matrix, xj becomes x as the (column) vector of goods 
showing the quantity of characteristics possessed by unit quantity of each goods. The term zi becomes z 
as the (row) vector of characteristics. The scale on which quantities of characteristics are measured is 
irrelevant, as long as the same measure is used for the characteristics for each of the goods in the 
matrix. Equation (2) thus becomes z = Bx. 
Consumer utility is considered to be ordinal and the consumption choice is the one that maximises 
U(z). The model of utility is similar in form to traditional models but substituting, of course, 
characteristics for goods. In particular and in relation to fixed prices p, a fixed budget constraint k, and 
non-negativity constraints on z, x: 
    Max  U(z) 
    S.T.  px ≤ k 
    with z = Bx 
     z, x ≥ 0 
Within this utility function lies the assumption of consumer preference for characteristics. Lancaster‟s 
approach is defined by its objective assessment of the characteristics possessed by groups, although this 
is an assumption that is not without criticism (Nicosia, 1974). Nevertheless, Lancaster (1971) argued 
that any differences in perceptions or value of the characteristics embodied within a good relate only to 
the preference function of the consumer, rather than the actual quantity of the characteristic possessed 
by the good, although this clearly makes assumptions of perfect information (Auld, 1972; 1974). For 
instance, let Vi(Yi) be the preference function maximised by the consumer where Yi is the vector for 
perceptual evaluation of characteristics by consumer i. If hi varies across consumers according to their 
perceptions of the characteristics, there is a functional relationship here between objective 
characteristics z, of Yi = hi(z). The preference function can thus be given as Vi(hi(z)) = Ui(z). The 
preference function is therefore only of concern in the consumer-characteristics relationship rather than 
the goods-characteristics relationship (Ratchford, 1975). 
3.2 Applications 
The basic model of the Characteristics Approach assumes that goods can be combined to produce a 
given amount of the desired characteristics, as shown in Figure 1. Here there are three brands of a 
product (x1, x2, x3) within a given market. In order to diagrammatise the scenario, there are only two 
characteristics (z1, z2) although in practice the Approach assumes at the very least r = n to construct a 
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square consumption technology matrix. Each of the products contains a different combination of both 
attributes, so for instance x1 is richer in z1 than z2 while the reverse is true for x3. The lines connecting 
A-B, B-C form the efficiency frontier, along which are the maximum combinations of characteristics 
that can be obtained from a pre-determined expenditure. The vertices represent the mix of 
characteristics that are contained within each brand. The point at which maximum utility is achieved is 
the point where the highest indifference curve is a tangent to the efficiency frontier. If this is achieved 
at a corner point, one brand alone will be chosen to achieve the optimal mix of characteristics. If this 
tangency occurs at another point along the efficiency frontier however, a combination of brands will be 
chosen, D. In order to achieve the desired mix of characteristics, consumption can occur in one of two 
ways. The first option is for 0E of x1 to be purchased containing v2 of z1 and w1 of z2 as well as ED of x2, 
within which there is v2v3 of z1 and w1w3 of z2. The second option is to purchase 0F of x2 giving v1 of z1 
and w2 of z2, along with FD of x1 which contains v1v3 of z1 and w2w3 of z2. The consumer is indifferent 
to either course of action because both produce the optimal level of characteristics maximum utility 
(Griffiths and Wall, 1996). 
Figure 3.1  Combining brands  
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Lancaster‟s approach also provides a useful way to consider consumer behaviour subject to price 
changes. In Figure 2 there are four brands that are initially priced to form the efficiency frontier A-B, B-
C, C-D. Let the relative price of x2 increase slightly so that the maximum quantity of the brand 
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attainable with the pre-determined expenditure falls to point E. This increase in price has little effect; it 
still provides an efficient combination of characteristics on the frontier. Suppose however, that the price 
increases further, shown by point F. In this instance, x2 becomes inefficient as point F lies inside the 
new efficiency frontier that has only two facets, A-C, C-D. The efficient consumer will cease 
purchasing x2 as the same mix of characteristics can be purchased more efficiently by combining x1 and 
x3. 
Figure 3.2  Price changes and efficiency 
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The same kind of situation occurs when considering the demand for a new brand. If the consumer 
purchases a combination of brands to achieve their preferred quantity of characteristics, a new brand 
can become preferred if it offers the desired combination and its price is sufficiently low. In Figure 3 
for instance, which stays with the two characteristics scenario, the consumer‟s indifference curve is 
initially as I1 and brands x1 and x2 will be combined to achieve the desired mix of characteristics, D (v1 
of z1 and w1 of z2). This mix of characteristics, if favoured by a sufficient proportion of the market, can 
be combined precisely within a new brand, x4. A market will exist for the brand if it is priced lower 
than the price of x1 and x2 combined, resulting in I2. This new brand essentially creates a new vertex on 
the efficiency frontier which will then be A-E, E-B, B-C. If the price of the new brand were to be equal 
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to the price of combined brands achieving the same quantity of characteristics (point D), the consumer 
would be indifferent towards combining or purchasing a single brand. In reality however, the single 
brand would be preferred as it would require less complex consumption behaviour. Nevertheless, if the 
price of x4 were to fall sufficiently, as before the efficiency frontier would move outwards, within 
which would fall x2 rendering it inefficient so combinations of x4 and x3 would be purchased by the 
consumer who previously favoured the combination of characteristics possessed by x2. 
Figure 3.3  The introduction of a new brand 
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3.3 Extensions – operationalising the model 
Since the contribution of Lancaster to consumer demand, there have been numerous extensions in 
various fields. One approach which has had significant impact is that of hedonic pricing, where prices 
are determined through estimates of the market value of the characteristics contained within goods and 
other external characteristics (an approach exposited by Rosen, 1974). Quandt and Baumol (1966) 
developed a model of „abstract mode choice‟ which estimated the demand for transport modes between 
pairs of nodes. Modes were „abstract‟ in that they were specified by only their characteristics (speed, 
cost etc). An application was also made to products more generally (Baumol, 1967). While this 
approach was developed independently of Lancaster, later refinements (e.g. Quandt, 1976; Crow et al, 
1973) recognised and indeed adopted some of the theoretical principles of the utility functions laid out 
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in his approach. The contribution of the „abstract mode choice‟ model has been highly significant with 
it providing the basis of the modern gravity model used in transport planning. 
Nevertheless, the uses of the traditional gravity model for the current research are limited primarily 
because its objective is not to predict or understand aggregate travel behaviour but rather to understand 
the demand and effectiveness of a discreet transport instrument. Moreover, it looks at how the utility 
derived from current P&R can also, by using the appropriate amount of characteristics, be derived from 
other forms of car-bus interchange that are more effective in reducing the vehicle miles travelled 
(VMT) by users. 
Thus, a further extension to the work of Lancaster is of particular importance here: multiattribute utility 
theory (MAUT) (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976; Edwards, 1977), utilising von Neumann and Morgenstern‟s 
(1947) expected utility theory (EUT). MAUT, in it basic form, stays relatively true to the principle laid 
out by Lancaster („attribute‟ can be taken as „characteristic‟). In particular, it asserts that the demand 
for a good is dependent upon the chosen good maximising utility which is a function of the utility 
derived from the inherent characteristics within the good. Thus, where U(xj) is the overall utility value 
of the jth alternative, the additive utility model takes the form (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976) : 
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Unlike Lancaster‟s traditional approach then, which advocated identifying the decision process of the 
consumer by deriving the relative utility values of characteristics from aggregate market data 
(Lancaster 1971, p.72-93), MAUT specifies a framework for a disaggregate, bottom-up approach 
whereby the utility derived by individual consumers from a set of alternatives is estimated. This is of 
course more suited to survey methods analysing discreet choices. Moreover, the lack of examples of 
alternative concepts of interchange – after all, they start as theoretical models in the Chapter 6 – means 
the use of other utility-maximising neo-classical techniques found on the economic and behavioural 
side of travel demand modelling are also limited (Banai-Kashani, 1989), such as discreet choice 
models/stated preference (SP) techniques (Anas, 1983; Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985). Few individuals 
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have experience of forms of interchange beyond the typical P&R scheme used on the edge of urban 
areas and while presenting hypothetical SP scenarios is possible, it runs into practical difficulties when 
considering data collection methods because of the exhaustive data required to build a reliable model 
(see Chapter 5). 
While MAUT has a strong axiomatic base (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976), there is considerable variation 
within and around its use. Most of this lies with operationalising the model. For example, depending on 
the goals of the MAUT exercise, subjective evaluation may be used for either the level of 
characteristics contained within alternative, ui(xji) - thus taking account of imperfect information - or 
the weighting or importance of characteristics, wi, within the overall utility function. Of course the 
former violates Lancaster‟s contention that all characteristics are objective and measurable. 
A further degree of variation exists when it comes to the method used for estimating the relative weight 
of characteristics with the method used depending on available data and the objectives of the exercise 
(Weber et al, 1988). For instance, approaches such as difference value measurement (Belton and 
Stewart, 2002) and the Analytic Hierarchy Process (Saaty, 1980) using pairwise comparisons and value 
trees have been proposed. The method chosen here is based on that by Edwards (1977) and Edwards 
and Barron (1994) and involves the derivation of the relative importance of characteristics to 
individuals and calculating a weighted sum so that the condition outlined above, sum of all wi for each 
alternative equals 1.0, is met. 
In particular, the procedure for operationalising the model (based on Edwards, 1977 and Olson, 1996) - 
which is perhaps of more relevance from a research methods perspective but will help elucidate the 
MAUT process - is related to this research as follows: 
1 Identify the person or organisation whose utility is to be maximised. 
 
The units of analysis or sample are specified in Chapter 5. In the first instance, local authorities 
will be surveyed to identify their perceptions on the level of utility derived from the 
characteristics of P&R and if this can be derived from alternative concepts of interchange. The 
same exercise will then be performed for P&R users. 
  
2 Identify the relevant characteristics. 
 
The current concept of P&R is analysed below in 3.5 with the conceptual framework and in 
Chapter 6 by means of a national database of schemes. 
  
3 Identify the alternatives. 
 
When the characteristics have been identified, alternatives are be formulated which possess 
different amounts of characteristics within them, as is done in Chapter 6. 
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4 Measure the amount of characteristics within each alternative. 
 
This step is relatively simple and is carried out initially in Chapter 6 for the identification of 
alternatives. This stage is however amended in the case study when the alternative concepts of 
interchange are designed in a particular context in Chapter 10. 
  
5 Calculate utility curve for each characteristic. 
 
This involves placing a utility value on all possible levels of characteristics contained with 
alternatives. The utility curves may be nonlinear or linear, where a change in the level of 
characteristic between the maximum and minimum possible levels results in an equal 
proportional change in the utility which is derived from it (Edwards, 1977). For local 
authorities, utility curves are derived from the conceptual models of interchange in Chapter 6 
whilst for users, context-specific concepts are used in Chapter 10. 
  
6 Elicit of the relative importance of characteristics. 
 
In this stage, the subjective views of individuals are included in the model. First it is local 
authorities‟ perceptions on the importance of characteristics that are gleaned (Chapter 7) and 
then users (Chapter 10). A weighted summation is performed with the transformation of all 
values equalling 1.0. 
  
7 Calculate the levels of utility associated with each alternative. 
 
The model outlined in (3) is then used to determine the relative utility of each alternative for 
each individual. 
  
8 Determine the optimum choice for each individual. 
 
The highest scoring utility value for the alternative is then the optimum choice. If cost 
constraints exist (the current research does not input financial cost but rather social costs), these 
are included at this stage by ranking alternatives by benefit/cost (Uj/Cj).  
3.4 Characteristic structure 
The discussion in this chapter has hitherto focused on the relationship between products, characteristics 
and the consumer. Characteristics have thus been simply defined as the inherent qualities contained 
within goods but they can nevertheless take on a number of forms. Considering P&R for instance, the 
characteristic of waiting time is of importance to the consumer. Yet waiting time is not of course 
contained within P&R itself as it is the bus frequency contained within the service that dictates the 
waiting time to the user. Moving back a step, the bus frequency of the service is determined by the 
provider, in most cases the local authority, who initiate P&R schemes on the basis of their policies and 
intentions. 
There is thus a typology of characteristics. A further extension to Lancaster‟s Approach, in addition to 
those in the economics field outlined above, which embraces this notion of a typology comes from its 
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application to the marketing and particularly, product innovation field. Saviotti and Metcalfe (1986) 
applied Dosi‟s (1982) technological trajectories and paradigms to form a structure of characteristics 
(Figure 3.4), and by using which, firms can differentiate the levels of technical characteristics to induce 
changes in service characteristics. Technical characteristics in turn depend upon the firm‟s process 
characteristics which encompass tangible and intangible assets, human resources and organisational 
resources (Saviotti, 1985; 1996). This approach is of course focused on the notion of a tangible product 
and the manufacturing process behind its production. Therein lay two main problems for the current 
research. First, P&R is an intangible service (albeit with tangible infrastructure) and its consumption 
and production are simultaneous. This is not significantly problematic since „production‟ still occurs 
and many of the factors in the framework remain of relevance. Second however, P&R is a public sector 
service provided by local authorities and so there exists the consideration of policy, rather than just 
process. 
Figure 3.4  The Saviotti and Metcalfe (1986) framework 
 
Gallouj and Weinstein (1997) adapt the Saviotti-Metcalfe framework to private sector services while 
Windrum and Garcia-Goni (2008) do the same for the public sector. They develop characteristics to 
include those of providers and policymakers, which feed into and are affected by the central service 
characteristics. Yet even this approach is not ideal for the specific research carried out here. 
„Providers‟, with the exception of outsourced elements such as the bus service, are fundamentally the 
local authority in the case of P&R. Furthermore, technical characteristics do remain with P&R (it is not 
completely intangible) and are of central importance to this research. Thus, the original Saviotti-
Metcalfe framework is adopted, with the adaption of process characteristics to become policy/process 
characteristics.  
The approach here then is one that remains largely aligned with Saviotti and Metcalfe (1986) in that the 
goals and policies of the local authority are the policy/process characteristics which inform the 
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technical characteristics which are the physical attributes of the P&R service, such as bus frequency, 
which are then directly related to the service characteristics, such as waiting time, to the user. 
There is however another important element to the characteristics of P&R. As was discussed in Chapter 
2 and 3, P&R contains some characteristics which influence its effectiveness in reducing the VMT of 
its users. Characteristics concerned with demand or utility, as has been discussed, can be extended to 
include effectiveness considerations. For example, returning to the example of bus frequency, this 
technical characteristic will have the traffic effect of bus mileage and therefore, when allocated on a per 
user basis, increase the VMT of users.  
Figure 3.5  Framework for characteristics, utility and effects 
 
There is a direct link then between technical characteristics and effects. Yet service characteristics and 
policy/process characteristics also play a role within this. The service characteristics clearly affect the 
utility derived from P&R and therefore its demand so will determine the overall level of use of the 
service. Furthermore, the level of use of the service is directly proportional to its effects. At the most 
basic level, this involves the overall benefits or costs but it also includes for instance, the mean bus 
VMT allocated to users. Similarly, the effects of P&R are not only affected (through technical 
characteristics) by policy/process characteristics but its impacts will induce local authorities‟ (officers 
and policymakers) perceptions of effectiveness and therefore future P&R operation and implementation 
activity. This approach, including the effects of P&R, is shown in Figure 3.5. Note that only one-way 
links exist between the effects and the service and policy/process characteristics since the effects will 
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influence perceptions of the value of P&R, for the user with regard to social benefits and for the local 
authority for social, direct and induced effects. The influence of service and policy/process 
characteristics on effects only occurs through technical characteristics. 
3.5 Conceptual framework 
A conceptual framework or map defines the system and interactions between the main concepts and 
theories that underpin the research and helps to frame the fundamental approach that will be taken to 
the study (Maxwell, 1996; Novak and Gowin, 1984). Since the previous sections have outlined the 
theoretical approach that will be taken to the research, it is now possible to specify the conceptual 
framework, as shown in Figure 3.6. This essentially applies the Characteristics Approach of the MAUT 
form to the study and sets outs the main relationships between the units of analysis.  
In similar way to how the characteristics were structured above, the characteristics of P&R are grouped 
into technical, service and policy/process characteristics. The individual characteristics were identified 
from the literature and the scoping study (Chapter 2 and Appendix A). In particular, section 2.1 of the 
literature review on the growth of P&R and the scoping study identified the various goals that have 
emerged for its use, which inform the policy/process characteristics. Section 2.3 on the effects of P&R 
helped to identify not only the type and level of effects that it induces but also the technical 
characteristics-effects relationship. It was discussed for instance how a relatively short distance 
between the P&R site and the host town centre exaggerates the negative VMT effects of public 
transport abstraction as the mileage savings are small compared to access trips. In terms of the service 
characteristics, it was discussed throughout Chapter 2 how P&R lowers the generalised cost of travel to 
its users. This involves primarily monetary and time costs. Nevertheless, section 2.3 of Chapter 2 
revealed that there is a perception that service quality is a key attraction for users. 
The relationship that the effects of P&R have on service and policy/process characteristics are here 
defined as feedback because they inform future policy decisions and may induce use if P&R is 
considered to have social (particularly environmental) benefits. Induced effects are included in the 
framework and include such things as environmental and economic impacts. The focus of this research 
however, as suggested by its aim (Chapter 1) it on the VMT effects, which may be considered 
intermediate in that they will directly induce other effects of significance. 
Utility is considered to be derived from the service characteristics for users and from the policy/process 
characteristics for local authorities. It should be noted that while the characteristics themselves 
throughout the framework remain objective, views on P&R may exist that exaggerate perceptions of 
degree to which it provides utility. For instance, a policymaker may consider P&R to be effective in 
reducing VMT and on this basis devote future resources to its development. This particular issue is 
investigated in Chapter 6 but as described above, perceptions on the amount of characteristics 
contained within P&R or its alternatives are not derived from subjective assessments in this research, it 
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is the importance of characteristics that are measures from local authorities and users, the measurement 
of characteristics remains objective throughout. 
3.6 Summary 
It has been shown that both utility and effectiveness are a function of the characteristics contained 
within P&R.  At the most basic level, these characteristics involve the physical/technical attributes of 
P&R, but from these emanate service and policy/process characteristics. These are the characteristics 
which have respective importance to users and local authorities. The MAUT approach has been found 
to be a useful way in which to understand the relative utility derived from P&R and also determine the 
likely utility levels that would be derived from alternative concepts. These alternative concepts are 
formulated by applying the Characteristics Approach in Chapter 5 and are tested in terms of both utility 
and VMT effects later in this thesis. The following Chapter however looks at the design and methods of 
the research that will be used in response to the research aim, objectives and questions, by applying the 
theoretical framework outlined here.  
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Figure 3.6  Conceptual framework 
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CHAPTER 4  
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS 
The preceding chapters have been concerned primarily with identifying and gaining an understanding 
of how P&R has grown, the reasons behind this growth as well as its effects. Chapter 2 thus helped to 
identify the characteristics of P&R whilst Chapter 3 explored the interrelationships and influences on 
both effects and utility and framed these with the Characteristics Approach. These initial stages allow 
this chapter to specify how the research will be designed and the specific methods used to address the 
research aim which, as stated in Chapter 1, is:  
To investigate how UK bus-based Park and Ride may be developed to reduce the vehicle miles 
travelled by its users. 
The research design is not determined in isolation and it is a component within a sequential process. In 
particular, it is driven by both the philosophical position of the researcher and the research questions of 
the study, as shown in Figure 4.1. In terms of this chapter, the research paradigm is described in 4.1, 
followed by the research questions in 4.2, which are driven by the literature review, scoping study and 
research aim and objectives. It is these that determine the gaps in current knowledge and thus what is 
essentially required of this research. Both the paradigm and questions, along with the theoretical 
underpinnings of the study (Chapter 3), determine how the research is designed, which is described in 
4.3. It is also the case with this research that the theory, the Characteristics Approach, is central to the 
type of data collected in the research methods so this dictates, along with the research design of course, 
the precise tools and procedures used for data collection, specified in 4.4. 
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Figure 4.1  Structure and derivation of Chapter 4 
 
4.1 Research Paradigm 
Although they are often implicit (Slife and Williams, 1995), the set of assumptions or beliefs that a 
researcher holds on the nature of the world and reality dictates the approach taken to research itself. 
The specific concept of a research paradigm, or set of these beliefs, was first popularised by Kuhn 
(1970; 1977) who posited that groups of researchers within given fields imitate these models of 
understanding, although competing paradigms may exist within such communities (Kuhn, 1970). 
It is now generally understood to be the foundation on which all research sits. More particularly: 
A paradigm may be viewed as a set of basic beliefs (or metaphysics) that deals with 
ultimates or first principles. It represents a worldview that defines, for its holder, the 
nature of the “the world,” the individual‟s place in it, and the range of possible 
relationships to that world and its parts... (Guba and Lincoln 1994, p. 107, emphasis 
original). 
„Wars‟ have existed for around 40 years in the social sciences over the supremacy of the quantitative 
and qualitative approaches (Datta, 1994; Guba and Lincoln, 1994). This has evolved from the challenge 
made by qualitative approaches at the start of the 20
th
 century, to the classical view that the quantitative 
stance represented the only valid approach to research. Indeed, arguments have been made that support 
the Incompatibility Thesis of the approaches (Howe, 1988), and are still perhaps held by some purists 
(e.g. Maxwell and Delaney (2004), quantitative; and Schwandt (2000), qualitative). 
Mixed-methods research has become a credited response to the Incompatibility Thesis. This approach 
is not however new. Since the 1950s, authors (e.g. Wittgenstein, 1958; Campbell, 1974) have been 
advocating a combination of the approaches, although such views were somewhat marginalised in the 
context of the „wars‟ of the purists (Brewer and Hunter, 1989). It is not yet firmly embedded however, 
at least in comparison to its counterparts. A degree of uncertainly still exists over the links between the 
approach and its philosophical and methodological position.  
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The current research takes a mixed-methods approach, the details of which are discussed throughout 
the remainder of this section. Rather than general schools of thought, although paradigms may be 
considered in a rather simplified manner in this way, they consist of a nexus of propositions. Here, the 
interrelated layers under consideration are ontological, epistemological, axiological and 
methodological. Table 4.1 provides a summary of the main beliefs underpinning philosophies taken 
within the social sciences, on which the discussion here is based. 
4.1.1. Ontology 
Ontology, or the way in which the nature of reality or existence is perceived, is the most fundamental 
of considerations as it concerns the construction of a „truth‟ to the researcher. While the positivist/post-
positivist and constructivist approaches have been closely associated with quantitative and qualitative 
research respectively, the emergence of mixed-methods research around the 1960s (Tashakkori and 
Teddlie, 1998), is often considered synonymous with the pragmatic paradigm. Indeed, pragmatism is 
clearly the emergent paradigm for the mixed-methods researcher, although there are others that share a 
somewhat similar set of beliefs, albeit with a different emphasis, such as mixed-methods interpretivism 
(Howe, 2004). In terms of ontology, this approach is generally less specific than its predecessors. 
Although reality is considered to be external (Cherryholmes, 1992), there is a rejection of the 
dominance of a singular position. Rather, the situation in which research is undertaken and its intended 
outcomes dictate the ontological position. The paradigm wars, along with the incompatibility thesis, are 
rejected (Creswell, 2003; Tashakkori and Teddlie, 1998).  
It seems that the pragmatic approach may offer a convenient route for the researcher by putting the 
research problem and questions at the forefront of the approach taken. Yet it was outlined above how 
ontology is the basis of the further decisions made about research design and methods. Indeed, the 
ontological position is not only that of the research but also of the researcher. It describes the 
researcher‟s view on the nature of reality. So using methods that are generally considered the offspring 
of both the quantitative and qualitative fields does not necessarily confine the researcher to adopting a 
pragmatic stance and in particular for, in the words of several pragmatists (e.g. Tashakkori and Teddlie, 
1998; Howe, 1988), „what works‟.  
Thus, despite the intention on using multiple research methods, the ontological position of the current 
author, is that of the critical realist. As will be discussed below, research tools associated with the 
qualitative approach will be adopted, although this does not alter the view that a universal reality exists. 
Indeed, there is growing view that the links between ontology and research methods are not rigid and 
one ontological stance can provide a dominant framework for the entire study utilising multiple 
methods (Bryman, 2001; Creswell, 1994).  
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Table 4.1  Comparison of research paradigms 
 Positivism Postpositivism Pragmatism Constructivism 
Ontology Realism. An external reality 
exists irrespective of its 
understanding. Facts are gained 
through experience or 
observation. Intangible entities 
are invalid. 
Critical realism. A universal 
reality exists but deficiencies in 
human apprehension limit its 
understanding to imperfect. 
Practically dictated. Most 
appropriate position depending 
on the intended outcomes. The 
most suitable truth in the context 
of the research. 
Relativism. Reality is internal 
in that it is dependent upon 
consciousness and 
interpretation. It is affected by 
individual meaning and 
experience. 
Axiology Research is value-free and 
unbiased. Experimental rigour 
ensures internal validity. 
Values exist in observation but 
they can, and should be, 
controlled to recognise and limit 
their influence. 
Values exist in findings but are 
unavoidable and do not 
influence validity. 
Research is inextricably laden 
with values. They cannot be 
removed and should be 
recognised. 
Epistemology Dualism/objectivism. The 
observed is independent from 
the observer and any subjective 
values, thus eliminating bias.  
Modified objectivism. 
Objectivism remains the aim but 
external factors are recognised. 
Replication reinforces the truth 
of findings. 
Dynamic. No single stance 
taken. The researcher can take 
different views on the degree of 
objectivity at any stage of the 
research. 
Subjectivism. The observed 
includes the observer, the two 
are inseparable. Research 
findings are a product of their 
interaction. The goal is to 
understand multiple realities. 
Logic Deductive. Largely deductive. Both deductive and inductive. Inductive.  
Methodology Experimental. Research is 
concerned with verifying a 
priori hypotheses through 
empirical procedures. External 
influences should be removed to 
provide objective findings. 
Modified experimental. The 
emphasis is on falsification 
rather than verification. 
Research is undertaken in more 
natural settings and includes 
contextual information. The 
exploratory role of research is 
accepted. 
Holistic. The researcher 
attempts to obtain and 
understand findings from both 
the objective and subjective 
perspectives, providing elements 
of social understanding to 
experimental rigour. 
Hermeneutical. The observer 
uses interaction with the 
observed to gain understanding 
of findings and their social 
construction. Variance is 
understood through dialogic 
interchange. 
Sources: Guba and Lincoln (1994); Fien (2002); Guba (1990); Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998); Reichardt and Rallis (1994); Creswell (1994). 
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4.1.2. Axiology 
The axiological consideration involves the role of values in inquiry. For the constructivist and as 
mentioned above, reality is socially constructed and subjective so research is always bound by values. 
Such values are at the essence of inquiry, cannot be removed and should be recognised. The positivist 
stance, on the other hand, considers that inquiry can and should be stripped of values. The pragmatist 
leans towards the constructivist perspective and considers values to be of significance while not posing 
any threat to validity (Cherryholmes, 1992). The postpositivist and the approach here, recognises that 
values exist within research but that they can be controlled through mechanisms to ensure the validity 
of findings (Reichardt and Rallis, 1994). Mechanisms such as objective analysis, usually aided through 
quantitative methods but not always, and large samples are used for instance.  
4.1.3. Epistemology 
Epistemology is concerned with the relationship between the observer and the observed and more 
particularly, the degree of separation from one another. The epistemological position of the researcher 
is not in itself an independent factor. The ontological position will of course dictate how this 
relationship is considered (Guba and Lincoln 1994). For the positivist approach, facts are unbiased, can 
be measured objectively and are the product of laws of causation. This dualist approach emphasises 
that the researcher‟s own position is usually irrelevant in the measurement of phenomena (Fien, 2002). 
The opposing view of constructivism however, regards knowledge as subjective. What is observed is 
influenced by the observer, to the degree that what is observed includes the observer. Because reality is 
socially constructed and the goal of the researcher is to understand multiple realities through 
interaction, the researcher is never separate from units of analysis (Robson, 2002). 
The pragmatic stance on epistemology is similar to that of its ontology. Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998) 
suggest, for instance, that rather than two polarities of subjectivism and objectivism, the pragmatist 
takes the view of a continuum on which they have various stances at different stages of the 
investigation. This inconsistency is rejected here and the postpositivist view is held. In particular, 
whilst it is understood that the research cannot be entirely separate from the phenomena under 
investigation, objectivity is, although unachievable in a perfect sense, the ultimate goal. As Guba and 
Lincoln (1994) suggest, the postpositivist view of „modified‟ objectivism places emphasis on 
“guardians of objectivity” (p.110) found within both the critical traditions, such as the question of 
similarity of findings with those previously found, and the critical community, like peers, editors and 
referees. The former is the approach taken to discussing findings and the latter being the way in which 
this research is judged, both ultimately and through the process of the publications which have resulted 
from this work. 
4.1.4. Logic 
The logic of research depends on the stance taken by the researcher. There are two main approaches. 
That of the positivist, and to some degree of the postpositivist, is deductive. Whilst a general theoretical 
framework may be induced in the first instance from existing research in the field, the primary research 
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itself flows roughly from a general, overall picture of phenomena to the more specific formulation of 
laws or theories on causality. The logic of the constructivist is inductive, moving from specific theories, 
facts or evidence to generalisation and abstraction. Rather than two separate approaches however, both 
inductive and deductive reasoning may operate as a cycle around the poles of general and specific 
(Tashakkori and Teddlie, 1998). The pragmatist may operate at any point around the cycle, depending 
on the specific inquiry. 
4.1.5. Methodology 
The methodological stance of research is concerned with the knowledge development through the 
practical process of research. This is not rigidly dictated but certainly strongly influenced by the above 
considerations, although this is more to do with the approach taken to acquiring knowledge and its 
interpretation rather than the actual tools used. The constructivist view is that various social 
constructions or interpretations should be brought together to identify patterns or trends, this may lead, 
notwithstanding differences in interpretation, to some consensus (Fien, 2002). This is a similar view to 
that taken within pragmatism although the latter is dictated by the nature of the inquiry itself. As well 
as gleaning a subjective understanding of the phenomena under investigation, it will typically also 
include elements of experimentalism to introduce some empirical rigour into the investigation. 
Traditionally, the approach taken by the positivist is to design rigid experimental tests in which any 
exogenous factors are restricted to exclude their influence on results. The emphasis of inquiry is on 
hypothesis verification (Guba and Lincoln 1994). 
The approach here, that of the postpositivist, is to adopt critical multiplism (Guba, 1990) in undertaking 
research within more natural settings than the positivist, possibly using qualitative research tools, 
which are traditionally associated with the constructivist. The reasons for the loss of rigidity are many 
but significantly concern the etic/emic tension; that an etic (outsider) theory may have little 
significance within the emic (insider) view of the phenomena under investigation. Thus, qualitative 
methods are of use to understand the importance of emic views (Guba and Lincoln, 1994). The 
emphasis is shifted from verification to falsification following the proposition that verification is 
unable to lead to indisputable facts or theories, whilst falsification can provide explanations of what 
facts ought to exist or what facts or laws certainly do not exist. A well quoted example is that the 
observation of a million white swans cannot prove that all swans are white but the observation of one 
black swan can prove that they are not (Popper, 1968). 
In summary, this subsection has described the various philosophical approaches taken to research and 
the mixed-methods, postpositivist approach that is taken by the author and the research. Nevertheless, 
as mentioned above, the specification of the research design is driven not only by the approach taken to 
the research itself, but also by the research questions of the study. These are outlined in the following 
section. 
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4.2 Research Questions 
Research objectives or hypotheses are usually used as an agenda for inquiry, which emanate from the 
research aim or purpose statement (Creswell, 1994). In these terms, and as shown in Figure 4.2, the 
research aim is elucidated into five sequential objectives, with each of the data collection stages further 
disaggregated into research questions. This section details the objectives and questions in turn. 
1. To identify the degree to which P&R has fulfilled various policy goals and in particular, those to 
reduce VMT. 
This objective was the focus of the literature review and scoping study (Chapter 2), which identified 
the limits to current knowledge. These initial exploratory stages of the research allow the development 
of detailed research questions which identify the variables and relationships to be studied at each 
further stage of the collection of empirical data. 
2. To develop the current concept of P&R by adapting its characteristics to improve its role in reducing 
VMT. 
 a. What are the inherent characteristics of the P&R concept? 
 b. How can the package of characteristics within P&R be modified? 
 c. What influence are these modifications likely to have on the impact of P&R on VMT? 
The findings from the literature review suggest that the current concept of P&R has inherent design 
features, such as the operation of dedicated buses and a relatively short distance between the P&R site 
and its host centre, which restrict its effectiveness in reducing car use and in some instances, may 
provide an increase. Thus, the basis of this thesis is looking towards the future to improve the 
effectiveness of P&R. In the spirit of Lancaster‟s New Approach, a P&R service is considered a 
collection of characteristics, as outlined in Chapter 3, which may be changed to modify the concept. 
The first step in developing the concept therefore, is to identify the characteristics contained within the 
P&R concept (question (q.) a). While this has been done to some degree in Chapter 3 for the 
construction of the conceptual framework, it is also used to modify the package of characteristics to 
derive alternatives to the current concept of P&R (q. b). It then becomes a matter of whether these 
alternatives are likely to produce more favourable results, in terms of VMT, than the current concept 
(question c). The alternatives therefore, must be tested to understand their potential value. 
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Figure 4.2  Structure of the research agenda 
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3. To examine local authority views on the current and possible future concepts of P&R. 
d. What are the reasons behind the implementation of P&R schemes? 
e. How important is VMT reduction in the use of P&R? 
f. How effective is P&R perceived by local authorities? 
g. What role do local authorities consider P&R to have in future transport policy? 
h. What would be the impact of alternatives to the P&R concept on local authorities‟ 
perceptions of the utility it provides? 
Objective 2 was mainly concerned with the effectiveness of both the current and alternative concepts of 
P&R. There is of course, a political dimension to the operation of transport measures. This is 
particularly so with P&R as it is implemented by local authorities. P&R needs to be implemented in the 
first instance and as with all supply-side measures; it needs to attract users to have any effect. Thus, this 
research does not consider the VMT of P&R in isolation but also what effect any changes to the way 
that it is designed would have on its use, measured here, as suggested in Chapter 3, by utility. 
The findings from both the literature review and scoping study suggested that one of the main 
successes of P&R was its acceptability and this has perhaps provided more of the favourability of P&R 
to policymakers than its effectiveness. Unfortunately however, these findings are based on policy 
analysis and the growth in the number of P&R schemes. There is a dearth of research that directly 
considers the views of policymakers on P&R.  
Objective 3 therefore considers the views of local authorities, who are responsible for conceiving, 
implementing and operating schemes. It is beneficial in the first instance to understand at the national 
level, why P&R is used and specifically, what are the policy/process characteristics that provide utility 
to local authority policymakers and officers (q. d).  
Nevertheless, one of the key issues within the P&R research, and to some extent the policy, has been its 
effectiveness in fulfilling its policy goals. While it has been suggested in the research (e.g. Parkhurst, 
1999a) that P&R is relatively ineffective at dealing with VMT, whether or not this is important to local 
authorities needs to be understood (q. e). Associated with this, the perceived effectiveness of P&R in 
these terms needs to be understood as this is a policy characteristic of particular importance since it 
affects how P&R is used current and will be used in the future (q. f).  
P&R has grown significantly over the past 40 years but particularly so since the mid-1990s. This 
research considers the future use of P&R. It is therefore useful to understand if local authorities 
consider this growth to continue in the future for the current P&R concept (q. g). This will indicate how 
sustainable local authorities consider P&R to be and their likely future interest in developing P&R 
provision. 
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The above research questions, d-g, which are generally descriptive in nature, contribute towards a 
response for the multivariate question h. Perceptions of local authorities on the level of utility derived 
from P&R are undoubtedly key in its development as they are responsible for designing and 
implementing schemes. This question thus seeks to understand if and how perceptions are likely to 
change on this utility with alternative concepts that are more effective in dealing with car use. 
4. To explore how alternative concepts could be operated at the local level and evaluate their impact 
on the VMT of P&R users. 
 
i. What are the relative benefits of the current concept of P&R at the local level? 
j. What role does P&R currently play in local policy? 
k. How acceptable would alternative concepts be? 
l. What are the VMT impacts of current and alternative concepts? 
m. What would be the impact of alternative P&R concepts on their use? 
The preceding objective considered local authorities‟ view of P&R and their perceived acceptability of 
schemes. This was concerned primarily with gaining a breadth of understanding about the local 
authority perspective. To better understand the operation of P&R however, further depth is required. 
Objective 4 therefore explores the issues surrounding the operation of P&R. This effectively widens the 
scope of the investigation whilst reducing its scale. 
Earlier stages have considered the views of stakeholders, particularly in the scoping study, but the 
focus of this was their views of P&R as a concept at the national level. It is thus beneficial to 
understand stakeholders‟ views at the local level (q. i). Similarly, an understanding of the importance of 
P&R in a local policy context (q. j) will provide a more detailed look at how it interacts with other 
policies and how it is integrated into the policy approach of a local authority. Taking this a stage 
further, a key consideration with the operation of alternative concepts of P&R will be how it can fit into 
the role played by the current concept (q. k). This essentially looks in details at the policy/process 
characteristics and induced effects and they utility that they provide. 
Objective 2 considers how P&R may be developed and what the VMT effects of these developments 
may be. The focus there was on estimating the impacts. Considering P&R in practice and in the local 
context will allow the use of primary data that is, by definition, more suitable for this work. 
Furthermore, while the existing research has considered the VMT effects of the current concept, there 
is a limited amount of such work and what exists is rather dated. Question l therefore seeks to add to 
this body of evidence on the effects of the current concept as well as alternative concepts. It considers 
the relationship between the characteristics of interchange concepts and the effects that they induce. 
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Within objective 4, the final research question, m, seeks to understand the effect of alternative concepts 
on the utility derived from P&R by the user. As discussed above, P&R requires patronage to both exist 
and induce effects. The alternative concepts may provide a way to induce effects that are more 
favourable but their acceptability is pivotal. 
5. To recommend how P&R should  be operated in the future to reduce the VMT of its users. 
From the preceding research objectives and questions, the final objective is to provide 
recommendations based on this work. This is essentially the final goal of the research. 
In summary, the research objectives and questions provide an agenda to which the research is 
undertaken. Within the research there are two broad streams, as shown in Figure 4.3: the first is the 
VMT effects of P&R, considering the relationship between technical characteristics and VMT effects, 
which is done conceptually by Objective 2 and then practically in Objective 4. The second stream is the 
value (utility) derived from P&R. The relationship between policy/process characteristics and the 
utility of local authorities at the national level is addressed by Objective 3 – although as will be 
discussed below, in terms of data collection, it is primarily the technical characteristics which are of 
relevance as they are controllable and induce the policy/process characteristics - and at the local level 
quantitatively involving stakeholders, with Objective 4. The utility derived by users from service 
characteristics is also addressed by Objective 4. 
As such, the research builds on the existing literature by developing the P&R concept. It then moves 
from looking at the local authority perspective at the national level to considering P&R in depth at the 
local level, taking into account the view of the user as well as other stakeholders. The research design 
used to guide how this research is undertaken is outlined in the following section.  
4.3 Research Design 
The research design is the central plan of the research which directs the process of data collection and 
analysis. It is used fundamentally to provide a guide as to how sufficient evidence will be collected to 
fully answer the research questions (Oppenheim, 1992). The first matter to deal with is the strategy for 
the research. This then allows the specific methods to be defined (section 4.4). Apart from the 
paradigm or „lens‟ with which the researcher views the world and research, the choice of research 
strategy is dictated by three main factors: first, the research questions; second, the control of the 
researcher over the phenomena under investigation; and third, the focus on either historic or 
contemporary events (Yin, 2003), as shown in Table 4.2. 
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Figure 4.3  Research objectives related to conceptual framework 
 
Technical Characteristics Process / Policy Characteristics Service Characteristics 
Site  – centre distance 
Origin  – site distance 
Bus frequency 
Bus stops (upstream)  
(stage/dedicated service) 
Bus stops (downstream) 
Bus fare 
Bus quality 
Ticketing type 
Waiting time 
Home  - site  travel time 
Service egress - destination  
travel time 
Bus quality/comfort 
Site quality 
On - bus travel time 
Perceived social benefits 
Overall service price 
Safety  / security of service 
On - site facilities 
Capital cost 
Operating cost 
Funding availability (public) 
Alignment with gov. policy 
Perceived direct effects 
Implementation of  
other measures 
Political acceptability 
Funding availability (private) 
Site quality 
Convenience/ease of use 
Parking fee 
Pedestrian access to site 
Service reliability 
Site facilities 
Site staff 
Political influences/ 
wider policy agenda 
Regulatory framework 
Perceived induced effects 
Utility  
Alternative concepts 
Current P&R 
Effects 
Induced 
Direct  - traffic 
Objective 2 . To  
develop the  
current concept  
of P&R by  
adapting its  
characteristics to  
improve its role  
in reducing  
VMT. 
Objective 4 . To  
explore how  
alternative  
concepts could  
be operated at  
the local level  
and evaluate  
their impact on  
the VMT of P&R  
users. 
Objective 3 . To  
examine local  
authority views  
on the current  
and possible  
future concepts  
of P&R. 
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Table 4.2  Appropriate conditions for research strategies 
Research strategy Research question (objective) form Setting Contemporary 
or historic 
Experiment „How‟, „Why‟ Controlled Contemporary 
Survey „Who‟, „What‟, „Where‟, „How many‟, 
„How much‟ 
Natural Contemporary 
Archival Study „Who‟, „What‟, „Where‟, „How many‟, 
„How much‟ 
Natural Contemporary / 
Historic 
Historical Analysis „How‟, „Why‟ Natural Historic 
Case Study „How‟, „Why‟ Natural Contemporary 
Sources: Yin (2003); Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998). 
It is clear from the table that there is a wide choice of strategies available, some of which are unsuitable 
for the current research. An experiment strategy, for instance, requires the researcher to have control 
over unit(s) of analysis or change something and measure the effect of such changes (Robson, 2002). 
This strategy has clear merits, particularly when the current aim is considered - to develop a more 
effective P&R concept whilst maintaining acceptability. Indeed, an experiment could provide a way to 
alter the use of P&R for instance, whilst measuring the results in terms of the change in both its 
popularity and the car use resulting from its use. 
An experiment does however require manipulation. Something about a P&R scheme or its use has to be 
changed and the influence of this change has to be measured. The issue of manipulation in this context 
is somewhat problematic. P&R schemes are, as suggested in the preceding chapters, very popular with 
both the policymaker and user. Moreover, they are very large and significant pieces of infrastructure. 
To attempt to change the way in which an existing P&R scheme operates would entail probably 
insurmountable practical barriers for this research project. 
Of course, this is considering an experiment on very large scale but even a minor experiment would 
involve attempting a lengthy and costly process of recruiting and attempting to manipulate a large 
number of individuals‟ travel behaviour. Some users could be asked to use existing P&R services in a 
different way. For example, they could be given the choice of a limited number of bus services to use, 
thereby replicating a P&R services with a lower frequency of bus services. This approach is not 
without problems, even beyond the difficulties of setting up such an experiment. If a change in P&R 
site location were to be considered, it would be beyond even a generous budget for research of this 
kind. The operation of different bus services, such as those beginning upstream of P&R sites, would be 
similarly challenging. 
Historical analysis on the other hand involves the use of records that have been produced for another 
purpose (Yin, 2003). This has clear financial benefits. To some extent, historical analysis has been used 
for the literature review (particularly section 2.1 of Chapter 2). For the primary research however, there 
is a limited amount of further historical evidence available, certainly at the national level with regards 
P&R. The focus of the further stages of research is contemporary events and the future. Whilst it is 
important to consider the past when looking towards the future, this lack of further historical evidence 
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limits its potential for further study. Nevertheless, historical and archival material will be available at 
the local level in some contexts. Such evidence will be beneficial to the case study research that will be 
carried out in the later stages of the project, as outlined below. 
This rather simplified view of the selection of a research strategy considers only strategies in isolation 
and it does not consider the qualitative-quantitative dimension. A survey for instance, and in terms of 
method, may take the form of either questionnaires or interviews. The choice of strategy is not 
restrictive and it is possible to combine a number of strategies, encompassing both qualitative and 
quantitative methods, as is discussed in the following subsection. 
4.3.1. Mixed-methods research design, 
Mixed-methods research has become increasingly popular since the 1960s in many fields of research 
(Leech and Onwuegbuzie, 2006). As it was discussed above, this pluralism represents a move away 
from the Incompatibility Thesis and opens new opportunities for researchers. In terms of research 
design, much of the early work on mixed-methods was associated with the notion of triangulation 
(Denzin, 1971; Jick, 1979). Triangulation however, whilst varying in definition, is generally associated 
with considering a phenomenon using a number of methods, data sources, investigators or theories 
(Denzin, 1971). This implies a somewhat static approach.  
Figure 4.4  Mixed method design typology 
b c
QUAL QUAN
QUAN QUAL
f g h i
QUAL qual QUAN quan
quan QUAN qual QUAL
Emphasis 
Dimension
Equal 
Status
Concurrent Sequential
Time Order Dimension
QUAL QUAN
qual
d e
a
Dominant 
Status
QUAL quan QUAN
 
Note. „quan‟ and „qual‟ denotes quantitative and qualitative respectively. Their capitalisation shows a 
dominant status within the designs.  
Adapted from Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2007). 
 
Whilst the notion of triangulation is one facet, it is certainly not an exhaustive definition of mixed-
methods research. Rather, as Leech and Onwuegbuzie (2006) point out: 
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In general, mixed methods research represents research that involves collecting, 
analyzing, and interpreting quantitative and qualitative data in a single study or in a 
series of studies that investigate the same underlying phenomenon (p. 3). 
Indeed, mixed-methods designs are now recognised to take many forms and there are certainly 
numerous typologies available from different authors, for example Tashakkori and Teddlie, (1998), 
Creswell et al (2003), and Leech and Onwuegbuzie (2007). The approach favoured here is based on 
that by Johnson and Onwuegbuzie‟s (2004), as shown in Figure 4.4. There is both the time-order 
dimension to consider, as well as the dominance of either the qualitative or quantitative approaches, or 
their equal status. In the left cells for instance (designs a, d, and e), the quantitative and qualitative 
approached are used concurrently, or to study the same aspect of the research. Approaches can be used 
sequentially however, as in the right cells (designs b, c, and f-i), where they are used at different stages 
of the research. 
The use of a sequential approach brings particular benefits from using mixed-methods. These include 
combining the strengths of multiple methods whilst offsetting their weaknesses - depth and 
understanding can be added to a questionnaire survey by follow-up interviews for instance – or the 
response to a broader range of research questions, or potentially triangulating in different stages of 
study on the same phenomenon (Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2004). 
With P&R and as is reflected with the research objectives above, the approach has been sequential. In 
Chapter 2, the literature review was used to identify the policy development of P&R in the UK to date. 
The specific issues identified by the literature, the current situation and possible future trends and 
scenarios were then explored though the scoping study. Moving on then, the research looks to the 
future in developing P&R in a way that is more effective and it seeks to understand the influence of this 
on its acceptability as a policy. Acceptability however, involves both local authorities whose 
responsibility it is to implement and operate schemes, and users who determine whether P&R schemes 
are (operationally) successful and in turn, their effects. 
Although the researcher‟s view is one defined above as a postpositivist, qualitative methods may be 
well suited to understanding P&R in a specific context and its acceptability. Thus, a mixed-methods 
design was considered most appropriate. This can be defined as a sequential (deductive), quantitatively 
dominant design as shown in Figure 4.5. Mixed-methods can provide the breadth of data for 
understanding the acceptability of the characteristics of P&R as perceived by local authorities, whilst 
allowing some depth in understanding P&R in a specific context.  
The thesis moves to consider P&R in different ways. First, P&R is considered as a concept, then the 
national situation with regards local authorities, and then P&R in a specific context and with users. 
Although these are the three main stages, the scoping study (Chapter 2/Appendix A) is also shown in 
the figure to highlight the use of mixed methods. Stage Three, a case study, encompasses a number of 
approaches, both qualitative and quantitative. These stages of the research design and the reasons for 
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the selection of different approaches are discussed in turn in the following three subsections. The 
specific methods used within each stage of the research are then outlined in section 4.4. 
Figure 4.5  Main stages of the research design 
 
4.3.2. Stage one: Data analysis of UK P&R schemes 
It was clear from the literature review and scoping study that P&R has become extremely popular. 
Nevertheless, the research on P&R has generally accepted this and moved to look at its effects, in terms 
of public transport abstraction, trip generation or the overall change in distance travelled resulting from 
P&R use. In a sense, this thesis aims to move back a step in the first instance, by analysing the P&R 
concept as it is currently used in the UK. „Park and Ride‟ is a term used by similar, yet not identical, 
forms of car-bus interchange. There are, of course, variations in the way in which it is implemented 
throughout the UK. This may depend on contextual circumstances or simply the perceptions of local 
decision makers as to what will work best. 
Thus, there is a need to understand the degree of similarity across UK schemes to consider the 
influence of this variance on the VMT effects of P&R. Data has been collected on the population of 
UK P&R schemes (TAS Partnership, 2007). Yet limited research exists that critically examines the 
constituent elements of P&R. Thus, an initial step in this thesis is to use data on UK schemes to 
identify the concept that has emerged in the UK. From this, it will be possible to refine the 
characteristics within P&R and outline the ways in which it may be more effective in reducing the 
VMT of its users. Put simply, this will be attempted by changing the amount of each characteristic 
within the concept - the distance between P&R site and host centre or the frequency of bus trips, for 
instance - in the spirit of Lancaster‟s Approach. This stage of the research, whilst being an original 
QUAN 
 
qual Interview survey (Scoping Study) 
STAGE ONE: Data analysis and modelling 
Identifies the current P&R concept and its characteristics, then using these 
characteristics, alongside existing research, formulates potential alternative 
concepts that better reduce the VMT of P&R users. 
STAGE TWO: Questionnaire survey 
Seeks to understand UK local authorities‟ views of P&R. Identifies the 
importance associated with and utility derived from the policy/process 
characteristics of P&R. 
STAGE THREE: Case study 
Uses both qualitative and quantitative methods to explore the issues associated 
with the implementation and operation of alternative P&R concepts, as well their 
likely VMT effects. The focus is on contextual circumstances as well as the users 
of P&R. 
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use/analysis of data, is essentially „desk-based‟ and does not require any primary data collection. Yet 
this approach was selected given the availability of existing and relatively recent data. 
The main alternative strategy at this stage of the research was the primary collection of data on existing 
UK P&R schemes. Indeed, this would have allowed the inclusion of the most appropriate variables to 
this study. This approach however, would require a significant amount of time and other resources. 
Considering that local authorities were surveyed in the second stage of the research, another possibility 
initially considered was the inclusion of questions about existing P&R schemes, thus allowing a 
database of schemes to be formed. The information on existing schemes is nevertheless required prior 
to the surveying of local authorities for two main reasons:  first, the database provides a basis for the 
population of respondents; and second, its analysis is required to identify the relevant characteristics of 
P&R and future models, on which the views of local authorities will be considered. 
The use of an existing dataset was deemed appropriate since it included all the main variables required 
for the study. Indeed, this is one of the main precautions when using existing data (Finnegan, 2006) and 
was an initial consideration with the selection of this strategy. Notwithstanding the time and cost 
savings that can be made from existing data, the breadth of the dataset also allows this research to 
capitalise on the efforts and skills of others and the focus of attention to be the analysis and 
interpretation of the data (Hakim, 1982; 2000). 
4.3.3. Stage two: Questionnaire survey 
Attempting to refine the characteristics within the P&R concept and then model its potential effects 
may suggest that there is in indeed a more efficient way to operate car-bus interchange. Yet in reality, 
this efficiency is dependent upon its implementation in the first place, including the selection of the 
appropriate specification of P&R, and its continued operation. This does not seem to have been 
problematic in the past. Indeed, it was suggested in the scoping study that in most cases, its 
implementation received support by the public and other stakeholders.  
To develop the concept of P&R then, the views of those implementing P&R – local authority officers 
and councillors – need to be understood. Particularly, utility is considered to be derived from the 
combinations of characteristics within P&R so it is an attractive proposition for some local authorities. 
Understanding the relative importance that is associated with the different characteristics by these 
decision-makers is therefore key in determining the utility that may be derived from alternative 
concepts of P&R, and thus the probability of them ultimately being implemented. 
Thus, there is a requirement to consider local authorities nationally. A national survey of local 
authorities was therefore selected. County-level local authorities in the UK cover large areas although 
they differ considerably in nature. This is particularly so for transport policy since the areas governed 
by local authorities vary. The differences may include, for instance, the demographical makeup or 
nature of population centres including the density and degree of urbanisation, physical character, and so 
on. Authorities will therefore hold different values and priorities. Within this, there is a need to 
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consider both the authorities that do operate P&R and those who do not. This may lead not only to 
inferences about the difference between authorities that do and do not currently have P&R, but also the 
likelihood of P&R being further adopted in the future. Moreover, considering all local authorities will 
allow the research to focus on the characteristics which are embodied by P&R, although some of which 
may be found in other transport measures, and not on P&R as a package of characteristics itself.  
The survey strategy was selected for this stage of the research because it allows the collection of data 
from a relatively large number of pre-selected respondents (Robson, 2002). The survey is suitable for 
the collection of data which can be generalised to the national situation. This approach also has other 
clear benefits including the opportunity to standardise responses which aids in the analysis of results 
(Wilson and Sapsford, 2006). 
A survey was considered the most appropriate method for this stage of the research as it can provide 
“information to describe, compare, and predict attitudes and opinions, values and behaviour based on 
what people say or see” (Fink 1995, p.14).  
Alternative methods which focus on a smaller number of respondents may of course be generalised but 
a survey was considered to provide the most rigorous approach. Another option was the collection of 
this data from local authorities in the case study stage later in the design. Although some of this 
information will be explored further in the case study, it would not provide sufficient evidence on 
which to generalise to the national situation. 
4.3.4. Stage three: Case study 
Whilst the national situation will provide a good overview of the importance associated with the 
characteristics of P&R, the fourth research objective (explore the issues surrounding the 
implementation and operation of a range of P&R concepts) requires more depth of investigation. The 
previous stages of the design have challenged the orthodoxy that the concept of P&R that currently 
predominates provides the only acceptable and effective option. 
There are however considerations other than the views of decision-makers, that influence the likelihood 
of alternative P&R concepts. These will depend on the local setting in which P&R is used. Yet there 
are other considerations such as local institutional, political, operational and economic factors. There is 
also of course the perceptions and travel behaviour of users. After all, the users determine both the 
success of P&R and its overall traffic effects. 
To investigate the issues associated with the operation of alternative concepts, a case study approach 
was selected. The fundamental purpose of a case study is to develop an in-depth understanding of the 
case using multiple sources of evidence (Punch, 1998). Furthermore, a case study may be explanatory, 
exploratory or descriptive in nature (Yin, 1994). The focus here is on explanatory research, aiming to 
understand and analyse a particular instance of a specific phenomena (P&R). There is however, as 
mentioned above, novel research being undertaken which looks at, for instance, the breadth of 
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stakeholders‟ views on P&R in the setting, so alongside the explanatory focus there will be some 
exploratory research.  
The case study will encompass three main research methods, each looking at different aspects of the 
case: an archival and document analysis, interviews with local stakeholders and a questionnaire survey 
of existing P&R users. While these methods look at different units of analysis, there will be some 
convergence to fully understand the case and take full advantage of the richness provided by this 
approach. For instance, the contextual factors identified by the document analysis will have a bearing 
on the interviews with stakeholders, or at least in their interpretation. 
The main alternatives to this approach were different methods focusing on different samples. For 
instance, a survey of the users of a number of P&R schemes was considered. Whilst the views of users 
and the importance placed on the characteristics by them is clearly key, this method would take only a 
limited account of the contextual factors that influence P&R and that would influence the operation of 
alternative concepts. A national telephone interview survey with the stakeholders within a sample of 
contexts was also considered. Whilst this would gain some in-depth analysis of contextual factors, it 
would not account for the users of services and their views. A case study approach strategy however 
allows the collection of multiple sources of data which include numerous perspectives on the 
phenomenon, P&R in this case, under investigation. It is also particularly useful where the contextual 
factors have a significant, yet not clearly apparent, influence on the phenomena (Yin, 1994). 
The other dimension to consider was the choice between single and multiple case studies. There are 
numerous benefits to conducting multiple case studies, which are mainly associated with robustness of 
findings from a number of data points and the potential for their comparison (Herriott and Firestone, 
1983). A single case study however, the strategy selected here, allows the researcher to investigate the 
case is more depth under budget and time constraints than possible with multiple cases. It should also 
be noted that the aim of case study research is not to be representative. Although it may be possible to 
draw some lessons from a case study, for instance through considering the case‟s parameters or features 
alongside those of the population, the aim is to investigate the phenomenon and the particular context 
and detail (Silverman, 2005; Bryman, 1988). 
4.4 Research Methods 
The research design included three main elements: analysis of the database of UK P&R schemes, a 
national survey of local authorities and a case study, which contains a further three individual research 
methods. The way in which the methods will be used in relation to the research objectives and 
questions is shown in Figure 4.6. The figure also shows the section of this chapter in which the method 
is described (shown in blue type) and the chapter where the appropriate findings can be found. Thus, 
each method is discussed in turn here, including its appropriateness, validity, units of analysis and the 
actual administration of the research method.    
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Figure 4.6  Research methods related to objectives and questions 
 
To investigate how UK bus-based Park and Ride may be developed 
to reduce the vehicle miles travelled by its users. 
1. To identify the degree 
to which P&R has fulfilled 
its policy goals, 
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2. To develop the current 
concept of P&R by 
adapting its characteristics 
to improve its role in 
reducing VMT. 
 
3. To examine local 
authority views on the 
current and possible future 
concepts of P&R. 
4. To explore how 
alternative concepts could 
be operated at the local 
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impact on the VMT of 
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5. To recommend how 
P&R should  be operated 
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4.4.1. Analysis and modelling of current and alternative P&R concepts 
There are over 130 P&R sites in the UK and there has been little guidance over precisely what the 
optimal design for sites is. There must then be some variance in how sites are designed at the local 
level. „Park and Ride‟ generally describes any form of car-bus interchange so before it can be 
developed, the current concept of P&R needs to be undestood. In particular, the inherent characteristics 
within P&R need to be identified (research objective a) in order to modify them in a way that may 
improve its effectiveness in reducing car use (research objectives b and c). 
Yet this leads to the issue of estimating the current car use implications as a baseline, so that the 
relative benefits of the alternative concepts of P&R can also be estimated. One main piece of evidence 
exists on the VMT effects of current P&R schemes (Parkhurst, 1999a). This included eight schemes but 
in the original study on which Parkhurst carried out his analysis (WSA, 1998), these were not selected 
on the basis of their relative representativeness of the UK national situation. Thus, there is a need to 
estimate the degree to which P&R reduces VMT nationally. After all, it may be the case that the eight 
schemes previously studied represented atypical mileage effects. The analysis of the current concept 
then will allow for an estimate of their mileage effects, based on their characteristics. From this and 
after the characteristics of P&R have been modified, the model used to estimate VMT of P&R users 
may also be used to estimate the effects of the alternative concepts of P&R. 
As mentioned above, the use of an existing dataset was deemed appropriate because the TAS 
Partnership (2007) data was relatively recent and provided comprehensive coverage of all full-time UK 
bus-based P&R schemes and sites. These included sites which operated all year, full-time and were 
official insofar as travellers parking informally and catching a bus to a final destination for instance, 
were not included. The details for each P&R scheme provided by the TAS Partnership dataset included:  
 sites within the scheme;  
 controlling local authority;  
 the year in which the sites were established; 
 price to users for using the service; 
 method of charging – per person or per car; 
 charge administration - parking charge or bus fare; 
 site facilities;  
 bus frequency – peak and off-peak; 
 bus service type – dedicated or conventional stage carriage;  
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 bus stops – whether stop other than the P&R site and town centre are made;  
 town centre parking charges; 
 P&R price as a ratio of town centre parking charges. 
While these variables provide some useful information on the operational features of P&R schemes, 
there are other important characteristics to consider. Population data from the last published census 
from 2001 (ONS, 2006; GROS, 2002) for all schemes‟ host centres was added to the database to glean 
an understanding of the settings in which P&R is used. Travel to work data was also added to the 
database from ONS (2006) and GROS (2002) to gain an understanding, albeit rather crude; of the 
travel behaviour in P&R host towns/areas. 
There were also variables that relate directly to the effectiveness of P&R that needed considering. 
While the bus frequencies already provided by the TAS Partnership data provided a useful starting 
point, the other key variable was the distance travelled by both buses and users. Whilst there was a lack 
of relevant data for the latter, the distance between P&R sites and host centres could be estimated. The 
road distance could quite simply be estimated using the TAS Partnership data as a guide to the location 
of sites and the towns that they serve. 
Model formulation 
VMT estimates were made for each site within the database of current concept sites. First, the 
alternative behaviour of users was considered. The alternative VMT for the P&R users of site i whose 
alternative, a, to P&R is car use, c, is defined as: 
 
2( )
i
i ca
ca ai is
a
u
v d d
q
   
(4) 
 
where 
i
cau  number of users of site i whose alternative to P&R is car use or travelling elsewhere  
aq  mean car occupancy 
aid  mean distance between users‟ origins, a, and interchange site i 
isd  mean distance between P&R site i and town centre, s 
It was assumed that the distance that the user would travel from their origin, a, directly to the town 
centre, s, in the absence of P&R was equal to the distance between their origin and the P&R site, dai, 
and the distance between the P&R site and the town centre, dis.  
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There is a dearth of data however on access trips, dai, although some exists, albeit rather dated, for the 
Oxford, York (Parkhurst and Stokes, 1994) and Bristol (Bristol City Council, 1996) schemes. In 
Oxford and York, the mean distance travelled to P&R sites was 12.5 miles and 8.2 miles respectively. 
These values however, are straight-line distances so road distances will be higher. P&R sites in Oxford 
were located at a mean distance of 3.4 miles from the city centre and in York it was 3.3 miles away. In 
Bristol, the site was 3.4 miles from the centre, while mean access journeys were 7 miles on Bristol City 
Council‟s (1996) Thursday survey and 8.1 miles on Saturday. For the model then, the data for these 
centres, j, was used to derive a mean distance travelled from origins to the town centre, dajs, weighted 
by the capacity of each site, gj: 
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For the model, this was included to estimate the distance travelled to each site, 
isajsai ddd  . 
Some trips made to interchange sites are diverted from other towns. In the absence of data on these 
trips however, these users were included with the users accessing the host town by car. Theoretically, 
the current concept induces longer trips by lowering the generalised cost of travel, so this will reflect 
favourably on the current concept in the model. 
In terms of the occupancy of cars entering interchange sites, a, the available data aligns well with 
national average occupancy. In particular, mean occupancies reported by Parkhurst and Stokes (1994) 
and Bristol City Council (1996) are within 0.1 of those obtained by the UK National Travel Survey 
(DfT, 2006) for weekdays and their mean represents only 0.07 variance for Saturday occupancy. Thus, 
the Travel Survey figures of 1.2 for weekdays and 1.7 for Saturdays were use. Car occupancy was 
assumed equal for both alternative behaviour and for the car arrivals at P&R sites. Although this 
assumption is not thoroughly robust, journeys made by P&R are essentially to the same destination as 
would be made otherwise so car sharing behaviour is likely to be similar. 
For the VMT of users whose alternative to interchange is public transport, 
i
pav , the relatively small 
amount of train use was excluded (due to a lack of available data) so the distance travelled by these 
users was estimated as: 
 ( )
2( )i i ai ispa pa
d d e
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
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where 
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e  car-equivalent factor applied to buses 
up
i
  number of users of site i in a day whose alternative to P&R is public transport use 
f  mean conventional bus load factor 
The car-equivalent factor was applied to buses to take account of their larger size and emission of 
higher levels of pollution. Parkhurst (1999a) for instance applied a factor of 2.5 after considering a 
range of alternatives, a figure that was used here for both conventional (alternative behaviour) bus trips 
and single-decker interchange buses. current concept sites however, use a variety of bus sizes so the 
factors assigned were: minibus, 1.5; midibus, 2; double-decker, 3. Where a mix of both single- and 
double-decker buses are used, a factor of 2.75 was applied. 
For the payload of buses, a somewhat optimistic estimate of a 45% load factor was assumed - derived 
from Romilly (1999) - assuming the majority of passengers would use conventional services in peak 
periods on a busy intercity route. This gives an average payload of 18.7 passengers, when using a bus 
capacity from the weighted average of the UK bus fleet (DfT, 2007). 
The database presented in Chapter 5 revealed that the size of interchange sites ranged from 58 spaces at 
Perth‟s Angus Road site, although this was an outlying value as the second smallest site at Windsor had 
148 spaces and capacity rose gradually across all sites with Bristol‟s Long Ashton site being the largest 
single site at 1500 spaces. The mean capacity of sites was 599 spaces. The total users of each site, Ui, 
was estimated by assuming an 85% usage rate from the parking capacity. 
In order to estimate the proportion of travellers opting for different modes as alternative behaviour, a 
mean value was derived from the empirical evidence outlined in Chapter 2, sufficiently small in range 
to use in the model. 
For the VMT of users from using the Current and alternative concepts, those arriving by car, bus or 
green mode were treated separately. For car-arriving users of site i, the VMT for P&R use, 
i
cmc , was 
estimated as: 
 2
2
i
i icm is i
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i
u d h e
v d u
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where 
i
cmu  number of P&R users accessing site i by car 
ui  total number of users of site i  
hi  bus circuits per day 
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The number of bus circuits, hi, was derived from the database. The mean peak frequency of all current 
concept sites was 10.7 minutes with little variation (σ = 3.1). Mean inter-peak frequency was similar at 
12.1 minutes (σ = 3.6). Nevertheless, it was assumed that peak services operated for four hours per day. 
Thus, the number of circuits made per day by buses serving site i, hi, was estimated using the database 
of sites by:  
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where  
i
peakh  peak circuits per hour 
i
offh  off- (inter)-peak circuits per hour 
oi  number of operating hours per day at site i 
For the VMT for those accessing P&R by green mode, 
i
gmv : 
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where 
i
gmu  number of users accessing site i by green mode 
For some of the alternative concepts, regular bus services were used for interchange so the for users 
accessing the service by bus upstream of sites who would otherwise use the car,
i
cav , the bus access 
VMT was included, thus for the total trip, 
i
bv : 
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Potential limitations of method 
The clear drawback of using an existing dataset for an original analysis is its overall suitability. Whilst 
the TAS Partnership (2007) data included most of the variables required for the identification of P&R 
schemes and sites, and indeed many of the basic variables required for the analysis, there were a 
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number of assumptions required to complete the model, as discussed above. Whilst these assumptions 
varied in their degree of accuracy, attempts where made wherever possible to use empirical evidence 
for the model. 
Any model of this type of course requires as much assessment of accuracy as possible. To do this once 
the analyses of the current and alternative P&R concepts have been completed, comparisons can be 
made with other data sources. This will be done with Parkhurst‟s (1999a) study that used a similar 
analysis but with empirical data. The case study that will be completed in stage three of the research 
design will also allow the collection of empirical data, such as that on the alternative/previous 
behaviour of the user and their home location, from which mileage implications can be calculated. 
4.4.2. National survey of local authorities 
The process of analysing the current concept and developing it to identify alternative concepts that may 
be more effective in reducing car use contributes towards the effectiveness dimension of the research. 
Yet there is also the issue of acceptability. Local authorities and users are the main determinants of 
whether P&R is both implemented and is successfulness operationally. There would be little gain in 
developing an efficient concept of P&R if it would never actually be implemented in reality. Thus, the 
third research objective was to understand how local authorities place importance on, and how their 
perceptions of the utility derived from P&R would be changed as a result of alternative concepts. As 
described above, a questionnaire survey was the selected method to ascertain the views of local 
authorities. This section details the design and execution of the survey. 
Survey format 
While a survey was considered the most appropriate research design for the this stage of the study, as 
discussed above, there were a number of further options with the type of survey used. Frankfort-
Frankfort-Nachmias and Frankfort (1996) compare the different traditional methods of interview, 
telephone and mail surveys whilst Schonlau et al. (2002) provide a further comparison with the 
inclusion of electronic formats, as shown in Table 4.3. 
The personal interview and telephone survey techniques would have been likely to attract a relatively 
high response rate and detailed responses. The sample for the survey however, as discussed below, was 
all local authorities across the UK. The time and cost implications would have therefore been 
significant with the interview and telephone methods. These methods may have also proved complex to 
administer because of the requirement to code responses to allow their analysis. Not only does the use 
of visual, worded questions allow coding to be accurate, but it also provides the respondent with a 
representation of possible responses. With visual scales for instance, the levels of possible responses 
can be seen clearly thus removing ambiguity and possible confusion (Oppenheim, 1992). With the 
visual formats, respondents also have the opportunity to consider their responses when answering. 
Furthermore, as Hague (1993) suggests, questions are standardised thus increasing the likelihood that 
they will have a similar meaning to all respondents. Interaction with the investigator with interviewing 
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and telephone surveys however, may provide both pressure and potentially bias (Frankfort-Nachmias 
and Nachmias, 1996). 
Table 4.3  Evaluation of survey methods 
Criterion 
Personal 
interview Telephone Mail Email Internet 
Cost High Moderate Low Very Low Very Low 
Response rate High High Low Low Low 
Control of interview situation High Moderate Low Low Low 
Applicability to geographically 
dispersed populations 
Moderate Moderate High High High 
Applicability to heterogeneous 
populations 
High High Low Low Low 
Collection of detailed data High Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate 
Speed Low High Low Moderate Moderate 
Sources: Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias (1996), Schonlau et al (2002), Meckel et al (2005). 
In comparison with other methods, a drawback of mail or electronic questionnaires is the low response 
rate. This weakness is however mitigated when the questionnaire can “engage the respondents‟ 
interests” (Wilson and Sapsford 2006, p.102). Because the survey was sent to respondents who were 
heavily involved with the planning or operation of P&R, it was felt that it would arouse some interest. 
The traditional mail questionnaire reduces interviewer bias and has the ability to span a wide 
geographical area. Whilst it is relatively low in cost, at least when compared to telephone and interview 
techniques, there is cost of postage to consider. When dealing with hundreds of potential respondents 
and follow-up correspondence (reminders and so on), this can be considerable. There is also the time 
taken for questionnaires to pass through the mail system and actually reach the respondent and to be 
returned.  
An electronic format was therefore selected, as it eliminated some of the drawbacks of the traditional 
mail survey. The cost and time involved to administer the survey is generally reduced with the 
electronic format whilst it still permits the standardisation of responses. There is also the clear benefit 
to reach a dispersed and large group of respondents. The electronic formats do however require 
respondents to have access to email or the internet. This was not considered problematic since most, if 
not all, local authority councillors and officers are likely to have this access. Similarly, the concern that 
respondents need to be IT literate was diminished since most respondents would use electronic media 
regularly for their work.  
The email format was selected rather than the internet since it allowed the survey to be targeted at 
particular individuals, thus allowing some control over the person completing the questionnaire. This 
was considered to have a favourable effect on the response rate. Simply sending respondents a web-link 
may have further reduced the authoritative image or integrity of the survey (Meckel et al, 2005). 
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Questionnaire construction 
The questionnaires were divided into four main subject areas, as shown in Table 4.4. The table also 
shows the questions included in both the questionnaire for local authorities who were identified in the 
previous stage of research (the use of the database of P&R schemes) as having P&R and those that did 
not. The complete questionnaires are provided in Appendix B and Appendix C. When citing question 
numbers, they are split by stroke (/) hereafter, where relevant, to indicate the questions for authorities 
with and without P&R respectively. As an introduction to the questionnaire and to outline its 
completion and return, a covering letter was sent to respondents in the main body of the email 
(Appendices 3 and 4) with the questionnaire itself being an attachment. 
The questionnaire consisted mainly of closed questions. These were used primarily to gain data on 
specific issues and particularly the characteristics of P&R. Moreover, their use allows responses to be 
obtained quickly thus potentially improving the response rate. They are also advantageous in 
comparing responses (Oppenheim, 1992), one the main purposes of the survey. 
Questions in Section A were used mostly to understand the overall approach of the authority towards 
transport policy issues in general and to identify the position of P&R alongside other measures with 
regards effectiveness and acceptability. A filter question (6) is also used for authorities without P&R to 
determine their experience. Questions 7-9 are dynamic in that they are only shown depending on the 
respondent‟s reply in question 6. 
Section B looks more specifically at the design of P&R. It was more relevant for authorities with P&R 
although those without were also asked their opinions since they were considered to be conversant, to 
some degree, with the issues surrounding its design and operation.  
Section C was used to judge local authorities‟ views on the future use of P&R, both in their area and on 
a national scale. This was used more to understand how successful participants felt P&R would be in 
the likely future transport policy context, rather than trying to specifically predict the national growth 
trends for P&R 
The final section, D, included factual questions about the P&R schemes that existed in the authority 
areas, either in the past, currently or those that were planned. This was used to update the database of 
schemes and identify future schemes, an otherwise difficult task, at least when considering future P&R 
on a national scale. 
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Table 4.4  Survey questions 
Local Authorities with current P&R provision Local Authorities without current P&R provision 
Section A: Context 
1 How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statements about your 
Authority's current transport strategy? 
1 How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statements 
about your Authority's current transport strategy? 
    2 How important, do you think, the following policy goals are for your 
Authority? 
2 How effective do you feel the following transport measures are in reducing car 
use? 
3 How effective do you feel the following transport measures are in 
reducing car use? 
3 How publicly acceptable do you feel the following transport measures are? 4 How publicly acceptable do you feel the following transport measures 
are? 
4 Please rate the importance of the following goals for your Park and Ride scheme/s.     
5 How important do you feel the following motivations for operating Park and Ride 
are for your Authority?  
5 In the implementation of transport policies/measures (such as those 
listed in questions 3 and 4), how important do you think the following 
motivations are for your Authority? 
Section B: Design and effectiveness 
6 How important do you feel the following measures/factors are in supporting your 
Park and Ride provision? 
6 Has your Authority had any experience with Park and Ride? 
   7 How important do you feel the following measures/factors would be in 
supporting Park and Ride services? 
7a Do conventional bus services operate along the routes on which Park and Ride 
services operate? 
8 Why do you think your Park and Ride provision was withdrawn? 
7b Is the ticketing for Park and Ride and conventional bus services integrated? 9 Why do you think that Park and Ride is not a possibility? 
8 Is the price of public parking in the town/city centre taken into account when 
setting Park and Ride service prices?  
    
9 Are the fares of conventional (stage carriage) bus services taken into account when 
setting Park and Ride service prices?  
    
10 What effect do you think Park and Ride has on conventional bus services?     
continued overleaf 
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Table 4.4 continued 
11 How important do you consider the following components to be for a Park and 
Ride scheme to operate successfully? 
10 How important would you consider the following components for a 
Park and Ride scheme to operate successfully? 
 
12 Using the following criteria, how effective do you consider Park and Ride to be? 11 Using the following criteria, how effective do you consider Park and 
Ride to be? 
Section C: The future 
13 In your Authority area, how do you feel Park and Ride provision will change over 
the next 5-10 years?  
    
14 At the NATIONAL level, how do you feel that Park and Ride provision will 
change over the next 10-15 years?  
12 At the national level, how do you feel Park and Ride provision will 
change over the next 5-10 years?  
15
* 
Most UK Park and Ride schemes operate from a single dedicated site, located 2-
6km from the town/city centre, served by dedicated bus services. How do you 
think that this model of Park and Ride could and/or should be changed, if at all, to 
make Park and Ride more effective? 
13
* 
Most UK Park and Ride schemes operate from a single dedicated site, 
located 2-6km from the town/city centre, served by dedicated bus 
services. How do you think that this model of Park and Ride could 
and/or should be changed, if at all, to make Park and Ride more 
effective? 
Section D: About you and your authority 
i Please click this box if you would be interested in participating in case study 
research of your Park and Ride scheme/s. 
    
ii Please click this box if you would like to be sent the aggregated results of this 
survey. 
i Please click this box if you would like to be sent the aggregated results 
of this survey. 
iii Please provide details of the Park and Ride provision within your Authority's area. ii If you have, in the past, had Park and Ride provision or if it is planned, 
please provide the details of the site/s here. 
iv Please provide the details of the person completing this questionnaire. iii Please provide the details of the person completing this questionnaire. 
Note.  *Open question.  
 Dynamic questions are shown in italics; the response to question 6 determines which question was shown in the electronic questionnaire. 
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Piloting 
Pre-testing of the questionnaire is key to ensure that it is both appropriate for the purpose for which it 
was intended and is likely to attract a reasonable response rate. A multi-step piloting process was 
followed, as advocated by a number of authors (e.g. Robson, 2002; Edwards et al, 2002; Singleton and 
Straits, 1999). Initially the questionnaire was tested a number of times with academic peers and 
supervisors. This was an iterative process mostly involving the issue of question sequence and the 
questions used. 
The next step was testing the questionnaire with a slightly wider and less familiar audience associated 
with the field in which the questionnaire was to be conducted. For this, participants in the scoping 
study stage of the research were selected and told explicitly the survey sample and its purpose. These 
individuals were selected because of their familiarity with the issues and because of their already 
established relationship with the research. They were asked specifically for feedback on the overall 
style of the questionnaire, as well as its length, presentation and ease of completion and return. This 
exercise proved very constructive as comments were made that improved the questionnaire 
considerably. For instance, it was felt by one individual that the issue of inter-carrier ticketing should 
be explored in the survey. Another commented that although the questionnaire was not excessively 
long, it took longer to complete than was suggested in the covering letter and introduction, so this was 
amended. 
The final step in the piloting process was to start sending the questionnaire, but to a limited number of 
participants. This meant that any errors within it could be picked up rather than it being sent to all 
participants containing errors. It was sent initially then, to 25 participants from each of the sub-groups 
in the sample. This was done over the period of two weeks and in the event, few errors existed but it 
did provide a valuable opportunity to check the collation of results from the survey since this was 
electronic and relied on the robustness of macros. 
Sample 
It is often the case when undertaking a survey that a sampling frame has to be defined to accurately 
represent the population in which one is interested. Fortunately, the number of local authorities in the 
UK, the population in this case, is sufficiently manageable in terms of surveying with the chosen 
method of an email questionnaire. It was decided then that all UK local government authorities with 
responsibilities for transport planning and public transport would be contacted. 
Nevertheless, the division of these responsibilities, for a number of reasons involving their periodic 
restructuring, are not identical across the UK. Figure 4.7 shows the current structure of UK local 
government with the various tiers of government with the responsibilities of transport planning and 
public transport co-ordination shown in bold type. Generally, these roles lie with unitary authorities but 
where two-tier systems are in place, it is the county level tier. In London, most transport duties lie with 
Transport for London (TfL) although the Boroughs do have some power with transport functions. 
Within Northern Ireland, transport duties are centralised to the devolved (from the UK Parliament) 
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Department for Regional Development of the Northern Ireland Assembly (DRDNI). In Scotland and 
Wales, transport is also devolved but with the exception of such things as the strategic road and rail 
networks, it is largely administered by unitary authorities in a similar fashion to England.  
Passenger Transport Authorities and their Executives are largely responsible for public transport in the 
metropolitan areas. Yet some other functions such as transport planning are carried out at the 
metropolitan district level, (also known as metropolitan counties), as they have a unitary function 
(LGA, 2004). During the initial telephone contact of respondents, it was found that the involvement of 
the PTEs in P&R was inconsistent. Some did have an active role, but this was found to be usually 
secondary to the metropolitan districts, which were identified in the database and its data from TAS 
Partnership (2007) as being the main promoter of the service. It was also important to avoid 
duplication, since there was some crossover with both the functions and officers of the PTEs and 
districts. Thus, metropolitan districts, the main promoters, were selected as the appropriate respondents. 
Table 4.5  Survey sample 
  
LAs   
With 
P&R 
Sample 
With 
P&R 
LAs   
Without 
P&R 
Sample 
Without 
P&R 
LAs 
Total 
Sample 
Total 
Met Districts 6 12 30 60 36 72 
PTEs / PTAs 0 0 7 14 7 14 
Shire Counties 21 42 13 26 34 68 
Shire Districts 8 16 - - 8 16 
England Unitary 17 34 29 58 46 92 
London (TfL) 0 0 1 2 1 2 
Scotland Unitary 7 14 25 50 32 64 
Wales Unitary 3 6 19 38 22 44 
NI (DRDNI) 1 2 0 0 1 2 
Total 63 126 124 248 187 374 
Note. „LA‟ denotes local authority. 
Hence, it is these tiers of local government that are responsible for the planning and operation of P&R. 
The exception here is that there are a small number of district level authorities, where a two-tier system 
is used, that are involved with P&R in this way. This is however usually on a shared basis with the 
county-level authority so the latter was included in the sample. The P&R schemes with sole district 
responsibility (four) were mainly the authorities of cities or large towns, such as Canterbury City 
Council or Winchester City Council. In these cases, the district level authorities were included.  
Whilst the population included UK local authorities, the further factor to consider was the units of 
analysis, or individuals to whom the questionnaire would be sent. The main actors within local 
authorities are councillors, who are elected into their positions and thus represent the views of the 
electorate in formulating policies and officers, who are employed by the local authority to put policies 
into practice (although notably, some crossover of these roles exists in reality). It was thus decided that 
both councillors and officers should be included in the survey since they would provide an overview of 
the thinking at both levels, both of which are important in the decision to adopt P&R and in shaping its 
operation.
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Figure 4.7  The structure of UK local government 
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The survey was therefore sent to both an officer and a councillor within each local authority, as shown 
in Table 4.5. This effectively doubled the size of the sample, so although 187 authorities were 
surveyed, 374 questionnaires were sent. 
Conducting the survey 
The process of executing the survey is shown in Figure 4.8. The first step was to identify all of the local 
authorities in the UK both with and without P&R. For the former, the TAS Partnership (2007) data 
from which the database of schemes used in the preceding stage of research, the data analysis, included 
the names of the authorities responsible for the operation of schemes. A list was also drawn of the local 
authorities without P&R for England and Wales from LGA (2008) and for Scotland from BBC (2007). 
Figure 4.8  Process of conducting the survey 
 
The most appropriate person to complete the questionnaire then had to be identified. The selection of 
the councillor was relatively simple in general as on the majority of council cabinets there is an explicit 
portfolio for transport, information on which is readily available on most local authorities‟ websites. 
Identifying the appropriate officer was somewhat more complex. It was initially decided however, that 
the criteria for the selection of the respondent were that the officer would have some responsibility for 
strategic transport planning, the production of the Local Transport Plan (LTP) or, in authorities with 
P&R, would have an overseeing role of a scheme. The initial step to identify such respondents was to 
initially look at the LTP for each authority. Many of these provided the details of the relevant officers. 
Details of population of 
local authorities with 
P&R 
Identification of respondents and contact details 
Details of population of 
local authorities without 
P&R 
Council websites LTPs Telephone enquiries 
Telephone call to explain survey and gain permission 
Questionnaire sent by email 
Response 
within two 
weeks 
Email of thanks Reminder 
No Yes 
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Where no details were given in the LTP, the website of the authority was searched. Where this failed, 
the transport planning unit (or similar) was telephoned and enquiries were made. 
Where no telephone call had been made to identify the respondent, which occurred in some cases, a 
telephone call was made to speak to the respondent explaining the purpose of the survey. Their 
permission was then sought to send the survey by email. Indeed, steps such as this to engage the 
participant are recognised as having a favourable result on response rates (Frankfort-Nachmias and 
Nachmias, 1996). In most cases, the email address had already been obtained but this was checked with 
the respondent to ensure that they received it. In two cases, the respondent preferred to have a paper-
based questionnaire and these, identical to the email version, were produced and sent with a stamped 
addressed envelope. It was felt that the different format would have little bearing on the actual 
responses received, so they were converted to electronic format upon their receipt and treated equally. 
To most respondents however, the email questionnaire was sent on the same day that the telephone call 
had been made to ensure that more significance was placed on the questionnaire and the telephone 
conversation was still memorable to the respondent. The survey was sent as an email attachment, with 
the covering letter forming the main body of the email itself. When responses had been received, an 
email was sent back to the respondent out of courtesy, thanking them for their contribution and 
reminding them of the value of the study. 
The use of reminders is generally credited as one of the best ways to increase response rates (Salent and 
Dillman, 1994; Robson, 2002). Thus, two weeks after initial survey was sent, reminder email was sent. 
This re-emphasised the importance of the survey and outlined how the contribution of the respondent 
was valuable, as well as elements of the original covering letter. Fortunately, the process of sending 
reminders required much less time and cost than would have taken with a mail questionnaire because of 
the database of all respondents and the use of email. This encouraged a high number of further 
responses, but a further reminder was sent to those not responding another two weeks later. 
Response 
The survey response rates are shown in Table 4.6. Generally, the response from council officers was 
much higher than from councillors. This is most likely because officers use their computers and 
monitor emails throughout the working day 
Table 4.6  Survey response rates 
 Sent Returned Response (%) 
Local authorities with P&R       
Officers 63 45 71% 
Councillors 63 17 27% 
Local authorities without P&R       
Officers 124 63 51% 
Councillors 124 22 18% 
Total 374 147 39% 
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. For councillors however, emails are likely to be checked infrequently. Furthermore, the survey was 
administered between August and October 2008, which was a short time after local government 
elections. Thus, recently elected councillors would have been new to the transport portfolio and thus 
not fully aware of all of the issues, perhaps provoking some hesitance in responding. 
Analysis of characteristic importance and concept allocation 
One of the benefits of using the electronic questionnaire format was the ease at which responses were 
coded. When the Excel-based questionnaire was constructed, it included a series of formulae which, 
when responses on the questionnaire were selected, triggered a coding system hidden to the respondent 
within the file. This allowed responses to be collected quickly and accurately. Nevertheless, when the 
dataset was constructed, it was checked thoroughly and cleaned, including the identification of 
anomalies and missing values. The latter were generally excluded from analyses. 
A key part of the survey was to understand the perceptions of councillors and officers with regards the 
utility derived from the characteristics contained within P&R. The importance of the characteristics 
was, as mentioned above, elicited from Likert scales in the questionnaire. The procedure used to look at 
the different responses on these scales and derive a utility value for the current and alternative P&R 
concepts was that outlined in Chapter 3, the deterministic MAUT model. So where U(xj) is the overall 
utility value of the jth alternative: 
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Thus, the survey derived wi for each respondent. To prepare values obtained in the survey for use in the 
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where 
ip  raw score of importance on the Likert scale for characteristic i 
The utility values, ui(xji), were provided from the utility curves derived from the conceptual models of 
alternatives in Chapter 5. When allocating concepts to individual respondents, the concept which 
showed the highest level of utility was selected, as in the model above. 
4.4.3. Case selection 
The selection of a case is particularly important where a single case study is used. While case study 
research, as outlined above, is not representative, lessons may be drawn from it to relate to the wider 
population (Stake, 1995). As well as the option to select cases on the bases on their typicality with the 
population, an extreme case may be selected which is able to highlight the phenomena under 
investigation (Yin, 1994). Indeed, it was this approach that was taken with the selection of a case for 
this study.  
Table 4.7  Cambridge and UK schemes 
  Cambridge All P&R schemes 
Context   
Population 131465 153374 
Population density 36.44 37.85 
Unemployed (%) 2.19 2.86 
   
Scheme   
Sites 5 2.12 
Scheme total spaces 4688 1274 
Spaces per site 938 (mean) 599 
Spaces (% of total parking stock) 40 20 
Distance site-centre (miles) 3.26 (mean) 2.85 
Peak frequency (minutes) 10 10.73 
Inter-peak frequency (minutes) 10 12.14 
Vehicle type (%)   
single - 59.4 
double 100 19.8 
mini - 1.9 
midi - 18.9 
 
The particular concern with selecting a P&R scheme was its maturity and this primarily concerns the 
validity and applicability of the findings. The study of a more mature scheme is able to reflect P&R 
which is embedded both in policy and in travel behaviour. It can provide lessons which highlight the 
effects of the sustained use of P&R. If a policy cycle is considered, which usually includes the three 
stages of formulation, implementation and evaluation (Dunn, 1994; John, 1998), clearly a policy should 
be studied that has been subjected to the implementation process as this research is, in effect, an 
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evaluation of the policy of P&R. The other dimension to consider was that of the relative size of the 
scheme. A large scheme will undoubtedly provoke much more interest at the local level and thus 
provide a richer dataset. 
Thus, the Cambridge P&R scheme was selected. As shown in Figure 4.9 and Table 4.7, Cambridge is 
both mature and has a large number of both sites and spaces. Furthermore, transport policy in the city is 
relatively dynamic, as will be discussed in Chapter 7, because of significant growth plans for the area. 
The city itself was also an important consideration. The development of P&R, as outlined in Chapter 2, 
started in historic cities such as Cambridge and has since diffused to a wider range of settings. The 
historic city is something of a microcosm since its setting can provide important contextual effects such 
as traffic congestion that other settings will increasingly face. 
The other pragmatic consideration is of course participation in the study. Respondents from 
Cambridgeshire County Council indicated their willingness to participate in the national survey of local 
authorities. The Council was thus contacted with the details of the study and through consultation, 
access to the P&R scheme and the questionnaire to be used was agreed. Only minor amendments were 
made to the questionnaire as a result of this process, involving mainly wording and the inclusion of a 
small number of additional questions, the data from which the Council wished to use. The main 
elements and data requirements of the survey for this research were not compromised. 
The following three sections describe the three individual methods used within the case study in turn; 
document analysis, interview survey and user survey. 
4.4.4. Case study - document analysis 
The use of documents for qualitative stages of research is a well established method. It helps to collect 
data through secondary sources for specific research aims (Silverman, 2005). There are of course a 
number of approaches taken to document analysis, which are dictated by the research questions. With 
this research the research question of particular importance is j; „what role does P&R currently play in 
local policy?‟. Yet it is also beneficial to understand how and why P&R was implemented in the city 
and the use of a case study, by its nature, requires a wider understanding of the context. Providing some 
background to the particular research carried out was also necessary by understanding previous 
research on P&R in Cambridge.  
Thus, the document analysis component of the case study looked to understand the case, particularly 
with regard transport in the city, identify how and why P&R has grown, understand the current scale 
and importance of P&R and recognise any effects that P&R has been previously found to have. As 
such, a search was carried out of all relevant documentary evidence. 
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Figure 4.9  Number of P&R sites/spaces in scheme by year established 
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This included: 
 Local policy documents 
 National policy relating specifically to Cambridge 
 Evidence of local policymaking (e.g. meeting minutes) 
 Private sector research carried out in Cambridge (e.g. that by consultants) 
 Academic evidence describing or analysing non-transport subjects (e.g. the greenbelt and 
retail and technology industries) 
 Demographic data providing an understanding of the context 
 Relevant market research by Cambridge organisations (e.g. the hospital or shopping centres) 
 Transport-specific data (e.g. traffic counts) 
 Other P&R-specific material 
 Academic/private sector evidence on the effects of P&R 
The process of analysis the data was carried out in the conventional way with this kind of data. A 
thorough document search was carried out, material was reviewed and organised and the analysis 
produced. 
4.4.5. Case study – stakeholder interview survey 
While the main approach taken to this research is quantitative, as discussed above, it was important to 
understand in depth the effects of P&R and its role at the local level and the likely impacts on 
acceptability of the alternative concepts (q. i-k). The purpose of an interview survey of local 
stakeholders is to understand both the direct effects of P&R and its induced effects, not only from the 
perspective of users or the local authority (although the latter were included in the interview survey), 
but also other stakeholders in the city. Stakeholders are an important unit of analysis because they both 
influence policymaking and are a useful and accessible source from which to gain an understanding of 
the broad effects of P&R at the local level.  
Survey format and structure 
The semi-structured interview format was selected for the survey. This was primarily because it allows 
the collection of predetermined data from each respondent whilst also permitting the flexibility to 
encourage further information to be obtained during the course of the interview (Robson, 2002). The 
structured aspect of the interview was beneficial here because it allowed data to be compared across the 
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sample. Questions used for comparison, as discussed below, included mainly open questions but also 
those with ratings scales. 
From the research questions, the questions for the interviews were constructed, which are provided in 
Table 4.8. Different questions were asked depending on the participant, with three main groups: those 
from local authorities (County or District councils), the business community and interest groups. While 
most questions were included for each interview, some were omitted or added during them, in the spirit 
of the semi-structured style. Nevertheless, the interviews consisted of five key topic areas as well as an 
introduction which outlined the purpose of the study. 
Participants were provided with a Participant Information Sheet (Appendix F) and asked to complete an 
Informed Consent Form (Appendix G). The use of a digital voice recorder was agreed and assurances 
were made over the confidentiality of the views of participants. The semi-structured nature of the 
interview was mentioned and that participants were free to input anything that they felt important. 
The „inverted funnel‟ system of questioning was applied (Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias, 1996) 
whereby general questions were asked towards the start of the interview to arouse the interest of the 
participant whilst more complex questions were towards the end. What was felt to be the key questions, 
on the future of P&R and potential for alternative, were at the start of the final section because 
participants being bored or tired at this stage would not provide expansive responses. 
In the first main section, participant description, questions were asked on experience and current work. 
Next was the Cambridge context where general questions were asked on transport and accessibility 
issues. The background section looks at P&R specifically and particularly with local authority 
participants, the costs involved. The current performance sections looks at how acceptable and 
effective P&R is considered to be. The final and largest section was on the future of P&R, including the 
guided busway in Cambridge which will house a number of P&R sites (described in Chapter 7). 
Perhaps the most significant question here was on the alternative concepts and participants were asked 
about the relative benefits of each, shown to them diagrammatically (Appendix H).  
In concluding the interviews, participants asked for any further comments that they would like to make, 
were reminded of their confidentiality and thanked for their time 
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Table 4.8  Interview questions 
Section Local authority Officer/ 
Councillor 
Local businesses Interest groups 
Participant 
description 
How long have you been involved or interested in transport policy generally and P&R 
specifically? 
What does your work currently involve? 
Context What transport and accessibility issues is Cambridge currently facing? 
What is the role of public transport here at the moment? 
Background What is Cambridge‟s past 
experience with Park and 
Ride? 
  
How and why was P&R 
chosen in Cambridge? 
  
Did you encounter any 
barriers to the 
implementation of the 
current services? 
How acceptable are 
existing P&R services 
with the business 
community? 
What are your views on 
the acceptability of the 
current P&R provision? 
From where were the capital 
costs of the existing P&R 
service obtained? 
*If aware of developer 
contributions* What are 
your feelings on the 
contribution to P&R, and 
other measures from local 
developers / business? 
How much value for 
money does P&R 
provide? 
Does the existing P&R 
service require operating 
subsidy, if so, from where? 
  
What kind of costs are 
involved? Existing site 
- Bus services 
- Maintenance 
- Others 
  
Current 
performance 
What role does P&R currently play in Cambridge? 
How publicly and politically acceptable do you think P&R is? (If not mentioned, ask 
for comparison with alternative measures). 
What policies or measures 
are in place that support the 
P&R services? 
  
continued overleaf 
Table 4.8 continued 
How effective do you consider current P&R on a scale of 1 to 5, from 1 (totally 
effective) to 5 (totally ineffective): 
a) dealing with traffic cong; 
b) reducing overall car use; 
c) reducing traffic-related emissions; 
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d) boosting local economic vitality. 
The future  What are the future plans for 
P&R in Cambridge? 
What role do you think 
P&R has in the economic 
development of 
Cambridge? 
What role do you think 
that future plans for P&R 
have in Cambridge? 
The traditional model of P&R has been for dedicated buses to operated around 2-5 
miles from the town/city centre at frequencies of around 10-15 mins in peak time. Do 
you think that there is potential for (i.e. public/political  acceptability, practical 
operation, funding) : 
a) sites to be located farther away; 
b) P&R services to be integrated with traditional bus services; 
c) frequency being reduced, particularly in the middle of the day; 
d) P&R sites to adopt a focus of interchange, with different transport services 
operating from the site; 
e) a number of small sites to be used along a corridor, connected by a bus service. 
Do you think any other 
developments could 
generally be successful? 
  
What do you think are the prerequisites for operating P&R successfully? 
Where did the idea come 
from for the new P&R 
service? 
  
For what policy goals is it 
going to be used to address? 
Why do you think P&R has been chosen (and not 
other measures)? 
How publicly acceptable 
have the plans been – have 
you faced any opposition? 
How acceptable do you 
think that busway plans 
are with the business 
community? 
How acceptable do you 
think that busway plans 
are with the local 
community? 
Have you faced any 
practical barriers? 
Do you think that the busway is the best option for the 
economy of the city? 
 How have the local 
business community been 
consulted on the busway 
and what effect has this 
had? 
How have the local 
community been 
consulted on the busway 
and what effect has this 
had? 
From where has the funding 
been obtained for the 
busway? (Capital and 
Operating). 
  
Have you received any 
guidance on the design of 
the P&R 
  
 
Sample 
In specifying the sample, the initial consideration was that participants would be either involved or 
have an interest in the P&R scheme. A range of interviewees was also sought that would include 
individuals from the local councils, business community and interest groups.  
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Twelve individuals took part in the survey: 
 County councillor involved in transport policymaking; 
 Two County Council officers, both working involved with P&R planning and operation; 
 A travel planner from a large local hospital; 
 A representative from a local travel planning group; 
 Two representatives from a city business/commercial groups;  
 A representative from a large city centre retailer; 
 Two transport campaigners from local pressure groups; 
 Two councillors from districts in Cambridgeshire; 
Conducting the interviews 
Each interview, in agreement with the participant was recorded using a digital voice recorder and notes 
were also taken during the interviews. Participants were not shown the questions prior to the interview 
so that it could become as flexible as required.  
Method of analysis 
Shortly after each interview, the notes taken were reviewed which, alongside the voice recordings, 
were also used to construct transcripts. Transcripts where then coded which was relatively simple 
following the structure of questions. This then allowed a thematic analysis to be carried out. This 
involved, from the coding, organising all „blocks‟ of speech (generally responses to individual 
questions). Blocks were then split in similar groups such as those supporting or opposing an idea. Key 
points were then drawn out that provided a framework for the survey report to be produced (Chapter 8) 
(Taylor & Bogdan, 1984). 
4.4.6. Case study - P&R user survey 
In addition to understanding both the context of Cambridge and local stakeholders‟ views of P&R, the 
behaviour and attitudes of users also forms a significant part of the fourth research objective, to explore 
how alternative concepts could be operated at the local level and evaluate their impact on the VMT of 
P&R users. Within VMT is of course the matter of acceptance or utility. After all, P&R would have 
little effect at all without its use. Exploring the attitudes of users, particularly with regards the 
importance placed on the characteristics of P&R will provide an indication of the likely demand for 
alternative interchange concepts and therefore their degree of acceptability. Furthermore, the user 
survey also deals with the fundamental issue of the ability of current P&R, and indeed the alternative 
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concepts, in reducing the VMT of users. This section outlines the format of the survey, its construction, 
the sample of users, how it was administered, the response rate and how the results were analysed. 
User survey format 
Clearly there are a number of ways to capture the views of P&R users. P&R is an important policy in 
Cambridge so general advertising (such as in the local press) for respondents or mail-out surveys could 
have been used. These are relatively blunt approaches however as they do not target P&R users 
directly, as well as being relatively complex and expensive to administer. The preferred method was to 
approach P&R users directly at P&R sites. This „intercept‟ style of surveying offers a comparatively 
cost effective, targeted and controllable format (TCRP, 2005). Furthermore, this format may increase 
the response rate and provide more accurate responses to attitudinal questions since users are 
responding whilst experiencing the service. 
There are nevertheless, further options within intercept surveys. Similar P&R surveys (e.g. WSA, 
1998) have adopted the personal interview approach using interviewers on-board the bus. As outlined 
above in Table 4.3, this does allow a high degree of control over the situation and selection of 
respondents, the explanation of questions and collection of detailed data, it is either high in cost (for a 
number of interviewers) or relatively low in terms of response because of the time taken to interview 
individual respondents. Other options include the collection of contact details from users followed by a 
mail-out questionnaire. Again however, this is relatively high in cost and it is likely to produce only a 
small response as users may be unwilling to divulge their details or may be hesitant to complete the 
questionnaire at home and mail it back. A self-completion questionnaire was therefore selected to 
capitalise on the benefits of an intercept survey whilst minimising the time and cost of interviews or a 
mail-out questionnaire. Surveying users on a bus also provides a reasonably captive sample since bus 
users have little to do during their journey (TCRP, 2005). 
A further complexity is added with the collection of questionnaires. In the event, users were given a 
questionnaire immediately prior to boarding the bus for their outbound journey at the P&R site and 
were instructed, both on the questionnaire and verbally where possible, to return the questionnaire on 
their return to the P&R site on their return trip. 
Questionnaire construction 
The questions asked are shown in  
Table 4.9. Although the response options are not shown in the table, the complete questionnaire is 
provided in Appendix I. In a similar way to the questionnaire for the survey of local authorities, as 
outlined above, the questionnaire loosely follows an „inverted funnel‟ sequence, moving from the 
general to the specific. In the context of the user survey particularly, it was felt that easier, quicker, 
responses at the start of the questionnaire would encourage users to complete the remainder of the 
questionnaire, including the more complex or personal questions, by which time respondents had 
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already invested time completing some of the questionnaire, as recommended by Frankfort-Nachmias 
and Nachmias (1996). 
Table 4.9  User survey questions 
Number Question 
1 How often do you usually use this Park and Ride service on a weekday (Mon-Fri)? 
2 How long have you been using the service this frequently? 
3 How did you arrive at the Park and Ride site today?  
4 What is the main purpose of your trip today?  
5 Where will you be getting off the bus? 
6 What is the main reason that you are using the Park and Ride service today? 
7 If Park and Ride were not available in Cambridge today, how would you make your journey? 
8 Before you started using the Park and Ride service, how did you travel to the city centre?  
9 Do you ever use Park and Ride on a weekend in Cambridge? 
10a 
Below is a list of characteristics of Park and Ride. Please state how important you feel that 
they are in providing a Park and Ride service. 
a Pedestrian access to the Park and Ride site 
b The congestion on roads around the Park and Ride site 
c Security on-site (e.g. CCTV, fencing, etc) 
d Site landscaping 
e The presence of staff on-site 
f Facilities on-site (shops, toilets, etc) 
g Walking distance between your car and the bus stop 
h Information on parking availability displayed prior to arriving at the site 
i Information on the time of the next bus at the Park and Ride site 
j Cleanliness of the site 
  
k The price of using the Park and Ride 
l The ability to use your bus pass 
m The availability of weekly tickets 
n The availability of annual tickets 
  
o Bus lanes between the Park and Ride site and the city centre 
p Information on the time of the next return bus in city centre 
q Number of bus stops between the site and the city centre 
r Frequency of buses towards the city centre before 10.30am 
s Frequency of return buses after 3.30pm 
t Frequency of buses (both directions) between 10.30am and 3.30pm 
u The helpfulness of the driver 
v Comfort of the bus 
w Punctuality of the bus 
continued overleaf 
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Table 4.9 continued 
x Consistency of the journey time (bus journey usually taking the same time) 
10b 
If Park and Ride were to be designed differently in future, how important would the 
following factors be to you?  
a Shorter distance (drive) from your home to the Park and Ride site 
b A Park and Ride bus stop near your home (access service without driving) 
c Saturday service 
d Sunday service 
e Park and Ride site closer to the city centre 
f Bus services starting earlier than 7am in the morning 
g Bus services ending later than 9pm in the evening 
  
11a Are you (female/male) 
11b What is your age? 
11c What is your postcode?* 
11d What is your gross personal annual income?  
* open question 
In terms of the purpose for the questions, the first part of the questionnaire was used to collect data on 
users‟ dependency on P&R and travel behaviour. The questions on the characteristics of P&R were 
used directly to understand the preference of users towards the individual characteristics of current and 
future concepts of P&R. In a similar way to the survey of local authorities and aligned with Lancaster‟s 
Approach, users were not asked to rate the quantity of quality of the characteristics, but how important 
they felt the characteristics were. This allows preferences to be mapped in a fashion akin to an 
indifference curve. The characteristics themselves have been adopted from the consumption technology 
matrix, as outlined in Chapter 3. The first part of the characteristics questions (q.10a) deals with the 
more basic service attributes whilst q.10b provides a hypothetical situation and asks about 
characteristics which depart from the current concept of P&R, such as a change in site location. 
Following the inverted funnel sequence, these were asked at the end of the characteristics questions as 
they required respondents to imagine a situation which departed from the reality of the current concept. 
As recommended by several authors (Robson, 2002; Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias, 1996) to 
increase the response, a short introduction was provided in the questionnaire to give respondents some 
information about the purpose of the survey, the affiliated organisations – Loughborough University 
and Cambridgeshire County Council – as well as thanks for completion. At the end of the 
questionnaire, the thanks was repeated as well as an assurance of confidentiality and instructions for 
returning the questionnaire. 
Piloting 
As discussed above with the previous survey, testing the questionnaire is essential in ensuring that it is 
both suitable for the purpose it is being used and appropriate for the respondent. A multi-stage piloting 
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process was again adopted. The first stage involved academic peers and supervisors while the second 
stage, a wider and less familiar audience were included - Cambridgeshire County Council - who 
understood the purpose of the questionnaire, albeit in less detail that those involved in the previous 
stage of testing, as well as the sample to which the questionnaire was aimed. The final stage of piloting 
involved around 30 people, known by the author personally. 
Sample 
The survey was aimed specifically at the users of P&R sites in Cambridge. To provide both the largest 
and most representative possible response, all five of the P&R sites in the city were included. It was 
decided that each site should be surveyed on each day across a week to minimise any external factors 
which may have skewed responses. Rather than including particular types of responses (stratified 
through age for instance), the sampling strategy was simply to give a questionnaire to every P&R user 
as they boarded the bus. 
Conducting the survey 
The survey was administered across a week in February 2009. The author, working alone, was present 
at each P&R site from its opening in the morning (varying from 06:20 to 07:05) to its close (between 
20:20 and 20:40) on each of the survey days. After the survey day, a response box was left at each site 
for one week for any questionnaires not completed on the day. 
There is of course a potential limitation in collecting data on separate days at sites but there were no 
notable effects across the week that would have skewed the results. Furthermore, surveying only on 
weekdays excludes many P&R users who use sites only on weekends. Nevertheless, it was decided to 
focus only on weekdays as this is an issue of scope for the study. 
In addition to handing-out and collecting questionnaires, the author was able to count passengers 
boarding the bus. This was done to allow an estimation of the total population of P&R users and the 
response rate, which was used alongside data from the bus operator, as described below. 
Response 
The response rates for the survey are shown for each site in Table 4.10. The response rate for each site 
varies from 17.5% at Milton to 39.9% at Madingley Road. The lower response at Milton may be 
attributed to the colder and wetter weather on the afternoon of the survey day at this site, which caused 
some delays in the bus service. Users may have thus been anxious to return to their cars rather than 
finding their completed questionnaire and returning it. The overall response rate of 30.1% is 
nevertheless reasonable for this type of survey (TCRP, 2005) and it was probably boosted by handing 
out pencils with the questionnaires. 
There were relatively few spoiled or incomplete questionnaires, as indicated by the small difference 
between all returned questionnaires and returned valid questionnaires, with only 37 questionnaires 
falling into this category. Responses were considered invalid if any of questions 1-10 were incomplete. 
Any personal information that was omitted was considered permissible although a surprisingly high 
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number of respondents provided their postcodes. A lower response to this question was anticipated 
since users may be worried that they may be contacted or their details passed to third parties, even 
though assurances of confidentiality were included in the questionnaire. 
Table 4.10  User survey response rates 
 TRUM NEWMRD MILTON BABRD MADRD Total 
Users 638 739 762 1149 755 4043 
Questionnaires distributed 611 728 721 1133 732 3925 
Returned-all 208 232 138 362 313 1253 
Returned-valid 197 230 133 355 301 1216 
Valid Response (%) 30.9 31.1 17.5 30.9 39.9 30.1 
Returned incl. p/code 179 220 129 336 284 1148 
P/code response (%) 28.1 29.8 16.9 29.2 37.6 28.4 
Modelling the VMT effects of current and future concepts 
To estimate VMT effects of interchange a geographical analysis is required. For this, The ArcGIS 
software suite was used which is one of the most popular Geographical Information System (GIS) 
packages.  
The data of interest collected in the survey were the postcodes of users. Of course postcodes are a 
useful and simple way to collect origin data but GIS works primarily with coordinates. Initially origin 
data had to be geocoded, i.e. converted to easting/northing coordinates. This was done using the UK 
postcode database from the EDINA Digimap, UKBORDERS and Ordnance Survey service. This 
source was also used for UK maps and network data (roads and boundaries). In addition to the origin 
data, existing P&R sites and destinations in the city centre (as well as alternative destinations indicated 
by users who would travel elsewhere in the absence of P&R) were also geocoded. The basis of the 
alternative concepts was Chapter 5, where they are initially formulated. In Chapter 5 however, concepts 
are given as providing theoretical advantages from hypothetical and mean origins (from the TAS 
Partnership-based database) rather than any disaggregate origin data. Thus, the alternative concepts 
were developed during the GIS analysis, which allowed for instance alternative interchange sites to be 
defined which minimised the access distance based on users‟ origins, as is outlined in alongside the 
findings from the analysis in Chapter 9. 
For the GIS analysis of alternative behaviour, an OD Matrix was formulated which provided the 
distance between all origins and all destinations. Destinations for those users who would, in the 
absence of P&R, travel to Cambridge was assumed to be the same as the alighting point for the P&R 
trip. In most cases this was the city centre but other destinations included Addenbrookes Hospital and 
the Grafton Shopping Centre. For those whose alternative behaviour was to travel elsewhere, their 
alternative destination was asked in the questionnaire. It was assumed that these individuals would 
travel to the centre of these places. For instance, if Norwich was the alternative destination, the distance 
to Norwich city centre was found. 
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For the P&R use behaviour, the first step was to derive the access distance to P&R sites. This was done 
for all origins to all P&R sites as an analysis was performed not only of existing P&R use but also the 
VMT change if the closest, rather than actual, P&R site was used. The distance to sites was calculated 
for all users irrespective of their access mode, as the access mode was included later in the VMT 
analysis, as outlined below. The P&R bus VMT was calculated by inputting the bus routes into the 
software. Rather than being a simple shuttle service between sites and the city centre, buses operate 
between two site pairs and as a single shuttle. Some buses also divert to the Grafton Centre, outside of 
the city centre, during their routes. All of these details were gleaned from Cambridgeshire County 
Council and Stagecoach P&R information and timetables which allowed an accurate representation of 
the routes in the software.  
Notably, ArcGIS does allow multimodal trips to be analysed but this type of analysis was not 
performed and access and bus elements were considered separately. This was primarily to avoid the 
complexities of different alighting points and the very large amount of excess data that this would 
produce. Instead of using the bottom-up approach for bus VMT, the users of each bus service were 
allocated a proportion of their service‟s VMT. Using this approach was considered more accurate in 
accounting for total bus VMT whilst having very little effect on the accuracy of each user‟s VMT since 
the alighting points are relatively close. 
When the distance data had been extracted from ArcGIS for alternative travel behaviour, current P&R 
behaviour and alternative interchange concepts, the VMT effects of each of these situations could be 
calculated. While this was done in a similar way to that described above for the model in Chapter 5, 
using the survey data allowed a disaggregate approach to be taken. The different VMT effects could 
therefore be calculated for each user, with the use of mean/aggregated statistics only in the discussion 
of results. 
There are thus important differences to the model used for Chapter 5. Initially, the VMT of alternative 
behaviour was calculated, using primarily the survey data collected on the alternative mode that would 
be used in the absence of P&R. Thus, where 
k
cav  is the alternative VMT of user k (k=1,…,n) whose 
alternative to P&R use, a, is car use, c: 
 
k
cm
k
ask
ca
q
d
v 2  
(13) 
 
where 
k
asd  distance between the origin, a, of user k, and the alternative destination, s 
k
cmq  occupancy of the car, c, in which user k travelled for their access trip, m, to the P&R site  
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Because the occupancy of cars used for alternative trips was not collected by the questionnaire, to 
avoid it being too lengthy or complex, the occupancy of cars arriving at the P&R site, 
k
cmq , was used as 
a proxy for this. It was thus assumed that users travelling together or alone to P&R would exhibit the 
same behaviour for alternative trips. Of course there will be instances where this assumption does not 
hold but in most cases, household car availability and lift sharers travelling to the same destination 
mean that it will not induce a significant amount of inaccuracies. 
For the user whose alternative is conventional bus use, p; 
 
2
k
k as
pa
d e
v
f
  
(14) 
 
where 
e conventional bus scaling factor 
f  mean conventional bus load factor 
The scaling factor for the conventional bus, e, is used to reflect the VMT impacts of the bus compared 
to the car, as discussed above.. Whilst the scaling factor used for the database model used a somewhat 
notional 2.5 for single-decker vehicles and 3 for double-deckers. Applying a VMT model to the case 
study of Cambridge allowed these scaling factors to be tested for accuracy, as shown in Table 4.11. The 
emissions, length and weight of vehicles are compared, based on the UK car fleet mix (NETCEN, 
2009; DEFRA Air Quality Expert Group, 2007), the Alexander Dennis Enviro 400 P&R buses used in 
Cambridge and the conventional buses in the Cambridge fleet, data obtained from the predominant bus 
operator, Stagecoach. These fleet lists which included the vehicles‟ Euro standard, allowed an 
estimation of the emissions levels for each vehicle. 
What the comparison shows is that the impact of the bus far outweighs that of the car. Indeed, a scaling 
factor of 2.5-3 is rather optimistic based on these comparisons. It does however come down to a matter 
of priority. If, for instance, NOx emissions were of particular importance, then the fleet bus may be 
applied a scaling factor of over 40. Nevertheless, this comparison exercise aimed to take a look at the 
relative induced effects of the modes and how they can be reflected by VMT through scaling factors. 
Because of the current high level of importance because of its impact on global warming, CO2 is a 
particularly important concern, as is length of vehicles because of their contribution to traffic 
congestion. Furthermore and not shown by these comparisons are the important social benefits that 
public transport brings. It was thus decided that the aforementioned scaling factor of 3 was to be 
applied to P&R buses and a factor of 2.5 would be used for the fleet bus alternative mode. Of course 
these factors are of importance in the modelling of VMT effects because of their significant impact on 
the results of the model. Thus, these scaling factors will be tested through a sensitivity analysis in 
Chapter 9. 
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The mean load factor of alternative buses, f, is also clearly detrimental to the change in VMT as a result 
of using P&R for abstracted users. Fortunately, it was possible to apply a local bus load factor, 13.7, 
derived from Cambridgeshire County Council (2007a). In a similar way to the scaling factor outlined 
above however, this will be subject to a sensitivity analysis because of its significant role in the VMT 
calculations. 
Table 4.11  The impacts of the car, Cambridge P&R bus and Cambridge fleet bus (mean) 
 Pollutants (kg) Length 
(m) 
Weight 
(tonnes)  CO HC NOx PM uCO2 FC 
UK car fleet (mean) 0.94 0.09 0.17 0.00 134.54 5.60 4 1.3 
P&R bus 0.13 0.01 4.72 0.05 826.27 30.60 11 19.0 
Fleet bus (mean) 1.33 0.30 7.11 0.15 745.96 27.62 11 16.5 
         
P&R bus/car 0.14 0.17 27.98 13.43 6.14 5.46 2.75 14.62 
Fleet bus/car 1.41 3.47 42.15 38.80 5.54 4.93 2.75 12.69 
Sources: NETCEN (2009) and DEFRA Air Quality Expert Group (2007).  
For the VMT of user k whose alternative to P&R is the train, t; 
 
k
ab
k
br
k
ta ddv   
(15) 
 
where 
k
brd  the rail distance between the nearest station to the origin of user k, b, and the station at the 
destination, r 
k
abd  the distance between the origin of user k and their closest train station, b 
The rail distance, 
k
brd , was derived simply using the ArcGIS rail network. This is not multiplied by 
two for the return trip, as with other modes, because a passenger rail mile is assumed to be 0.5 of a car 
mile (based on ATOC, 2004). Similarly, 
k
abd  is not multiplied by two because it is assumed that users 
travelling farther than one mile to the train station, of which there were only nine, would get a lift, thus 
giving car occupancy of 2, cancelling the return trip multiplication. For users travelling less than one 
mile to the station, access on foot is assumed, thus: 
 
01  kab
k
ab dd  
(16) 
 
Similarly, for the user k whose alternative is either no trip 
k
nav  or the use of a green mode 
k
gav , the 
assigned VMT, quite simply, is 0: 
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0, kna
k
ga vv  
(17) 
 
The VMT of user k who would, in the absence of P&R, is to travel elsewhere, w, is defined as: 
 
k
cm
k
awk
wa
q
d
v 2  
(18) 
 
where 
k
awd  the distance between the origin, a, of user k, and the alternative destination, w.  
In a similar way to those who would use the car in the absence of P&R (equation (13), the car 
occupancy for the alternative destination trip is assumed to be the same as that for the P&R access trip, 
k
cmq . 
When the VMT of the alternative travel behaviour was calculated, estimations for the VMT of current 
P&R behaviour were performed. Initially, this was the access portion of the P&R trip. For the user of 
the car, c, accessing site i, including lone drivers, drivers with passengers, passengers and those 
dropped-off at the site: 
 
k
cm
k
aik
cm
q
d
v 2  
(19) 
 
where 
k
aid  the distance between the origin of user k, a, and the P&R site, i 
For those accessing the site by green modes, g, zero VMT is assigned: 
 
0kgmv  
(20) 
 
When estimating the VMT effects of alternative interchange concepts, it was assumed that, given the 
appropriate circumstances (site location for instance), some users that had previously driven to P&R 
sites would walk. Initially, the walking proximity was assumed to be one mile: 
 
1 0k kai aid d    
(21) 
 
This assumption is tested further in the results of the VMT estimation in Chapter 9. 
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For each user, a proportion of P&R bus VMT is allocated. For the user k of P&R site i, the VMT for 
the P&R bus, b, 
k
bv is defined as: 
 
i
iisk
b
U
ehd
v
2
  
(22) 
 
where  
isd  the distance between i and the city centre destination (including any intermediate stops or 
detours),  
ih  the bus circuits per day operated by buses of site i  
e  the P&R bus scaling factor  
iU  the total number of users of site i on the survey day 
When the alternative VMT of P&R users had been estimated, the current P&R VMT was calculated, 
providing an indication of the change in VMT resulting from P&R use. To estimate the VMT resulting 
from the alternative interchange concepts, the same model was used, changing both input values, such 
as the number of bus circuits per day, ih , where the bus frequency was reduced, or 
k
aid  and isd  where 
the location of interchange sites is changed. Such changes are however outlined fully in Chapter 9. 
Analysis of characteristic importance and concept allocation 
In addition to the VMT impacts of alternative behaviour and the concepts of interchange, the other key 
part of the survey (questions 10 and 11) required the estimation of the utility derived from the service 
characteristics of current P&R and what effect alternative concepts would have on this, thus allowing a 
preferred concept to be allocated. 
The model used for this was essentially the same as that described above for the local authority survey, 
to allow comparison between the surveys. Nevertheless, there were some slight differences that 
improved the model for the user survey. In particular, rather than assigning standard utility curves to 
the concepts to be applied to all respondents, for each user that provided a postcode, and was therefore 
included in the VMT analysis, an individual utility value could be applied. 
For example, for the characteristic „short distance from home to P&R site‟, the maximum distance to a 
site from all the VMT estimations, out of all concepts, was assigned the lowest utility value (0). 
Walking distances of within mile were assigned proportional utility values of between 0.9 and 0.1, but 
the minimum distance to any site, if not within one mile, was assigned 0.9. Clearly, the utility of 
walking will vary for different users but this was a relatively robust utility curve because the most 
important criteria, an objective measure consistent across all individuals (Edwards, 1977) was applied. 
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For the respondents for whom no postcode details were held, mean values were applied. The full details 
of the derivation of utility curves is described in Chapter 9 since it uses the data from the VMT 
analysis.
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CHAPTER 5  
ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTS OF CAR-BUS  
INTERCHANGE
2
 
Chapter 2 outlined some of the problems associated with the role of P&R in reducing the VMT of its 
users. These include such things as public transport abstraction, trip generation and high frequency 
P&R bus services. Chapter 3 introduced and explored the Characteristics Approach to consumer 
demand which provides the foundation for the remainder of this research. It was argued that by 
splitting P&R into its component attributes, it is possible to identify the relative levels of demand for 
these attributes. The utility derived from characteristics is looked at in subsequent chapters (in 6 and 8 
for the local authority and 9 for the user), yet for the current research, which considers effectiveness as 
well as demand for (or the utility derived from) P&R, this characteristics approach offers a useful 
means by which the effectiveness of P&R can also be evaluated.  
So the focus of this chapter is „to develop the current concept of P&R by adapting its characteristics to 
improve its role in reducing VMT‟ (research objective 2). As outlined in Chapter 3 with the 
construction of the conceptual framework, the characteristics contained within P&R were identified 
(research question a) by the literature review and scoping study and are shown in  
Figure 5.1. Clearly, the characteristics towards the top of the list – associated with the availability of 
boarding points, location of site, bus frequency and price - are those that most directly influence the 
VMT impacts of P&R. While quality characteristics, shown at the foot of the list, may be important as 
                                                          
2
 An earlier draft of this Chapter has been published (Meek et al, 2009b). 
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service characteristics in attracting users to P&R from other modes, they have no direct relationship on 
effectiveness. 
The identification of characteristics thus allows the remainder of this chapter to address the following 
research questions: 
Thus, this chapter will address the following research questions: 
 b. How can the package of characteristics within P&R be modified? 
 c. What influence are these modifications likely to have on the impact of P&R on VMT? 
So the focus of this chapter will be on the relationship, as shown in  
Figure 5.1, between technical characteristics and direct traffic (VMT) effects. As such, the following 
section, 5.1, will look in detail at the population of current UK P&R sites and schemes. Understanding 
how the level of characteristics contained within the current concept is of course necessary before 
looking at developing it. It then moves on to explore how the level of characters may be adjusted to 
better reduce the VMT of interchange users. These „new‟ packages of characteristics are defined as 
alternative concepts of interchange. 
5.1 Current concept 
While there are modifications depending on the local circumstances of host centres, since the first 
introduction of P&R in the UK in the 1960s, the concept has remained essentially unchanged. To 
illustrate the characteristics of the current concept, the TAS Partnership (2007) inventory of UK 
schemes was used, as outlined in Chapter 4, to build a database of UK schemes and sites.  
Although the database contained 58 P&R schemes, five of these departed from the typical current 
model to some degree and, as discussed below in 5.2.2 and 5.2.4, can be considered examples of the 
Remote Site and (stage service) Integrated concepts. The 53 schemes representing the current concept 
include 113 individual sites. Those schemes with the highest number of sites and spaces are generally 
those that have been established the longest (Figure 4.9) which infers that an incremental approach is 
generally taken to the expansion of schemes. Even those schemes introduced since 2000 with more 
than one site have taken this approach although sites have been added relatively quickly, with the 
exception of Durham where three sites were introduced simultaneously in 2005. 
Notably, two schemes operate only shared-use sites while 5 others operate a combination of both 
dedicated and shared-use sites. Whilst these sites may avoid some of the disbenefits of the construction 
of dedicated sites, there is little difference in terms of their effects on car use as they share all other 
characteristics (for example, the distance from the town centre and the operation of dedicated buses) 
with dedicated sites. For the current analysis then, these sites are treated as examples of the current 
concept of P&R. 
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Figure 5.1  Conceptual framework highlighting technical characteristics-effects relationship 
 
Population data from the 2001 Census (ONS, 2006; GROS, 2002) for all schemes‟ host centres was 
added to the database to glean an understanding of the settings in which P&R is used. This showed that 
77% of schemes were in towns with a population of less than 200,000, which reinforces findings from 
the literature review and stakeholder interviews (Chapter 2) that P&R has been most popular in 
medium-sized towns. Travel to work data added to the database from ONS (2006) and GROS (2002) 
indicated that the populations of P&R host centres have a higher public transport use
3
 than the UK 
average, with an average of 7% lower car commuting. The average distance travelled to work for P&R 
town populations was, at 8 miles, over 1.5 miles less than the UK average. 
                                                          
3
 Respondents are asked to indicate the mode used for the longest part of the journey so data on public 
transport use are unlikely to include P&R trips since these are usually a relatively short part of trips. 
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Figure 5.2  8-hour P&R charges as a percentage of town centre parking charges 
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Adapted from TAS Partnership (2007) 
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From the evidence presented in Chapter 2, it is clear that the three main causes of inefficiency in 
reducing car use for P&R are public transport abstraction, trip generation and the operation of high 
frequency buses. The characteristics of current concept schemes provided by the database support this 
evidence. 
Public transport abstraction is induced by the low cost of P&R in relation to cost of conventional public 
transport services, the latter being operated separately and commercially. P&R in many cases offers a 
better service in terms of quality, price and convenience, at least for the motorist. Nevertheless, other 
factors influence the abstraction of passengers from conventional services. For instance, the database 
revealed that none of the 112 current concept sites are served by conventional bus services. A 
conventional service was defined for this analysis as one where there was more than one bus stop 
upstream of the P&R site so that on an inbound journey to the centre, conventional service passengers 
could access the service before it reached the P&R site. There are some cases where stops are made 
downstream of P&R sites, prior to reaching the town centre, but these are mostly egress points for P&R 
users, for instance at major employment or retail centres. It is unclear from available data the degree to 
which ticketing between P&R and conventional bus services is integrated. In any case, this is likely to 
have only a marginal effect as the relatively small route served by P&R, from the P&R site to the 
centre, is unlikely to offer a practical option because of its relatively small catchment area in terms of 
residential areas. 
In a similar way to the influence of low P&R fares in relation to conventional bus fares for public 
transport abstraction, trip generation is induced by P&R lowering the generalised cost of travel. In 
particular, this consists of the low monetary cost of P&R relative to town centre parking charges as 
well as its potential to reduce travel time, particularly through decreasing parking search time and to 
some degree, in-vehicle journey time. In-vehicle time savings however, will be offset by the time 
penalty incurred by transferring mode.  
Generally, there is a dearth of reliable data on the travel time of car use, parking search time and P&R 
use in the host centres. Yet the TAS Partnership (2007) dataset did provide details of P&R fares and 
average town centre (public) parking charges for the centres, the latter being obtained by the TAS 
Partnership from the Betts database of parking charges. This shows that in terms of peak charging for a 
duration of eight hours, there were only two schemes where P&R charges were higher than those for 
town centre parking, but these are clearly outliers (Figure 5.2). P&R is charged in most cases at 
between 20% and 60%, thus offering a significant discount against town centre parking. This reinforces 
the notion of P&R generating trips but by extension and assuming that the parking charges of 
neighbouring centres are similar to those of host centres, the argument also holds for diverting trips. 
In addition to the public transport abstraction, trip generation and diversion effects that P&R induces, 
the evidence in Chapter 2 and particularly Parkhurst (1999a), highlights how P&R is also intrinsically 
inefficient in traffic-reduction terms through the use of high-frequency dedicated buses. By being 
dedicated, P&R buses essentially exclude the non-motorist from services, either by not serving suitable 
routes or not operating inter-carrier or inter-route ticketing. Their dedicated nature, combined with the 
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high-frequency at which they are operated, results in low average load-factors and thus the VMT 
savings for the motorist from P&R, in car-equivalent terms, are either partially or entirely offset.  
While Parkhurst‟s (1999a) study was based on eight host centres, the situation nationally supports his 
view. The mean peak frequency of all current concept UK sites is 10.7 minutes with little variation 
(S.D. 3.1). The minimum frequency is 5 minutes at Winchester and Norwich while the maximum is 30 
minutes, only found at Milton Keynes Coachway. Excluding this, a maximum of 17 minutes is found at 
Maidenhead and Derby with the rest of the sites all offering frequencies of 15 minutes or lower. Mean 
inter-peak frequency has a similar mean of 12.1 minutes (S.D. 3.6). Two sites operate 30 minute inter-
peak frequencies (Milton Keynes and Kidderminster) while Maidenhead and Solihull offer these 
services at 20 minutes, all other sites offer 17 minute frequencies or higher.  
The implications of such high-frequency operations are highlighted if considered alongside P&R site 
capacity using a simple preliminary analysis. If a conservative assumption of 12 minutes is taken for 
simplicity from the aforementioned mean peak and inter-peak frequencies, alongside the mean total 
operating hours for sites of 12.49 hours (769.4 minutes) results in a mean of 64.17 outbound bus trips 
per day. The type of bus used varies by site but by taking a mean for bus capacity, weighted by the use 
of single- and double-decker, and mini- and midi-buses at all sites, with mean bus seating capacities 
taken from DfT (2007) results in a mean bus capacity at all sites of 41.6 and when multiplied by the 
64.17 mean bus trips made per day, results in a mean outbound bus capacity of 2667.5 seats per day. 
The mean occupancy of cars accessing P&R sites, taken from WSA (1998), was 1.69. This calculation 
infers that a mean of 2282 cars would have to be parked at P&R sites each day to fully utilise the 
available bus capacity. This seems unlikely given that the maximum site capacity nationally is 1500 
and the mean is 599. This calculation however, rests on a number of assumptions and there will be a 
high degree of variance across all sites. Furthermore, it does not take into account the peaking 
experienced by services, which is likely to result in lower load-factors in inter-peak periods, nor is it 
compared to the load-factors of conventional bus services, although logically this would be 
comparatively low as they are operated, in most cases, commercially. It does suggest however that the 
capacity of P&R buses far outweighs that of P&R sites. Resultantly, there is potential for P&R to 
increase the VMT of motorists, in car equivalent terms, transferring to P&R. 
A further potential source of inefficiency, which is more inherent within the current concept, is the 
location of P&R sites. The current concept is shown diagrammatically in Figure 5.3 which shows the 
typical geography of many UK towns, with a large urban area encircled by a ring road, linked to 
satellite settlements with radial routes. P&R attracts users from the hinterland and the traffic flow for 
P&R access increases further downstream. 
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Figure 5.3  The geography and traffic flow implications of the current concept of P&R 
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If P&R users where only those who had previously driven into the town centre, then P&R would 
represent a direct modal shift towards P&R buses. So if P&R services were intrinsically efficient, mean 
VMT savings would be made. There is however, as outlined above, a significant proportion of P&R 
who previously used conventional public transport services for their trip or who would have not made 
the trip at all. Because of the location of P&R sites on the edge of urban areas, a relatively large car trip 
has to be made prior to transferring to P&R, where potential VMT savings can be made. It is of course 
only downstream of P&R sites where these savings can be made.  
This is an argument reinforced well by the national situation. Each site was included in the database 
using the data from TAS Partnership (2007). The postcode for each site was then included and the 
shortest distance by road between each P&R site and the town centre that it serves was found. It was 
found that the mean distance between P&R sites and their host centres was 2.9 miles and there was 
relatively little variation between sites (Figure 5.4), further confirming their similarity and therefore 
membership in the current concept. The maximum distance was found to be 7.7 miles (Bristol Portway 
site) whilst the minimum was 0.9 miles (Canterbury Wincheap site). 
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Figure 5.4  Distance between P&R sites and host town centres (miles) 
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Note. Key to site are provided in data table (Table 5.1) 
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Table 5.1  Site-centre distance (including labels used in Figure 22) 
Label Centre – site Miles Label Centre - site Miles 
1 Canterbury - Wincheap 0.9 57 Cheltenham - Racecourse 2.7 
2 Chester - Sealand Road 0.9 58 Shrewsbury - Harlescott 2.7 
3 Kidderminster - Stadium Close 1.0 59 Cambridge - Trumpington 2.7 
4 Maidstone - Sittingbourne Road 1.0 60 Guildford - Artington 2.7 
5 Southport - Fairways 1.1 61 Perth - Angus Road 2.8 
6 Southport - Esplanade 1.1 62 Exeter - Matford 2.9 
7 Ludlow - Eco Park 1.1 63 York - Askham Bar 2.9 
8 Preston - Walton-Le-Dale 1.2 64 Cambridge – Babraham Rd. 2.9 
9 Stirling - Springkerse 1.2 65 York - Naburn 2.9 
10 Swansea - Fabian Way 1.2 66 Reading - Madejski 3.0 
11 Windsor - Home Park 1.2 67 Salisbury - Beehive 3.0 
12 Maidenhead - Stafferton Way 1.2 68 Cambridge - Cowley Road 3.0 
13 Canterbury - New Dover Road 1.3 69 Bath - Newbridge 3.0 
14 Solihull - Monkspath 1.3 70 Milton Keynes - Coachway 3.0 
15 Gloucester - Waterwells 1.4 71 Cheltenham - Arle Court 3.1 
16 Maidstone - Coombe Quarry 1.4 72 Coventry – Courthouse Grn 3.1 
17 Horsham - Hop Oast 1.5 73 Falkirk - Falkirk West 3.2 
18 Gloucester - St. Oswald's Park 1.5 74 Oxford - Redbridge 3.3 
19 Aberystwyth - Parc Avenue 1.5 75 Ipswich - London Road 3.3 
20 Derby - Pride Park 1.6 76 Aberdeen - Bridge of Don 3.3 
21 Swansea - Landore 1.6 77 Salisbury - Wilton 3.4 
22 Guildford - Spectrum & Ladymead 1.6 78 Bristol - Brislington 3.4 
23 Preston - Port Way 1.7 79 Swindon - Copse 3.4 
24 Durham - Howlands 1.7 80 Bath - Lansdown 3.4 
25 Maidstone - Willington Street 1.7 81 Exeter - Sowton 3.5 
26 Coventry - Memorial Park 1.7 82 Norwich - Airport 3.6 
27 Swindon - Wroughton 1.7 83 Reading - London Bridge 3.6 
28 Barnstaple - Park School 1.7 84 Chelmsford - Parkway 3.7 
29 High Wycombe - Cressex Island 1.7 85 Bristol - Long Ashton 3.7 
30 Salisbury - Britford 1.8 86 York - Grimston Bar 3.7 
31 Winchester - Barfield 1.9 87 Cambridge - Madingley Rd. 3.7 
32 Winchester - St. Catherines 1.9 88 Bath - Odd Down 3.7 
33 Basingstoke - West Ham Park 2.0 89 York - Monks Cross 3.8 
34 Nottingham (Bus) - Racecourse 2.0 90 Swansea - Fforestfach 3.8 
35 Derby - Meteor Centre 2.0 91 Oxford - Thornhill 3.8 
36 Scarborough - Weaponness 2.1 92 Shrewsbury - Oxon 3.9 
37 Hull - Walton Street 2.1 93 Norwich - Postwick 4.0 
38 Southport - Kew 2.1 94 Norwich - Sprowston 4.0 
39 Shrewsbury - Meole Brace 2.1 95 Exeter - Honiton Road 4.0 
40 Stratford-upon-Avon - Bishopton 2.1 96 Brighton - Withdean 4.0 
41 Taunton - Silk Mills 2.2 97 Norwich - Harford 4.1 
42 Plymouth - Milehouse 2.2 98 Chester - Upton Heath 4.1 
43 Durham - Sniperley 2.2 99 Hull - Priory Park 4.2 
44 Salisbury - London Road 2.2 100 Oxford - Pear Tree 4.4 
45 Oxford - Seacourt 2.2 101 Plymouth - Coypool 4.8 
46 Canterbury - Sturry Road 2.3 102 Leicester - Meynells Gorse 4.8 
47 Bedford - Elstow 2.3 103 Plymouth - George Junction 5.0 
48 Perth - Broxden 2.4 104 Oxford - Water Eaton 5.1 
49 Worcester - Perdiswell 2.4 105 Ipswich - Martlesham 5.2 
50 Chester - Boughton Heath 2.4 106 Norwich - Thickthorn 5.3 
51 Cambridge - Newmarket Road 2.4 107 Aberdeen - Kingswells 5.5 
continued overleaf 
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Table 5.1  continued 
52 Durham - Belmont 2.5 108 Norwich - Costessey 5.9 
53 York - Rawcliffe Bar 2.5 109 Edinburgh - Hermiston 6.0 
54 Maidstone - London Road 2.6 110 Chester - Wrexham Road 6.6 
55 Ipswich - Bury Road 2.6 111 Edinburgh (City) - Ingliston 7.3 
56 Nottingham (Bus) - Queens Drive 2.7 112 Bristol - Portway 7.7 
 
The other side of the argument concerns the VMT of P&R users to P&R sites, prior to transferring. 
There is a dearth of such data although it is available, albeit rather dated, for the Oxford, York 
(Parkhurst and Stokes, 1994) and Bristol (Bristol City Council, 1996) schemes. In Oxford and York, 
the mean distance travelled to P&R sites was 12.5 miles and 8.2 miles respectively. These values 
however, are straight-line distances so road distances will be higher. P&R sites in Oxford were located 
at a mean distance of 3.4 miles from the city centre and the York was 3.3 miles away. In Bristol, the 
site was 3.4 miles from the centre, while mean access journeys were 7 miles on Bristol City Council‟s 
Thursday survey and 8.1 miles on Saturday. For motorists, these data show that the longest (mean) part 
of the journey is made by car, although the distance between sites and centres will represent VMT 
savings. 
It is however the users that are abstracted from public transport or whose trips are generated that induce 
particular concern. The comparatively long access trips to P&R sites will offset significantly - or 
entirely given the large proportion of these users transferring to P&R (Chapter 2) - the VMT savings 
made between the site and the centre by intercepted motorists. 
Therefore, the UK situation suggests that the current concept of P&R is, by design, potentially 
inefficient, particularly at reducing car use. The remainder of this chapter considers the alternative 
concepts of P&R, if alternatives may provide a way to use P&R more effectively in reducing car use. 
The following section introduces the alternative concepts and the model used to estimate their VMT 
effects and those of the current concept. 
5.2 Alternative concepts and their VMT impacts 
The preceding section detailed the current concept of P&R and suggested that there may be ways in 
which it can be introduced, using alternative concepts, to better reduce the VMT of its users. In this 
section alternative concepts of interchange are outlined along with the assumptions made for their 
inclusion in the model which was outlined in Chapter 4. The concepts, shown in Figure 5.5, are not all 
original and some as mentioned above and described below, have been derived from the literature and 
scoping study. Essentially, these concepts are achieved by changing the amount of technical 
characteristics contained within the current concept. 
Since the operation of high-frequency buses, as discussed above, increases the VMT travelled by users, 
in the Demand-led concept bus frequency is reduced to more closely align provision with demand. The 
Integrated concept uses conventional bus services to serve interchange sites thereby increasing load 
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factors and reducing public transport abstraction. The Hub and Spoke concept proposes the use of 
small, feeder services for the interchange site to both reduce public transport abstraction and stimulate 
its overall use, while the Remote Site concept extends the portion of the interchange trip made by public 
transport. In the Link and Ride concept, a chain of smaller interchange sites are provided along the host 
centre‟s access corridor to intercept the motorist earlier in their journey, while the sites are served by 
conventional bus services. 
Figure 5.5  Alternative P&R concepts 
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5.2.1. Demand-led concept 
An inherent characteristic within the current concept is the use of high-frequency buses and this is a 
significant contributor to its inefficiency. High-frequency bus services, as outlined above, lead to a 
situation whereby bus capacity far outweighs the parking capacity provided by the interchange sites. 
The demand for P&R is not however consistent and it does experience a significant degree of peaking. 
This is particularly so on weekdays, where P&R often attracts mainly commuter traffic.  
For example a particularly informative survey of Bristol‟s Bath Road P&R site (Bristol City Council, 
1996), revealed that 73% of Thursday users were commuters or people making work-related trips, 
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whilst 18% used P&R for shopping trips. Of the Saturday users however, 78% were shoppers whilst 
10% made commuting or work-related trips. This split of journey purpose is reflected by the load 
factors of buses serving the site. With a 10 minute frequency before 11:00 and 12 minutes after, the 
report suggested two definite peaks in Thursday load factors in the morning and late-afternoon periods. 
Yet during the inter-peak periods, load factors were very low (Figure 5.6). Saturday load factors were 
more consistent throughout the day although demand diminished at the end of the day for inbound trips 
and was very low at the start of the day for return trips. 
This supply-driven approach to the bus service is clearly seen by P&R providers as important to the 
user in terms of convenience and minimising the transfer time penalty. The implications of such low 
utilisation of bus services however, is excessive bus VMT. One way to address this problem is to take a 
more demand-led approach to P&R bus services. In particular, bus frequency could be reduced in the 
inter-peak period where low numbers of users arrive, thus increasing load factors. Figure 5.7 for 
instance shows how a variable frequency can be more demand responsive, using the passenger arrival 
data from Bristol City Council (1996).  
Frequency remains at ten minutes in peak periods but inter-peak services are much lower in frequency 
and load factors are increased. The total number of daily services is reduced from 66 with a mean load 
factor of 14, to 45 services with a mean load factor of 22. Further, it is assumed that there would be no 
loss of patronage with this concept and it would remain at 85% of site capacity. 
Figure 5.6  Load factors for Bristol Bath Road P&R (Thursday data) 
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Note. Time values on x axis are not constant. Adapted from Bristol City Council (1996). 
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Figure 5.7  Reduced bus frequency for Bristol Bath Road P&R (Thursday data) 
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Note. Time values on x axis are not constant. Adapted from Bristol City Council (1996). 
5.2.2. Integrated concept 
Dedicated bus services are generally quicker, more convenient and of an overall higher quality than 
conventional bus services. Also, because P&R is often subsidised, the cost to the user is usually lower 
than conventional bus services. It is unsurprising then that P&R attracts a significant proportion of its 
users from conventional services. Furthermore and as discussed above, dedicated services suffer from 
low load factors because of the heavy peaking experienced by P&R in the morning and late-afternoon. 
Another potential effect of dedicated services is the exclusion of users of conventional services, where 
these passengers are unable to take advantage of the relative benefits of P&R services because ticketing 
may not be integrated. 
These problems could of course be mitigated by using non-dedicated buses to serve P&R sites. For 
instance, a conventional service could operate along the access corridor of the host centre, linking it 
with neighbouring satellite settlements. This service would be enhanced in quality, similar to current 
concept vehicles. Along this route and prior to serving the P&R site, passengers would access the 
service. For the users accessing the service by car at the P&R site itself, the bus service becomes 
essentially the same as a P&R service. 
This is uncommon in the UK and none of the current concept sites are served by regular buses. There 
are three schemes however that are examples of the Integrated concept, in Leeds, Doncaster and 
Hanley (Stoke-on-Trent). The parking and bus elements in this concept are operated independently so 
the user pays for both elements separately. Considering that the time taken to transfer to P&R is 
perceived as an important attribute of P&R by users (Bos, 2004), this may have an adverse effect on the 
popularity of the Integrated concept among users, although the costs of parking at the bus service could 
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be combined so that a single payment would be made at the P&R site, which is common in the current 
concept. It is clearly important though that the price of the service is higher if the parking element is 
used, as this is an extra, premium service. The charging structure needs to be promoted to potential 
users as such, to avoid users driving to the P&R site when the conventional bus service is accessible on 
foot, thus avoiding the car journey. 
The result of operating the Integrated concept would essentially be a reduction in the number of 
abstracted passengers who, as discussed above, considerably offset the potential VMT savings that can 
be made by car users as a result of using interchange. For the model it was nevertheless assumed that 
usage would remain at 85% of site capacity since some abstracted users would access the city centre by 
bus, essentially returning to their previous behaviour. Thus, car arriving users reduce to 70% of all 
users and 19% become those arriving at the site by bus. 
5.2.3. Hub and Spoke concept 
Rather than operating a single-corridor bus feeder service, as with the Integrated concept, an alternative 
approach for many of the same reasons is to operate smaller, multiple services („spokes‟) to feed the 
interchange site („hub‟), located farther away (6 miles) from the host centre than the current concept. 
The UK currently has limited experience with this concept (although it is used for conventional bus 
routes), but it is recognised and operated in the US. For example, in the Seattle Metropolitan Area a 
policy has been adopted whereby P&R sites are used as transit centres that are limited in terms of 
parking capacity but are heavily served by local buses, both as feeders and to allow passengers to 
interchange between local services (Spillar, 1997).  
One advantage over the Integrated concept is the potentially larger reach of feeder services. This would 
further reduce the proportion of passengers abstracted from conventional bus service as, in effect, 
feeder bus services would be based on those existing to serve the catchment area. The focus of the hub 
is thus shifted from a P&R site to a transport interchange with a larger scope. An important point to 
note is that while some users would travel upstream to the hub, this is likely be inconsequential in 
terms of VMT because of the VMT savings made by reductions in the number of public transport 
abstracted passengers.  
In the model, it was assumed that while the Hub and Spoke concept would not induce more cars to 
arrive at the site, the usage was assumed to increase from the use of a feeder network of buses. Hence 
also the higher proportion of users, 11%, accessing the site by bus (with 18% lower car access) and the 
longer mean access distance to the site of 9.3 miles. The model did not account for the VMT of existing 
conventional bus users in this or any of the concepts, although users transferring from car access and 
the new bus arriving users attracted to the site were included. All bus users were however considered in 
the load factors of buses serving interchange sites. 
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5.2.4. Remote Site concept 
While most current concept sites, as discussed above, are located 1-4 miles from their host centres, it is 
possible for sites to be located much farther away, with the bus service operating along the access 
corridor downstream of the site. Such a format is used in the US between city pairs and although it is 
not a new concept in the UK, it is uncommon. Two sites in Scotland, Ferrytoll serving Edinburgh and 
Ellon serving Aberdeen, operate at approximately 13 miles and 17 miles away from their host cities 
respectively (Aberdeenshire Council, 2006; TAS Partnership, 2007). Services linking the site with the 
host centre are conventional bus services, thus allowing non-car using passengers to access the service 
between the site and the centre. While this concept will reduce public transport abstraction, in a similar 
way to the Integrated and Hub and Spoke concepts, it can also have a beneficial effect in terms of 
reducing car access mileage. Because the site is located farther upstream and essentially closer to the 
origin of users from farther away, the VMT of cars accessing the site will be reduced.  
Although these two UK sites are operated on this basis, these were introduced in 2000 and similar 
schemes have not subsequently been introduced elsewhere. There are nevertheless some indications 
that it is a concept that may diffuse to some extent and surprisingly, this has been in one of the centres 
where the current concept of P&R is perhaps most associated; in Oxford, the local authority has had 
plans to investigate using the Remote Site concept to attract increased number of users from its 
commuter settlements (Oxfordshire County Council, 2005), although there has subsequently been no 
signs of this being implemented.. 
In the model, daily usage was assumed to reduce by 25% to 60% as some users are likely to forego the 
interchange opportunity or the bus operating along the corridor and instead drive straight to the centre. 
Some users would continue to use the interchange site by backtracking along the corridor to the site 
because of the perceived lower (time or monetary) cost of travel, so the mean access distance here was 
6.2 miles. Because of the bus operation along the corridor and the resultant non-exclusion of regular 
bus passengers, public transport abstraction was assumed to reduce while car access to the service 
reduced to 65%. 
5.2.5. Link and Ride concept 
Combining the elements of conventional bus services and a change in site location, the Link and Ride 
concept has been proposed as an improved car-bus interchange model by Parkhurst (Parkhurst, 2000b). 
The concept consists of a series of small interchange sites staggered along the main access corridor to 
the host centre. Conventional bus services operate along the corridor, serving both interchange 
passengers and conventional bus users. The abstraction induced by this concept is thus likely to be 
reduced considerably. Indeed, the concept could improve overall public transport ridership by 
improving its accessibility and image. The clear potential problem that arises however is one similar to 
the „rail-heading‟ experienced on inter-urban rail services whereby the passenger foregoes earlier 
stations in their trip to drive as close as possible to the centre before transferring. This could be 
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mitigated in practice with the Link and Ride concept by, for instance, graduated price levels for the 
service across sites or supply restrictions.  
While the Link and Ride concept departs considerably from the current concept, there are plans to 
implement a scheme similar in format in Cambridge as part of a guided busway scheme. Construction 
began on the busway in 2007 which is expected to be completed in 2010. There will be up to three 
interchange sites, located near to major residential areas, the farthest being approximately 16 miles 
away from the city (Cambridgeshire County Council, 2007b). 
For the model, many of the assumptions were derived from Parkhurst (2000b). The access distance 
reduced dramatically to 1.24 miles since the sites are staggered throughout most of the interchange‟s 
catchment area. Abstraction is assumed to decrease to 5% because users otherwise using public 
transport can access the service in a similar way,  hence also why car interception was assumed to be 
90%. 
5.3 Model results 
The aims of this analysis were to estimate the VMT effects of both the current concept of car-bus 
interchange and those resulting from the alternative concepts outlined above. Analyses were performed 
using the model outlined in Chapter 4, utilising where possible data derived from empirical studies. 
Table 5.2  Difference in VMT from current concept use 
  Weekday Saturday 
  
Total VMT 
VMT per 
user Total VMT 
VMT per 
user 
Alternative behaviour VMT (Mean)     
Car / Alternative Destination 4895.94 17.95 7168.64 19.31 
Public transport (bus) 456.23 2.88 396.54 4.39 
Green mode 0 0 0 0 
No trip made 0 0 0 0 
Total / Each 5357.44 10.66 7565.19 14.96 
P&R VMT (Mean)     
Car access 6678.79 15.02 8559.33 17.81 
Green mode access 119.04 2.12 53.19 2.08 
Total / Each 6797.83 13.57 8612.52 17.02 
     
Difference in VMT (Mean) 1440.39 3.31 1047.33 2.50 
Difference in VMT (Max) 3823.76 7.11 3803.61 9.53 
Difference in VMT (Min) -2187.22 -2.18 -1680.90 -2.05 
 
For the current concept, estimates were provided separately for both weekdays and Saturdays for each 
site. The results of the model for both alternative behaviour and the current concept are shown in Table 
5.2. Clearly there is a considerable range in the VMT effects of the current concept. This is strongly 
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influenced by the size of the bus used (its car-equivalent factor) and the frequency of bus services, 
which by increasing the number of circuits made per operating day, increases the bus VMT which is 
allocated to each user. This should not be considered in isolation however, as some of the sites 
changing VMT the least operated high-frequency or large buses. Rather, it is the relationship between 
parking capacity (and sites‟ assumed usage) and bus capacity that influences the VMT effects 
significantly. In particular, those sites where parking capacity is comparatively proportional to bus 
capacity are those where the larger VMT savings are made. The distance between the site and the town 
centre had an unsurprisingly strong influence with the most VMT-reducing interchange sites generally 
being located farther from their host centre. The results of this analysis conform to foregoing studies 
and indeed indicate that sites generally increase VMT to a similar degree to previously estimated. In 
particular, although the average VMT change of eight centres was found to be -1.02 miles by 
(Parkhurst, 2000b), this study did not consider trips abstracted from public transport or generated, 
which clearly have a significant effect on VMT considering the scale of these effects. 
Table 5.3  VMT effects of alternative concepts 
  
Current 
concept 
Demand-
led 
concept 
Integ- 
rated 
concept 
Hub & 
Spoke 
concept 
Remote 
Site 
concept 
Link & 
Ride 
concept 
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS       
Bus stops (downstream) NO NO NO NO YES YES 
Origin - site distance (miles) 7.81 7.81 7.81 9.32 6.21 1.24 
Pedestrian access to site YES YES YES YES YES YES 
Bus circuits per day 70 45 70 70 70 70 
Site - centre distance (miles) 2.96 2.96 2.96 6.21 15.34 8.7 
Site capacity 599 599 599 599 599 599 
Daily usage (% of capacity) 85% 85% 85% 95% 60% 80% 
ALTERNATIVE BEHAVIOUR       
Car (and alternative destination) (% of users) 54% 54% 54% 51% 45% 86% 
Car occupancy 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.1 
Bus (% of users) 31% 31% 31% 39% 40% 5% 
Payload (passengers) 18.7 18.7 18.7 18.7 18.7 18.7 
Car equivalent factor applied to buses 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
Green Mode (% of users) 4% 4% 4% 2% 4% 0% 
Generated Trips (% of users) 11% 11% 11% 8% 11% 9% 
P&R USE BEHAVIOUR       
Car-equivalent factor applied to buses 2.49 2.49 2.49 2.49 2.49 2.49 
Arrived by Car (% of users) 88% 88% 70% 64% 65% 90% 
Car occupancy 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.1 
Arrived by Green Mode (% of users) 12% 12% 11% 11% 25% 0% 
Arrived by Bus (% of users) 0% 0% 19% 25% 10% 10% 
VMT CHANGE       
Daily variance from alternative behaviour  1440.39 1110.58 -233.07 -726.76 751.66 -3714.13 
Per user variance from alternative behaviour 3.31 2.17 -0.46 -1.28 2.09 -7.75 
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The mean values of the variables distinguishing the current concept were used as a base for modelling 
the VMT impacts of the alternative concepts of car-bus interchange. The results of the model are 
shown in Table 5.3 as well as the main assumptions made for each concept, shown in bold. The VMT 
estimates were made using weekday data as this is when the most detrimental use of interchange 
occurs. The daily usage of sites was estimated on the basis of concepts‟ likely popularity to users. The 
usage shown in the table does not necessarily imply the cars using the site but rather it was used to 
indicate the number of users, irrespective of their arrival mode. 
The improvement in VMT reductions shown in Table 5.3 is, in some cases, considerable. „Alternative 
VMT‟ notes the VMT that would result from travel behaviour in the absence of P&R. From these 
results, the origin-site distance seems to have a particularly strong effect whilst particularly significant 
VMT savings with the Link and Ride concept. 
5.4 Summary 
This chapter sought to analyse the current concept of P&R and formulate possible alternative concepts 
that may improve the role of interchange in reducing the VMT of its users. The model used here 
provides useful indications of the comparative benefits of the concepts and the determinants to their 
VMT impacts. By changing the level of characteristics contained within the concepts, improvements in 
their VMT were made, the most beneficial appearing to be the Link and Ride concept. 
By providing theoretical models of how interchange may reduce VMT, the concepts may be taken 
forward and tested on the likely utility that they would provide to local authorities, those who are 
responsible for designing and implementing schemes. This will be done in the following chapter. Later 
chapters (8 and 9) take the concepts a step further by modelling their operation in a real world context. 
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CHAPTER 6  
LOCAL AUTHORITY ATTITUDES TO P&R
4
 
Chapter 2 looked at the reasons behind the growth of P&R and its effects, based on a review of the 
literature, policy evidence and interviews with key stakeholders. It was suggested from this that a 
generally favourable view is held by local authorities, who are responsible for designing and 
implementing schemes. It was also outlined however that a dearth of research exists that directly 
addresses local authorities‟ views of P&R. This is particularly important because it considers why there 
has been little deviation from the current concept of interchange and may highlight the potential for 
developments to it that better reduce the VMT of users. 
Thus, research objective 3 was to „to examine local authority views on the current and possible future 
concepts of P&R‟. This chapter accordingly presents the findings from a national survey of local 
authorities, including both those with and without current P&R provision, the method employed for 
which was outlined in 4.4.2 along with the relevant research questions: 
  d. What are the reasons behind the implementation of P&R schemes? 
e. How important is VMT reduction in the use of P&R? 
f. How effective is P&R perceived by local authorities? 
g. What role do local authorities consider P&R to have in future transport policy? 
                                                          
4
 An earlier draft of this Chapter has been published (Meek et al, 2010). 
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h. What would be the impact of alternatives to the P&R concept on local authorities‟ 
perceptions of the utility it provides? 
As such, this chapter begins by examining the policy/process characteristics of P&R. In particular, it 
considers the reasons behind its introduction and use (q. d) in 6.1. It goes on, in 0, to look at P&R in the 
context of other transport measures, focusing on the issues of it relative effectiveness and acceptability 
as well as the role it plays in VMT reduction (q. e and f). An influence on the effectiveness of P&R that 
was discussed in Chapter 2 was public transport abstraction and this issue is analysed in detail from the 
perspective of local authorities in 6.4. The perceived future of P&R (q. g) is the focus of 6.5 which 
helps to consider the potential of interchange in the future in the UK. 
The chapter then goes on to look at the technical characteristics of P&R. It examines the perceived 
importance of its these characteristics to the success of P&R schemes in 6.6. Using these importance 
valuations as well as the characteristic values that were outlined for the alternative concepts in Chapter 
5, using the Characteristics Approach and MAUT model, it estimates, in 0, local authorities‟ views on 
the utility that is derived from alternative concepts. The focus in this latter part of the chapter then is on 
what local authorities consider to work in reality (the technical characteristics-utility relationship), 
which is of particular importance to future concepts since the perceptions of local authorities will shape 
future implementation activity. Notably and as mentioned in Chapter 4, the survey sought the views of 
individuals within local authorities rather than the authorities themselves so the results are reported as 
such in this chapter, except where stated. 
6.1 Policy goals and motivations 
For local authorities with P&R, data collected by the survey on the relative importance of a range of 
policy goals for the implementation of P&R are shown in Figure 6.1. Clearly, P&R is used for a range 
of policy goals. Very few responses indicated that any of the policy goals were unimportant or very 
unimportant. Reductions in traffic congestion are the key goal for which P&R is used but others 
relating to sustainability, reducing car use and traffic related emissions, are also generally considered 
important. These goals are in accord with national government policy. Yet it is somewhat surprising 
that the goals most likely to be economically beneficial to local authorities, encouraging economic 
vitality and reducing parking pressure, are seen as slightly less important. Furthermore, whilst the 
evidence, as outlined in Chapter 2, suggested that P&R has a negative effect on conventional public 
transport services, this data shows that P&R is considered as having a favourable impact by 
respondents. 
Policy goals are the specific outcomes for which P&R is used. Differentiation should be made between 
these and motivations for local authorities. A motivation is related more to policy/process 
characteristics which are intermediate in the characteristics-utility relationship, as discussed below. 
Table 6.1 reveals data on the importance of a range of motivations to local authorities. Local authorities 
with P&R were asked specifically about the motivations for its operation. Local authorities without 
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P&R were asked a similar question but this was based on supply-side transport measures in general. 
This was done to evaluate the degree of similarity between P&R specific motivations and those for 
other measures. 
Figure 6.1  Importance of policy goals in P&R implementation 
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Base: 147 responses. 
Table 6.1  Importance of motivations to introduce P&R 
 
Local authorities 
with P&R (%) (n=62) 
Local authorities without 
P&R (%) (n=85) 
 
Very 
important/ 
important 
Very 
unimportant/ 
unimportant 
Very 
important/ 
important 
Very 
unimportant/ 
unimportant 
Authority is seen to be tackling 
traffic problems 
93.5 0.0 95.3 1.2 
Authority is seen to be 
encouraging economic vitality 
87.1 0.0 100.0 0.0 
Potential to access private 
sector funding 
30.6 19.4 82.4 2.4 
Potential to attract national 
government funding 
51.6 8.1 94.1 0.0 
Fits with national government 
policy 
61.3 11.3 81.2 2.4 
Generates revenue 17.7 29.0 71.8 3.5 
Helps ease the introduction of 
other transport measures 
68.9 4.9 45.2 10.7 
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Both segments of respondents considered perceptions of action on promoting economic vitality
5
 and 
against traffic problems key motivations. It was also revealed that whilst alignment with national 
government policy is considered a significant factor for transport measures generally, it is much less so 
for P&R. This perhaps indicates that P&R is primarily considered a local authority concern. 
Motivations to attract private sector funding appear to be less important for P&R than transport 
measures generally. This is somewhat unexpected since private sector contributions are often used for 
P&R. Of course, it may be the case that this funding source is not significant. Alternatively, it may not 
feature as a motivation to P&R but come as later as a part of its implementation. 
Figure 6.2  Experience with P&R of authorities without current provision 
Currently in plans
25
Possible for the future
37
Introduced in the past but 
withdrawn
2
We would not consider it
2
Been considered but rejected
6
 
Note. One response from each local authority (72). 
The low level of importance placed on P&R as a revenue stream is expected since many require 
subsidy support. Perceptions of revenue generation for measures generally may reflect the desire of 
local authorities to hypothecate funds for transport projects or other areas. A high level of importance 
was placed on P&R for easing the introduction of other measures. Given the supply-side nature of 
P&R, its use as a „carrot‟ to be used alongside „stick‟ measures which seek to control demand is to be 
expected. For instance, P&R may be used alongside stringent town centre parking controls or charges 
to create a visible transfer of spaces rather than a simple restriction. Clearly, this motivation was 
inappropriate for transport measures generally. 
                                                          
5
 The survey was administered prior to the UK entering recession in 2008 
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In addition to these motivations, local authorities without P&R were asked if it had been used in the 
past or considered, as shown in Figure 6.2. Even with local authorities without P&R, it seems like a 
popular policy option with 80% of respondents indicating that it is currently in local authorities‟ plans 
or it is possible for the future. Although indicating that it is possible for the future does not provide any 
strong indications, these responses can be considered as reflecting favourably on P&R. 
6.2 Park and Ride in relation to other policies 
In terms of the perceived effectiveness and acceptability of transport measures (Figure 6.3 and Figure 
6.4 respectively, showing the rank order for their aggregate scores on the Likert scale), concessionary 
bus fares were considered both the most effective and acceptable measure. These were first introduced 
in England in 2006 and local authorities clearly have some experience with the policy and by the time 
the survey was administered in 2008, its effects. The favourable view is most likely down to the 
measure strongly encouraging bus ridership in an otherwise often stagnant or even declining market. 
Other measures that directly promote public transport use – public transport information, marketing and 
priority measures - are also considered relatively effective (Figure 6.3). This can explain, at least to 
some degree, the favourable perceptions of P&R. Yet it may also be linked to the issue of control, 
particularly for bus services. Control of services does not necessitate reductions in car use but local 
authorities may consider it useful in maximising effectiveness. Although the bus market in the UK 
(outside of London) is deregulated, local authorities can play a role in their provision. The Quality Bus 
Partnership is a good example, although this features only as the eighth highly ranked measure. P&R 
does provide another opportunity though. Local authorities may subsidise P&R bus services and can 
thus exert significant control over service specifications. 
Demand Responsive Transport schemes and Kickstart/Rural Bus Challenge – used to subsidise 
marginal bus services - are ranked lower in terms of aggregate scores for effectiveness. This may be a 
result of limited experience of such schemes, which is an argument supported by the spread of 
responses. Thus, the Kickstart/Rural Bus Challenge options were rated as „very effective‟ by around a 
quarter of respondents with responses at the other end of the scale offsetting its position in the 
aggregate ranking of scores. This may be a reflection of those experienced with the measures 
considering it more effective whilst those without have only general views on which to base their 
judgement. Experience may also have played a role with the perceived effectiveness of travel plans as 
those for schools, which are generally more prevalent, are rated much higher than the workplace and 
personalised formats. 
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Figure 6.3  Effectiveness of measures in reducing car use 
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Note. Key to site are provided in data table (Table 5.1) 
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Figure 6.4  Acceptability of measures to reduce car use 
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The only measure within these questions that directly charges the motorist in order to control car use is 
the public parking charge. Given traditional economic notions of the effectiveness of market-based 
instruments, it is somewhat unanticipated that this measure was considered only seventh in terms of 
effectiveness. As would be expected, public parking supply restrictions and maximum parking 
standards are considered much less effective than pricing. In terms of acceptability, parking measures 
are ranked lowest (Figure 6.4) although within these, supply restrictions are ranked slightly lower than 
pricing. This may be associated with inertia, as UK motorists have grown accustomed to paying for 
parking and so are less sensitive to it. 
P&R is deemed to be both relatively effective in reducing car use and publicly acceptable as it is 
ranked fifth on both scales. While this is within the range of measures that promote public transport 
use, it clearly runs counter to much of the empirical work on the traffic effects of P&R. It may be a 
logical deduction that transferring for part of the trip may reduce car use. Officers and Councillors may 
be either unaware of the unintended by-products of the excess VMT resulting from public transport 
abstraction, trip generation and the high frequency of P&R buses, or may simply underestimate their 
influence on the overall traffic effects of P&R.  
 
Figure 6.5  The acceptability of P&R by respondent segment 
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Base: 147 responses. 
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Figure 6.6  Effectiveness of measures (including P&R) with significant differences across segments 
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Base: 147 responses. 
To identify any relationship between perceived effectiveness and acceptability, the Spearman rho test 
was performed to compare the responses for each measure. For most of the instruments at p < .05, a 
positive relationship was found, albeit generally weak (ranging from ρ = 0.34 for workplace travel 
plans to ρ = 0.63 for light rail schemes), suggesting that respondents view the measures with similar 
degrees of effectiveness and acceptability. This is to be expected since the measures are predominantly 
supply-led in their approach and their efficacy in mileage reduction terms is dependent upon their 
adoption. The main exception to this was the town centre parking charge where no statistically 
significant relationship was found. This is unanticipated, as a negative relationship would be expected 
given the traditional economic view that measures utilising the price mechanism are relatively effective 
yet unacceptable compared to supply-side instruments. 
All respondents were asked the same questions on effectiveness and acceptability. To determine 
differences in responses across the four subsets, officers and Councillors with P&R in their authority 
area and those without, the Kruskal-Wallis analysis of variance was used. It revealed that there were 
some statistically significant differences. For acceptability, there was a difference across the segments 
for only P&R – H(3) = 22.41, p < .05, the results of which are shown in Figure 6.5. This is somewhat 
unsurprising given that authorities with P&R are likely to view it more favourably that those without.  
For effectiveness in reducing car use, there were a statistical differences across segments for four 
measures: H(3) = 16.80 (P&R); 14.01 (maximum parking standards); 15.54 (public parking charges) 
and 19.34 (public parking supply restrictions), all at p < .05, as shown in Figure 6.6. Councillors held a 
weaker view of effectiveness of these measures, particularly for the Councillors of authorities without 
P&R. This may be attributed to the role of the Councillor as an elected representative of the public 
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thereby perhaps more closely associating effectiveness with acceptability, whilst the officer will 
theoretically possess the expertise to be more conversant with technical notions of traffic reduction. 
Overall, P&R is considered fifth in terms of both acceptability and effectiveness. Table 6.2 
disaggregates the differences with regard the ranking of P&R, across segments of respondents and 
highlights the significant disparities between respondents. 
Table 6.2  Ranking of P&R by respondent segment 
 Effectiveness Acceptability 
Officer with P&R 1 3 
Councillor with P&R 2 2 
Officer without P&R 13 8 
Councillor without P&R 10 6 
All respondents 5 5 
6.3 Complementary policies 
P&R is rarely used in isolation with complementary measures being used to either push demand from 
other areas (such as through parking controls) or to increase the desirability of P&R services 
(introducing bus lanes for instance). These measures were not considered as technical characteristics 
since they are likely to remain relatively constant for the alternative concepts. The perceived 
importance of measures used to support P&R was gleaned from both authorities with current provision 
(Figure 6.7) and from those whose plans contain P&R or consider it a possibility for the future (Figure 
6.8). 
Both groups of respondents consider the pricing of public parking in the host centre to be the most 
important supporting policy. There is some disparity between the groups with the second most 
important policy, with authorities with current provision placing bus priority in this position whilst 
those that would have P&R consider this to be the fifth most important, favouring supply restrictions of 
the public parking stock. This is perhaps to do with the authorities operating P&R services being 
experienced with the benefits of bus priority to services. 
Road closures and pedestrianisation are considered the least important amongst both groups, which is 
perhaps unsurprising since these measures are less direct in inducing demand for P&R, only providing 
an increase in access time to those continuing to drive into the centre, if this remains a possible option. 
Furthermore, congestion in the centre is considered as relatively unimportant. Nevertheless, congestion 
on access routes, another factor relating to time costs, is placed by both groups as the third most 
important. This is however likely to induce more short-term diversion to P&R. 
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Figure 6.7  Importance of complementary measures/factors to authorities with P&R 
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Base: 62 responses. 
Figure 6.8  Importance of complementary measures/factors to authorities that would have P&R 
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Base: 62 responses. 
6.4 P&R-conventional public transport relationship 
To Councillors and Officers from local authorities with P&R, questions about the interaction between 
P&R and conventional bus services were posed. Data were collected on the amount of routes where 
P&R and conventional bus services are duplicated and if the tickets for the two types of service are 
interchangeable. The results of these questions, shown in Table 6.3, suggest that there is considerable 
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overlap of services and they are in most cases operated independently. The level of integration also 
appears low. 
Table 6.3  Duplication and integration of P&R and conventional bus services 
Duplication of P&R/conventional bus service routes 
Duplication on all routes 32 (60%) 
Duplication on some routes 18 (34%) 
No route duplication 3 (5.7%) 
Integration of P&R/conventional bus service ticketing 
All tickets are interchangeable 4 (7%) 
Some tickets are interchangeable 14 (26%) 
No tickets are interchangeable 35 (66%) 
Note. One response from each local authority (72) 
Although current practice indicates both the duplication and integration of services reflecting 
negatively on conventional bus services, these are only mechanisms that may encourage abstraction 
and exclusion of conventional bus users from P&R services. Data was also therefore collected on the 
perceptions of respondents from local authorities with P&R towards the effects of P&R on bus 
services, shown in Figure 6.9. It is clear that there is a generally positive view towards the P&R-stage 
service relationship. There is strong disagreement for the statement “P&R removes passengers from 
bus services”, with over 69% strongly disagreeing, disagreeing or holding a neutral view. Moreover, 
there was overall agreement that P&R enhances the image of stage services, with all respondents either 
agreeing or holding a neutral view. 
Figure 6.9  The effect of P&R on conventional bus services 
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Base: Authorities with P&R (62) 
6.5 The future 
To help understand, in these terms, the stage of maturity of UK P&R, the survey collected data on how 
respondents felt P&R provision would change in the future (research question g). For authorities with 
P&R, a question was posed as to the changes in local P&R provision over the next 5-10 years (Figure 
6.10). A further question on expected changes in provision at the national level was posed to all 
authorities in the sample. There was no statistically significant difference across the segments so all 
responses are shown in Figure 6.11. 
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The overall situation looks optimistic for the future growth of P&R provision. For local authorities with 
P&R, expansion of service is considered likely. Previous trends for P&R development have been for 
authorities to establish a single P&R site for a host city then add sites after its proven success. This is 
highlighted in the results by over 60% of respondents considering expansion in this manner very likely 
and the remainder, likely. This is however, only an indicator for the existing schemes. Yet the number 
of schemes within authority areas also shows strong predicted growth. From this, the number of UK 
cities being served with P&R would be anticipated to increase, although this only reflects the 
perceptions of authorities with established P&R services. 
In terms of the provision of services at existing sites, responses were slightly less enthusiastic about 
expansion but still generally optimistic. For instance, 89% of respondents considered the expansion of 
existing sites likely or very likely. In isolation, this factor clearly has benefits of scale for bus services 
and may be beneficial for load factors and thus, VMT per user. Mitigating such benefits however, is the 
view that bus frequencies are also likely to increase which is considered likely or very likely by 96% of 
respondents. 
Figure 6.10  Expected changes in local P&R provision 
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Base: Authorities with P&R (62) 
Data on respondents‟ views of the wider situation may be thought of as somewhat less reliable than 
those based on actual plans and policy approaches, particularly as the data on the views of authorities 
without P&R are incorporated into the analysis. Nevertheless, such views do provide important 
indications of the feelings towards P&R as a concept and its development in the UK. Immediately clear 
from the results (Figure 6.11), and in parallel to local expectations, is the feeling that the number of 
both sites and schemes is likely to increase. There are more mixed views however on a change in the 
role of the government in P&R development. 
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Figure 6.11  Expected changes in national P&R provision 
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Base: 147 responses. 
The four variables at the bottom of Figure 6.11 are concerned with altering the technical characteristics 
of the P&R concept. Even though conventional bus use offers the least disruption to existing service, at 
least in terms of infrastructure, it received the least favourable response. This may indicate a feeling 
that the removal of the inherent characteristics of P&R would diminish its attractiveness. Very high 
frequencies and high quality buses are characteristics enjoyed by P&R users and less so by the users of 
conventional bus services. Indeed, factors such as these elevate the P&R product and contribute to 
encouraging modal shift for the latter part of city access trips. Nevertheless, views are more favourable 
for the other changes, particularly the use of shared-use sites, although this may be expected since it is 
likely only to affect the facilities offered at the P&R site. 
6.6 Importance of interchange characteristics 
While the previous section considered in general the attitudes towards P&R development, this section 
looks more closely at the characteristics of P&R and aims to understand the impact of alternative 
concepts on local authorities‟ perceptions of utility (research question h). Figure 6.12 shows the 
distribution of responses on the importance of characteristics. 
The frequency of bus services is considered by far the most important characteristic with a mean 
response of 4.71 and relatively little variation (S.D. 0.71). This is perhaps because it is the factor that 
will both appeal to potential users and will retain users by minimising the overall time costs of using 
the service. Surprisingly, the price of the service is perceived as only the third most important 
characteristic (mean 4.31), falling below on-site security, although security is clearly an important 
consideration in maintaining the usage of the service. The presence of on-site facilities is rated 
unexpectedly highly but in contrast, the similar characteristic of on-site staff is much less important. 
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Figure 6.12  Importance of interchange characteristics 
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Figure 6.13  Importance of characteristics with significant differences across respondent groups 
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The fundamental design characteristics of P&R, short distances between users‟ origins and the site, and 
between the site and the centre of the host town, are considered the least importance characteristics. 
This probably indicates that while the access distance is important, a shorter distance between the site 
and centre is preferred. 
A Kruskal-Wallis test of relationships between the respondent groups revealed that there are significant 
differences with six of the characteristics: H(3) = 9.74 (distance between site and centre); 12.52 
(congestion around site; 9.83 (on-site security); 9.21 (low price to users); 15.02 (short distance between 
origins and site); and 8.75 (high bus frequency), all at p < .05. Responses across segments for these 
characteristics are shown in Figure 6.13. There was a relatively high number of councillors with P&R 
provision in their authority area that considered a short distance between the site and the centre as 
unimportant. For councillors without P&R however, a low level of congestion around sites was 
particularly important. 
An unexpected result comes with on-site security measures as there is a high level of disparity between 
officers and councillors with P&R provision. One would expect these respondents to be relatively 
similar because of their authority‟s experience with P&R. Furthermore, councillors might be expected 
to be more person-focused with officers more infrastructure-focused. Price is a particular concern for 
those without P&R which might reflect these respondents being unsure of the viability of services and 
the required price to encourage patronage.  
6.7 Perceived utility of alternative concepts 
The previous section described the relative importance placed on characteristics by respondents. In 
addition to these weights, the other variables for the MAUT model, as outlined in Chapter 4, are the 
utility values for the relevant characteristics. These are derived from the concepts given in Chapter 5 
and are constant for all respondents. From the characteristic values, a linear transformation is 
performed in line with the MAUT method (Chapter 4/5; Edwards, 1977). An example of this for the 
site-centre distance characteristic is shown in Figure 6.14. The characteristic value which provides 
maximum possible utility (1.24 miles, the shortest distance) is assigned 1.0 util and the minimum (9.32 
miles) assigned 0. This relationship is determined by the wording of the question in the questionnaire, 
where respondents were asked the importance of a “short distance between Park and Ride site and 
town/city centre” (question 10a/11a). Intermediate values, 6.21 and 7.81 miles, are assigned the 
corresponding amount of utils, .38 and .19 respectively. The complete range of characteristics and their 
utility values are shown in Table 6.4. The only characteristic that was not determined by the 
formulation of the concepts in Chapter 5 was that of the level of congestion around interchange sites. 
For this, utility values were assumed, with remote sites being the least congested and current sites the 
most. Link and Ride were intermediate, taking an average view of congestion across all sites while the 
Hub and Spoke concept‟s sites were slight farther from the centre than the current concept‟s. 
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Figure 6.14  Utility function for site-centre distance 
 
Table 6.4  Utility values of characteristics 
  
Current 
concept 
Demand-
led 
concept 
Integrated 
concept 
Hub & 
Spoke 
concept 
Remote 
Site 
concept 
Link & 
Ride 
concept 
Bus stops (downstream)       
Characteristic value  NO NO NO NO YES YES 
Utility value 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 
Origin - site distance (miles)       
Characteristic value  7.81 7.81 7.81 9.32 6.21 1.24 
Utility value 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.00 0.38 1.00 
Frequency (bus circuits per day)       
Characteristic value  70.00 45.00 70.00 70.00 70.00 70.00 
Utility value 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Site - centre distance (miles)       
Characteristic value  2.96 2.96 2.96 6.21 15.34 8.70 
Utility value 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.74 0.00 0.54 
Congestion around site       
Utility value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 1.00 0.60 
 
The determinations of the utility values were input into the model alongside their weightings from each 
survey respondent to allocate each respondent the interchange concept that would be perceived to 
maximise utility. The distribution of utility scores for each of the concepts is shown in Figure 6.15. The 
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Current, Integrated and Hub and Spoke concepts all exhibit similar distributions of utility values. In 
terms of the maximum perceived utility of concepts to respondents, the Integrated concept is not 
allocated to any respondent, suggesting that this was second choice of those allocated the Hub and 
Spoke concept. The current concept is allocated to only 38% of respondents. The Link and Ride 
concept, although being perceived overall as relatively low in utility value, is allocated to 9%. The only 
distinguishing factor between the current and Demand-led concepts was bus frequency so the low 
utility value estimated for the latter was down to a high level of importance placed on frequency, as 
outlined above. The few outliers that exist are the result of extreme weighting values rather than any 
errors in the data but these respondents are shown as consistent outliers across the concepts. The 
differences in allocation between the subsets of respondents (officers/councillors; with/without P&R) 
are shown in Figure 6.17. While the proportion of subsets allocated the current concept was relatively 
constant, more officers were allocated the Hub and Spoke concepts than councillors at the detriment of 
the Link and Ride concept. 
A sensitivity analysis was carried out for the MAUT model to show the effect of the removal of each 
characteristic from the model on the allocation of concepts to respondents, with the exception of 
frequency which is constant for all except the Demand-led model, the results of which are shown in 
Table 6.5. 
Figure 6.15  Distribution of utility values calculated for interchange concepts 
 
Base: 147 responses. 
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Figure 6.16  Allocation of concepts (% of respondents) 
 
Base: 147 responses. 
Figure 6.17  Allocation of concepts to subsets 
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site distance is considered relatively unimportant by respondents as outlined above, sufficient 
importance is placed on it for the 38.1% of respondents to be allocated the current concept in the base 
model.  
Table 6.5  Effect of characteristic removal on allocation 
  
Current 
concept 
Demand-
led 
concept 
Integrated 
concept 
Hub & 
Spoke 
concept 
Remote 
Site 
concept 
Link & 
Ride 
concept 
Base 38.10 0 0 53.06 0 8.84 
Bus stops (downstream) 0 0 0 0 0 100 
Origin - site distance (miles) 1.36 0 0 97.96 0 0.68 
Site - centre distance (miles) 0 0 0 74.15 4.76 21.09 
Congestion around site 99.32 0 0 0 0 0.68 
Base: 147 responses. 
6.8 Summary 
The national survey of local authorities presented in this chapter was used primarily for research 
objective 3: to examine local authority views on the current and possible future concepts of P&R. The 
views of local authorities are of particular importance in the future of P&R since it is with officers and 
councillors that the decisions lie on how to develop schemes. Specifically, this chapter sought to 
respond to research questions d-h: 
d. What are the reasons behind the implementation of P&R schemes? 
e. How important is VMT reduction in the use of P&R? 
f. How effective is P&R perceived by local authorities? 
g. What role do local authorities consider P&R to have in future transport policy? 
h. What would be the impact of alternatives to the P&R concept on local authorities‟ 
perceptions of the utility it provides? 
The motivations to operate P&R schemes (q. d) seem to be diverse. P&R is generally considered both 
an effective and acceptable policy, as with the other measures covered in the survey that promote 
public transport use. Interestingly, many of these measures were actually supported more than a 
parking charge, the only measure on the scale in the survey that directly utilised the price mechanism. 
Nevertheless, the policy/process characteristics of P&R also provided good insights into the 
motivations for its use. There seems widespread support for introducing both P&R and other supply-
side measures on the basis of the image that they convey of the authority implementing them. Less 
expected, given the tools available to access national government and private sector funding, was that a 
funding motivation was apparently considered relatively unimportant in introducing P&R. Reducing 
car use (q. e) is considered either an important or very important policy goal in the introduction of P&R 
by all respondents to the survey and it is considered overall the fifth most effective measure (of the 18 
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covered by the survey) in these terms (q. f). It was also considered not to have a detrimental impact on 
conventional public transport services. Furthermore, public perceptions of local authorities tackling 
traffic congestion were the most important policy/process characteristic associated with P&R. 
Given the favourable position that has been given to P&R within local transport policy, it is 
unsurprising that it is predicted to grow further in the future (q. g). Indeed, this view is almost 
ubiquitous and is not confined to authorities with existing P&R provision. Promisingly, the use of 
different models of P&R, such as sites farther away, the use of conventional bus services to serve sites 
and multi-site routes is predicted to grow. 
In terms of the perceived utility from alternative concepts (q. h) however, the concept allocated to most 
respondents, Hub and Spoke, deviates relatively little from the current concept, at least in terms of the 
experience of existing users. It should be noted however that the Hub and Spoke concept was favoured 
primarily because of the lower amount of congestion around its sites. The current concept nevertheless 
remains a popular options and was allocated to a significant proportion of respondents. Link and Ride 
also received some positive results, especially where the characteristic of downstream bus stops was 
removed. 
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CHAPTER 7  
DEVELOPMENT OF P&R IN CAMBRIDGE 
The preceding chapter was concerned with the views of local authorities at the national scale. This 
chapter is the first of three which look at P&R at the sub-regional level, in the city of Cambridge, UK. 
This is concerned with research objective 4: to explore how alternative concepts could be operated at 
the local level and evaluate their impact on the VMT of P&R users. Before moving on to look at future 
developments to P&R however, it is necessary to understand how and why the current concept has 
been used and, as suggested in Chapter 6, become so popular with local authorities. This chapter 
therefore considers research question i: what are the relative benefits of the current concept of P&R at 
the local level? This chapter starts to consider in depth one particular context rather than, as with the 
previous chapter, the whole UK population of cases. It is of course necessary to fully understand the 
context of the case study as this helps to frame the findings from the study and consider issues of 
generalisation. 
The city of Cambridge is situated in the east of England, approximately 60 miles North of London. The 
city is known internationally for its University and concentration of high-technology research and 
industry. P&R has been developed since the 1980s in Cambridge and the city is widely considered as 
hosting one of the most successful UK P&R schemes, which currently consists of five sites, around 
5,000 spaces and attracts over two million return trips per year (Cambridgeshire County Council, 
2008). Yet the operational success of Cambridge‟s P&R and indeed the factors relevant to its 
introduction stretch further back than the 1980s. 
This chapter is therefore concerned with charting the development of P&R in Cambridge, looking at 
the reasons behind its development and its past, present and future roles in the city, by means of 
documentary analysis.  
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As such, the chapter starts by looking at the post-war population growth of Cambridgeshire and the 
policies put in place to control the level and distribution of this growth in 7.1. This is particularly 
significant in this case because decisions made over 50 years ago have shaped the city and county and 
still have resonance today. The chapter then goes on in 7.2 to consider more contemporary issues with 
the change in local mood and policy direction in the 2000s because of dramatic population growth 
planned for the county. It then looks specifically at P&R in 7.3 and particularly its development since 
the 1990s, against the backdrop of both stringent historical land use policies and the contrasting recent 
policies aimed at accommodating growth. The policy/process characteristics are then the focus in 7.4 
which seeks to understand the range of reasons for the use and development of P&R in Cambridge. 
Finally, in 7.5, the small but important body of evidence on the VMT effects of P&R in Cambridge is 
discussed. 
7.1 Growth of Cambridge sub-region – the planning legacy 
In the context of population growth in the post-war years, the Town and Country Planning Act 1947 
provided the foundation for the modern UK planning system by essentially requiring local authorities 
to produce development plans and control development through planning permission. It sought to inject 
some structure and control to the post-war development of Britain and prevent market failure, including 
the monopolistic control of land and negative environmental externalities (Willis, 1980). Local 
authorities were afforded a great deal of discretion and could exercise their own priorities. 
Many authorities concentrated on economic development in the post-war years but the approach for 
Cambridge was more focussed on limiting growth. Cambridgeshire County Council appointed Holford 
and Wright (1950) to lead on guiding the city‟s development plan. It essentially proposed that the 
growth of city itself be strictly restricted and any additional residential growth should be deflected to 
the hinterlands. The report was largely adopted by the County Council in their Development Plan 
(Cambridgeshire County Council, 1952). This has had significant legacy effects and the current shape 
of Cambridgeshire can largely be attributed to this, with a concentrated core and a large, populated 
commuted belt. The only possible exceptions to this are the development of the village of Bar Hill in 
the 1960s and the establishment of the Science Park in the 1970s and its subsequent development with 
the „Cambridge Phenomenon‟ concentration of science and high-technology industries (Cambridge 
Science Park, 2009).  
Owing to these policies, residential development essentially traversed the greenbelt resulting in 
significant increases in the population of the county whilst in the city itself remained relatively static, 
which resulted in the need for significant in-commuting. This need to travel was combined with a 
relatively high level of car ownership (ONS Census, 1991), as a result, at least in part, of high average 
income. These problems are further intensified by the high concentration of activity in the city and its 
historic street patterns which has meant, as suggested above, that policies to develop road infrastructure 
in the city centre have been neither desirable nor feasible. 
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The early-1990s saw a shift in policy direction for Cambridge in terms of transport, which mirrored to 
some degree the shifts in national policy - as outlined in Chapter 2 – with changing attitudes the result 
of increasing environmental awareness and doubt over the „predict and provide‟ attitude towards road 
building (Goodwin, 1999). A significant milestone was reached in Cambridge in 1991 with the 
publication of the Cambridge Transport Plan (Cambridgeshire County Council, 1991). This included 
large-scale pedestrianisation, public transport enhancements and road supply restrictions.  
Fundamentally though, the Council were delineating the types of traffic and user in the city. 
Similarities with this type of approach can be drawn with the experience of Oxford, which although 
having some important differences, shares many of the contextual influences of Cambridge. The 
approach in Cambridge was notably less explicit as a fundamental policy approach and much later than 
the Balanced Transport Policy of Oxford introduced in 1973 (Williams, 1999). Nevertheless, the 
County Council was essentially giving priority to those on foot for shopping during the day yet still 
allowing commuting movements to take place. The measure also prevented traffic travelling through 
the city, which had long since been a major contributor to congestion (Cambridgeshire County Council, 
1991). 
With relatively few road proposals or construction in the intervening years, in 1997 the County and 
City Councils (through the Joint Environment and Transport Area Committee) developed on the 
pedestrianisation of the centre with the Core Scheme. The Scheme essentially closed the roads to 
through traffic although buses and taxis were permitted, utilising transponder-controlled rising bollards. 
7.2 Contemporary transport policy– planning for growth 
The transport policies of the 1990s provided a promising indication of the future direction of transport 
policy for Cambridge. Notwithstanding its eventual failure, there had been an attempt at road user 
charging, even before the measure received the full weight of government support at the end of the 
1990s (Ison, 1998). Measures to reallocate road space to pedestrians and block through-traffic had also 
been successfully implemented. In the first LTP covering 2001-2006 for Cambridgeshire 
(Cambridgeshire County Council, 2000), managing demand was featured alongside widening travel 
choices. Nevertheless, the demand management element was not radical and some of the measures may 
not even be considered as those that traditionally fall within the demand management framework, 
certainly in terms of those which directly influence demand. Such measures included, for instance, 
speed limits and traffic calming. Yet also included was reallocating road space for bus lanes, further 
development of the Core Scheme and parking pricing policies. These measures were certainly aligned 
well with supporting the „widening choice‟ instruments, such as promotion of public transport, walking 
and cycling. P&R was a strong feature which included, interesting, rural P&R sites located farther from 
the City Centre. 
Land use policies since the 1950s, as discussed above, had strictly restrained the growth of the city. In 
the early-2000s however, a paradigm shift occurred which is likely to be as influential on the growth 
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and transport policy of Cambridge as the policies of the 1950s. This shift occurred in part at the local 
level. The pressure for growth had increased and there was a growing acceptance of the inevitability of 
the need for development. This came not only from the County and District Councils, but also from 
influential local stakeholders such as the science and research industries, University (a main city 
landowner) and retail community. One of the main concerns was over the actual and future shortages in 
the labour market and potential limits to economic growth (SQW Consulting, 2000). Growth was 
becoming actually expected by 2000 when the first monitoring report of LTP1 suggested that given the 
prospect of population growth, “setting traffic reduction targets is not realistic” (Cambridgeshire 
County Council 2000b, p. xxv). In 2003, the new Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Structure Plan 
(Cambridgeshire County Council/Peterborough City Council, 2003) included approximately 60,000 
new homes for the Cambridge area by 2016, a stark contrast to earlier predictions of 2800 new homes 
in the same period (Cambridgeshire County Council/Peterborough County Council, 2001). 
Yet development pressures were also emerging from national and regional levels of government, the 
latter were to whom much of the power for strategic spatial planning had shifted. The Cambridge area 
had become one of national importance in terms of the concentration of high-tech industry. 
Furthermore, its geographical location in terms of its proximity to London also played a role. The 
Regional Planning Guidance for the South East (RPG6) (Government Office for the South East, 2001) 
earmarked the London-Stansted-Cambridge corridor as a major growth area. Subsequent policy from 
the national government (ODPM, 2003) advocated new settlements and pledged government funding 
towards residential development. The development of Cambridge was considered something of a 
special case for the government. This was highlighted by the relaxation of the city‟s greenbelt which 
was a departure from government policy (Hetherington, 2000). 
Included in the plans for growth as laid out in RPG6, was the potential for a new settlement in the area. 
Of the several sites considered for development in the Sub-Region Study (Roger Tym and Partners, 
2001), there was no clear recommendation although one of the sites to the north of the city showed 
strongly in the Study, due to its proximity to a proposed rapid transport system. Indeed, it was this site 
(Oakington) that was supported by the further policy (Cambridgeshire County Council/Peterborough 
City Council, 2001). Subsequently and as part of the national government‟s Roads Review, which 
perhaps highlights the importance placed on the Cambridge area, the Cambridgeshire to Huntingdon 
Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS) (DETR, 2001b) was carried out. This included the widening of the 
A14 which runs through the Cambridge sub-region. The Study also suggested that “current demand 
management policies in Cambridge should be developed further” (p. 5-2). Furthermore, the guided 
busway between Cambridge and Huntingdon was one of the Study‟s key recommendations. 
Against the backdrop of these plans for rapid expansion and the CHUMMS, the County Council 
published a revised LTP covering the period 2004-2011 (Cambridgeshire County Council, 2003). This 
adopted many of the recommendations made by CHUMMS and clearly recognised that future transport 
provision would have to meet the growing county. The guided busway was a „major scheme‟ within the 
LTP and the proposals were in fact similar in essence to earlier proposals that had been made for a 
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scheme by a consortium of private developers. The scheme would link the city to Huntingdon, around 
20 miles to the north, via St Ives. There would be two P&R sites on the busway, one around 17 miles 
away from the city at St Ives and another around 10 miles away at the site of the proposed new town of 
Northstowe. The route will head to the city centre where buses will be either on-road or use 
conventional bus lanes. A section of the busway was also planned for the south of the city from the 
railway station to Addenbrookes Hospital and Trumpington P&R site (Cambridgeshire County 
Council, 2007b). Following a Transport and Works Act application in 2004 and subsequent public 
enquiry, permissions were granted and government funding of £92.5m secured (alongside developer 
contributions of around £24m), construction started on the busway in March 2007 and it is due to be 
open at the end of 2009. 
Other major transport projects, in addition to the guided busway, are included in the County Council‟s 
Transport Innovation Fund (TIF) bid. It is a funding mechanism for transport packages which include 
demand management instruments, outlined by the national government in the White Paper „The Future 
of Transport‟ (DfT, 2004). The first stage of bidding, in which Cambridgeshire were successful in 2005 
was a study phase looking at the transport improvements and the potential for congestion charging. 
Cambridgeshire‟s full TIF bid (Cambridgeshire County Council, 2007c) worth around £500m includes 
a congestion charging scheme, which is unsurprisingly controversial, a new rail station, highways 
improvements and new cycle routes. A major part of the package however, is P&R enhancement, as 
discussed in the following section. 
7.3 The development of P&R 
P&R was first used in Cambridge in 1976. As with other experimental schemes at the time, the initial 
service at Clifton Road was essentially overspill parking. With the exception of the fortnight before 
Christmas, it was operated only on Saturdays by two buses and the site itself was in the unmarked 
Cattle Market car park. This was located only around one mile from the city centre and had a capacity 
of 250 cars. Despite this service being very popular with over 600 users per week (Colin Buchanan and 
Partners, 1983), little was done in developing the service until the 1980s. 
By the early-1980s, the growth constraint policies and the development of the sub-region beyond the 
greenbelt were increasing the pressure on the city‟s transport infrastructure. The road building approach 
to transport policy, as discussed above, could only be applied to the area beyond the city centre because 
of the physical constraints. This was combined with city centre parking policies geared heavily towards 
the short-stay user which were beneficial in economic terms but the high space turnover put increasing 
pressure on the road network. Given the increasing problem of traffic congestion and the success of a 
Saturday service, daily P&R services were considered by the City and County Council. Nevertheless, it 
was decided at this point not to develop the service: 
“Park and ride for commuters would be much more costly [than the Saturday service] because extra 
buses and crews would have to be provided. Very extensive parking restrictions would be needed to 
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force commuters to use the service rather than park further out in residential streets. The scheme for 
commuters in Oxford has proved more economical during the past few years but the parking situation 
is very different from that in Cambridge. Nottingham failed in its attempt to force motorists to use their 
park and ride service” Cambridge Traffic Management Sub-Committee, 1981). 
“Everyday park and ride for commuters…has been tried in four cities but has been abandoned as 
unworkable or too expensive in all except Oxford where the provision continues to be heavily 
subsidised. In some cities even a large subsidy and widespread restrictions on the motorist have failed 
to persuade them to use the system. In spite of the theoretical attractiveness of park and ride it cannot 
be recommended as a practical and realistic solution in the light of the bitter experience of other 
cities” (Cambridge Traffic Management Sub-Committee, 1983). 
It should be noted that although there were over 3000 paid public off-street spaces in the city centre, 
this number was exceeded, albeit marginally, by the number of free parking spaces (Cambridgeshire 
County Council, 1981). Nevertheless, other solutions to the increasing congestion were limited. The 
County Council commissioned consultants Colin Buchanan and Partners (1983) to carry out a 
feasibility study for P&R provision in the city. They suggested that three additional sites should be 
located at major junctions around the city (Figure 4). Although the inability to provide bus lanes - 
because of the nature of the historic streets – would be a disadvantage, the services should be 
complemented by more stringent on-street parking controls in the centre, as this is where the majority 
of free parking was available.  
Perhaps for the reasons given above – the cost of operating the service and the need for complementary 
measures – only one site with 450 spaces was added to the city‟s P&R provision, at Cowley Road to 
the north of the city. It is unclear why this site was not located on Histon Road near to the M11/A45 
(later A14) junction, as suggested in the Colin Buchanan and Partners Report, but perhaps this was 
because it would provide a wider coverage of the dispersed settlements to the north east of the City. 
This site was basic in its provision but did provide full-time service (CMR, 1997). 
In 1991, the Cambridge Transport Plan (Cambridgeshire County Council, 1991) attempted to build on 
the success of the existing sites. As discussed above, the plan was something of a turning point for the 
city‟s transport policies and although road building remained on the agenda, P&R was included 
alongside a number of public transport measures. In terms of infrastructure however, there was little 
development of P&R in the period after 1991, although the Clifton Road and Cowley Road site 
remained and both then provided full-time services. 
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Figure 7.1  1983 P&R site proposals 
 
Adapted from Colin Buchanan and Partners (1983) 
The trial and failure of the congestion metering scheme contributed towards a change in political 
leadership of the County Council in the 1993 local election (Ison, 1996). This resulted in the election of 
a leadership with no overall control between the Labour and Liberal Democrat parties. Not only did the 
new leadership undoubtedly want to make a departure from their predecessor‟s policies, but national 
government thinking was also changing with regards transport policy. These political influences 
combined with the prospering sub-region (largely as a result of the Cambridge Phenomenon) and 
resultant demand for access – traffic had grown by over 30% between 1987 and 1995 (Hughes, 2005) - 
led the County Council to focus on alternative transport policies. These policies, under the umbrella of 
The Cambridge Transport Package (as part of the Transport Policies and Programmes system) included 
bus priority measures, the Core Scheme, cycling infrastructure and P&R. It was hoped that the Package 
would reduce traffic congestion and air pollution whilst enhancing the economic vitality of the city and 
its regional centre status (Cambridge Environment and Transport Strategic Forum, 1997). Information 
and marketing measures were also employed. In the mid-1990s, schemes initiated by the County 
Council and other local stakeholders included the Travelwise campaign and Travel to Work 
Partnership, both of which promote and advise on sustainable transport. 
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In 1996, P&R was afforded a new place within policy. Whereas previously P&R had been used almost 
as overspill parking, a new approach was taken towards making P&R one of the cornerstones of 
Cambridge‟s transport policy (Hughes, 2005). Thus, a new 500-space site at Madingley Road (figure 5) 
was opened in 1996 which was followed by a site of the same capacity at Newmarket Road the 
following year, as a result of central government TPP funding. This essentially created a network of 
sites, each covering the north, east, south and west of the city. These new services were immediately 
well patronised as were the older sites, although Clifton Road was proving to be increasing unpopular 
with its users (CMR, 1997). Its high level of usage probably reflects the Council‟s ownership of all of 
the public parking facilities in Cambridge and its use of high prices, revenue which was hypothecated 
to the operation of P&R sites, as discussed below. The bus services operate commercially. 
Nevertheless, the small Clifton Road site was replaced by the new 500-space Babraham Road site in 
1999 which was slightly farther from the city centre. Owing to the importance placed on P&R, the new 
P&R sites were distinctly different to those first introduced. Whilst the earlier sites had been relatively 
informal – simply car parks and a bus stop – the car parks of new sites were rings of spaces set around 
a central building, to minimise the walk time of users. The buildings were heated and staffed by site 
managers with facilities such as toilets, waiting areas and vending machines. The sites were landscaped 
and the buildings were of a modern, distinctive design. The buses themselves, operated commercially 
by the main local operator Stagecoach, were modern and of high quality with special liveries for the 
P&R services. 
By 2000, Cambridge had approximately 2,300 P&R spaces. This was compared to the city centre‟s 
spaces of around 2,000 paid on-street, 3,500 paid off-street and 40,000 private non-residential 
(Cambridgeshire County Council, 1999). Clearly, the intended market for P&R use was from the paid 
central parking. Unusually, these spaces were publicly owned and operated by the City Council and 
this allowed parking prices to be set against P&R fares to encourage demand. In 2000, the P&R fare 
was equivalent to between one and two hours paid parking in the city centre (Cambridge Environment 
and Traffic Management Area Joint Committee, 1999; 2000). It is this ratio, combined with the quality 
of the P&R services and time savings made from the bus lanes which were being introduced alongside 
P&R, that the sites were becoming increasingly popular (Cambridgeshire County Council, 2000b). 
Thus, in the first Cambridgeshire LTP (Cambridgeshire County Council, 2000a) there were plans for a 
further 1000-space site P&R site, Trumpington, to the south west of the city, close to junction 11 of the 
M11 motorway (see Figure 5). There were also expansions proposed to the Newmarket Road and 
Babraham Roads sites which would double both of their 500-space capacity. By the end of 2001, 
Trumpington was opened and both of the expansions were complete.  
Interestingly, the LTP (Cambridgeshire County Council, 2000a) also contained an intention to 
investigate the potential for a “new generation of rural park and ride sites beyond completion of urban 
fringe sites” (p.98). In the replacement LTP (Cambridgeshire County Council, 2003) covering the 
period 2004-2011, further developed proposals for rural P&R sites and even put forward a programme 
for their development. There were to be five additional P&R sites located close to outlying market 
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towns in the sub-region, up to around 20 miles from the city centre. Indeed, in the subsequent LTP 
(Cambridgeshire County Council, 2006) these plans were also included but other than the guided 
busway, no action has subsequently been taken to introduce rural sites. 
Figure 7.2  Previous and current P&R sites 
 
 
Since the early-2000s, P&R activity has focused more on enhancing existing provision rather than 
providing any new sites. In 2005, the Trumpington site was expanded by around 350 spaces and in 
addition to P&R services also offers a stopping point for national coach network and a shuttle to 
Addenbrookes Hospital. In 2008, the Cowley Road site which had opened in the 1980s and was 
somewhat out of place with the other high-quality sites, was replaced by the 500-space Milton site. 
This was on the same corridor but on the outer side of the A14 (Figure 5). 
In terms of the future, a great deal of P&R provision is included in the Cambridgeshire TIF bid 
(Cambridgeshire County Council, 2007c). It is proposed that the existing 5000 spaces provision be 
enhanced by a further 11,500 spaces. These additional spaces would be essentially added to existing 
sites although the Newmarket Road site would be replaced and there would be one further site, in 
addition to those on the guided busway, located slightly farther from the city than the existing 
Trumpington site which would remain, but on the other side of the M11. 
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7.4 Why P&R?  
One of main policy goals that has been given for the use of P&R in Cambridge is a reduction in 
environmental degradation (e.g. Cambridgeshire County Council, 2000a; 2006), as it is assumed to 
reduce car use and therefore traffic-related emissions (Cambridgeshire County Council, 2003). This 
certainly fits with the change in policy direction of the County Council in the mid-1990s. This 
coincided somewhat with the growing environmental awareness within the national government. 
Indeed, the Cambridge local authorities‟ emerging approach to transport policy aligned well with that 
of the newly elected Labour government of 1997 and its subsequent transport White Paper (DETR, 
1998). In fact, Cambridgeshire‟s transport policies may be considered ahead of their time in relation to 
the national government (Bulkeley and Rayner, 2003) but they were amongst, and indeed were 
preceded by, other early „new realist‟ authorities of the 1980s (Goodwin et al, 1991) introducing 
measures such as traffic calming and pedestrianisation. 
This in turn reflects the recent desire of Cambridgeshire County Council and other local stakeholders to 
be at the forefront of environmentalism. This is in part associated with the legacy effects of previous 
administrations. The policies of the 1950s on restricting growth whilst not directly linked with 
contemporary notions of environmental protection because of the sprawl that resulted, did involve 
environmental protection of the historic city centre. More recently, the „green‟ ambitions of the Council 
became particularly apparent in the 1990s, after increased national recognition of environmental issues. 
A particular turning point was the Earth Summit (UNCED, 1992) and the dissemination of Agenda 21 
Chapter 28, Local Agenda 21. Cambridgeshire were keen to take up environmental initiatives under 
this framework and formed, for instance, the LA21 Roundtable in 1997 which brought together local 
stakeholders to address the LA21 goals. 
There have however been other important influences on the County Council‟s approach to 
environmental issues. Linked to the high concentration of science and research industries and the 
University, the population of Cambridgeshire is relatively well educated, which may be correlated with 
environmental awareness (Jonas et al, 2003). The high amount of social capital in terms of 
sustainability issues also reflects the concentration of particularly active interest groups such the 
Council for the Protection of Rural England, Friends of the Earth and the Cambridge Cycling 
Campaign. Yet this has not only involved the County Council as the district level authorities have 
adopted environmental policies. The City Council has for instance, addressed the implementation of 
LA21 with its Cambridge Sustainable City initiative which promotes environmental issues to local 
organisations, although its influence has been limited due to changes in the political leadership of the 
Council (Jonas et al, 2003).  
Yet alongside environmental motivations, there have also been economic pressures on Cambridge. The 
demands for employment, retail and services that are associated with Cambridge as a sub-regional 
centre have brought significant demands for accessibility that would be difficult to accommodate in the 
city centre, especially in terms of car parking. The city also has active and influential retail interest 
groups, including the Chamber of Commerce, Retail and Commercial Association (CRACA), and the 
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City Centre Management Partnership, as well as the University who are a major landowner. As has 
been the cases with other schemes nationally then (detailed Chapter 2), P&R in Cambridge has 
increased the parking stock of the city and whilst there has been little car park expansion in recent 
years, there has not been any significant reductions (Menzies, 2000). 
Nevertheless, there have been demand-side policies introduced alongside P&R. The Core Scheme in its 
successive stages for instance has been tied closely with the development of P&R sites (Hughes, 2005). 
This has also been the case for the ongoing implementation of bus lanes. Although these benefit P&R 
services directly, they are also used by conventional bus services and may have been difficult to 
introduce without P&R because funding in some cases comes from the national government through 
the LTP process and bus lanes are part of the P&R package. Perhaps the most direct link with P&R 
however comes from city centre parking charges. These not only induce demand for P&R but the 
revenue created also funds the maintenance of P&R sites. Indeed, this has been a relatively explicit 
policy for the County Council: 
“Parking policies to restrict parking through fiscal or physical regimes will be linked to the provision 
of public transport where high levels of access by more sustainable modes of transport exist” 
(Cambridgeshire County Council, 2003). 
Indeed, the relationship between the price of P&R to the user and that of the city centre parking charges 
is shown in Figure 7.3. The short supply of city centre parking and the availability and perhaps quality 
of P&R has allowed the price of the latter to continually be only a small percentage of the former. Bus 
fares on the other hand (based on „Dayrider‟ ticket, believed to be the most popular and cheaper than 
singles, the data for which was only available for 2007-08) are also undercut by P&R. 
Figure 7.3  The relationship between city centre parking, conventional buses and P&R prices 
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Source: CETMAJC (1998-2007; 2008a; 2008b); Stagecoach (2008). 
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Yet this has come at a price. While the bus services are operated commercially by Stagecoach, although 
service specifications are laid out by the County Council, the significant capital and operating costs of 
P&R are met predominantly through public funds and are shown in Table 7.1. Operating costs of P&R 
are funded mostly through the revenue generated from on-street parking, although in the past off-street 
parking revenue has also been used and the relatively high prices in the city allow such hypothecation. 
The funding for capital costs of P&R comes from a variety of sources. In the past this has included city 
parking revenue, but national government funding (through for instance LTP – previously TPP - 
allocations, the Growth Area fund and perhaps the TIF in the near future) predominates (Government 
Office for the East of England, 2000; 2008). Some funds are also obtained through developers and 
Section 106 agreements. These are not the full costs of P&R as many of the city‟s bus priority 
measures have been tied with the introduction of P&R sites, although these have been excluded from 
this analysis as they are obviously facilities that are enjoyed by all bus services. 
Nevertheless, analysis shows that the costs of P&R are substantial. The capital cost is estimated to be 
around £3197 per space whilst operating the sites costs approximately £265 per space per year (2005 
prices). In terms of opportunity cost, there may be a view that funds would be better spent on 
conventional public transport measures that do not effectively subsidise parking for motorists, although 
this is complex due to the privatised bus market. Yet in terms of operating costs at least, the funding 
comes from public parking. Again, a further argument may involve the equity of inflating city parking 
to reduce the price of P&R parking. Clearly however, these arguments largely depend on the 
effectiveness of P&R in achieving the goals of mileage or congestion reduction as it is on these 
grounds that the Council defends the funding of schemes, which is discussed below. 
Notably, P&R is considered to fall within public transport provision. This link between P&R and 
parking policy was similarly considered to be beneficial when the Council were considering the 
implementation of the workplace parking levy in the early-2000s (Bulkeley and Rayner, 2003) and 
certainly form a significant part of the TIF bid (Cambridgeshire County Council, 2007c) as discussed 
above.  
Thus, P&R has grown as a policy in Cambridge for a number of reasons. In terms of policy rhetoric at 
least, environmental goals and those to reduce traffic congestion in the city centre appear to have been 
significant but economic motivations have undoubtedly also played a role. For around 15 years P&R 
has featured heavily in the transport policies of Cambridge and provision has grown substantially in 
that time. Alongside this, there have been moves to influence the travel behaviour of those travelling 
into Cambridge, through measures such as pedestrianisation, closure to through traffic and increasing 
parking charges. If it is assumed that P&R is effective in reducing the car use of its users, then this 
package of measures to push car parking and traffic out of the centre may be considered successful. 
The following section discusses this assumption by looking at the traffic effects of P&R in Cambridge 
as well as its economic impacts. 
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Table 7.1  Capital and operating costs of Cambridge P&R (2006 prices) (000's) 
  96-7 97-8 98-99 99-00 00-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07 07-08 08-09 
Total / 
Mean 
CAPITAL COSTS               
Babraham Rd   570.15 1875.29           
Spaces    500  445         
Cowley Rd      520.51          
Spaces     200          
Milton           1050.4 2185   
Spaces             148  
Madingley Road 736.96  506.8 86.59 548.55          
Spaces 500 200 230            
Newmarket Rd   31.675 28.451 975.2 97.362         
Spaces  500   273          
Trumpington   38.01 55.665 355.95 1847.5   170.6 210.1     
Spaces      997    345     
Unallocated / unknown allocation       1339.6        
Annual P&R space addition 500 700 230 500 273 1442 0 0 0 345 0 0 148  
Annual capital 736.96 0 1146.64 2046.00 2400.21 1944.86 1339.6 0 170.6 210.1 1050.4 2185 0  
Cumulative capital 736.96 736.96 1883.60 3929.59 6329.80 8274.66 9614.26 9614.26 9784.86 9994.96 11045.36 13230.36 13230.36  
RUNNING COSTS ? 463.73 283.86 423.40 690.96 940.90 1202.63 998.14 857.74 841.44 879.99       
Total P&R spaces 500 1200 1430 1930 2203 3645 3645 3645 3645 3990 3990 3990 4138   
Annual running cost per space ? 0.39 0.20 0.22 0.31 0.26 0.33 0.27 0.24 0.21 0.22   0.26 
Mean capital cost per space                           3.20 
Sources: Cambridgeshire County Council (2002- 2008); ONS (2009). 
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7.5 Evidence on VMT effects of P&R 
While the Cambridge P&R scheme has not been subjected to the same amount of research
6
 as others 
such as Oxford, some work does exists that provides indications to the VMT effects of the scheme. The 
WSA (1998) report that was discussed in Chapter 2 for instance used Cambridge as one of its eight 
case studies. Of the 211 users that were surveyed, 48% were using P&R for work trips, 34% shopping 
and 19% other. 
The previous and alternative behaviour of P&R users prior to using the service or if it were unavailable, 
is shown in Table 7.2. In the context of other schemes, as outlined in Chapter 2, these data are 
relatively representative of the travel behaviour induced by UK schemes, if not slightly lower in public 
transport abstraction rate when considering previous behaviour. 
Table 7.2  Previous/alternative travel behaviour of Cambridge P&R users 
  Previous (%) Alternative (%) 
Car (driver) 58 39 
Car (passenger) 1 1 
Bus 9 22 
Train 1 2 
Green mode 6 8 
Did not travel 6 - 
Would go elsewhere - 4 
Would not make a trip - 7 
Did not live in area 2  
Other 17 17 
 Source: WSA (1998) 
Table 7.3  Distribution of one-way trip length to site 
Home to site distance (miles) % of respondents 
<1.1 9 
1.2 - 1.9 8 
1.9 - 3.1 19 
3.2 - 5.6 26 
5.7 - 9.3 29 
>9.3 9 
Not stated 1 
Mean 8.02 
The mean distance travelled to P&R sites was again reasonably representative (the mean for all 
schemes being 8.93 miles) although WSA‟s data included only the 89% of users that accessed the site 
by car. 
                                                          
6
 In terms of that which looks at traffic effects. Like most UK schemes, the research effort has been 
primarily market research on user satisfaction (e.g. CMR, 1997; FDS, 2001).   
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Similarly, estimation of the VMT reductions resulting from P&R use by WSA included only the 35% 
of users that arrived at the site by car and would drive to the centre in the absence of P&R. Based on 
this, they suggested that the Cambridge P&R scheme reduced VMT by a mean of 0.47 miles per user. 
As discussed in Chapter 2 however, Parkhurst (1999a) used the WSA (1998) analysis and included bus 
mileage into the VMT estimate. He concluded that the scheme resulted in an increase of 0.64 miles per 
user. This did not however include trips abstracted from public transport, generated or diverted from 
other centres. 
7.6 Summary 
Despite its minor role in the 1970s, since the 1990s and the commitment to P&R, it has become a 
cornerstone of transport policy in Cambridge. This is in part to do with the strict land use policies since 
the 1950s and the highly dispersed sub-region. This has been combined with an increasingly buoyant 
economy in the city, including the commercial, service, education and tourism sectors. The historical 
city has allowed few opportunities for road or car park development. P&R has thus improved the 
accessibility of the city which has undoubtedly contributed towards its economic vibrancy. Yet as well 
as the policy/process characteristics and in line with the changing national views over the role of P&R, 
it has also been considered as an environmental and traffic restraint policy. 
Even so, the estimate of the traffic impacts of P&R by Parkhurst (1999a) using the WSA (1998) 
evidence makes its role in VMT reduction, and therefore the associated induced effect of emissions 
reduction, look doubtful. Furthermore, the WSA data was rather inconsistent for the purpose of a 
secondary analysis and did not include the impacts of generated or diverted trips or those abstracted 
from public transport. There is therefore a clear need for a comprehensive examination of the VMT 
effects of P&R in Cambridge. This is carried out in Chapter 9 but before this, in Chapter 8, the role of 
P&R in Cambridge, including its policy/process characteristics and direct and induced effects, is 
explored in depth through the views of key local stakeholders. 
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CHAPTER 8  
FUTURE OF P&R IN CAMBRIDGE: VIEWS 
OF LOCAL STAKEHOLDERS 
Chapter 7 was concerned with how Cambridge has developed and the circumstances that have led to 
the adoption and subsequent development of P&R. It was clear that it currently represents a significant 
part of transport policy for the city and its sub-region.  
Yet the focus of that analysis was on the local policy approach and contextual circumstances as well as 
the perceived benefits of the scheme that led to its introduction, ongoing development and operational 
success (q. i). It also provided a background to evidence on the effects of P&R. This chapter maintains 
the focus on research objective 4: to explore how alternative concepts could be operated at the local 
level and evaluate their impact on the VMT of P&R users, and again looks at research question i, but 
also j and k: 
i. What are the relative benefits of the current concept of P&R at the local level? 
j. What role does P&R currently play in local policy? 
k. How acceptable would alternative concepts be? 
Thus, this chapter seeks to glean an overview of the traffic and induced effects of P&R, its 
policy/process characteristics and the perceived utility from it and the alternative concepts, as shown in 
Figure 8.1. 
As such, this chapter presents the findings from the interviews undertaken with key stakeholders in 
Cambridge. It starts by looking in 8.1 at the importance and role of P&R in Cambridge, in terms of 
both utility directly and through its effects. It then moves to directly address perceptions of the relative 
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effectiveness of P&R against its key policy goals in 8.2. Section 8.3 seeks to identify lessons that can 
be learned from the implementation and acceptability of the guided busway under construction in 
Cambridgeshire, which is an innovative and significant infrastructure project which will host two P&R 
sites. Finally, 8.4 considers specifically the alternative interchange concepts and the views of 
stakeholders on their likely effectiveness and the utility that they may provide to both users and the 
local community. 
Figure 8.1  Conceptual framework highlighting relationships examined in Chapter 8 
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8.1 Importance and role of P&R 
Patterns of development and economic activity are inextricably linked with the type and level of 
transport demand. As discussed in Chapter 7, the legacy of land use planning in Cambridgeshire since 
the 1950s is a concentrated city within a tight greenbelt and a dispersed sub-region. Growth in the 
economic strength of the city has put it under increasing pressure for accessibility. In general terms, the 
city supports a number of key functions for, but not confined to, the regional population. These include: 
employment - “approximately half of the people that work in Cambridge are in-commuters and the vast 
majority travel into the city by car” (City Councillor); retail - “rural settlements in the region have 
weak shopping facilities so Cambridge is the main attractor for their populations” (District 
Councillor); services - “the hospital attracts approximately 11,500 patients and visitors per day, as 
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well around 9,500 staff, for whom there is insufficient space for the required parking” (Hospital Travel 
Planner); and, tourism - “the city is amongst the top tourist centres in the country” (County Councillor). 
The problem of inter- and intra-city movement is intensified by the city‟s fabric since “it is impossible 
to make any significant changes to infrastructure because the city itself is relatively small and many of 
the buildings are historic and protected.” (County Councillor). The scarce resource is thus physical 
space and a key issue is moving people in the most spatially efficient way.  
There is therefore an obvious accessibility function for P&R. Of course, conventional public transport 
for inter-urban trips is closer to optimality in the spatial and environmental
7
 sense but its modal share is 
relatively low. A possible explanation for this comes from the contextual circumstances which have 
lent themselves to P&R but have been at the detriment of conventional public transport. Regarding bus 
services, “[they are] very poor in the rural hinterland because the population is so dispersed. There is 
usually insufficient critical mass to operate a commercial bus service and the non-commercial social 
services are generally not there” (District Councillor)”. Regarding rail services, there are few rural 
settlements served by stations in the sub-region and the train station in Cambridge is over a mile from 
the main city centre shopping area. 
The local economy is also identified as a beneficiary of increasing accessibility with P&R. The County 
Councillor suggested that the retail community was largely in favour of P&R and some of the main 
shopping centres have played an active role in promoting the service. Indeed, one of the major 
department stores in the city operates a collection service at Trumpington P&R site whereby customers 
can collect goods that are purchased in the store or online. Yet P&R has also had an indirect role with 
the retail sector. A Commercial Group Representative suggested for instance that the Core Scheme had 
been controversial with city centre businesses due to fears of the loss of trade but P&R had helped, 
alongside the County Council‟s consultation exercises, in the introduction of the scheme and retailers 
have since largely support the development of the P&R scheme. 
There was a view amongst some of the participants, particularly those from the County and District 
Councils, that P&R has reduced the traffic congestion in the city, or at least helped stabilise traffic 
levels. Indeed,  
“In the 1990s the Council looked at increasing number of cars travelling into the city. One of the key 
aims has subsequently been to encourage modal shift, something which is now very important. There 
had to be some intervention or there would be gridlock every day. The traffic has now stabilised to 
around 1997 levels and P&R has played a major role in that.” (County Council Officer). 
                                                          
7
 In terms of carbon emissions at least. 
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P&R was similarly described as one of the most important components within the County‟s public 
transport by interviewees from the County and District Councils and it was suggested that “the County 
Council use P&R as a synonym for high quality public transport” (Transport Campaigner). 
Experience has proved that getting the motorist out of the car is one of the most difficult and politically 
precarious policy goals. Whilst this is not of course confined to Cambridge, it is perhaps highlighted 
there by the failure of the 1993 congestion metering experiment. Nevertheless, P&R has undoubtedly 
achieved some shift to the bus, for at least a part of trips. Yet P&R, as a „carrot‟ instrument, seems to 
have had a positive political influence. It was suggested that it has almost universal appeal: “politically, 
it suits everyone‟s agenda…increasing accessibility can only be a positive thing” (Retailer); “it is now 
accepted as being a very acceptable local service…the [County] Council have generally felt only 
positive political effects and they are very proud of it” (Travel Planner); “it provides the motorist with a 
pleasant experience and this has had a favourable impact on the County Council” (Commercial Group 
Representative). This may also be associated with the consultative approach that is taken by the County 
Council. It seems that although there is a desire to bring about changes in travel behaviour, they are 
also keen to be somewhat pragmatic in the implementation process of measures, as can be seen with the 
introduction of the Core Scheme. This is perhaps also influenced by the high number of interest groups 
in the area which take an active role in the policy formulation and implementation processes. 
However, very little opposition to the development of P&R was reported by interviewees. It was 
suggested for example that: 
“P&R has been exceptionally well received…the Council get very few problems from it…the only 
significant opposition has come from building on the greenbelt but the Council try and promote the 
benefits which outweigh that” (County Councillor). 
A further, albeit more implicit, role for P&R seems to be financial. It was commented by some 
interviewees from outside of the County Council that P&R is a strong means to attract investment in 
transport. The various transport planning documents discussed in the previous part of this chapter seem 
to support this view as they highlight how little funding has actually come from the County Council 
itself. The exception to this is the operating costs and these are ring-fenced from city centre parking 
revenue. Indeed, like many UK local authorities, the County Council may be considered „capital rich, 
revenue poor‟ which is in part associated with the predominance of capital funding from the central 
government in LTP settlements, with revenue coming through different (undedicated) mechanisms. 
While P&R has attracted significant amounts of government funding, it was mentioned how 
“government funds are used to top-up the Section 106 contributions” (County Council Officer). 
Therefore, P&R may provide a useful means to access finance from the private sector, a source which 
is likely to be relatively rich in Cambridge because of the vibrancy of the area pulling in businesses, as 
well as the future population growth that is planned and the associated residential development. In 
addition, funding will come in the future from public sources, such as the Growth Area Fund, which 
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has already been used for some P&R provision. According to the County Councillor, “the Council have 
been quite lucky with the growth that is expected and the funds that come with that”. 
Alongside the financial aspects of P&R is the issue of control. Public transport, particularly bus 
provision, is generally difficult for local authorities to wield any significant influence over or make 
step-changes in. The obvious exception is the Quality Bus Partnership (QBP) instrument, which is 
indeed utilised in Cambridge. However, P&R seems to be something of a special case. The County 
Council control the P&R scheme in its entirety, from setting the strategy to operating the sites and 
effectively controlling the bus service, although this is done through a private operator. P&R therefore 
allows the County Council to be the provider of a transport service and irrespective of whether P&R is 
considered a public transport service, although this is the view of the Council, this includes bus 
provision. 
8.2 Perceptions of effectiveness 
Many of the arguments on the role of P&R clearly rest on assumptions of its effectiveness. The 
statistical evidence collected from the user survey to investigate this will be discussed in Part C of this 
chapter. Nevertheless, it is important in terms of policymaking and the influence of local actors within 
this to consider perceptions of effectiveness. Thus, in a similar way to the interviews carried out in the 
initial stages of research (Chapter 2/Appendix A), participants were asked how effective they 
considered P&R to be. This included rating effectiveness on a number of scales, the results of which 
are shown in Figure 8.2. Participants were asked to score P&R on a scale from totally effective to 
totally ineffective. 
It is immediately clear that the general trend is for P&R to be considered effective on most of the 
scales. The main exception is the Travel Planner, who rated P&R as ineffective on all but the measure 
on economic vitality. The question was based on the Cambridge area as a whole but the Travel Planner 
added:  
“Generally for the area as a whole, P&R is ineffective in reducing traffic congestion, car use and 
emissions because it removes people from longer-range bus services…efforts being put into P&R could 
be used on these services to encourage car drivers to transfer. But in terms of the city centre, P&R is 
effective on those measures because it removes traffic from that small area” (Travel Planner; emphasis 
added).  
Furthermore, a Campaigner commented; “it has little effect on traffic congestion because there is so 
much suppressed demand”. 
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Figure 8.2  Perceptions of participants on the effectiveness of P&R 
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These views were not shared by all participants and others were more positive. There was a view, for 
instance, that by encouraging the motorist to transfer to the bus for the most congested part of the 
network in the city centre, there was a direct removal of cars and therefore reduction in congestion. The 
City Councillor suggested that P&R is “highly significant in reducing congestion because it intercepts 
thousands of cars every day” and “it is clear that it is effective from the amount of cars that it removes 
from the road every day” (Commercial Group Representative). There was little perceived difference 
between the effects of P&R on traffic congestion and on overall car use or traffic-related emissions. 
Indeed, the Retailer commented that P&R has been particularly effective in Cambridge by removing 
vehicles because of the historic high building and narrow streets that create canyons for pollutants. 
Nevertheless, a problem with the environmental role of P&R was identified: 
“In the past the effect of P&R on reducing emissions has been very limited because the [P&R] buses 
were emitting a very high amount of air pollution. [The County Council] has recently addressed this by 
introducing the Quality Bus Partnership which has led to the use of much „cleaner‟ vehicles by [the 
operator]…so it is now effective in these terms” (County Councillor). 
In addition to questions on the overall effects of P&R, participants were asked about how it specifically 
impacts on conventional public transport services as, as discussed previously, the existing evidence 
suggests that the abstraction of passengers from these services has a significant detrimental influence 
on the effectiveness of P&R. The key issue that emerged with most participants was one of the markets 
for P&R and conventional bus services. According to the City Councillor: 
“P&R has little impact on normal [bus] services because they fulfil a different function…P&R serves 
people living outside the city. It is not meant to serve city residents…[who]…can use a normal city 
service. It is of benefit to the city residents however, as it removes cars from the city‟s roads”. 
Indeed, this view of independent markets was shared by the County Councillor, County Officer and 
Retailer, although these participants did not comment specifically on rural and longer-range bus 
services. A Commercial Group Representative went so far as to suggest that to be competitive, P&R 
has to be competitive in terms of price compared to both city centre parking and local bus services. 
Some participants nevertheless suggested that there may be some overlapping demand and P&R may 
have a negative impact on longer-range services. The Travel Planner commented: 
“Although P&R and stage services are promoted as serving different markets, this is not always the 
case because it is an elite service and will attract people from the bus as well as the car. [Therefore] 
other bus services could exist or could be made more viable”. 
A further factor to consider associated with the P&R-conventional bus service relationship is that of 
concessionary fares. As the bus travel is used as the payment element of the Cambridge P&R scheme, 
concessionary pass holders are permitted to use the whole service free, so they effectively enjoy free 
parking. The validity of this clearly depends on whether P&R is considered a public transport service, 
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as it seems to be with the County Council. Apparently however, this had induced some debate within 
different levels of local government: 
“When concessionary fares were first introduced in 2006 there was an issue around how it was funded 
and if P&R should be included. The District Council argued that P&R should be excluded because 
even though P&R users physically pay only for the bus trip, they are actually paying to the use the 
whole service, including the parking. With concessionary fares, you have the presumably wealthier 
car-owning pensioners driving to the site and getting subsidised parking and superior bus travel. The 
opposing view, which was upheld, is that getting these people to use P&R is still better than them 
driving into the city” (District Councillor). 
Thus, it seems that some concessionary pass holders may use P&R because of its higher quality and 
free parking element rather than either the free conventional bus or paid city centre parking. In a similar 
way to the abstraction of non-concessionary passengers, this seems theoretically viable because of the 
service differential offered by P&R in comparison to conventional services. The effect with these users 
may be particularly detrimental in abstraction terms. For those with the concessionary pass, the car 
becomes much less attractive in relative terms as the generalised cost of the alternatives is reduced. 
Thus, the conventional bus is likely to be the next best alternative to P&R to a higher proportion of 
concessionary users than paying users. 
A further impact of P&R raised in the interviews was that on towns neighbouring Cambridge. It was 
discussed in Chapter 2 how by decreasing the generalised cost of travel to its users, P&R may induce 
longer trips, including those diverted from other centres. This diversion effect was generally felt by 
participants to be insignificant. Indeed, it seems that there is a sufficiently strong diversion away from 
Cambridge, because of the traffic congestion in the city, to offset P&R having a significant impact in 
the opposite direction: 
“The effects of P&R on towns in the sub-region are complex. There is generally a strong disincentive to 
travelling into the city for people from outside because of the traffic congestion…and parking 
problems. These problems are not as severe in the smaller centres and even Peterborough so they 
become much more appealing… It would be very surprising if P&R meant that people preferred 
[Cambridge] than these other places” (City Councillor). 
Even so, P&R is likely to have some effect in making trips to Cambridge more appealing and therefore 
offsetting the diversion to other centres when Cambridge is the preferred destination otherwise. As 
mentioned in Chapter 2, the impact of this effect in VMT terms will depend on relative distance of the 
alternative destinations from users‟ origins. In Cambridge, the alternative centres are likely to be closer 
because of the concentrations of residential development outside of the city. 
A positive effect of P&R on neighbouring centres was recognised by the County Councillor as being 
one of learning from “the success of [Cambridge] with P&R and using this as a model for their own 
schemes… Many more of these centres are now investing in P&R”. 
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8.3 Lessons from guided busway implementation 
Although it is not strictly bus-based P&R as referred to throughout this research, the guided busway in 
Cambridge, which is due to open in 2009, was included in the interviews. It seems an important part of 
future public transport provision in Cambridgeshire and it will have two P&R sites along its route. This 
is a step towards developing the concept of car-bus interchange, as will be discussed below, so it may 
provide some useful indicators of the prerequisites for implementing these developments. 
The view of all of the interviewees was a positive one overall. Indeed, there appears to be recognition 
that it will help in addressing the city‟s transport problems: 
“The busway will provide some relief from the parking and road pressures at the hospital [to where 
services will run] and in the city which is much needed. The aim in the future needs to be finding 
positive ways like this to get people into the city” (Hospital Travel Planner). 
“It will provide the key factor of journey time reliability and will therefore encourage significant modal 
shift” (Commercial Group Representative). 
Another important element to the introduction of the guided busway is the support that it has received 
locally: “most people in the area will always welcome any investment in infrastructure, so it considered 
a positive thing” (Retailer). Nevertheless, this has not always been the case:  
“Some people were originally against the idea of a guided busway simply because there has been a 
long-term desire of local people to reinstall the rail route that was once where the busway is” (District 
Councillor). 
Nevertheless, what this does suggest is that there is some consensus over the need to improve transport 
infrastructure and so perhaps the guided busway, whilst not the preferred option, at least provided some 
new infrastructure on the corridor where it is to be located. 
The busway itself is significant in scale and its route is approximately 20 miles in length. Its actual 
location is also of importance. A transport campaigner highlighted how it would have been a much 
more problematic proposition had the busway stretched into another County and because of this; “…at 
the time, it would not have progressed much further than an idea”.  
In the UK, the responsibility for most transport strategy and implementation lies with County-level 
authorities and despite increasing involvement from the regional level of government, it is likely that 
any non-road infrastructure project crossing county boundaries would require significant effort in 
partnership working. Even so, this would depend heavily on reconciling the beggar-thy-neighbour 
attitudes of adjoining authority areas. 
According to the District Councillor, the County Council have pursued the guided busway with a great 
deal of political will, which was especially apparent in the early stages of its development when faced 
with some local opposition, at outlined above. Yet it seems highly significant that there has also been 
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support from the regional and national levels of government: “the [national] government are using 
Cambridge as a test bed for guided busways, if it works [in Cambridge]; it will probably be adopted in 
other places” (Transport Campaigner). Furthermore and as part of their support, the national 
government has contributed significant amounts of funding to the busway; indeed, “it is a guided 
busway simply because that is what the government have provided the capital for” (Travel Planner). 
Without this support, the options would be very limited: “capital investment is needed to develop [the 
County‟s] transport infrastructure…that is government money, there is no other option” (County 
Councillor). 
Yet part of the government‟s interest in Cambridgeshire and the guided busway has stemmed from it 
being earmarked as a growth area. This seems to have had an implicit effect in espousing a need to 
develop infrastructure within local government and amongst the local community. Perhaps this 
understanding of the prospect of future growth, combined with recognition of the problem of traffic 
congestion in the city, has had a positive influence on the implementation process of the guided 
busway. 
There are clearly some correlations with the implementation of the guided busway - after all, it will 
host two P&R sites - and the development of alternative concepts of P&R. It is important to consider 
though that a guided busway has significant differences to bus-based P&R. The busway is likely to win 
a substantial amount of political and public support by being a relatively new and innovative mode 
which resembles a train service with its segregated guided tracks. Notwithstanding the ability to 
operate at a higher speed, the busway is nevertheless similar in operational terms to a conventional bus 
or P&R service utilising bus lanes. 
8.4 Potential for alternative concepts of P&R 
The problems with the traffic effects of P&R have been well discussed in previous chapters. Yet this 
research has developed ways in which car-bus interchange may be more effective in dealing with 
overall levels of car use. These concepts were included in the interviews to understand their perceived 
benefits, drawbacks, acceptability compared with current P&R and issues surrounding their 
implementation. 
As might be anticipated, it was only possible in practice to pose these concepts hypothetically. 
Interviewees were given six key considerations prior to being presented with the concepts: 
 Public and political acceptability 
 Practical implementation 
 Service operation 
 Funding 
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 Effectiveness 
 Any other important considerations 
The concepts, with the exception of the first – reduced bus frequency in inter-peak periods – were 
presented as diagrams which are provided in Appendix H. The views of the participants are provided 
below for each of the concepts in turn. 
8.4.1. Demand-led concept 
The operation of high frequency buses results in low average load factors. This in turn results in a 
relatively high amount of bus mileage when allocated on a per passenger basis. Cambridge P&R 
services operate to a ten-minute frequency, except after 18:30 and on Sundays where the frequency is 
reduce to 20 and 15 minutes respectively. Notably, this is a timetabled rather than a 
frequency/headway-based service. Thus, the departure of a bus from the P&R site is not dependent on 
the degree of deviation of previous or subsequent buses. As each bus driver is committed to an 
independent timetable, this results in service bunching and the predefined amount of bus trips operate 
each day irrespective of if, for instance, a bus arrives late at the P&R site and has to depart immediately 
with no passengers. 
The first concept to be presented to the interviewees was therefore a reduction in bus frequency. This 
was worded as „a reduced bus frequency, particularly in the middle of the day (to around 20 minutes)‟ 
to be sufficiently unspecific as to allow a relatively open discussion of the possibilities. 
The responses to this concept were relatively mixed but none of the interviewees suggested that it was 
a completely acceptable alternative. It was pointed out this it would depend heavily on the exact times 
and it required an understanding of the market which is served by the service: 
“In the late morning it may be acceptable, before midday for example, but then it starts to impinge on 
the service for shoppers… Users do not want to go the P&R site and wait for a long time because in 
that time they could have driven to the city centre” (City Councillor). 
Similarly, according to one of the Commercial Group Representatives: 
“One of the key things that P&R conveys to encourage people to use it is a consistent, clear and simple 
message that the wait will be less than ten minutes...if anything, frequency should be increased”. 
The Transport Campaigner suggested that it might be viable in acceptability terms to change the 
frequency for the commuter rather than the shopper: 
“It would be difficult [to reduce bus frequency] in the middle of the day because of the type of user. 
Shopping visits are much more unplanned and infrequent and these users expect to just turn up and go. 
Commuters on the other hand are daily users; they get into a routine and become aware of the 
timetable very quickly.” 
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This is somewhat surprising and less necessary in effectiveness terms since previous evidence has 
shown a very strong gravitation of trips in the peak morning and late afternoon periods which is the 
result of commuter use. Nevertheless, this tension highlights the contention of this research in that there 
is need to balance the appeal of the service with its effectiveness.  
Clearly, “it would depend on patronage” (Retailer) but there are measures that can mitigate any loss in 
the attractiveness of the service from reduced frequency. For instance,  
“…20 minutes waiting would be fine if real time information were provided as this significantly alters 
the perceptions of passengers…[and because]…they are aware of exactly how long they have to wait, 
that wait does not feel like longer than it actually is. Without information, there is an ambiguity and the 
time spent waiting is actually overestimated… It is also about both providing the facilities on-site to 
make that wait more comfortable…and effective marketing” (Retailer). 
It is clear then that whilst reducing the frequency may have an adverse effect on the desirability of the 
service, particularly to the infrequent and discretionary user, there are steps that can be taken to 
mitigate this. Furthermore, the responses to this question focused P&R in isolation but the influence of 
balancing the change in the service with external measures used in the city centre, like parking pricing, 
is likely to further increase the attractiveness of P&R.  
Nevertheless, there are examples such as a train service that operate at a much lower frequency than do 
existing P&R services. With the train service, the user generally takes a much more planned approach 
to making the trip. To reduce the frequency of P&R services then, there would need to be an effort 
towards influencing the approach of the user to one of planning a trip prior to arriving at the site. 
Although this would require some attitudinal change of users, which is a significant challenge, train 
services do provide some demonstration effects of how this might be done. 
Even so, to increase the headway of P&R buses by a relatively small amount, say five minutes to a 15-
minute frequency, would have a generally small impact on the user. If reduced frequency were 
operated between 10:00 and 14:00 though, it would reduce the number of roundtrips by 8 and if 
between 10:00 and 16:00, by 12. 
8.4.2. Integrated concept 
By integrating P&R services with conventional bus services, the level of abstraction from the latter 
may be reduced. The Integrated concept essentially provides a feeder service from a main population 
centre and along the corridor leading into the city, collecting passengers as would a conventional 
service. There are two main potential differences with the conventional P&R model, the first being that 
passengers are collected upstream of the P&R sites and the second that a higher number of stops are 
made downstream of the site, towards the city centre. 
In terms of collecting passengers upstream of sites, it may be difficult to maintain frequencies as high 
as 10 minutes as operated in Cambridge. According to one of the Transport Campaigners: 
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“The services running straight through would have to be of a lower frequency as the patronage would 
not exist to support the high frequency, so they would need supplementing in the peak hours by normal 
P&R services. [There is also] a reliability issue with buses potentially getting delayed by stopping or 
congestion [upstream of sites]. Yet there could be a change towards running buses by headway rather 
than from their timetables…there may be the possibility to have a bus waiting at the site to absorb any 
gaps in the rural service.” 
In fact, if services were operated in an express fashion as they are currently – stopping at few places 
downstream of the site – there would be little change to the user driving to the P&R site. Thus, “it 
would not be detrimental to the existing customer base” (Hospital Travel Planner). A factor included in 
the question was that the buses running the length the corridor would be enhanced in quality, to the 
level of existing P&R buses. This is so that it would not lose the appeal to the P&R user and may 
induce demand for the upstream service. It was recognised that this would be an important element of 
the concept, because: 
“One of key benefits of P&R is that it can compete more with the private car than [conventional] bus 
services. The P&R buses are sufficiently high in quality for users not to think that they are on a normal 
bus. That is a key factor as buses generally have a very poor reputation. Longer services will still need 
to compete with cars, as all normal buses need to do better” (Travel Planner). 
One of the barriers to the implementation of the Integrated concept then might be that there are fewer 
benefits to users from boarding the bus earlier in their journey. P&R generally has a visible advantage 
to users in interchanging prior to facing traffic congestion downstream of sites, particularly if bus 
priority measures are used along the routes. This may not be so obvious upstream of sites. 
Nevertheless, other factors, which are perhaps even more important, induce demand for P&R including 
the price compared to city centre parking. It may thus be beneficial offer differential or separate pricing 
(for the parking and bus trip elements) so that users not parking would pay a lower price. Separating 
the price could also exclude the concessionary pass holder from free parking and thus have a strong 
influence on them opting for only the bus trip. 
Furthermore, this concept does not only attempt to attract P&R users that would otherwise use the car, 
but also the user who would otherwise use the conventional bus service, by offering the benefits of 
P&R without the „park‟ element. Therefore, this concept may have the dual benefits in reducing public 
transport abstraction whilst also attracting a higher proportion of users who, without existing P&R, 
would drive all the way. 
The downstream element of the service, collecting passengers between the P&R site and the city 
centre, received little support. There was a general view that to maintain the popularity of P&R, the 
journey time ought to be kept to a minimum. This returns to the viewpoint discussed above, that P&R 
is intended for people living outside of the city whilst conventional bus services should serve those 
within the city. Thus, the City Councillor pointed out “it would be better to have two different services, 
they have different functions” and the County Councillor: “the difference with a normal bus is an 
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important part of the P&R package. P&R users do not want to keep stopping en route, they would 
simply drive instead”. 
Thus, the service operated downstream of sites seems to be a very important factor in the operation of 
P&R services. In terms of the attractiveness of the service, journey time is an important aspect. The 
effectiveness implications – including the potential to reduce public transport abstraction – would 
depend on the number of users who drive from downstream of the site to use P&R.   
Yet there it is also the matter of equity. P&R users generally enjoy a much higher quality of service 
than the conventional bus user, usually for a lower price. Indeed, this certainly seems the case in 
Cambridge. This then creates a downward spiral of low quality conventional buses resulting in low 
load factors and higher fares. Paradoxically, the market for P&R exists for the bus operator because of 
the high quality increasing the attractiveness of the service, to sustain high frequencies. The Integrated 
concept may allow the conventional user to enjoy some of the benefits of P&R, thus potentially 
increasing demand and intervening in the deterioration of services. 
8.4.3. Hub and Spoke concept 
Operating a hub and spoke network of bus services is essentially an extension of the Integrated concept 
but offering more complex and extensive feeder networks. These perhaps smaller buses would feed 
into a traditional P&R service, rather than the P&R service offering a feeder upstream of sites. The 
P&R site is also slightly farther from the city centre, the example showed to interviewees was six-miles 
away; existing Cambridge P&R sites are an average of around three-miles away. This will induce 
similar effects to the Integrated concept in attracting both the abstracted user and the user who would 
park and ride. Thus, there were generally similar comments made about this concept. It was, for 
instance, considered advantageous for Cambridgeshire because of the “dispersed rural settlements in 
the area” (District Councillor). 
By adding more feeder services to the network however, there is a potential to increase the waiting time 
of interchanging passengers:  
“There is always a resistance to interchange…this is something that UK public transport is very poor 
at, with the exception of London where it is excepted because it is an integrated system… Interchange 
needs to be as seamless as possible and people need to feel confident about interconnecting services” 
(Travel Planner). 
“The system needs to keep people moving constantly” (City Councillor). 
Indeed, it seems that the main challenge with operating the Hub and Spoke concept is one of 
integration: “the service needs to remain the same for users accessing the normal P&R element, being 
just as convenient and reliable” (Commercial Group Representative). It would be difficult to simply 
divert existing rural services to the P&R site because they would not be scheduled to complement P&R 
departures. Even so, depending on the frequency that was operated by the P&R service, waiting time 
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would not be excessive. The existing frequency of 10 minutes for instance is unlikely to result in the 
loss of much potential demand than less waiting time would receive. Nevertheless, a fundamental 
prerequisite to this type of operation is the confidence of users within which marketing would appear to 
have a significant role to play to induce demand. 
Another factor concerning integration is that of ticketing. Even if combining the rural feeder service 
with P&R were quicker for most users than taking a rural service all the way to the city centre, a higher 
total price may result in little demand: 
“It would be essential to offer integrated ticketing. Although there are relatively few minor operators 
[in the Cambridgeshire area], some do exist on the rural routes and even trips on the same operator 
would have to be better integrated. The price of the whole trip would also have to be taken into account 
and the alternative of parking at the site would need to be adjusted depending on that” (Transport 
Campaigner). 
Generally, this concept maintains the opportunity to park and ride. Yet it also expands the accessibility 
of the P&R service to the conventional bus user and offers the motorist the opportunity to opt for bus 
access to the service. This relies heavily, it seems, on the level of integration that can be achieved 
between services.  
This concerns access trips but there are important considerations for service provision downstream of 
sites as feeder services will decrease the viability of rural bus services. Despite feeder services, there 
will be a desire to maintain the express nature of the P&R service. Yet demand will remain from the 
rural market for destinations between the P&R site and the city centre. Of course, feeder services could 
continue to serve other destinations but the transfer of passengers at the P&R site would still lead to a 
significant diminution in patronage.  
8.4.4. Remote Site concept 
The Remote Site concept is a significant departure from existing P&R services because of the physical 
change in site location. While existing sites are located relatively close to the city centre, there are 
many dispersed settlements in Cambridgeshire. Thus, it was recognised that “people already come from 
long distances into the city and this will increase as the County grows, so making a larger portion of 
the trip by bus would be beneficial” (Hospital Travel Planner). 
Perhaps the most significant change from the perspective of user costs and benefits would be for the 
user residing between the remote interchange site and the city centre that currently drives downstream 
to the P&R site. It is likely that these users would not travel upstream to the site without considerable 
financial benefits, as this would result in an increased travel time. There is potential for these users to 
be served by the service as a conventional bus route along the corridor but this would result in travel 
time increases for those using the service as a P&R from the remote site. For example: 
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“Journey time would be increased by the number of bus stops. To offer any real benefit and attract 
users, there would need to be bus priority. If there were bus lanes on the A14, which experiences heavy 
traffic congestion for most of the day, [motorists] would see the P&R buses moving much faster and 
would consider using them” (Travel Planner). 
Some participants considered the concept to be unviable, for example: 
“the user would become a bus user and not a car user [using the Remote Site concept], so they would 
opt to drive all the way” (Commercial Group Representative). 
8.4.5. Link and Ride concept 
The Link and Ride concept offers something of a compromise in some respects between current P&R 
provision and the Remote Site concept, by including a site remotely as well as one at around the current 
proximity of sites, with other sites in between. Theoretically and as discussed in previous chapters, this 
would intercept users a relatively short distance from their origins because of the dispersed coverage.  
Indeed, the overall benefits were recognised: “it catches people in an earlier stage of their journey so it 
likely to reduce car use” (Hospital Travel Planner). Yet problems were also identified. The key 
disbenefit to users was perceived to be that of travel time. Buses stopping a number of sites (five were 
suggested in the interviews) would of course slow down the journey into the city centre: 
“The people at the most remote sites will still need to have advantages over driving all the way. If there 
were multiple stops it would still need to be quicker than driving so bus lanes would be needed and 
some congestion would have to be present on the outer sections. [Yet] the catchment area is increased 
so it is likely to attract more users” (District Councillor). 
Furthermore, stops made at the site would have to be as quick as possible to maintain a reasonable 
journey time. Indeed, it was suggested that “an essential element of this system would be smart 
ticketing…[which] may allow users to board the bus sufficiently quickly” (Transport Campaigner). 
Link and Ride may also provide implementation problems, for instance: “[current sites] are 
comparatively simple because there is a great deal of demand on the arterial routes and there is one 
site, yet even they have caused problems. Finding the [Link and Ride] sites [as well as] funding and 
managing them would be very complex” (Retailer). 
In terms of finding suitable sites for Link and Ride however, it should be noted that they will be located 
farther from the city where land is cheaper and in less demand and will also be smaller than existing 
ones, which may also present opportunities for shared-use sites. In effectiveness terms however, a 
further potential problem was identified: 
“The service becomes even more accessible to people. It may get more people into their cars to access 
the P&R and therefore promote car use, exaggerating the negative effects of [current P&R]… It would 
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surely be more environmentally beneficial to get people to walk and cycle to access the service. 
Providing [car] parking will induce people to use it; most people given the option will use the car, even 
for a short journey” (Transport Planner). 
Thus, by trying to reduce the driving distance, it may actually increase the number of people accessing 
the service by car who currently walk to access a bus service. Nevertheless, according to the previous 
literature and the modelling work carried out in Chapter 4, this is likely to be outweighed by the 
reductions in VMT by those who currently drive to the P&R site but would drive a shorter distance to a 
Link and Ride site. Even so, this problem can be offset by adopting differential pricing whereby 
parkers are charged more than those accessing the service by green modes. 
In terms of its operation, one of the benefits of operating P&R to the County Council is that bus 
services are provided by a commercial operator at their own risk. Yet it was suggested that operating 
Link and Ride “would be less commercially viable for the operator because of the increased costs” 
(City Councillor). A compromise was therefore suggested by the City Councillor whereby there are 
two sites along the corridor, creating an inner and outer ring of sites around the city centre, as this 
would remove the complexity of operating multiple sites whilst still enabling the interception of some 
users earlier in their trips. It would also make the total journey time from the outer site quicker as fewer 
stops would be made. From the VMT perspective, this is likely to be less effective since there are fewer 
interception points. 
As suggested in the policy discussed in Chapter 7, remote sites linked to existing ones have in fact been 
considered in Cambridgeshire in the past. 
“There was once a real possibility of developing P&R in the neighbouring market towns and [the 
County Council] had seriously considered it. There is a problem however, in that even if the towns are 
within the County boundary, the local communities, retailers and [district] councils are very concerned 
about [Cambridge] attracting any more of their residents than it does already” (County Council 
Officer). 
From the District Councillor‟s perspective: 
“When [the County Council] were looking at the relocation of the Cowley Road site, one option was to 
move the site much farther out to Stretham [around 12 miles away]. The option was not progressed 
because of the lack of political will to break the mould, even though it would be highly beneficial 
because of the congestion on that corridor. Another factor was the proposal for a housing development 
which was submitted around the same time, although this was subsequently dropped but resurrected 
recently as an eco-town”. 
This potential development to P&R, of which there is little mention in any of the transport policy, 
provides an insight into the tensions and opportunities for Link and Ride. On one hand, the prospect of 
a new development seemed to provide impetus for the new P&R service, in a similar way to the guided 
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busway. Yet on the other, there were apparent problems in terms of both the political will to develop 
the existing (popular) scheme, admittedly in a bold way, as well as the perceptions of neighbouring 
centres over the loss of trade. 
It is clear from the discussion of the Link and Ride concept with interviewees that there a number of 
issues to be addressed with its implementation and acceptability. This probably relates to the concept 
perhaps requiring the most deviation from the current P&R scheme in Cambridge. Yet there were also 
some very clear benefits with this option, most notably intercepting users at a short distance from their 
origins. 
8.5 Summary 
This chapter was concerned with the perceptions of key stakeholders in Cambridge and it sought to 
understand the importance and perceived relative benefits of P&R at the local level (q. i and j). The 
demand for P&R, at the most basic level, is derived from other activities. Yet P&R, by lowering the 
generalised cost of travel, increases accessibility and therefore influences the level of demand for these 
final activities. These indirect effects seem to have an important impact on its acceptability as a policy 
to the stakeholders interviewed here. P&R has for instance, had been a favourable policy for local 
government and it has attracted significant investment from the national government. Fundamentally 
however, there is a view that P&R is essential in Cambridge as other options for increasing its 
accessibility are limited. 
Generally, the direct traffic-related impacts of P&R are considered significant. It was widely perceived 
to have a positive role in reducing traffic congestion, car use and emissions whilst encouraging local 
economic vitality. Interestingly, P&R was considered to have a discreet role for the sub-regional 
population which is separate from that of conventional public transport services. The diversion effect 
from neighbouring centres was considered insignificant. The diversion from Cambridge, mainly 
because of the traffic congestion in the centre, was thought to outweigh movement in the opposite 
direction. 
Looking at the acceptability of alternative concepts (q. k) embodied perceptions on the prerequisites of 
the successful operation of P&R services as it was these conditions that were considered the main 
barriers to the operation of alternative concepts, as shown in Table 8.1. Nevertheless, there was a 
recognition of the benefits of alternatives, with both stakeholders generally and with key local decision 
makers. This was particularly so for the Remote Site and Hub and Spoke concepts. This is perhaps 
because the latter represents relatively little deviation from the current concept whilst there was a 
recognition of the benefits of the former, although there was a view that remotes sites should be used 
alongside current concept sites located close to the city centre. 
The results of the interview presented here are discussed in more detail in Chapter 10, but prior to this, 
the results of the survey of users are presented in the following chapter. 
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Table 8.1  Summary of views on alternative concepts 
Concept Barriers to operation / 
implementation 
Factors to encourage acceptability / 
patronage 
Demand-led • Waiting time increase 
• Unplanned „turn up and go‟ nature  of 
inter-peak trips 
• Dependent on demand levels 
• Real-time information on-site 
• Site waiting facilities 
Integrated • Longer-range demand may not support 
high frequencies 
• Upstream delays 
• Services supplemented by P&R-only 
buses 
• Headway- (not timetable-)based 
frequency 
• Enhanced buses 
• Parking/bus charged separately 
• Limited stops downstream 
Hub and Spoke • Interchange (time) penalty 
• Inconvenience of separate tickets 
• Price of separate tickets 
• Decreased rural service patronage 
• Integrated timetabling 
• Marketing the „system‟ 
• Integrated ticketing 
• Intermediate stops served by 
feeder/P&R services 
Remote Site • Journey time increase 
• Reduced downstream market 
• Political jurisdiction/community 
„beggar thy neighbour‟ fears 
• User perception of becoming a bus 
user 
• Bus lanes 
• Pricing discriminates parking 
• Regional approach 
• Trips in both directions encouraged 
• Maintain/improve branding and 
quality 
Link and Ride • Journey time increase 
• Capital cost 
• Complexity of implementation 
• Complexity of management 
• Site operational cost 
• Increased catchment/car access to bus 
service 
• Bus lanes 
• Smart ticketing 
• Price discriminates parking 
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CHAPTER 9  
THE BEHAVIOUR AND ATTITUDES OF P&R 
USERS 
A focus of Chapter 8 was the perceptions of stakeholders on what results in P&R attracting users 
currently and what would work in the future. This chapter in part remains with this subject by 
continuing to look at the fourth research objective: to explore how alternative concepts could be 
operated at the local level and evaluate their impact on the VMT of P&R users, but moves from 
perceptions of acceptability in the general sense to the more specific notion of utility.  In particular, it 
will focus on research questions l and m: 
l. What are the VMT impacts of current and alternative concepts? 
m. What would be the impact of alternative P&R concepts on their use? 
Thus, the main relationships considered in this chapter are those between service characteristics and 
utility and between technical characteristics and effects, as shown in Figure 9.1. The chapter starts by 
describing the findings of the Cambridge P&R survey, including a profile of the users (9.1) and a look 
at how P&R is used (9.2). It then moves on to consider specifically q. l and the travel behaviour that 
results from P&R in 9.3 and how this compares to the travel behaviour that would occur if P&R were 
not available in 9.4. Remaining with the issue of VMT effects (q. l), 0 shows how the alternative 
concepts can be applied in the context of Cambridge and it presents estimates of their VMT effects. 
The final part of the chapter considers q. m with a description of the perceived importance of 
interchange characteristics in 9.7 and then it uses these findings, as well as those from the VMT models 
of concepts, to estimate the utility that would be derived from the alternative concepts in 9.8. 
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Figure 9.1  Conceptual framework highlighting the relationships examined in Chapter 9 
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9.1 User profile 
In general, the age of P&R users exhibits a reasonably normal distribution, as shown in Figure 9.2. The 
greatest degree of deviation from this was at the Trumpington site, where a higher proportion of users 
were relatively older and Milton, where the opposite was true. 
Users of P&R are not generally representative of the population as a whole. Figure 9.3 shows, for 
instance, the gender and age mix of P&R users alongside the Cambridgeshire population (ONS, 2006). 
As might be expected due to their likely levels of mobility, the extreme age ranges are 
underrepresented. This is reflected by the overrepresentation of the other age ranges and the gap 
increases over the older ranges. Clearly, P&R is most accessible to the car owner. This probably helps 
explain the reversal of the overall higher propensity of the extreme ages to use buses, as this is usually 
associated with low car ownership among these groups. 
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Figure 9.2  Age group of users 
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Base: All respondents. 
Figure 9.3  Age/gender of P&R users and the Cambridgeshire population 
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Base: All respondents. 
An uneven gender split is particularly apparent and overall, 69.6% of the P&R sample were female 
whilst the gender mix is relatively even at the County level with 50.4%, which is, incidentally, a good 
reflection of the national population. This mix is similar to that seen with public transport use generally 
(see for instance DfT, 2008). Of course, P&R has very distinct qualities, including the general image of 
the service and its appeal to the motorist particularly. Even so, there are undoubtedly significant 
differences in the transport psychologies between the genders, including attitudes towards the 
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environment, price sensitivity and driving behaviour. This may help, at least in part, to explain the 
gender split of P&R users. 
Figure 9.4  Income and age group by trip purpose 
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Base: All users responding to income question (Q.11d) – 1007 (82.8%). 
The income of users exhibits a relatively normal distribution, particularly if considering only 
commuters and the business traveller or those of a normal working age, as in Figure 9.4. From the 
distribution of income, albeit in groups, P&R users seem relatively representative of the £20,801 
median income of the national population (ONS, 2008). Users on non-work/business trips and those 
outside the working age range are unsurprisingly gravitated towards the lower income brackets. 
9.2 Use of P&R 
In most cases it was work trips that predominated (Table 9.1). At Trumpington (TRUM) and 
Newmarket Road (NEW RD) however, there was a much high proportion of shoppers than at the other 
sites. This may be explained in part by the Babraham Road (BAB RD) and Madingley Road (MAD 
RD) sites almost reaching their capacity early on the survey days, which for non-commuting users, 
either on the day or through past experience, would deflect their use to alternative sites, car parks, or 
modes. Furthermore, while the P&R sites in Cambridge form a ring around the city and they are of 
similar proximity to the city centre, differences in their feeder routes and catchment may explain the 
differing nature of use. 
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The location of sites is also of significance in the case of Babraham Road as this site is located close 
(around one mile) to Addenbrookes Hospital. The hospital has very limited parking so the P&R site 
may act as an overflow for both hospital staff and visitors, which is reflected by the high proportion of 
personal health and commuting trips. 
Table 9.1  Trip purpose / site 
  TRUM NEW RD MILTON BAB RD MAD RD Total 
Work 33.5 41.9 48.1 58.3 49.8 48.0 
Shopping 34.5 35.4 22.6 16.9 27.6 26.5 
Tourist/one-off 1.5 1.3 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.9 
Leisure 9.1 7.4 3.8 3.7 5.6 5.8 
Education 14.7 10.5 14.3 4.8 11.0 10.0 
Personal business 4.6 2.2 9.0 13.2 4.3 7.1 
Business 2.0 1.3 0 2.5 0.7 1.5 
Other 0 0 1.5 0 0.3 0.2 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Base: All respondents. 
It might be expected that the aspect of P&R use that represents the largest relative saving on the 
generalised cost of travel for the user would be the principal attraction to the service. The survey 
revealed that the predominant reason for P&R use was its price compared to that of city centre parking 
(Figure 9.5) which represented 46.4% of the responses overall to this question. The other reasons were 
much less important overall, with the second most popular response, convenience compared to public 
transport, being selected by only 12.5% of the sample. 
Figure 9.5  Reason for P&R use 
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Base: All respondents. 
There is some variation between the sites however. Relatively more users at Milton, Newmarket Road 
and Madingley Road considered parking price to be the main reason for use than at the other sites. This 
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is likely to be the result of presumably more price sensitive users - commuters, at least compared to 
Trumpington, forming a larger proportion of their users than the other two sites. There seems to be a 
different situation at Babraham Road where „time taken to find parking‟ and „lack of workplace 
parking‟ become much more prominent. This is perhaps down to the limited parking available at 
Addenbrookes hospital and the use of P&R as overspill parking by staff and visitors. Notwithstanding 
the cost of car parking, at Milton the convenience and price of P&R compared to public transport were 
particularly prominent responses. This may be attributed to the relatively high number of users walking 
to use the service, in a fashion akin to a conventional bus service, as is discussed below. At 
Trumpington, the worry and stress of driving and the time taken to drive to the centre are relatively 
important which may be down to the higher proportion of users in the older age groups at this site. 
Figure 9.6  Frequency of weekday use 
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Base: All respondents. 
The Trumpington site also deviated with regards the frequency of weekday P&R use (Figure 9.6) with 
a lower frequency reported by a higher proportion of the site‟s users. There was a similar but less 
pronounced disparity at Newmarket Road. These cases are clearly a result of a higher proportion of 
shoppers and leisure users at these sites. Overall however, P&R users seem relatively loyal to the 
service, with 66.4% reporting a weekly or more frequent usage. Indeed, this is further emphasised by 
the peak within Figure 9.6 of the monthly and particularly, less than monthly users, and when 
considering the trip purpose of users. The peak of non-regular (monthly or less often) usage is the result 
of non-commuting trips, particularly shopping trips for monthly usage but also leisure, tourist/one-off 
and personal business.  
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Table 9.2  Weekday frequency / trip purpose 
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Every Weekday 92.5 1.1 0 0.5 4.6 1.1 0 0.3 100 
3-4/wk 71.8 6.5 0 2.9 16.7 1.6 0 0.4 100 
1-2/wk 20.5 37.4 0 7.9 23.7 10.0 0.5 0 100 
Every 2wks 6.5 64.5 0 5.4 6.5 15.1 2.2 0 100 
Every 3wks 3.3 66.7 0 13.3 0 13.3 3.3 0 100 
Every month 5.1 60.3 0 7.7 6.4 16.7 3.8 0 100 
<Every month 5.5 58.8 1.8 12.1 3.0 14.5 4.2 0 100 
First time 7.3 17.1 19.5 26.8 7.3 9.8 9.8 2.4 100 
Total 48.0 26.5 0.9 5.8 10.0 7.1 1.5 0.2 100 
Base: All respondents. 
Figure 9.7  Length of P&R use at current frequency 
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Base: All respondents. 
Cambridge has been served by five P&R sites since 2001, over seven years prior to the survey being 
carried out. The experience of users is generally much shorter than this however, as shown in Figure 
9.7. Madingley Road has been opened the longest of the current sites but Newmarket Road (the second 
oldest) has more experienced users. The relative inexperience of Milton users is probably down to this 
site being the replacement for another, Cowley Road, at the end of 2008, around three months prior to 
the survey. Some of its users may have responded to the question on the basis of simply Milton use 
while others may have included Cowley Road in their experience. 
It might be expected that weekday P&R users are also likely to use the service at weekends. 
Particularly for commuters who reside in the sub-region, Cambridge is likely to be the regional centre 
for shopping and leisure activities. In reality (Table 9.3), this seems to hold true to a degree. A 
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generally consistent proportion of all users, 22-25%, reported the use of four of the sites at weekends. 
The anomaly was Milton where relatively few weekday users – approximately half of that at the other 
sites (11.4%) - reported any weekend usage whatsoever. 
Table 9.3  Weekend use of P&R (% of respondents at each site) 
Weekend Site 
Weekend 
frequency Survey Site    
  TRUM 
NEW 
RD MILTON 
BAB 
RD 
MAD 
RD 
All 
users 
TRUMPINGTON 
Never 21.8 94.3 90.2 82.3 85.0 76.3 
Less often 14.7 2.6 4.5 5.6 6.0 6.5 
Every 4-6mths 11.7 1.3 1.5 3.7 4.7 4.5 
Every 2-3mths 15.2 1.3 2.3 5.6 3.0 5.3 
1-3/mth 29.4 0.4 1.5 2.3 1.3 6.0 
Every week 7.1 0 0 0.6 0 1.3 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 
NEWMARKET 
ROAD 
Never 97.5 30.4 87.2 80.8 92.4 77.5 
Less often 0.5 15.2 7.5 6.2 4.0 6.6 
Every 4-6mths 0 6.1 2.3 3.9 0.7 2.7 
Every 2-3mths 0.5 20.9 2.3 4.5 1.0 5.8 
1-3/mth 1.5 21.7 0.8 3.7 1.3 5.8 
Every week 0 5.7 0 0.8 0.7 1.5 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 
MILTON 
Never 99.0 93.0 30.1 96.1 95.3 88.6 
Less often 1.0 1.7 9.0 1.7 3.0 2.7 
Every 4-6mths 0 0.4 3.8 0.8 0.3 0.8 
Every 2-3mths 0 1.7 17.3 0.6 1.0 2.6 
1-3/mth 0 2.6 27.1 0.8 0.3 3.8 
Every week 0 0.4 12.8 0 0 1.5 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 
BABRAHAM 
ROAD 
Never 88.3 89.6 91.0 33.5 98.0 75.2 
Less often 3.6 2.2 3.8 12.1 1.0 5.2 
Every 4-6mths 2.5 3.5 3.0 12.1 0 4.9 
Every 2-3mths 4.1 2.2 0 20.0 0.7 7.1 
1-3/mth 1.5 2.6 0.8 16.3 0.3 5.7 
Every week 0 0 1.5 5.9 0 1.9 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 
MADINGLEY 
ROAD 
Never 90.9 95.2 90.2 96.1 26.6 77.2 
Less often 6.1 1.7 3.8 2.0 15.9 6.3 
Every 4-6mths 1.0 2.2 2.3 0.8 11.0 3.8 
Every 2-3mths 1.0 0 2.3 0.6 21.9 6.0 
1-3/mth 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.6 16.6 4.7 
Every week 0 0 0.8 0 8.0 2.1 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Base: All respondents. 
Babraham Road is particularly popular for weekend use with weekday users, especially those of 
Trumpington and Newmarket Road, where 11.7% and 10.4% of their users reported weekend use of the 
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site respectively. Geographically, Babraham Road is located between these two sites. Trumpington, on 
the other hand, is popular with weekday users of Babraham Road (17.7%) and Madingley Road (15%).  
9.3 P&R travel behaviour 
As might be expected, most P&R users arrive at sites by car. In fact, there was just a little over 10% of 
respondents that were not car drivers (Table 9.4). It should be noted that there is a discrepancy in the 
results with the number of respondents indicating that they were passengers and the drivers reporting 
that they carried passengers. The car driver statistic is considered to be the most accurate since when 
administering the survey, a questionnaire was given to each individual, although some indicated only 
one per party would be returned. In this case, it was the driver that was asked to complete the 
questionnaire. Using this statistic then, the mean occupancies of cars arriving at the sites were 1.38 
(Trumpington), 1.34 (Newmarket Road), 1.33 (Milton), 1.24 (Babraham Road) and 1.34 (Madingley 
Road). The lower figure for Babraham Road is probably down to its higher proportion of commuting 
trips at this site. 
Table 9.4  Access mode 
  TRUM NEW RD MILTON BAB RD MAD RD Total 
Car driver 85.8 89.1 75.2 93.2 93.7 89.4 
-  alone 56.3 61.3 51.9 73.0 65.8 64.0 
- with 1 pax 26.9 25.2 21.8 18.3 24.6 22.9 
- with 2 pax 2.0 1.3 1.5 1.4 2.7 1.8 
- with 3 pax 0.5 0.9 0 0.6 0.7 0.6 
- with 4 pax 0 0.4 0 0 0 0.1 
Car passenger 4.1 8.7 4.5 5.6 2.3 5.0 
Car (dropped off) 2.0 1.3 3.0 1.1 2.7 1.9 
Walked 7.6 0.9 15.0 0 1.3 3.4 
Pedal cycle 0.5 0 2.3 0 0 0.3 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Base: All respondents. 
Nevertheless, the site that showed the largest degree of deviation was Milton with a relatively high 
proportion of walkers and cyclists accessing the site. This is most likely down to its location adjacent to 
the village of Milton and good pedestrian and cycle links from the village. Indeed, the same can be said 
of the Trumpington site and this was also popular with walkers. The other sites are relatively remote 
from any residential development. 
The two main stops offered by all P&R services are the city centre and the Grafton Shopping Centre, as 
shown by the destination choice (Figure 9.8). Babraham Road and Milton sites also serve the rail 
station. Addenbrookes Hospital is served by Milton and Babraham Road since these are paired for bus 
services. None of the other sites offer the Addenbrookes destination, although Trumpington does offer 
a separate hospital shuttle (not surveyed) which is provided by the hospital itself. Because of the 
location of Babraham Road a short distance from Addenbrookes hospital, it is unsurprising that a 
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significant proportion (41.7%) of its users were destined for the hospital. The hospital was also 
accessed by 11.3% of Milton users. Outside the peak morning and late afternoon peak periods, some 
services offer minor stops, as shown in Figure 9.8, but these are not advertised in the County Council‟s 
publicity material and seem to be informal. 
Figure 9.8  Point of egress 
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Base: All respondents. 
As has been discussed a number of times in previous chapters, P&R lowers the generalised cost of 
travel to not only the motorist but also to others. The situation in Cambridge seems to support this 
view, as shown in Table 9.5 on the mode used prior to P&R and that used to access the service. For 
each site, the mode used to access P&R is split between the car (driver or passenger) and green mode 
(walking or cycling). Overall, the proportion of users that access P&R by car and had, before using the 
service, driven into the city, was less than half. All of the sites are similar in this respect with the 
exception of Milton where this statistic was only 33.8%. Here, there were many more users accessing 
the service on foot but still, only 9.8% of Milton users walked to the P&R site and used it as a direct 
replacement of a stage bus service. Many more, at 23.3%, previously used a stage service but switched 
to driving to the site. Milton also represented the largest proportion of users abstracted from rail 
services at 9.8%. Waterbeach rail station is approximately two miles from the village of Milton. 
Madingley Road and Babraham Road also showed relatively high rates of abstraction from public 
transport services and these sites were particularly effective in attracting the user who had previously 
not travelled to Cambridge. The majority of these trips were made by those that had not worked in the 
area previously but there were also significant amounts of users that had lived elsewhere or not made a 
trip at all. 
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Table 9.5  Mode used prior to P&R 
Site TRUM NEW RD MILTON BAB RD MAD RD Total 
Access mode Car Grn Car Grn Car Grn Car Grn Car Grn Car Grn 
Car 54.3 0.5 53.9 0 33.8 3.0 49.3 0 46.2 0 48.5 0.4 
-paid pub CP 34.0 0 39.6 0 25.6 1.5 33.2 0 26.6 0 32.1 0.2 
-free priv CP 8.6 0.5 6.1 0 4.5 0.8 7.6 0 9.6 0 7.6 0.2 
-free pub CP 6.6 0 4.8 0 2.3 0.8 5.6 0 7.3 0 5.7 0.1 
-passenger 5.1 0 3.5 0 1.5 0 2.5 0 2.7 0 3.0 0 
-taxi 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0.3 0 0 0 0.1 0 
Public transport 11.7 4.1 16.1 0.4 23.3 10.5 18.3 0 17.3 0.7 17.1 2.1 
-train 4.6 0 3.5 0 9.0 0.8 3.1 0 2.7 0 3.9 0.1 
-bus 7.1 4.1 12.6 0.4 14.3 9.8 15.2 0 14.6 0.7 13.2 2.0 
Green mode 5.1 2.5 1.3 0.4 1.5 0.8 1.7 0 1.7 0 2.1 0.6 
-walked 2.5 0 0.9 0 0 0 0.3 0 1.0 0 0.9 0 
-cycled 2.5 2.5 0.4 0.4 1.5 0.8 1.4 0 0.7 0 1.2 0.6 
Did not travel 20.8 1.0 27.8 0 24.1 3.0 30.7 0 33.6 0.7 28.5 0.7 
-went elsewhere 1.0 0 4.3 0 3.0 0.8 2.0 0 5.3 0 3.2 0.1 
-made no trip 4.6 0 7.8 0 6.8 0.8 6.2 0 8.3 0 6.8 0.1 
-did not live in area 3.6 1.0 6.1 0 3.8 1.5 7.3 0 6.3 0.7 5.8 0.5 
-did not work in area 9.1 0 9.6 0 8.3 0 14.1 0 13.3 0 11.6 0 
-tourist/one-off trip 2.5 0 0 0 2.3 0 1.1 0 0.3 0 1.1 0 
Total 91.9 8.1 99.1 0.9 82.7 17.3 100 0 98.7 1.3 96.3 3.7 
Base: All respondents. Note. „grn‟ = green mode.  
Table 9.6  Alternative mode if P&R were unavailable 
Site TRUM NEW RD MILTON BAB RD MAD RD Total 
Access mode Car Grn Car Grn Car Grn Car Grn Car Grn Car Grn 
Car 44.2 0.5 50.0 0 38.3 1.5 54.9 0 54.2 0 50.2 0.2 
-paid pub CP 34.0 0 35.7 0 26.3 0.8 38.6 0 32.9 0 34.5 0.1 
-free pub CP 7.1 0.5 11.3 0 9.0 0 9.3 0 15.6 0 10.9 0.1 
-free priv CP 3.0 0 2.6 0 1.5 0.8 6.2 0 4.0 0 3.9 0.1 
-passenger     0.4 0 1.5 0 0.8 0 1.7 0 0.9 0 
Public transport 24.4 5.1 29.6 0.9 27.1 13.5 27.9 0 28.9 0.7 27.8 2.6 
-train 9.1 0 7.8 0 10.5 0 4.5 0 2.3 0 6.0 0 
-bus  24.4 5.1 29.6 0.9 27.1 13.5 27.9 0 28.9 0.7 27.8 2.6 
Green mode 5.1 2.0 3.0 0 1.5 1.5 3.9 0 2.7 0.3 3.4 0.6 
-walk 3.0 0 2.2 0 0 0 3.1 0 1.3 0.3 2.1 0.1 
-cycle 2.0 2.0 0.9 0 1.5 1.5 0.8 0 1.3 0 1.2 0.5 
No travel to city 9.1 0.5 8.7 0 5.3 0.8 8.7 0 10.6 0.3 8.9 0.2 
-no trip 6.1 0.5 3.0 0 3.8 0.8 3.7 0 6.0 0.3 4.5 0.2 
-go elsewhere 3.0 0 5.7 0 1.5 0 5.1 0 4.7 0 4.4 0 
Total 91.9 8.1 99.1 0.9 82.7 17.3 100 0 98.7 1.3 96.3 3.7 
Base: All respondents. Note „grn‟ = green mode.  
Asking about the mode used prior to P&R may of course involve long periods of time since the first of 
the current sites was introduced around ten years prior to the survey. Thus, the mode that would be 
used if P&R were unavailable provides an indication of the current evaluation of alternatives in the 
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context of current travel behaviour, albeit adding the risks of hypothetical questioning. The data on the 
alternative mode of users is given in Table 9.6. 
In three out of the five sites, fewer users would access the city by car than had done before using P&R. 
While the proportion of users that would pay for public parking is relatively similar in both cases, there 
are some differences in those that would choose, or at least seek, free public and private parking. The 
increase in the desire to use free private parking of course assumes that such parking is available -
unlikely given that if sufficient did exist, there would be little demand for P&R from these users. 
Between sites, the car was still the least popular alternative at Milton although many more users 
accessing the site by green mode would use public transport. Overall however, there is a slight increase 
in those that considered the car as their alternative than previously drove although some of this may be 
down to the car being a short-term alternative to P&R if it were unavailable. 
Figure 9.9  Alternative mode by age group 
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It seems that public transport became a more viable option for the experienced P&R user than before 
they started using the service. This could be for a number of reasons including an increase in the 
quality of services and a higher propensity to use public transport as a result of P&R experience. Of 
course, there could be some influence from a poor evaluation by respondents of their likely behaviour 
in the absence of P&R. 
Nevertheless, in three out of the five centres, more users reported that they would go to another 
destination than had before using P&R and in the other two sites, Milton and Madingley Road, only 
1.5% and 0.6% fewer respondents would go elsewhere. In general however, there is a much lower 
proportion of respondents that would not travel to Cambridge than did previously although many of 
these had moved into or started working in the area since P&R was introduced.  
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The alternative modes for the different age groups (Figure 9.9) would generally be expected. The car, 
for instance, is not the alternative for many of the under 20s. Less expected however is the similar 
amount of over 65s that would use public transport as the other groups. It may be expected that this 
would be higher given the availability of concessionary passes to these users. This is perhaps because, 
at least in part, of the high proportion that would make no trip although quite clearly, many of these 
users will not work so trips will be more discretionary in nature. 
A further important consideration is the origin of users, which are shown on various scales in Figure 
9.10, Figure 9.11, and Figure 9.12. It is immediately clear at the national level (Figure 9.10) that origins 
extend much farther than Cambridgeshire or even East Anglia. Note that the Cambridge urban area is 
highlighted for reference. Of course origins are concentrated close to the city although there were users 
from much farther afield such as the eight users from within the London urban area. To the north-west, 
users came from Leicestershire and Northamptonshire as well as Milton Keynes and Bedford. As might 
be anticipated, to the east users came from all over East Anglia, many of whom appear not to live 
within large urban areas. 
Looking at the same data regionally (Figure 9.11) show that most origins are contained within what is 
roughly a ring around the city, between the satellite settlements of Huntingdon, Ely, Bury St. Edmunds, 
Saffron Walden, Royston and St. Neots. It also starts to become clear that some users seemed to have 
travelled to a site that is not the closest to them. This is particularly so for Babraham Road users whose 
origins stretch to the north of Newmarket and even to the north west of the city. The catchment area of 
Trumpington also deviates somewhat to the north of the city while the other sites seem to have 
attracted users emanating from their position around the city. 
There is nevertheless further deviation at the local level (Figure 9.12). This view shows that 
Newmarket Road attracts users from Ely to the north and also users upstream from Babraham Road. 
There are a number of users, particularly those of Trumpington and Babraham Road, located farther 
into the city than the sites themselves. This may be explained by the egress points of users of these sites 
(Figure 9.8 above). Some 41.7% of Babraham Road users alighted the service at Addenbrookes 
Hospital while a much smaller number, 6.1%, of Trumpington users accessed „other‟ destinations.  
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Figure 9.10  Location of user origins (national view) 
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Figure 9.11  Location of user origins (regional view) 
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Figure 9.12  Location of user origins (local view) 
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9.4 Alternative behaviour VMT 
The alternative VMT of users is that resulting if P&R were unavailable on the survey day and is shown 
in Table 9.7. Clearly those opting for the bus in the absence of P&R would have a much lower mean 
VMT than those travelling by car. Yet the VMT for train users is much higher. This is primarily 
because of the greater distances travelled by those using this mode. With the exception of those that 
would get a lift, the users that would use the car to access Cambridge have a relatively similar mean 
VMT. Users of free private parking have slightly lower overall VMT, with the exception of Newmarket 
Road, and this is probably down to more local people being aware of free parking opportunities. 
Table 9.7  Alternative VMT of users (return trips) 
  TRUM NEW RD MILTON BAB RD MAD RD All 
Travel to Cambridge       
Bus 3.63 5.27 3.20 4.67 4.83 4.45 
Train 15.51 34.05 17.54 19.17 18.60 21.72 
Car       
 - pay for public parking 38.07 37.91 41.56 36.74 35.97 37.41 
 - use free public parking 53.89 35.21 32.83 43.84 39.24 40.46 
 - use free private parking 34.29 42.82 19.42 27.92 33.48 31.28 
 - get a lift 6.19 25.57 12.05 10.95 17.97 17.13 
Walk 0 0 - 0 0 0 
Cycle 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Not travel to Cambridge       
Make no trip 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Travel elsewhere 34.87 43.12 44.15 44.45 31.46 39.99 
All (mean) 21.63 24.82 18.52 23.68 22.28 22.66 
Alternative VMT (sample total) 3872.39 5461.33 2389.41 7957.52 6328.71 26009.36 
Pax/day 638 739 755 762 1149 4043 
All (day total) 13802.15 18345.11 13984.51 18046.52 25604.54 91599.17 
Base: All users providing postcode (1148). 
Interestingly, those that would travel elsewhere would have a slightly higher VMT in most cases than 
those that would still travel to Cambridge. This runs counter to views that P&R induces longer trips by 
lowering the generalised cost of travel but clearly there is some reliance on P&R as a means to get to 
Cambridge and in its absence, users may travel farther to a destination with a similar offering. 
9.5 Current P&R VMT 
The first step in estimating the VMT effects of current concept P&R is identifying the distance 
travelled to P&R sites. This data can then be used in conjunction with the access modes to derive the 
access VMT. This is then combined with the P&R bus VMT. These stages are described in turn in this 
subsection. 
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The mean distance travelled to P&R sites is 15.38 miles, as shown in Table 9.8. There is relatively little 
variation between the sites, with the exception of Milton. This is partly down to the relatively large 
proportion of users that walked to the site, but the distance travelled of car drivers was also low, 
excluding those carrying 2 passengers of which there were only two, which is reflected in the high 
mean. Nevertheless, the drivers carrying a high number of passengers are much more likely to travel 
farther than those driving alone, again however, there are anomalous values here due to the lower 
number of drivers carrying passengers, as outlined in Table 9.4 above. This is unsurprising given that 
many of those car sharing will have been on leisure or shopping trips, or may be car sharing because of 
the longer distance itself. 
Table 9.8  Mean one-way distance travelled to P&R site (miles) 
  TRUM NEW RD MILTON  BAB RD  MAD RD  All 
Car driver       
-  alone 16.30 15.83 11.36 13.99 14.51 14.51 
- with 1 pax 22.07 20.66 15.79 16.50 18.55 18.80 
- with 2 pax 18.95 15.13 73.12 23.97 12.44 22.71 
- with 3 pax 3.07 44.48  16.54 77.75 33.81 
- with 4 pax  13.26    13.26 
Car passenger 6.92 22.60 16.49 13.30 45.30 18.55 
Car (dropped off) 13.45 2.61 9.23 6.90 9.58 9.10 
Walked 1.54 2.19 1.26  0.69 1.39 
All 16.51 17.31 11.90 14.57 15.70 15.38 
Base: All users providing postcode (1148). 
Of course, these data are not entered directly into the model that calculates the total VMT of P&R 
users. Rather, functions were applied to derive a VMT per passenger, as outlined in Chapter 4. For 
instance, the driver carrying one passenger and the passenger are each allocated half of the distance as 
access VMT. For simplicity, it was only car drivers that were asked to provide the number of 
passengers in their car in the questionnaire. Thus, passengers were matched with drivers using their 
postcodes to derive their „share‟ of the VMT. This of course assumes that those sharing a car lived at 
the same postcode. There were 12 cases were no driver match was found. In this case, it was assumed 
that the respondent was the only passenger in the car, as there were less than 2% of drivers with more 
than one passenger. The user that was dropped off at the P&R site is similarly allocated half of the 
VMT whilst the walker is allocated 0 VMT. The access VMT is in all cases doubled to give return 
trips. The VMT of users is shown in Table 9.9.  
In addition to access VMT, the other component in the total P&R VMT for each user is the P&R bus 
element, shown in Table 9.10. This was relatively simple to estimate, as indicated in Chapter 4. With 
the exception of Trumpington where a shuttle service operates between the site and the city centre, the 
other sites form pairs between which buses operate. The one-way site-site route length is indicated in 
the first row of the table. Whilst all bus routes serve the Grafton Shopping Centre, those from 
Newmarket Road and Milton exclude this stop before 09:00 so the second row shows the route miles 
excluding it. 
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Table 9.9  Mean one-way access VMT (miles) 
  TRUM NEW RD MILTON BAB RD MAD RD All 
Car driver       
-  alone 16.30 15.83 11.36 13.99 14.51 14.55 
- with 1 pax 5.82 10.33 7.90 8.25 9.28 8.53 
- with 2 pax 6.32 5.04 24.37 7.99 4.15 7.57 
- with 3 pax 0.77 11.12 4.13 19.44 8.45 
- with 4 pax 2.65   2.65 
Car passenger 6.10 11.41 8.24 6.04 22.66 9.27 
Car (dropped off) 6.72 1.30 4.61 3.45 4.79 4.55 
Walked 0 0 0 0 0 
All 11.64 13.57 8.80 12.34 12.61 12.13 
Base: All users providing postcode (1148). 
Table 9.10  P&R bus VMT 
  TRUM NEW RD MILTON  BAB RD  MAD RD  
Complete o/b (site-site) trip 5.4* 6.1 7.4 7.4 6.1 
O/b trip excl. Grafton n/a 5.2 7.1 n/a n/a 
Circuits/day 150 74 79 75 75 
Total route miles 810.0 440.6 581.0 555.0 457.5 
Bus VMT (*3 scaling) 2430.0 1321.8 1743.0 1665.0 1372.5 
Pax/day 638 739 762 1149 755 
Bus VMT per pax 3.8 1.8 1.4 2.3 1.8 
Note. *Trumpington is not paired; bus services operate only between the site and city centre. „o/b‟ 
denotes outbound. Base: All users providing postcode (1148). 
Table 9.11  Mean and total VMT effects of P&R sites (return trips) 
  TRUM 
NEW 
RD MILTON 
BAB 
RD 
MAD 
RD All 
Car driver       
-  alone 36.42 33.45 25.01 29.44 30.83 31.11 
- with 1 pax 15.45 22.44 18.08 17.95 20.37 19.16 
- with 2 pax 16.44 11.87 51.04 17.43 10.11 17.24 
- with 3 pax 5.34 24.03  9.72 40.69 18.92 
- with 4 pax  7.09    7.09 
Car passenger 16.01 24.62 18.78 13.53 47.13 20.38 
Car (dropped off) 17.26 4.40 11.52 8.35 11.40 11.38 
Walked 3.81 1.79 2.29  1.82 2.81 
All (mean) 27.09 28.93 19.88 26.12 27.03 26.33 
P&R VMT (sample total) 4849.09 6363.75 2564.57 8777.28 7677.03 30231.72 
Pax/day 638 739 755 762 1149 4043 
All (day total) 17283.3 21376.4 15009.7 19905.6 31059.5 106469.4 
Base: All users providing postcode (1148). 
The bus VMT per user allocated to Trumpington users is by far greater than the other sites. This is 
simply because the distance from the site to the city centre, 5.4 miles, is greater than the equivalent 
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distances for the other sites, with a difference for example of only two miles between the Trumpington 
site-centre distance and the 7.4 miles between the Milton and Babraham Road sites, via the city centre. 
Combining the access and bus VMT of P&R users gives a total P&R VMT, as shown in Table 9.11. 
Note that this table gives the total (return) VMT for all trips, whilst Table 9.9 provided only one-way 
VMT. The relatively low distance travelled by car by Milton users, combined with the high number of 
walkers, provides a low mean P&R VMT for this site. The other sites are very similar to each other in 
terms of mean VMT. The higher bus mileage of Trumpington is clearly absorbed by lower access 
VMT. Of the 1148 users in the sample for the VMT calculations, travelling to and using the P&R 
service resulted in a VMT of 29,251 miles. If the mean VMT of sites users is applied to the 4043 users 
on the survey days, this figure is 103,017 miles. These figures of course have little relevance in 
isolation so the VMT that would result from alternative travel behaviour compared with P&R VMT 
must be considered. 
Table 9.12  VMT change resulting from P&R use 
  TRUM 
NEW 
RD MILTON 
BAB 
RD 
MAD 
RD All 
Travel to Cambridge       
Bus 12.66 17.87 8.99 15.05 16.17 14.63 
Train 14.18 24.92 17.93 16.90 34.33 20.11 
Car       
 - pay for public parking -4.50 -11.02 -16.50 -7.81 -8.66 -8.84 
 - use free public parking -4.72 -7.27 -4.87 -8.38 -6.18 -6.61 
 - use free private parking 0.06 -4.38 -6.06 -3.36 -3.11 -3.17 
 - get a lift 0.89 -0.36 4.56 2.51 3.77 2.37 
Walk      2.72 
Cycle      2.91 
Not travel to Cambridge       
Make no trip 17.57 22.91 16.45 24.93 30.75 23.93 
Travel elsewhere -9.68 -14.53 -28.79 -21.62 -10.52 -16.10 
All (mean) 5.46 4.10 1.36 2.44 4.75 3.68 
Alternative VMT (sample 
total) 977 902 175 820 1,348 4,222 
Pax/day 638 739 755 762 1149 4043 
All (day total) 3,481 3,031 1,025 1,859 5,454 14,870 
Site means for green modes not shown due to small number of users 
Base: All users providing postcode (1148). 
It was indicated above that the total alternative VMT of all daily users is 91,599 miles, which is 14,870 
miles less than that resulting from P&R use. Table 9.12 disaggregates the VMT changes for sites and 
alternative behaviour. VMT savings result from users with the car alternative, with the exception of 
most of those who would get a lift and the Trumpington users that would use free parking. This shows 
that any detouring to access P&R sites is insufficient to result in net VMT increases for these users. 
Reductions are also made by those who would travel elsewhere because, as suggested above, these trips 
would be longer. Nevertheless, for the P&R users that would use the bus, train, a green mode or not 
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make a trip generally outweigh the VMT savings made by car users. Across the sites, the mean VMT 
increase is lower at Milton with 1.36. This can be attributed to the high number of users accessing P&R 
on foot as well as the relatively short distance travelled to the site by car drivers (see Table 9.8 and 
Table 9.9). The similarly lower mean increase for Babraham Road users can be attributed to the lower 
mean P&R access VMT. 
Nevertheless, for the 1148 users in the sample, P&R increased VMT by a total of 4,222 miles on the 
survey days. When this is scaled to all survey day P&R users and combined, P&R can be said to have 
increased VMT in Cambridge by 14,870 miles, equivalent to 16.2% of the alternative VMT. 
Of course these estimates, as outlined in Chapter 4, reply upon a series of assumptions on things such 
as the scaling and load factors applied to buses. Thus, a sensitivity analysis was performed for the 
estimates of the VMT results of the current concept, as shown in Table 9.13. In the table, and indeed 
those in subsequent subsections for the alternative concepts, summaries are provided for the 
assumptions and data used in the model, below which are the main results of the model. The daily users 
are of significance as these are used in estimating the P&R bus mileage, where an allocation of this 
VMT is given to each user of service, including non-respondents to the survey. The total VMT of the 
sample for each scenario is provided which includes both access and bus VMT. Mean VMT values are 
then provided, first for the access VMT and then for the bus element of the trip. The mean scenario 
VMT (both access and bus elements) is then given, as well as the proportion of this value that consists 
of bus VMT. The scenario sample total VMT change from alternative behaviour VMT is provided 
which is followed by a mean value for each user, which is disaggregated by P&R site. Where users are 
allocated a different P&R site (such as their closest rather than actual choice, as is done later), the mean 
value is given for the site‟s „new‟ users. Finally, a day VMT change is given which relates the sample 
mean VMT change data to all site users on the survey days. Where changes have been made to the base 
input variables for each concept in the model, these are distinguished by bold red type. 
The base model of the current P&R use, as outlined above, is shown as scenario 1. The input variables 
are altered in some way in subsequent scenarios to consider the effect of such changes on the VMT 
results. The scaling factors used to provide a car-equivalence to bus miles are the focus in scenarios 2 
and 3. The reduction of the scaling factor for P&R buses from 3 to 2.5 in scenario 2 has a relatively 
minor effect on VMT (from 3.68 to 3.34), something which is also true of scenario 3 where the scaling 
factor of conventional (fleet) buses is increased from 2.5 to 3, resulting in a mean VMT of 3.4. A 
similar difference, decreasing the load factor of fleet buses from 13.7 to 10 again has an insignificant 
effect, resulting in a slightly lower increase in the mean VMT change of 3.16 miles. 
To consider the impact of increased bus patronage, scenario 5 increases usage by 1.5, assuming green 
mode arrival for the additional users. These users are excluded from access VMT (it is assumed that 
they use P&R as a traditional bus service) but it lowers the mean bus VMT to 1.38, resulting in a mean 
VMT change of 2.99. Taking this a step further and doubling bus patronage, as in scenario 6, results in 
a less dramatic reduction, as would be anticipated, of 1.03 from the base current concept model, whilst 
the 1.5 patronage increase provides a reduction of 0.69.  
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Table 9.13  VMT effects of interchange scenarios 1-11: Current concept 
Scenario 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Alternative behaviour            
Fleet bus load factor 13.7 13.7 13.7 10 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.7 
Fleet bus scaling factor 2.5 2.5 3 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
Access behaviour            
Site choice (original/closest) Orig Orig Orig Orig Orig Orig Clos Orig Clos Orig Clos 
Additional stage pax (site/hour) - - - - - - - 27.4 27.4 41.1 41.1 
Daily bus users            
- Trumpington 638 638 638 638 957 1276 550 1005 917 2138 2050 
- Newmarket Rd 739 739 739 739 1109 1478 908 1095 1264 1479 1648 
- Milton 762 762 762 762 1143 1524 857 1146 1241 2042 1647 
- Babraham Rd 1149 1149 1149 1149 1724 2298 1054 1512 1417 2179 1804 
- Madingley Rd 755 755 755 755 1133 1510 674 1117 1036 2099 1424 
P&R operation            
P&R bus scaling factor 3 2.5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
VMT Results            
Scenario VMT (sample total) 30,213 29,836 30,232 30,232 29,441 29,045 28,964 29,471 28,175 29,251 27,951 
Access VMT (mean) 24.27 24.27 24.27 24.27 24.27 24.27 23.16 24.27 23.16 24.27 23.16 
Bus VMT (mean) 2.07 1.72 2.07 2.07 1.38 1.03 2.09 1.40 1.41 1.21 1.21 
Scenario VMT (mean) 26.33 25.99 26.33 26.33 25.65 25.30 25.25 25.67 24.56 25.48 24.37 
Bus VMT (% of scenario VMT) 7.85 6.63 7.85 7.85 5.37 4.09 8.30 5.47 5.73 4.76 4.97 
VMT change (sample total) 4183 3806 4202 4202 3411 3015 2934 3441 2145 3221 1921 
VMT change (mean) 3.68 3.34 3.40 3.16 2.99 2.65 2.67 2.50 1.47 2.31 1.27 
- Trumpington 5.46 4.83 5.24 5.05 4.20 3.57 2.83 3.68 0.64 3.31 0.20 
- Newmarket Rd 4.10 3.80 3.78 3.50 3.51 3.21 2.40 2.92 1.48 2.75 1.35 
- Milton 1.36 0.98 1.10 0.88 0.60 0.21 3.19 0.12 2.11 -0.10 1.92 
- Babraham Rd 2.44 2.20 2.16 1.93 1.96 1.72 2.37 1.59 1.42 1.47 1.29 
- Madingley Rd 4.75 4.45 4.44 4.19 4.14 3.84 2.91 3.59 1.62 3.43 1.42 
Scenario VMT (day total) 13935 12521 12813 11860 16660 19384 10932 13442 8764.8 21322 10150 
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Scenario 7 takes a different approach and allocates users to their closest site, rather than their actual site 
choice. As discussed previously, a non-closest site choice may occur where the user is more focused on 
the shorter travel time to the destination, particularly in the case of the Babraham Road site located 
close to Addenbrookes Hospital.  
Yet although Babraham Road attracts 30% of its users from origins closer to other sites, this diversion 
is much lower than that seen at Trumpington (Table 9.14) where the site is closest for only 59% of its 
actual users. Furthermore, 25% of Trumpington users reside closer to Babraham Road whilst the 
diversion to Babraham Road is primarily from Newmarket Road. 
Table 9.14  Shift in site use resulting from closest site assignment (%) 
  Closest site 
Actual site TRUM NEW RD MILTON  BAB RD  MAD RD  Total 
TRUM 59.2 2.2 2.8 25.1 10.6 100 
NEW RD 0.9 80.9 7.7 9.1 1.4 100 
MILTON 0 5.4 86.0 0 8.5 100 
BAB RD 3.9 22.6 1.8 69.9 1.8 100 
MAD RD 11.6 1.1 6.0 3.2 78.2 100 
 
Table 9.15  Destination of deviated users (%) 
  Actual site 
Destination TRUM NEW RD MILTON BAB RD MAD RD 
City centre 57.5 66.7 61.1 25.7 75.8 
Grafton Centre 34.2 28.6 33.3 3.0 17.7 
Addenbrookes 0 0 0 64.4 0 
Other 8.2 4.8 5.6 6.9 6.5 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 
 
The users diverting to Trumpington appear to be primarily accessing the city centre and Grafton Centre 
( 
Table 9.15) whilst those diverted to Babraham Road are unsurprisingly using the site to access the 
hospital. The VMT effects of the use of closest rather than actual sites are relatively significant, with a 
reduction in the mean VMT increase of around one mile. 
Scenarios 8-11 in Table 9.13 are similar in effect to scenarios 5 and 6 by assuming greater patronage of 
the bus services. These figures however, assume that the passengers of fleet buses use the sites, based 
on load factors of 13.7 per bus. Scenarios 8 and 9 are based on the passengers of two fleet buses per 
hour at each site whilst in 10 and 11 are based on four. The results are as might be anticipated. The 
mean VMT is reduced as more passengers use the bus service, with the mean VMT being particularly 
lower where the closest site is used. An actual reduction in the VMT of users is not experienced until 
41.1 passengers per hour are added to the bus services, scenario 10, and this is only at one site, Milton. 
Where users are reallocated closest sites with an additional 41.1 passengers per hour in scenario 11, the 
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VMT reduction does not continue because of the lower number of users using the site than in scenario 
10. 
9.6 Alternative interchange concept VMT 
While the results of the preceding subsection suggest that even where assumptions are highly 
favourable for P&R (such as the extra bus passengers), an increase in VMT still occurs compared to 
alternative behaviour. This subsection presents the findings from the model of the alternative concepts 
which aimed to reduce VMT. 
9.6.1. Demand-led concept 
The Demand-led concept reduces the frequency of P&R buses. Initially, in scenario 12 (Table 9.16), 
the frequency is reduced to 20 minutes in the inter-peak period between 10:00 and 16:00. Whilst this 
clearly removes half of the bus VMT in this period, the overall effect on VMT is relatively small. Mean 
VMT savings are increased by only 0.52 miles compared to the current concept, although this does 
equate to 2116 miles per day for all P&R users. The model was also run for closest site allocations. 
Scenarios 14 and 16 reduce bus frequency even further, in peak times to 15 and 20 minutes, resulting in 
a decrease in mean VMT to 2.89 and 2.71 respectively. All services throughout the day are reduced to a 
frequency of 30 minutes in scenario 18 which results in bus VMT representing only 3.06% of the total 
scenario VMT and  brings the mean VMT change (compared to alternative behaviour) down to 2.34.  
Thus, even with dramatic reductions in the frequency of bus services, their proportion of total VMT is 
sufficiently small to make a relatively insignificant difference to mean VMT. Obviously, the 
occurrence of interchange resulting in a higher VMT than alternative behaviour thus continues to be 
related to the much lower VMT that would result from alternative behaviour. The previous subsections 
would indicate that this is largely down to the abstraction of passengers from public transport services 
and green modes and trip generation. The following subsection therefore looks towards addressing 
these problems by integrating P&R with stage bus services. 
9.6.2. Integrated concept  
With the Integrated concept, bus routes begin from much farther out of the city than the P&R site. The 
routes selected, shown in Figure 9.13, were designed in ArcGIS to minimise users‟ distance travelled to 
access the buses. They are thus based on the main population centres upstream of P&R sites, clusters of 
user origins or the interception of main trunk routes. A full length bus route is operated every 30 
minutes, with other P&R service operating as normal. When reaching the site, the longer-range buses 
operate as normal P&R buses. The assumption made for the initial Integrated concept model, scenario 
20, was that users residing within one mile of a bus stop would walk to access the service. For users 
living beyond a mile, usual (current) access behaviour is assumed. The results of this model suggest 
that while there is still an increase in mean VMT compared to alternative behaviour, this is reduced by 
around one third of that of the current concept, to 2.54 miles. 
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Table 9.16  VMT effects of interchange scenarios 12-19: Demand-led concept 
Scenario 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
Access behaviour          
Site choice (original/closest) Orig Orig Clos Orig Clos Orig Clos Orig Clos 
Daily bus users          
- Trumpington 638 638 550 638 550 638 550 638 550 
- Newmarket Rd 739 739 908 739 908 739 908 739 908 
- Milton 762 762 857 762 857 762 857 762 857 
- Babraham Rd 1149 1149 1054 1149 1054 1149 1054 1149 1054 
- Madingley Rd 755 755 674 755 674 755 674 755 674 
P&R operation          
P&R bus frequency <10:00 10 10 10 15 15 20 20 30 30 
P&R bus frequency 10:00-16:00 (mins) 10 20 20 20 20 20 20 30 30 
P&R bus frequency 16:00-18:00 (mins) 10 10 10 15 15 20 20 30 30 
P&R bus frequency >18:00 (mins) 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 30 30 
VMT Results          
Scenario VMT (sample total) 30213 29662 28501 29351 28186 29145 27978 28716 27543 
Access VMT (mean) 24.27 24.27 23.16 24.27 23.16 24.27 23.16 24.27 23.16 
Bus VMT (mean) 2.07 1.61 1.59 1.33 1.32 1.12 1.14 0.76 0.76 
Scenario VMT (mean) 26.33 25.84 24.83 25.57 24.55 25.39 24.37 25.02 23.99 
Bus VMT (% of scenario VMT) 7.85 6.21 6.42 5.19 5.37 4.42 4.67 3.06 3.16 
VMT change (sample total) 30201 29662 28501 29351 28186 29145 27978 28716 27543 
VMT change (mean) 3.68 3.16 2.15 2.89 1.88 2.71 1.70 2.34 1.32 
- Trumpington 5.46 4.42 1.64 3.94 1.08 3.56 0.63 2.90 -0.13 
- Newmarket Rd 4.10 3.66 2.03 3.43 1.85 3.52 1.96 2.97 1.47 
- Milton 1.36 0.83 2.72 0.51 2.44 0.02 1.97 -0.09 1.90 
- Babraham Rd 2.44 2.09 1.99 1.90 1.78 1.76 1.63 1.51 1.36 
- Madingley Rd 4.75 4.31 2.43 4.07 2.15 3.90 1.96 3.58 1.61 
VMT change (day total) 13935 11819 8815 10697 7693 9857 6861 8417 5414 
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Figure 9.13  Integrated concept 
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Table 9.17  VMT effects of interchange scenarios 12-19: Integrated concept 
Scenario 1 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
Access behaviour          
Site choice (original/closest) Orig Orig Clos Orig Clos Orig Clos Orig Clos 
Additional stage pax (site/hour) - - - - - 27.4 27.4 - - 
Daily bus users          
- Trumpington 638 638 550 638 550 1005 917 638 550 
- Newmarket Rd 739 739 908 739 908 1095 1264 739 908 
- Milton 762 762 857 762 857 1146 1237 762 857 
- Babraham Rd 1149 1149 1054 1149 1054 1512 1421 1149 1054 
- Madingley Rd 755 755 674 755 674 1117 1036 755 674 
Walking proximity - 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 
P&R operation          
P&R bus frequency <10:00 10 10 10 15 15 10 10 10 10 
P&R bus frequency 10:00-16:00 (mins) 10 10 10 15 15 10 10 10 10 
P&R bus frequency 16:00-18:00 (mins) 10 10 10 15 15 10 10 10 10 
P&R bus frequency >18:00 (mins) 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
VMT Results          
Scenario VMT (sample total) 30213 29512 27806 28287 26506 28229 26434 31021 29811 
Access VMT (mean) 24.27 22.07 20.53 22.07 20.53 22.07 20.53 23.38 22.28 
Bus VMT (mean) 2.07 3.64 3.69 2.54 2.56 2.49 2.49 3.64 3.69 
Scenario VMT (mean) 26.33 25.71 24.22 24.64 23.09 24.59 23.03 27.02 25.97 
Bus VMT (% of scenario VMT) 7.85 14.15 15.23 10.31 11.07 10.13 10.82 13.46 14.20 
VMT change (sample total) 30201 29500 27794 28275 26494 28217 26422 31009 29799 
VMT change (mean) 3.68 2.54 1.05 1.46 -0.08 1.41 -0.15 3.85 2.80 
- Trumpington 5.46 6.29 3.70 4.36 1.49 3.94 0.75 7.26 4.98 
- Newmarket Rd 4.10 3.10 0.63 2.20 -0.10 2.17 -0.03 4.06 2.09 
- Milton 1.36 1.01 2.47 -0.41 1.36 -0.24 1.33 1.48 3.49 
- Babraham Rd 2.44 0.36 -0.90 -0.62 -1.98 -0.58 -1.78 2.59 2.14 
- Madingley Rd 4.75 3.01 1.39 2.38 0.40 2.34 0.27 4.11 2.59 
VMT change (day total) 13935 9750 4713 5179 79 7797 48 14836 11637 
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Scenario 22 introduces some of the principles from the Demand-led concept, namely that the frequency 
of buses is reduced. The frequency of daytime services drops to 15 minutes, with the full route operated 
by alternate buses still being operated every 30 minutes. This scenario results in a relatively sharp 
decrease in the mean VMT change to 1.46, which is nevertheless still an increase compared to 
alternative behaviour. 
There is a possibility of course, especially if stage bus services are integrated with those serving the 
P&R, that additional users would be attracted to the service. Thus, scenario 24 inputs 27.4 passengers 
per site per hour which results in reduction similar to that seen in scenario 22. 
Whether the user residing one mile from bus stops is prepared to walk to access the service will depend 
on a number of factors. Scenario 26 takes a less favourable view by assuming that only those within 0.5 
miles would walk. Walking proximity clearly has a significant impact since in this instance there is a 
greater increase in the VMT than the current concept. This is further considered in Table 9.18 which 
shows that a significant number of users, 129, reside between 0.5 and 1 miles from a bus stop and are 
thus excluded from walking access by scenario 26. Furthermore, the distance that would be driven to 
the site by those residing between 0.5 and 1 miles away from a stop, where walking to the stop does not 
occur is, with the exception of Babraham Road, higher than those within 0.5 miles. In the case of 
Trumpington particularly, this difference is significant. 
Table 9.18  Profile of users residing within walking distance of Integrated concept bus stops 
  TRUM 
NEW 
RD MILTON  BAB RD  
MAD 
RD  Total 
Within 1 mile of a stop       
Users 43 27 32 88 36 226 
Mean distance to site 3.15 6.93 3.53 7.97 9.75 6.58 
Within 0.5 mile of a stop       
Users 23 11 18 28 17 97 
Mean distance to site 1.18 6.71 3.83 9.03 9.26 5.98 
0.5-1 mile of a stop       
Users 20 16 14 60 19 129 
Mean distance to site 5.42 7.08 3.14 7.48 10.18 7.04 
 
The instruments that may be used to induce users to walk to a bus stop, for instance a separate bus and 
parking charge, may also influence site choice. Thus, the closest site choice models are of relevance 
here. In scenario 25 for instance, which is based on both closest site allocation and additional stage 
passengers, there is a mean reduction in VMT of 0.15. Yet the situation is somewhat more complex 
than this figure alone. In particular, if all users of the sites are considered (not just survey respondents), 
there is a net increase in total VMT of 48. Clearly, this occurs because of the mean increases at 
Trumpington, Milton and Madingley Road which offset the savings made at the other two sites. 
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9.6.3. Hub and Spoke concept 
This concept involves a number of rural bus routes feeding into the interchange sites. With the 
exception of Milton where it is unnecessary, the sites themselves are shifted slightly upstream (Figure 
9.14), around the point where feeder routes converge, to maximise the potential VMT savings. For the 
concept, feeder buses operate every 20 minutes and a scaling factor of 2.5 is applied to these vehicles, 
the same as single-decker fleet vehicles for the alternative VMT model. Two feeder routes serve each 
interchange site and the shuttle element operates as it does currently. 
The results of this model are shown in Table 9.19. The Hub and Spoke concept involves perhaps the 
largest, and indeed most optimistic, assumptions on the behaviour of users. In particular, whilst the 
walking proximity is assumed to be one mile initially in scenario 28, a very large proportion of users - 
39% - reside within this distance of a feeder bus stop. Yet even with such a large proportion of walkers, 
the concept still induces an increase in VMT of 2.4. Clearly, whilst the access VMT is reduced 
considerably, it is the bus VMT provided by the extensive feeder network that brings the increase; after 
all, it constitutes 34% of the VMT total in this scenario. 
The situation improves when the frequency of the shuttle bus element is reduced to 15 minutes as in 
scenario 30, yet this results in only a slightly lower mean VMT change of +1.97. It is not until 
additional bus passengers – 27.4 per hour, per site, walking to access the service - are introduced in 
scenario 32 that VMT savings start to be seen. Of course, much greater VMT savings are made when 
more passengers use the service in scenario 34. This assumption of extra bus passengers is not overly 
optimistic since feeder services may replace existing bus routes. 
The closest site allocation is also worth consideration here. If a feeder bus service is available to 
passengers to access on foot, a higher proportion of users may opt for the closet service choice. In this 
instance, even with a 10 minutes shuttle frequency in scenario 29, VMT savings of 0.56 are made. 
Nevertheless, as with the Integrated concept, the assumption of 1 mile walking proximity is unlikely to 
hold in all circumstances. Where a 0.5 miles proximity is assumed in scenario 36, a mean VMT 
increase of 3.07 is seen, although where closest site allocation is given, there is only a slight increase of 
0.29 miles. 
9.6.4. Remote Site concept 
The basis of the Remote Site concept is to locate interchange site farther from the city than current 
concept sites. Site location was again determined used ArcGIS. Eight locations were spread along each 
corridor and those which minimised access distance was selected. The selected locations are shown in 
Figure 9.15. 
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Figure 9.14  Hub and Spoke concept 
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Table 9.19  VMT effects of interchange scenarios 28-37: Hub and Spoke concept 
Scenario 1 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 
Access behaviour            
Site choice (original/closest) Orig Orig Clos Orig Clos Orig Clos Orig Clos Orig Clos 
Additional stage pax (site/hour) - - - - - 27.4 27.4 41.1 41.1 - - 
Daily bus users            
- Trumpington 638 638 768 638 768 1005 1135 1189 1319 638 768 
- Newmarket Rd 739 739 859 739 859 1095 1215 1273 1393 739 859 
- Milton 762 762 871 762 871 1146 1255 1337 1446 762 871 
- Babraham Rd 1149 1149 882 1149 882 1512 1245 1693 1426 1149 882 
- Madingley Rd 755 755 664 755 664 1117 1025 1298 1206 755 664 
Walking proximity - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 
P&R operation            
P&R bus frequency <10:00 10 10 10 15 15 10 10 10 10 10 10 
P&R bus frequency 10:00-16:00 (mins) 10 10 10 15 15 10 10 10 10 10 10 
P&R bus frequency 16:00-18:00 (mins) 10 10 10 15 15 10 10 10 10 10 10 
P&R bus frequency >18:00 (mins) 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
VMT Results            
Scenario VMT (sample total) 30213 29365 25959 28866 25450 26136 22674 25195 21709 30122 26936 
Access VMT (mean) 24.27 16.76 13.59 16.76 13.59 16.76 13.59 16.76 13.59 17.42 14.44 
Bus VMT (mean) 2.07 8.82 9.02 8.39 8.58 6.01 6.16 5.19 5.32 8.82 9.02 
Scenario VMT (mean) 26.33 25.58 22.61 25.14 22.17 22.77 19.75 21.95 18.91 26.24 23.46 
Bus VMT (% of scenario VMT) 7.85 34.48 39.90 33.35 38.70 26.39 31.19 23.64 28.14 33.62 38.46 
VMT change (sample total) 30201 29353 25947 28854 25438 26124 22662 25183 21697 30110 26924 
VMT change (mean) 3.68 2.40 -0.56 1.97 -1.01 -0.41 -3.43 -1.23 -4.27 3.07 0.29 
- Trumpington 5.46 5.64 -0.39 4.47 -1.36 2.44 -2.75 1.58 -3.43 5.82 -0.06 
- Newmarket Rd 4.10 4.51 -0.49 4.23 -0.72 0.90 -3.28 -0.14 -4.14 6.37 1.40 
- Milton 1.36 3.07 2.84 2.43 2.27 -0.90 -0.34 -2.03 -1.29 3.46 3.25 
- Babraham Rd 2.44 -3.15 -6.57 -3.38 -6.87 -4.31 -8.41 -4.71 -8.98 -2.67 -5.67 
- Madingley Rd 4.75 5.00 3.16 4.75 2.88 1.62 -1.03 0.63 -2.19 5.38 3.67 
VMT change (day total) 13935 9420 -1949 7534 -3834 -2308 -19057 -8171 -27611 12057 1421 
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Table 9.20  VMT effects of interchange scenarios 38-45: Remote Site concept 
Scenario 1 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 
Access behaviour          
Site choice (original/closest) Orig Orig Clos Orig Clos Orig Clos Orig Clos 
Additional stage pax (site/hour) - - - - - 27.4 27.4 - - 
Daily bus users          
- Trumpington 638 638 983 638 983 1005 1350 638 983 
- Newmarket Rd 739 739 735 739 735 1095 1092 739 735 
- Milton 762 762 938 762 938 1146 1321 762 938 
- Babraham Rd 1149 1149 850 1149 850 1512 1213 1149 850 
- Madingley Rd 755 755 537 755 537 1117 899 755 537 
Walking proximity - 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 
P&R operation          
P&R bus frequency <10:00 10 10 10 15 15 10 10 10 10 
P&R bus frequency 10:00-16:00 (mins) 10 10 10 15 15 10 10 10 10 
P&R bus frequency 16:00-18:00 (mins) 10 10 10 15 15 10 10 10 10 
P&R bus frequency >18:00 (mins) 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
VMT Results          
Scenario VMT (sample total) 30213 28513 26002 26444 23706 26344 23171 29744 26774 
Access VMT (mean) 24.27 18.85 16.03 18.85 16.03 18.85 16.03 19.92 16.70 
Bus VMT (mean) 2.07 5.99 6.62 4.18 4.62 4.10 4.15 5.99 6.62 
Scenario VMT (mean) 26.33 24.84 22.65 23.04 20.65 22.95 20.18 25.91 23.32 
Bus VMT (% of scenario VMT) 7.85 24.10 29.22 18.16 22.36 17.87 20.57 23.10 28.38 
VMT change (sample total) 30201 28501 25990 26432 23694 26332 23159 29732 26762 
VMT change (mean) 3.68 1.67 -0.52 -0.14 -2.52 -0.22 -2.99 2.74 0.15 
- Trumpington 5.46 5.49 3.43 3.59 1.70 3.07 1.85 6.10 4.57 
- Newmarket Rd 4.10 1.88 -5.47 -0.41 -7.53 -0.48 -8.15 2.72 -5.07 
- Milton 1.36 1.96 3.85 0.22 2.02 0.05 1.84 2.55 4.54 
- Babraham Rd 2.44 -2.60 -4.25 -3.70 -5.83 -3.50 -6.21 -0.94 -4.16 
- Madingley Rd 4.75 4.00 0.12 1.78 -2.76 1.66 -4.18 5.07 1.12 
VMT change (day total) 13935 6422 -592 -749 -8420 -834 -15262 10591 2087 
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Figure 9.15  Remote site concept 
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The aim of the concept is of course to increase the distance travelled by the bus whilst reducing access 
distance. The results of the modelling (Table 9.20) show that this has indeed been achieved and the 
proportion of bus VMT within total VMT is significantly increased, compared to the current concept. 
Where bus frequency remains at 10 minutes and walkers are assumed to be those living within one mile 
of the sites, or bus stops at one mile intervals along the corridor as in scenario 38, there is a significant 
reduction in mean VMT compared to the current concept. There is still nevertheless, an increase 
compared to alternative behaviour. As might be anticipated, where the bus frequency is reduced and 
additional passengers are added to bus use (scenarios 40 and 42), reductions in VMT are seen. 
Yet there is a great degree of variation in the difference in mean VMT change between the sites. 
Indeed, the mean VMT of Milton and Trumpington users is greater in scenario 38 than in the current 
concept. The remote sites in these cases are located relatively close to current sites which indicates that 
the origins of users are relatively dispersed close to and around the city rather than the spread along the 
corridors as at the other sites. Thus, the access VMT reductions are insufficient to offset the increase in 
bus VMT. With the users of these two sites, there are no reductions in VMT in any of the Remote Site 
scenarios. The situation is similar with Madingley Road users, although reductions are seen with 
closest site allocations in scenarios 41 and 43. Thus, it is the significant VMT reductions of Newmarket 
Road and Babraham Road users which offset these increases. 
With the Remote Site concept, the closest site becomes a relatively realistic assumption. The emphasis 
may be shifted from a destination- to an origin-based choice of sites. Apart from where walking 
proximity is reduced to 0.5 miles in scenario 45, in all other cases a VMT reduction is seen with the 
closest site allocation, notwithstanding the increases for the users of some sites, as mentioned above. 
9.6.5. Link and Ride concept 
This concept involves the use of multiple interchange sites located along corridors. Furthermore, for 
those living very close to the corridors, bus stops are provided at approximately one mile intervals, the 
exact location being determined by clusters of origins. The aim here is to intercept motorists early in 
their journey and as such, the concept provides most benefit where origins lie largely along the 
corridor. This is generally true in Cambridge as discussed above, but there are exceptions. The notion 
of multiple sites along corridors clearly has within it a degree of flexibility, particularly regarding the 
number and locations of sites. A number of options are thus considered here to consider the optimum 
arrangement and operation of the Link and Ride concept. 
Ten sites 
The first approach is to use the existing five sites and add a remote site (ten sites over five corridors) 
(Figure 9.16). This concept is based on both current and Remote concept sites. As was outlined above, 
one of the problems with the current concept is that users are intercepted relatively late in their trips. 
The access VMT is particularly significant when it comes to those abstracted from public transport, 
whose access trips represent much greater additions to VMT. On the other hand, the Remote Site 
concept which aimed to intercept users earlier in the access trips, seemed to be limited in effectiveness 
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because of the deviation required by some to access them, along with the greater bus VMT required to 
serve sites. This was of course exaggerated where users are assumed to remain loyal to their existing 
site choice. This model of two sites on each corridor clearly brings little benefit compared to the higher 
numbers of sites on corridors (considered below) as bus routes are similar in length and comparatively, 
it will only increase access VMT. Yet there are important implications for the potential demand of the 
concept arising from the time taken to load passengers at a high number of sites. 
Thus, effectively using both the Current and Remote Sites together negates some of the negative 
impacts of the concepts in isolation. Of course, the bus VMT remains the same as for the Remote Site 
concept although an additional site is served. The results of the two site model are shown in Table 9.21. 
Even with a 10 minutes frequency in scenario 46, there is only a slight increase of 0.18 in mean VMT 
and 905 in total daily VMT compared to alternative behaviour. Savings are nevertheless made, as with 
the Remote Site concept, primarily from Newmarket Road and Babraham Road. The other sites suggest 
that reductions in access VMT (including an increase in on-foot access) are again insufficient to 
completely offset bus VMT. Where bus frequency is reduced to 15 minutes, in scenario 50, there is a 
significant reduction in VMT of 6267 for all users. 
There are obviously significant reductions where additional bus passengers of two (13.7) loads per site 
per hour are added (scenario 50).  As mentioned above, this is not an implausible assumption since 
these services offer a reasonably long range and will duplicate or replace some existing stage service 
routes. Similarly, there are much greater reductions where users are allocated their closest site. In this 
case there is an increase to 1037 of the 1148 users that are assigned the remote site, compared to 907 
with the original site choice. The assumption that users will choose their closest site is perhaps less 
likely than previous concepts because with the availability of current sites, some users may remain 
focused on the destination-based parking function of P&R. 
20 sites 
Table 9.22 and Table 9.23 look at adding further sites to the five corridors, of which both short- and 
long-range variations are considered. With the longer-range approach (Table 9.22), the coverage of the 
service is stretched upstream by up to 27 miles (Figure 9.17). Whilst this is much farther than existing 
sites, it does emulate existing inter-urban stage services. The aim is to intercept users from upstream of 
the chain of sites and those whose origins traverse it. As with the other concepts, specific site location 
is determined by clusters of origins. It became clear when designing the model that only three site were 
realistically required to serve the Milton corridor because of its relatively short length and the 
proximity of users to possible sites, while the opposite was true for Newmarket Road, where there are 
five sites. The results of this long range model appear to look unfavourable – a mean VMT increase of 
2.68 in scenario 54 for instance - with the reductions in access VMT insufficient to balance the very 
high bus VMT. There are some reductions at individual corridors however, although the VMT effects 
for the individual corridors do not relate directly to the length of the routes. This suggests that there are 
a relatively low number of users living close enough to the corridor to make sufficiently short access 
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trips and it appears much more to do with the origins in relation to the routes rather than the length of 
the routes themselves. 
The short range approach (Table 9.23) clearly offers more benefit however. It reduces the length of bus 
routes whilst still aiming to intercept users early in their access trips. The results suggest that this 
change provides distinct relative benefits. As expected, whilst the mean access VMT is increased 
slightly in scenario 62 (by 3.12 miles to 18.63 compared to scenario 54 for the long-range model), the 
bus VMT is reduced considerably to less than half of that in scenario 54, which is a result of the much 
closer chain (Figure 9.18). The mean VMT change with 10 minute bus frequency in scenario 62 is 
nevertheless still an increase compared to alternative behaviour. It is only when the frequency of buses 
is reduced, closest site allocations are made and extra passengers are added to the service that savings 
are seen, the most considerable of which being by 4.79 in mean VMT in scenario 67. 
Varying the number of routes  
The approach of adjusting the number of corridors on which the site chains are located on is somewhat 
experimental. Of course, decreasing the number of sites will increase access VMT as some users will 
be required to travel farther to access the service, with the opposite also being true. Yet changes in 
VMT will also depend on the patronage of each site and the length of bus routes. For these models, bus 
frequency was altered in line with the change in the number of routes. Thus, although the same amount 
of bus services operate over the network, their frequency on each route is changed in relation to the 
change in the number of routes. Original site allocations were obviously impossible to input into the 
model so it is based on only closest site allocation. Because it proved much more beneficial in the 
previous models, a short-range approach is taken here.  
The first approach is to reduce the number of routes to four, as shown in Table 9.24. While it is the 
most popular site, the Babraham Road route was the most beneficial to remove. The removal of any of 
the other sites would have resulted in a greater increase in access VMT. Thus, those closest to 
Babraham Road live relatively close to other sites, compared to those closest to the other sites. As 
might be anticipated the VMT reduction for this model is less than the corresponding (scenario 63) 
reduction for the five sites. This is down to the increase in access VMT by 2.45 which is insufficient to 
offset the 0.01 change in bus VMT. 
Increasing the number of routes appears to provide more positive results (Table 9.25 and Table 9.26). 
The additional routes are located on corridors where clusters of origins lie, as shown in Figure 9.19 and 
Figure 9.20. Using six routes provides slightly more favourable results than using seven, primarily 
because of the lack of patronage that exists for route 7. While in the six route model (scenario 74), 
there is an increase in VMT on the Trumpington and number 6 routes, this is offset by the benefits of 
lower access VMT to the additional sites than would be made where there are a lower number of sites. 
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Figure 9.16  Link and Ride: Five routes/ten sites 
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Figure 9.17  Link and Ride: Five routes/20 sites (long-range) 
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Figure 9.18  Link and Ride: Five routes/20 sites (short-range) 
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Figure 9.19  Link and Ride: Six routes 
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Figure 9.20  Link and Ride: Seven routes 
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Table 9.21  VMT effects of interchange scenarios 46-53: Link and Ride concept (five routes/ten sites) 
Scenario 1 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 
Access behaviour          
Site choice (original/closest) Orig Orig Clos Orig Clos Orig Clos Orig Clos 
Additional stage pax (site/hour) - - - - - 27.4 27.4 - - 
Daily bus users          
- Trumpington 638 638 540 638 540 1005 907 638 540 
- Newmarket Rd 739 739 887 739 887 1095 1243 739 887 
- Milton 762 762 850 762 850 1146 1233 762 850 
- Babraham Rd 1149 1149 1096 1149 1096 1512 1459 1149 1096 
- Madingley Rd 755 755 671 755 671 1117 1032 755 671 
Walking proximity - 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 
P&R operation          
P&R bus frequency <10:00 10 10 10 15 15 10 10 10 10 
P&R bus frequency 10:00-16:00 (mins) 10 10 10 15 15 10 10 10 10 
P&R bus frequency 16:00-18:00 (mins) 10 10 10 15 15 10 10 10 10 
P&R bus frequency >18:00 (mins) 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
Number of P&R/feeder routes 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Number of interchange sites 5 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
VMT Results          
Scenario VMT (sample total) 30213 26808 24826 24739 23117 24639 22576 27648 25986 
Access VMT (mean) 24.27 17.37 15.52 17.37 15.52 17.37 15.52 18.10 16.02 
Bus VMT (mean) 2.07 5.99 6.10 4.18 4.61 4.10 4.14 5.99 6.62 
Scenario VMT (mean) 26.33 23.35 21.63 21.55 20.14 21.46 19.67 24.08 22.64 
Bus VMT (% of scenario VMT) 7.85 25.63 28.22 19.41 22.91 19.08 21.07 24.87 29.24 
VMT change (sample total) 30201 26796 24814 24727 23105 24627 22564 27636 25974 
VMT change (mean) 3.68 0.18 -1.55 -1.62 -3.03 -1.71 -3.51 0.91 -0.54 
- Trumpington 5.46 5.26 2.68 3.36 -2.09 2.84 -0.50 5.82 -0.49 
- Newmarket Rd 4.10 -0.53 -4.61 -2.82 -5.67 -2.89 -6.35 -0.07 -3.13 
- Milton 1.36 1.42 2.59 -0.32 0.67 -0.50 0.99 1.84 2.47 
- Babraham Rd 2.44 -3.96 -4.87 -5.06 -5.22 -4.86 -5.85 -2.72 -2.98 
- Madingley Rd 4.75 1.87 0.57 -0.35 -0.52 -0.48 -2.28 2.45 3.21 
VMT change (day total) 13935 905 -5397 -6267 -11649 -8769 -18002 3794 -2063 
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Table 9.22  VMT effects of interchange scenarios 54-61: Link and Ride concept (long range) 
Scenario 1 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 
Access behaviour          
Site choice (original/closest) Orig Orig Clos Orig Clos Orig Clos Orig Clos 
Additional stage pax (site/hour) - - - - - 27.4 27.4 - - 
Daily bus users          
- Trumpington 638 638 1148 638 1148 1005 998 638 1148 
- Newmarket Rd 739 739 750 739 750 1095 1131 739 750 
- Milton 762 762 556 762 556 1146 838 762 556 
- Babraham Rd 1149 1149 613 1149 613 1512 1546 1149 613 
- Madingley Rd 755 755 976 755 976 1117 1362 755 976 
Walking proximity - 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 
P&R operation          
P&R bus frequency <10:00 10 10 10 15 15 10 10 10 10 
P&R bus frequency 10:00-16:00 (mins) 10 10 10 15 15 10 10 10 10 
P&R bus frequency 16:00-18:00 (mins) 10 10 10 15 15 10 10 10 10 
P&R bus frequency >18:00 (mins) 20 20 10 20 20 20 10 20 10 
Number of P&R/feeder routes 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Number of interchange sites 5 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
VMT Results          
Scenario VMT (sample total) 30213 29680 25038 26561 21961 25812 21137 29813 25243 
Access VMT (mean) 24.27 15.51 11.63 15.51 11.63 15.51 11.63 15.63 11.81 
Bus VMT (mean) 2.07 10.34 10.18 7.63 7.50 6.97 6.78 10.34 10.18 
Scenario VMT (mean) 26.33 25.85 21.81 23.14 19.13 22.48 18.41 25.97 21.99 
Bus VMT (% of scenario VMT) 7.85 40.01 46.67 32.96 39.19 31.01 36.82 39.83 46.30 
VMT change (sample total) 30201 29668 25026 26549 21949 25800 21125 29801 25231 
VMT change (mean) 3.68 2.68 -1.36 0.46 -3.54 -0.69 -4.77 2.80 -1.18 
- Trumpington 5.46 7.46 2.86 5.23 -2.57 3.81 -0.53 7.53 3.04 
- Newmarket Rd 4.10 -1.29 -8.53 0.65 -6.66 -1.25 -11.93 -1.19 -8.39 
- Milton 1.36 2.42 2.86 -1.40 1.42 -2.42 -0.54 2.60 3.03 
- Babraham Rd 2.44 1.93 -5.65 -2.30 -4.73 -2.73 -7.09 1.97 -5.51 
- Madingley Rd 4.75 3.76 -0.53 1.43 -4.38 0.10 -3.93 3.97 -0.30 
VMT change (day total) 13935 10706 -5502 1182 -14332 -4333 -30787 11172 -4780 
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Table 9.23  VMT effects of interchange scenarios 62-69: Link and Ride concept (short range) 
Scenario 1 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 
Access behaviour          
Site choice (original/closest) Orig Orig Clos Orig Clos Orig Clos Orig Clos 
Additional stage pax (site/hour) - -  -  27.4 27.4 -  
Daily bus users          
- Trumpington 638 638 426 638 426 1005 998 638 426 
- Newmarket Rd 739 739 909 739 909 1095 1131 739 909 
- Milton 762 762 549 762 549 1146 838 762 549 
- Babraham Rd 1149 1149 1250 1149 1250 1512 1546 1149 1250 
- Madingley Rd 755 755 909 755 909 1117 1362 755 909 
Walking proximity - 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 
P&R operation          
P&R bus frequency <10:00 10 10 10 15 15 10 10 10 10 
P&R bus frequency 10:00-16:00 (mins) 10 10 10 15 15 10 10 10 10 
P&R bus frequency 16:00-18:00 (mins) 10 10 10 15 15 10 10 10 10 
P&R bus frequency >18:00 (mins) 20 20 20 20 20 20 10 20 20 
Number of P&R/feeder routes 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Number of interchange sites 5 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
VMT Results          
Scenario VMT (sample total) 30213 26548 22707 25193 21366 24933 21101 26645 22851 
Access VMT (mean) 24.27 18.63 15.34 18.63 15.34 18.63 15.34 18.71 15.47 
Bus VMT (mean) 2.07 4.50 4.44 3.32 3.27 3.09 3.04 4.50 4.44 
Scenario VMT (mean) 26.33 23.13 19.78 21.95 18.61 21.72 18.38 23.21 19.90 
Bus VMT (% of scenario VMT) 7.85 19.46 22.45 15.13 17.58 14.24 16.54 19.39 22.30 
VMT change (sample total) 30201 543 22695 25181 21354 24921 21089 26633 22839 
VMT change (mean) 3.68 0.47 -3.39 -1.23 -4.56 -1.45 -4.79 0.04 -3.27 
- Trumpington 5.46 2.34 -0.12 1.13 -1.33 0.85 -2.19 1.98 -0.05 
- Newmarket Rd 4.10 0.22 -4.70 -2.11 -6.10 -2.55 -6.22 -0.29 -4.58 
- Milton 1.36 0.76 2.31 -0.94 0.62 -1.23 -0.27 0.38 2.42 
- Babraham Rd 2.44 -1.37 -5.69 -2.69 -6.44 -2.63 -6.34 -1.75 -5.49 
- Madingley Rd 4.75 1.54 -3.92 -0.42 -5.09 -0.76 -5.20 1.04 -3.87 
VMT change (day total) 13935 1826 -13733 -4963 -18451 -8177 -26330 107 -13226 
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Table 9.24  VMT effects of interchange scenarios 70-73: Link and Ride concept (four routes) 
Scenario 1 70 71 72 73 
Access behaviour      
Site choice (original/closest) Orig Clos Clos Clos Clos 
Additional stage pax (site/hour) -   27.4  
Daily bus users      
- Trumpington 638 1222 1222 1484 1222 
- Newmarket Rd 739 1356 1356 1618 1356 
- Milton 762 556 556 818 556 
- Babraham Rd 1149 - - - - 
- Madingley Rd 755 909 909 1170 909 
Walking proximity - 1 1 1 0.5 
P&R operation      
P&R bus frequency <10:00 10 8 12 8 8 
P&R bus frequency 10:00-16:00 (mins) 10 8 12 8 8 
P&R bus frequency 16:00-18:00 (mins) 10 8 12 8 8 
P&R bus frequency >18:00 (mins) 20 16 16 16 16 
Number of P&R/feeder routes 5 4 4 4 4 
Number of interchange sites 5 16 16 16 16 
VMT Results      
Scenario VMT (sample total) 30213 25390 24314 23734 25461 
Access VMT (mean) 24.27 17.79 17.79 17.79 18.75 
Bus VMT (mean) 2.07 4.43 3.39 2.88 4.33 
Scenario VMT (mean) 26.33 22.12 21.18 20.68 22.18 
Bus VMT (% of scenario VMT) 7.85 20.04 16.00 13.95 19.51 
VMT change (sample total) 30201 -615 -1691 -2271 -544 
VMT change (mean) 3.68 -0.54 -1.47 -1.98 -0.47 
- Trumpington 5.46 3.06 2.39 1.79 3.08 
- Newmarket Rd 4.10 -5.49 -6.27 -7.09 -5.36 
- Milton 1.36 3.99 1.44 1.33 4.10 
- Babraham Rd 2.44 - - - - 
- Madingley Rd 4.75 -5.03 -5.63 -5.93 -4.98 
VMT change (day total) 13935 -6059 -9902 -14668 -5752 
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Table 9.25  VMT effects of interchange scenarios 74-77: Link and Ride concept (six routes) 
Scenario 1 74 75 76 77 
Site choice (original/closest) Orig Clos Clos Clos Clos 
Additional stage pax (site/hour) - - - 27.4 - 
Daily bus users      
- Milton - 465 465 727 465 
- Newmarket Rd - 845 845 1107 845 
- Babraham Rd - 1067 1067 1329 1067 
- Trumpington - 190 190 452 190 
- Madingley Rd - 440 440 702 440 
- Route 6 - 1035 1035 1297 1035 
Walking proximity  1 1 1 0.5 
P&R operation      
P&R bus frequency <10:00 10 12 18 12 12 
P&R bus frequency 10:00-16:00 (mins) 10 12 18 12 12 
P&R bus frequency 16:00-18:00 (mins) 10 12 18 12 12 
P&R bus frequency >18:00 (mins) 20 24 24 24 24 
Number of P&R/feeder routes  6 6 6 6 
Number of interchange sites  25 25 25 25 
VMT Results      
Scenario VMT (sample total) 30213 19459 17442 17720 19605 
Access VMT (mean) 24.27 11.68 11.68 11.68 11.81 
Bus VMT (mean) 2.07 5.27 3.51 3.76 5.27 
Scenario VMT (mean) 26.33 16.95 15.19 15.44 17.08 
Bus VMT (% of scenario VMT) 7.85 31.10 23.13 24.34 30.87 
VMT change (sample total) 30201 -6546 -8563 -8285 -6400 
VMT change (mean) 3.68 -5.70 -7.46 -7.22 -5.58 
- Milton  -4.64 -6.76 -6.94 -4.51 
- Newmarket Rd  -4.54 -6.25 -5.75 -4.42 
- Babraham Rd  -12.17 -13.15 -12.75 -11.93 
- Trumpington  5.69 2.83 0.72 5.85 
- Madingley Rd  -14.12 -16.80 -17.12 -14.02 
- Route 6  1.03 -0.82 -0.09 1.05 
VMT change (day total) 13935 -23053 -30157 -40151 -22540 
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Table 9.26  VMT effects of interchange scenarios 78-81: Link and Ride concept (seven routes) 
Scenario 1 78 79 80 81 
Site choice (original/closest) Orig Clos Clos Clos Clos 
Additional stage pax (site/hour) - - - 27.4 - 
Daily bus users      
- Milton - 465 465 727 465 
- Newmarket Rd - 828 828 1089 828 
- Babraham Rd - 1000 1000 1262 1000 
- Trumpington - 151 151 413 151 
- Madingley Rd - 437 437 698 437 
- Route 6  775 775 1037 775 
- Route 7 - 387 387 649 387 
Walking proximity  1 1 0.5 1 
P&R operation      
P&R bus frequency <10:00 10 14 21 14 14 
P&R bus frequency 10:00-16:00 (mins) 10 14 21 14 14 
P&R bus frequency 16:00-18:00 (mins) 10 14 21 14 14 
P&R bus frequency >18:00 (mins) 20 28 28 28 28 
Number of P&R/feeder routes  7 7 7 7 
Number of interchange sites  28 28 28 28 
VMT Results      
Scenario VMT (sample total) 30213 19499 17302 17336 19648 
Access VMT (mean) 24.27 11.24 11.24 11.24 11.37 
Bus VMT (mean) 2.07 5.74 3.83 3.86 5.74 
Scenario VMT (mean) 26.33 16.99 15.07 15.10 17.12 
Bus VMT (% of scenario VMT) 7.85     
VMT change (sample total) 30201 -6506 -8703 -8669 -6357 
VMT change (mean) 3.68 -5.67 -7.58 -7.55 -5.54 
- Milton  -5.55 -7.37 -7.52 -5.42 
- Newmarket Rd  -5.60 -7.10 -6.68 -5.48 
- Babraham Rd  -13.43 -14.32 -13.99 -13.18 
- Trumpington  5.79 2.71 -0.07 5.99 
- Madingley Rd  -15.40 -17.71 -17.99 -15.30 
- Route 6  -1.71 -3.82 -3.31 -1.67 
- Route 7  12.68 8.42 7.53 12.71 
VMT change (day total) 13935 -14864 -19955 -25533 -14411 
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9.7 Importance of interchange characteristics 
The importance of interchange characteristics was a key aspect of the survey as it identified which 
aspects of the service were most important to users. The first group of characteristics contained those 
which are associated with interchange sites. The importance placed on these by respondents is shown in 
Figure 9.21, whilst the mean and standard deviation scores for each characteristic within groups is 
shown in Table 9.27 and a comparison of all characteristic is shown in Table 9.28. 
Security is clearly the most important site characteristic (mean 4.373) with responses exhibiting a 
relatively low amount of variation. Interestingly, the level of congestion around P&R sites is also seen 
as relatively important with a mean of 4.209. As might be anticipated, the least important site 
characteristic is landscaping. Cleanliness and the presence of staff on-site are both considered more 
important than on-site facilities. 
Figure 9.21  Importance of site characteristics 
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Base: All respondents. 
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Table 9.27  Relative importance of characteristics by group 
Rank Characteristic Mean St. Dev. 
Subset 
Mean 
Site     
1 10ac. Security 4.373 0.729  
2 10ab. Traffic congestion around site 4.209 0.801  
3 10aj. Cleanliness 4.135 0.699  
4 10ae. Presence of staff 4.128 0.806  
5 10ai. Info on time to next bus 4.095 0.800  
6 10af. Facilities 3.941 0.873  
7 10ah. Info on parking availability 3.850 0.842  
8 10ag. Walking distance car-bus stop 3.743 0.880  
9 10aa. Pedestrian access 3.619 1.038  
10 10ad. Landscaping 3.270 0.853  
Ticketing    
1 10ak. Price 4.274 1.086 4.506 
2 10al. Bus pass use 3.732 1.261 4.569 
3 10am. Availability of weekly ticket 3.578 1.266  
4 10am. Availability of annual ticket 3.132 1.182  
Bus service    
1 10aw. Bus punctuality 4.569 0.614  
2 10ao. Bus lanes site-city 4.448 0.707  
3 10as. Freq>15:30 4.310 0.802  
4 10ax. Consistency - journey time 4.294 0.709  
5 10au. Helpfulness of driver 4.279 0.711  
6 10ar. Freq<10:30 4.271 0.852  
7 10ap. Info on time to return bus in city 4.164 0.786  
8 10av. Bus comfort 4.055 0.667  
9 10at. Freq 10:30-15:30 3.855 0.880  
10 10aq. Bus stops en route 3.622 0.882  
Future    
1 10bc. Saturday service 3.877 0.943  
2 10ba. Short distance home-site 3.646 0.927  
3 10bd. Sunday service 3.566 0.991  
4 10bg. Service >21:00 3.553 1.074  
5 10bb. Bus stop nr home 3.512 1.000  
6 10bg. Service <07:00 2.957 1.016  
7 10be. Short distance site-cent 2.772 0.964   
Base: All respondents. 
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Table 9.28  Relative importance of characteristics 
Rank Section Characteristic Mean St. Dev. 
1 Bus service 10aw. Bus punctuality 4.569 0.614 
2 Bus service 10ao. Bus lanes site-city 4.448 0.707 
3 Site 10ac. Security 4.373 0.729 
4 Bus service 10as. Freq>15:30 4.310 0.802 
5 Bus service 10ax. Consistency - journey time 4.294 0.709 
6 Bus service 10au. Helpfulness of driver 4.279 0.711 
7 Ticketing 10ak. Price 4.274 1.086 
8 Bus service 10ar. Freq<10:30 4.271 0.852 
9 Site 10ab. Traffic congestion around site 4.209 0.801 
10 Bus service 10ap. Info on time to return bus in city 4.164 0.786 
11 Site 10aj. Cleanliness 4.135 0.699 
12 Site 10ae. Presence of staff 4.128 0.806 
13 Site 10ai. Info on time to next bus 4.095 0.800 
14 Bus service 10av. Bus comfort 4.055 0.667 
15 Site 10af. Facilities 3.941 0.873 
16 Future 10bc. Saturday service 3.877 0.943 
17 Bus service 10at. Freq 10:30-15:30 3.855 0.880 
18 Site 10ah. Info on parking availability 3.850 0.842 
19 Site 10ag. Walking distance car-bus stop 3.743 0.880 
20 Ticketing 10al. Bus pass use 3.732 1.261 
21 Future 10ba. Short distance home-site 3.646 0.927 
22 Bus service 10aq. Bus stops en route 3.622 0.882 
23 Site 10aa. Pedestrian access 3.619 1.038 
24 Ticketing 10am. Availability of weekly ticket 3.578 1.266 
25 Future 10bd. Sunday service 3.566 0.991 
26 Future 10bg. Service >21:00 3.553 1.074 
27 Future 10bb. Bus stop nr home 3.512 1.000 
28 Site 10ad. Landscaping 3.270 0.853 
29 Ticketing 10am. Availability of annual ticket 3.132 1.182 
30 Future 10bg. Service <07:00 2.957 1.016 
31 Future 10be. Short distance site-cent 2.772 0.964 
Base: All respondents. 
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Figure 9.22  Importance of ticketing characteristics 
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Base: All respondents. 
In terms of service ticketing characteristics (Figure 9.22), price is unsurprisingly considered most 
important although it is ranked only seventh in the importance of all characteristics and there is a high 
amount of dispersion within responses (S.D. 1.086) (Table 9.28). A possible explanation to the 
dispersion comes when considering different groups of respondents. Of course not all users use a bus 
pass and those that do clearly do not pay for the service. Thus, if those that are eligible to have a bus 
pass (under 20s and over 65s) are removed from the response set – not a strictly robust indicator that 
they do hold a pass but it may provide a more reliable indication of importance – as is done in Figure 
9.23 and the fourth column of Table 9.27 - it can be seen that there is a much higher level of 
importance placed on these two characteristics, particularly the bus pass measure, as would be 
expected. 
Of the bus service characteristics (Figure 9.24), punctuality was considered the most important within 
this group and the characteristics overall, with little variation amongst respondents. Interestingly, the 
frequency of buses is not considered as important as punctuality. Frequency, particularly between 
10:30 and 15:30 was considered relatively unimportant and there are certainly more perceptions of it 
being „very unimportant‟, although there will of course be a weaker response because of the different 
times at which users use the service. Notably, the mean of the maximum value from each respondent 
on the different characteristics of bus frequency (before 10:30, 10:30-15:30 and after 15:30) is slightly 
higher at 4.535, but this would still be the fourth most important characteristic of all in Table 9.28. 
Unsurprisingly, bus stops en route was the most unimportant characteristic in this section although it 
should be borne in mind that questionnaires were not given to any passengers boarding the bus at 
intermediate stops. There are nevertheless few such stops on the service. 
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Figure 9.23  Importance of price to 20-64 year old and bus pass use to under 20/over 65 yrs olds 
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Base: q.10ak – 947 users aged 20 to 64; q.10al – 267 users aged under 20 and over 65. 
Figure 9.24  Importance of bus service characteristics 
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Base: All respondents. 
The final category of characteristics, the future, shown in Figure 9.25, received relatively dispersed sets 
of responses. A Saturday service was considered the most important in this group, although the 
distance between the homes of users and the site was second most important with a mean of only 0.232 
lower. The theoretically opposite characteristic, the distance between the site and the city centre, was 
considered the least important with very few respondents indicating that it was either „important‟ or 
„very important‟. 
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Figure 9.25  Importance of characteristic for future services 
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Base: All respondents. 
9.8 Utility of alternative interchange concepts 
The level of importance placed on the appropriate characteristics by respondents were used to 
categorise them as (conceptually) favouring one of the alternative concepts of interchange in terms of 
the perceived utility that they would provide. The deterministic MAUT model was used for this 
exercise, as outlined in Chapter 4. 
As well as the importance of characteristics, the other data required for the model were the utility 
values of the characteristics. Some of the characteristics, as shown in Table 9.29, are held constant for 
all respondents. Rather than designating a maximum and minimum value to different concepts for the 
„low congestion around the site‟ characteristic, no congestion is assumed to be 1 with gridlock being 0. 
Thus, because of the location of current, Demand-led and Integrated concepts close to the city, a value 
0.4 is given. Remote sites are much farther away in essentially rural areas, although cars accessing the 
site will cause some congestion, so 0.8 is given. For Link and Ride, an average was estimated as 0.6. 
The number of bus stops on the route between the sites and the centre is clearly larger for the Remote 
Site and Link and Ride concepts so 0.4 is assigned. A maximum number of stops was assumed to be 
the amount that are served on conventional bus routes and a minimum was no stops. The Demand-led 
and Integrated concepts are assumed to serve the same amount of stops as buses do currently.  
In terms of frequency, the utility was derived as shown by the utility curve (Figure 9.26). Maximum 
utility was assumed to be derived where frequency was ten minutes or shorter. 15 minutes was classed 
as the threshold for passengers to make trips on a discretionary basis. Thus, any longer frequency was 
assumed to result in a large diminution in utility, shown by the steep utility curve between 15 and 20 
minute frequencies. Nevertheless, with the exception of the Demand-led concept, frequencies were 
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assumed to remain the same as the current concept where a 20 minute frequency is operated in the late 
afternoon and evening. 
Sites being farther away from the centre, resulting in a longer bus journey, were assumed to be less 
consistent and punctual than shorter bus trips. Again, minimum and maximum values were not 
assigned to any of the concepts since 1 was considered to be perfectly on-time for every service and 0 
for late and completely inconsistent for every service. 
Whilst in Chapter 6 all utility values were held constant for each respondent as they were based on the 
theoretical models of alternative concepts outlined in Chapter 5, it is possible to use utility values for 
each respondent in this analysis since by applying the models to Cambridge, as has been done above, 
the estimated characteristic values for each of the users can be used. The two characteristics that this 
concerns are the proximity to a bus stop and the distance between users‟ origins and an interchange 
site. For the former, maximum utility (1) was given to 0 miles and minimum (0) to any distance over 
one mile, as shown in Figure 9.27. For the latter, the minimum distance to any of the sites was assigned 
maximum utility and the current concept was assigned 0, as the questionnaire was worded „shorter 
distance…‟ so it was assumed that valuations were based on the user‟s proximity to their current site. 
Negative utility (disutility) would have breached the model so any negative values were transformed to 
0. 
The route and site that the user was assigned (their closest site rather than their original choice, to avoid 
biases) for each of the concepts was the basis of the utility values for site-centre distance. The distance 
from the site to the centre that the individual would travel with the concepts was linearly scaled so that 
the minimum of any concept, the current concept, was maximum utility, 1, and the longest was the 
minimum, 0. For survey respondents who did not provide a postcode, of which there were 68, mean 
values based on their known characteristics (e.g. site used) were used. 
Table 9.29  Constant utility values for concepts 
  Current 
Demand-
led Integrated 
Hub and 
Spoke 
Remote 
Site 
Link 
and 
Ride 
Congestion around site 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.8 0.6 
Bus stops on route 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.4 0.4 
Frequency AM Peak 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Frequency PM Peak 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 
Frequency off-peak 1 0.6 1 1 1 1 
Consistency of journey 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.6 
Punctuality 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.6 
Site-city distance 1 1 1 0.67 0 0.59 
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Figure 9.26  Bus frequency utility curve 
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Figure 9.27  Origin - bus stop distance utility curve 
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The results of the allocation of preferred concepts to each respondent is shown in Figure 9.28. The Link 
and Ride concept is allocated to the majority of users although the Hub and Spoke concept is allocated 
to only 4% fewer users. While the current concept retains only 16% of users, the Demand-led, Remote 
Site and Integrated concepts are the least favoured with 0%, 1% and 1% of users respectively. This 
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shows that the other concepts contain higher amounts of the particular characteristics that are 
considered relatively important by respondents.  
To understand the relative importance of characteristics in the determination of concept allocation, 
Figure 9.29 shows the effect on classification of the removal of each characteristic in turn, with the 
exception of frequency which would only affect the Demand-led concept by making it equivalent to the 
current concept. The most important characteristic in the assignment to the Link and Ride concept is 
the origin-site distance, whilst the site-city distance is the most influential when it comes to the current 
concept. The removal of journey time consistency or bus punctuality increases the proportion of users 
allocated to Link and Ride by 6% and 7% respectively which is equivalent to making these 
characteristics consistent with the current concept, something that may be achieved operationally. 
Figure 9.28  Allocation of utility maximising concept to users 
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Base: All respondents. 
A means by which to show the relative utility perceived to be derived from the concepts with the 
allocation model is to consider the effects of the removal of the each concept on the allocation of 
respondents to the rest, as shown in Figure 9.30. Essentially, this shows the second-best alternatives of 
respondents to the removed concepts. The removal of the current concept results in a 7.4% increase for 
the Hub and Spoke concept and a 5.7% increase for the Link and Ride with the other three concepts 
benefiting only marginally, by less than 1%.  The removal of the Hub and Spoke concept leads to its 
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passengers being approximately evenly split between the current and Link and Ride concepts whilst 
82.3% of Link and Ride passengers are reallocated to the current concept with its removal. 
Figure 9.29  Effect of characteristic removal on concept allocation 
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Base: All respondents. 
Figure 9.30  Effect of concept removal on allocation 
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Base: All respondents. 
9.9 Summary 
This chapter was primarily concerned with research questions l and m: 
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l. What are the VMT impacts of current and alternative concepts? 
m. What would be the impact of alternative P&R concepts on their use? 
It has shown that the current concept of P&R increases the VMT of its users, when compared to their 
alternative travel behaviour, by an average of 3.68 miles. As anticipated, this can largely be attributed 
to the large VMT increases of those who would otherwise use the bus, train, a green mode or make no 
trip at all in the absence of P&R. 
In terms of the alternative concepts however, it is clear that car-bus interchange can reduce the VMT of 
its users, even if it does abstract users from public transport or green modes. While the current, 
Demand-led and Integrated concepts all result in increases, the other concepts show reductions 
particularly where the closest site to users is assumed to be the choice or where frequency is reduced. 
With regards the utility of alternative concepts, Link and Ride was marginally the most successful in 
the MAUT model, closely followed by the Hub and Spoke concept while the current concept did 
remain theoretically favoured by a small number of users, albeit more than the Demand-led, Integrated 
and Remote Site concepts. 
The following chapter brings together the results of this and the preceding three chapters and discusses 
them in the context of the literature review and scoping study (Chapter 2). 
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CHAPTER 10  
THE CURRENT AND FUTURE CONCEPTS 
OF CAR-BUS INTERCHANGE:    
 A DISCUSSION 
The aim of this thesis was to investigate how UK bus-based Park and Ride may be developed to reduce 
the vehicle miles travelled by its users. This chapter draws together the findings from the study, shows 
how they fit into the existing evidence base on P&R and how knowledge in the field has been 
extended. To understand the future of UK car-bus interchange, the present and the past need to be 
understood. Indeed, the research agenda itself can be split between those research questions that 
concern either the present or the future, as shown in Figure 10.1. As such, this chapter starts by 
outlining the evidence that has been obtained on the current concept of P&R in 10.1, including its 
benefits and its problems. It then goes on to look to the future in 10.2, considering particularly the 
opportunities for VMT reduction with car-bus interchange, the likely influence of these developments 
on the utility of users and the salient issues with regards the implementation and operations of the 
alternatives. 
It should be borne in mind throughout this chapter that some of the evidence on P&R schemes 
nationally are presented alongside that on the Cambridge case study. As mentioned in previous 
chapters, the case study is not designed to be representative of the population of schemes. It is 
nevertheless fairly typical of the most mature P&R schemes in its characteristics, as highlighted in 
Chapter 4, and consequently may be an indication as to where most of them are heading as they 
develop. The VMT-related evidence is however underpinned by user origins and owing to the scarcity 
of previous research on this, the level of potential generalisations are difficult to determine. It is a 
similar situation, of course, with the attitudinal evidence on the utility of characteristics. Nevertheless, 
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pulling together the different data does provide some interesting comparisons, if only from the 
perspective of the case study and not vice-versa. 
10.1 Current P&R 
This section is concerned with P&R as it is currently implemented in the UK. It starts in 10.1.1 by 
discussing the current concept and how it has been defined in this research. It then considers the 
benefits of P&R. It looks at the policy/process characteristic of P&R, including its benefits to local 
authorities and why they have implemented it in 10.1.2. In 10.1.3, the benefits that P&R brings to its 
users and the reasons why they use it (service characteristics) are discussed. The final part of this 
section (10.1.4) looks at the problems with P&R, focusing on its direct traffic effects. 
10.1.1. The current P&R concept 
The way in which bus-based P&R is implemented varies according to local circumstances and the 
perceptions of those responsible for designing the scheme, generally the local authority. Even so, there 
is a definite model that has emerged to which most schemes approximate. Research question a, „what 
are the inherent characteristics of the P&R concept?‟ was discussed in Chapter 5 particularly. Indeed, 
the suggestions of authors (e.g. Parkhurst, 1999a; Parkhurst and Richardson, 2002) that P&R schemes 
throughout the UK are conceptually related in their form and function have been supported here.  
Physically, sites are located close to the centre of the towns that they serve. In fact, it was found that 
92% of sites are within five miles of the centre, while the remaining 8% were located a maximum of 
7.7 miles away. Most sites offer high quality facilities and surroundings as well as modern well-
branded buses. Significantly, the mean size of sites is 599 spaces but this is far outweighed by the mean 
bus frequency in peak periods of 10.7 minutes and in the inter-peak of 12.1 minutes. As a result of an 
incremental approach to scheme development, the more mature schemes generally have a high number 
of sites and spaces. There is an average of 2.2 sites and 1274 spaces per scheme. Thus, these 
similarities show that the differences that do exist between schemes are relatively small. It was thus 
valid to categorise these schemes as the „current concept‟. 
The factor that seems to be changing however is the context in which schemes are used. Chapter 5 
revealed that 77% of P&R schemes are located in medium-sized towns with populations of less than 
200,000. Yet this proportion has recently (and will probably continue to) diminish as P&R is becoming 
popular beyond its origins in traditional historic market-towns, particularly in metropolitan areas.  
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It should be noted that there are exceptions to the current concept in existence however, such as the 
schemes in Aberdeenshire and Edinburgh. These were not studied directly because while they may 
provide practical examples, this research had its roots in theoretical concepts of interchange. The 
application that occurred to Cambridge in the latter stages was an application of these concepts, not of 
practical implementations of interchange already in existence. Despite this small number of deviations 
and a widening of the context in which it is used, the current concept clearly dominates the way in 
which car-bus interchange has been implemented in the UK. Chapters 6, 7 and 8 looked at the reasons 
behind the choice of P&R as a policy from the perspective of local authorities, as is discussed in the 
following section. 
10.1.2. Policy/process characteristics – local authority benefits and motivations 
The perceptions and activity of local authorities are fundamental in where and how P&R is used. All 
policies are implemented to induce effects in some way. The perceived benefits of P&R and the 
reasons for use were issues raised in the literature review and the scoping study (Chapter 2) which 
considered research questions a-c, but they were mainly dealt with at the national level in Chapter 6 by 
research questions d-f: 
d. What are the reasons behind the implementation of P&R schemes? 
e. How important is VMT reduction in the use of P&R? 
f. How effective is P&R perceived by local authorities? 
and at the local level in Chapters 7 and 8 by questions i and j: 
i. What are the relative benefits of the current concept of P&R at the local level? 
j. What role does P&R currently play in local policy? 
The reasons for the use of P&R (q. d) were disaggregated into policy goals and motivations. As might 
be anticipated, there appeared to be a range of both of these factors which are important in the use of 
P&R. Nevertheless, the direct effect of traffic reduction predominated both dimensions. For example, 
in the survey of local authorities (Chapter 6), 94% of respondents from authorities with current P&R 
provision considered the motivation „the authority is seen to be tackling traffic problems‟ as either 
important or very important in their use of P&R. Furthermore, 97% of the respondents from these 
authorities considered the policy goal of traffic congestion reduction as important or very important. 
While there is a dearth of survey evidence on the matter to which these results can be compared, there 
are some learned suggestions. Parkhurst (1996a) for example considered that the “implementation [of 
P&R] has been primarily an economic rather than an environmental policy” (p.2). Thus, local 
authorities in Chapter 6, at least in their stated views, appear to disagree.  
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Furthermore, compared to the mean of 4.7 for traffic congestion reduction on the five-point scale of 
importance, the mean for the policy goal of improving economic vitality was only slightly lower at 4.2. 
It was nevertheless the second-most important policy goals for respondents. The same pattern emerged 
from the motivations question on the survey, with it being the second-most important since it was 
considered important or very important by 87% of respondents. Notably, this was the primary 
motivation to the introduction of supply-side transport measures for authorities without P&R, with all 
respondents considering it important or very important. 
At the local level in Cambridge (q. j), the situation is similar. Whilst economic policy does not appear 
to have been an explicitly important motivation for the use of P&R, it has certainly played a role. 
Chapter 7 for instance highlighted that its implementation was the result of pressure for access to the 
city from the growing sub-region, something that the historic fabric of the city could not accommodate 
through road building. So while notions of modal shift and environmental benefits have come later, 
originally P&R simply pushed parking provision outside of the city centre where it could not be 
located. This view was indeed shared by the local stakeholders interviewed in Chapter 8 and it is 
highlighted by the involvement of city centre retailers in the development of P&R. Even goals to 
reduce urban traffic congestion can be considered intermediate to the economy, since it is the economic 
results of congestion that are perhaps most recognised. 
Nevertheless, environmentalism is becoming increasingly important across policies and this is certainly 
the case in Cambridge. This may be to do with air quality reduction targets imposed by the national 
government or simply over a more local concern for the environment. Yet in democratically controlled 
authorities, image is undoubtedly important. Added to this in Cambridge is the presence of a number of 
active environmental pressure groups. Interest in environmental policies is also evident with authorities 
nationally with 48% of respondents to the survey in Chapter 6 considering environmental policy goals 
very important with the use of P&R and 50% important. 
In addition to these motivations and policy goals associated with the direct and induced effects of P&R, 
there are more implicit policy-related motivations. In particular, the scoping study (Chapter 2/Appendix 
A), document analysis (Chapter 7) and interviews (Chapter 8) revealed that funding has also been an 
important consideration for local authorities. In the latter, it was suggested that P&R in Cambridge 
attracts significant amounts of private sector funding through Section 106 agreements. LTP settlements 
were considered to only “top-up” these funds, according to one of the local authority officers. A 
substantial revenue stream for the Cambridge scheme is also provided by on-street parking facilities. 
Nationally however, the survey suggested that only around half of respondents with P&R considered 
the ability to access national government funds an important or very important motivation and less than 
a third for the ability to access private sector funding. Interestingly, authorities without P&R considered 
both motivations considerably more important in the introduction of supply-side measures. Cambridge 
therefore seems atypical when it comes to financial motivations with other motivations clearly being 
considered much more important in the use of P&R. 
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The role of P&R in improving the image of public transport was considered relatively important at both 
the local and national levels. In fact, 89% of respondents in the national survey (Chapter 6) considered 
this factor to be an important or very important motivation. In Cambridge, a transport campaigner 
suggested that “the County Council use P&R as a synonym for high quality public transport”. There is 
a sense therefore that first, P&R is a form of public transport and second, that it is emblematic in public 
transport provision. Indeed, the scoping study particularly highlighted a view that P&R is one of few 
means to get what was described by the Operator as “middle-class people” on to buses. Paradoxically, 
P&R services often undercut the fares of conventional buses. 
The goals and motivations for P&R introduction that involve the effects of traffic reduction, as outlined 
above, are of course underpinned by perceptions on its effectiveness, which in the conceptual 
framework, represents the „feedback‟ link between effects and policy/process characteristics (Figure 
10.2). The perceptions of local authorities on this matter are again something which has not been 
covered comprehensively by the existing UK evidence base so comparisons are difficult. Yet the 
scoping study did highlight the perceptions of experts in the field on the effectiveness of P&R. A 
comparison between local authorities (mean scores), the scoping study experts and Cambridge 
stakeholders is shown in Figure 10.3. The question was asked to all respondents in the separate stages 
of research. 
It is clear that there are some similarities between respondents from local authorities in all data 
collection exercises, generally holding an optimistic view of the effectiveness of P&R. The academics 
and those from campaign groups were generally much more negative in their views. It may be assumed 
that these respondents are more aware of the empirical evidence on P&R. After all, the negative 
impacts are not obvious in the contexts in which P&R is used. The VMT increases from P&R, or „car 
use‟ in the survey, are intangible in the city centres of host cities (the effects may be seen outside of the 
ring of P&R sites) and those visible effects are likely to occur over long periods. It is important to note 
though that P&R is considered more effective in economic terms than in car use, congestion or 
environmental terms in only a small number of cases and in no cases where local authorities officers or 
councillors are concerned. Nevertheless, P&R is, on the whole, considered effective by local authorities 
in reducing car use, congestion and pollution as well as boosting the economic vitality of its host 
centres. 
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Figure 10.2  Conceptual framework 
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Figure 10.3  Perceived effectiveness of P&R in reducing car use 
0 1 2 3 4 5
Commercial Group B
Commercial Group A
Retailer
Hospital Travel Planner
Travel Planner
Transport Campaigner B
Transport Campaigner A
District Councillor
City Councillor
County Councillor
County Council Officer
Councillors without P&R
Officers without P&R
Councillors with P&R
Officers with P&R
Operator
Official B
Official A
Campaigner
Academic C
Academic B
Academic A
Traffic congestion Car use Emissions Economic vibrancy
National 
survey 
(Ch.7)
Cambridge 
stakeholders 
(Ch. 9)
Scoping 
study 
(Ch.3)
Note. Responses with no bar indicate 0, where the respondent felt P&R was counter-productive on the 
measure. With this exception, the scale ranged from 1-very ineffective to 5-very effective.
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The views on effectiveness are of course based on the collection of characteristics that constitute the 
current concept. In the national survey it was revealed that high frequency buses were considered the 
most important characteristic of P&R, with it being perceived as very important by over 75% of 
respondents. Price was only the third most important while a short distance between the site and the 
city centre and paradoxically, also users‟ origins and the site, were considered the least important 
characteristic. This is somewhat similar to the scoping study where the local authority officers focused 
on quality aspects to attracts users while the other participants, particularly the academics, considered 
other factors such as price to be key. These characteristics are discussed further below alongside the 
importance placed on them by users. 
10.1.3. Service characteristics – user benefits and motivations 
The relative value derived from P&R by its users, compared to its alternatives, determines overall 
levels of use and consequently, its overall impacts. This involves the link between service 
characteristics and the utility of the current concept in the conceptual framework (Figure 10.2). The 
perceived benefits and motivations of users were dealt with primarily in Chapter 9 with the survey of 
P&R users which included a focus on research questions i and m: 
i. What are the relative benefits of the current concept of P&R at the local level? 
m. What would be the impact of alternative P&R concepts on their use? 
Understanding the views of users on the current concept (q. i) is key in the development of the P&R 
concept (q. m) since it will provide indications as to how the alternatives will be valued and therefore 
their viability. 
A strong academic view from the scoping study, as discussed above (10.1.2), on the motivations behind 
users‟ choice of P&R is generally that it involves P&R lowering the generalised cost of travel through 
monetary or time savings, something which echoes the literature (e.g. Parkhurst, 1999a). Unlike the 
views of local authorities discussed above, there is a larger evidence base on user attitudes. Thus, Table 
10.1 shows what users considered the main reason that they chose the P&R service from both the 
survey carried out in Cambridge in Chapter 9 (hereafter referred to as „this user survey‟) and that of 
other surveys. 
Price is generally more important in this survey with the main exception of the Plymouth dataset of 
WSA (1998). Clearly differences exist in the order of questions (with the related fatigue effects) and 
their precise wording but this survey was administered shortly after the start of recession in the UK. 
This may have increased price sensitivity to some degree. Furthermore and as outlined in Chapter 7, the 
price of CBD parking in Cambridge has risen for a number of years. Time and quality factors were not 
considered to be the main factor in mode choice for a relatively large proportion of this survey‟s 
respondents. The exception here is the Milton site, where quality factors are more important, although 
this was the result of the „P&R is better than stage bus‟ motivation, which can be thus linked to the 
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high number of respondents at Milton who previously used this mode to travel to the city. CBD parking 
supply on the other hand was relatively unimportant with this user survey, although this may be partly 
down to the inclusion of the „workplace parking supply‟ factor, of which there is a lack in Cambridge. 
These motivations may be considered extrinsic, or the „sticks‟ that induce P&R use. Of central 
importance in this research has however been the intrinsic factor which consider the importance of 
characteristics of P&R, the „carrot‟, to the user. As such, the focus of the characteristics in Table 10.2 
are the intrinsic service characteristics, although the extrinsic factor of direct relevance for this user 
survey, congestion around the site, is shown. The results gleaned here are compared with the available 
evidence from Bos (2004). It should be noted though that these are data from studies with different 
techniques, that of Bos being a Stated Preference analysis of both P&R users (68%) and non-users 
(32%) on the factors influencing P&R mode choice. The results from Bos are rescaled from her seven-
point scale to the five-point scale used here. Furthermore, Bos‟ survey was administered in a very 
different context, the Netherlands, using the internet. It is nevertheless interesting to look at both 
alongside one another.  
Overall, the scores on this user survey are much higher. What is particularly interesting however is the 
trends within the surveys. Consider, for instance, the relative importance of the groups of 
characteristics. The most and second-most important groups in this user survey are price and bus 
respectively but Bos found that these groups were the opposite in terms of mean importance. Both 
surveys found  the context and site factors to be ranked third and fourth in importance. Thus, the 
respondents in this user survey appear to be more price sensitive but a notable finding is that site 
characteristics are considered relatively unimportant. 
In contrast to the comparison with Bos‟ (2004) data, that between the views of local authorities and 
Cambridge users, both gleaned in this study, shares some difference in context but has the advantage of 
the use of similar survey methods. The comparison is shown in Figure 10.4. Again, it should be borne 
in mind with this data that the users shown are only those of the Cambridge P&R scheme. 
Nevertheless, there are some interesting differences. In terms of price, there is a degree of disparity 
between Cambridge users and local authorities with P&R although there is a similar amount in sum 
(84% and 87% respectively) that consider it to be either important or very important. 
Both site landscaping and on-site facilities are considered less important by Cambridge users than local 
authorities, while the reverse is true for on-site staff and similar high levels of importance are placed on 
security. Similarly, the context characteristic of congestion around the site received similar patterns of 
responses but some significant differences exist when it comes to design characteristics. The number of 
stops on P&R bus routes is considered much less important by Cambridge users, 55% of which deemed 
this important or very important, while the equivalent figure for local authorities was 90% for those 
with P&R and 87% for those without.  
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Table 10.1  Main reason for using P&R (%) 
  Source a b c d e* Chapter 9 
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CBD parking price 42 31 23 24 42 49 42 56 40 20 27 44 19 41 56 53 35 53 46 
Fuel cost    3          2 4 2 1 2 2 
General low price             9       
Stage bus price              3 0 4 1 0 1 
Ability to use bus pass              0 0 0 1 0 0 
T
IM
E
 
CBD parking supply 22 27 49  11 7 15 7 5 8 13 12  8 2 5 19 8 10 
Workplace parking supply              3 2 2 12 3 5 
Bus frequency     15 10 7 8 10 7 20 13        
Ease of finding space    26 1 4 4 3 1 3 3 2        
Better access to destination 13 19   5 6 2 2 13 32 5 4  7 4 2 6 5 5 
Unfamiliar with city 3 1            5 6 5 1 2 3 
Speed of service    15 12 2 16 5 15 5 9 7 5       
Difficulty driving into CBD   5                 
Q
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Bus service quality 6  12  0 2 0 0 1 0 1 0        
Better than stage bus   8 11          12 12 18 13 10 13 
Waiting facility quality     0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0        
Vehicle security    5 2 1 1 1 3 1 6 2  2 2 1 1 4 2 
Bus reliability     3 13 4 0 3 3 2 4 4       
Convenient opening hours     0 1 2 1 1 1 3 3        
Convenience             46       
O
T
H
E
R
 
Service is asset to town     1 1 3 2 2 10 5 3        
Personal/vehicle stress 7 13  12          13 7 6 6 6 7 
Environment/congestion benefit 3 6  3 4 1 3 1 6 9 2 5 9 6 4 2 2 4 4 
Sources: a) Parkhurst & Stokes (1996); b) Papoulias and Heggie (1976); c) Bristol City Council (1996); d) WSA (1998); e) FDS (2001).  
Note. * mean values comprising weekday and Saturday surveys 
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Table 10.2  Importance of interchange characteristics 
  
Bos 
(2004) 
Chap. 
10   
Bos 
(2004) 
Chap. 
10 
PRICE   BUS continued   
Total cost of P&R (bus + parking) 3.50 4.27 Certainty of seat 3.21  
Ability to use bus pass  3.73 Bus lanes 2.71 4.45 
Availability of weekly tickets  3.58 The helpfulness of the driver  4.28 
Availability of annual tickets  3.13 Comfort of the bus  4.05 
Mean 3.50 4.27* Number of bus stops site-city  3.62 
SITE   Journey time consistency  4.29 
Car-bus walking distance 3.21 3.74 Bus info in city centre  4.16 
Road-site travel time 3.14  Bus info at site  4.10 
Parking information 3.07 3.85 Mean 3.83 4.25 
Good state of repair 3.00 4.13 CONTEXT & ALTERNATIVES   
Site landscaping  3.27 Parking search time at destination 3.50  
On-site supervision 2.93 4.13 Traffic congestion at/around destination 3.43  
Safe walking routes 2.71 3.61 Parking cost at destination 3.29  
Parking reservations 2.29  Congestion around site  4.21 
On-site facilities 2.00 3.94 Mean 3.40 4.21 
Security on-site  4.37  DESIGN OF SCHEME   
Mean 2.97 3.81 Short dist home-site  3.65 
BUS   Bus stop nr home  3.51 
Frequency 3.93  Saturday service  3.88 
Frequency <10:30  4.27 Sunday service  3.56 
Frequency >15:30  4.31 Short dist site-city  2.77 
Frequency 10:30-15:30  3.86 Buses <07:00  2.96 
Punctuality 3.79 4.57 Buses >21:00  3.55 
Number of transfers before destination 3.79  Mean - N/A 
      
Source: Bos (2004). Note. *only total cost is included in the price mean. 
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Bus frequency is, on the other hand, considered of similar importance, if not slightly less so by 
Cambridge users. Yet the distance between origins and the site is deemed important or very important 
by 52% of users whilst for local authorities with P&R, this view only represents 10% of respondents. A 
significant difference also exists for the distance between the site and the town centre with 56% of local 
authorities with P&R considering it important or very important while only 17% of Cambridge users 
shared this view. 
Thus, this evidence suggests that there are significant differences between the views of local authorities 
and users, at least those in Cambridge, when it comes to the importance placed on the characteristics of 
P&R and there is particular disparity with the characteristics which dictate the fundamental way in 
which schemes are designed. 
10.1.4. Problems with P&R 
It is clear from the evidence discussed above that there is a range of benefits associated with P&R. Yet 
there are also problems, a notion which underpins this research and its attempts to move the concept 
forward. This involves the link between technical characteristics and effects in the conceptual 
framework (Figure 10.2). In particular, Chapter 9 looked at the first part of research question l on the 
current concept: what are the VMT impacts of current and alternative concepts? 
Yet it is not only important to consider the overall VMT impacts of P&R but also the contributory 
factors to this. These are affected by both the users that P&R attracts, particularly the mode that they 
used before P&R or would use in the absence of P&R, and its intrinsic VMT by buses. 
The alternative and previous modes of users found by the user survey in Chapter 9 and that of previous 
surveys is shown in Table 10.3. Overall, this user survey has shown relatively high levels of public 
transport abstraction. This is particularly apparent with Milton users, 34% of whom previously used 
public transport, a figure which is only exceeded by the Oxford surveys of Collins et al (1987) and 
Parkhurst and Stokes (1994). It is similar for alternative behaviour where the 41% of users that would 
use public transport in the absence of P&R is the highest, a position shared with the Brighton survey of 
WSA (1998). As outlined in Chapter 9 however, a high proportion of Milton users (17%) accessed the 
P&R service using green modes so no additional access VMT would be contributed by these users. 
Nevertheless, the amount of users whose alternative is public transport at the other sites is relatively 
high but there are a number of other surveys that exceed these abstraction rates. Most of these figures 
for this user survey do however far exceed the 24% reported for Cambridge by WSA (1998). This may 
be down to changing attitudes towards conventional public transport over time, either due to the use of 
P&R or independently. The introduction of concessionary fares in this period may also have had an 
effect by increasing the desirability of public transport in terms of alternative behaviour, or increasing 
the desirability of P&R to those who previously used public transport, although there was not a 
significant proportion of older users in this user survey that suggested that they would opt for public 
transport, compared to other groups. 
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Figure 10.4  Cambridge users' and UK local authorities' perceived importance of characteristics 
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For previous behaviour, the amount of users reported by this user survey who made no trip to 
Cambridge prior to using P&R does appear very high. However, it should be remembered that this does 
not only represent those who suppressed trip-making but also those who did not previously live or work 
in the area, of which there is likely to be a significant amount given the maturity of the Cambridge 
scheme. In contrast, those who would travel elsewhere or not make no trip at all are within the range 
reported by others. 
Regarding the distance travelled from user origins to the city centre, the results of this user survey show 
a significant disparity with those of WSA (1998) (Table 10.4). The results of this user survey show a 
much farther distance travelled with the mean distance being over double that reported by WSA (1998). 
Of course, this mirrors more general changes that have occurred nationally and the scheme may have 
increased its catchment in the 11 years between the surveys but still, this difference is unexpected. 
In terms of the effectiveness of P&R in reducing VMT, the other factor in addition to alternative and 
previous behaviour is the VMT of P&R buses. Table 10.5 shows the bus VMT that was estimated in 
this study alongside that estimated for Cambridge by Parkhurst (1999a). Only this data are shown since 
any case other than Cambridge are of little importance and Parkhurst (1999a) is the only author known 
to have hitherto calculated P&R bus VMT on a car equivalent basis. The Trumpington site was the only 
one of the five that did not exist when WSA (1998) carried out their study (on which Parkhurst based 
his analysis) nor did it have a predecessor. Parkhurst‟s estimates are shown below those of this study in 
italics for the same or predecessor sites. It should also be noted that there were slightly different 
methods of bus VMT allocation (see Chapter 4). 
Nevertheless, the estimates of bus VMT are similar for Newmarket Road and Cowley Road/Milton. 
Indeed, Milton is located very close to the former Cowley Road site. Parkhurst did however use a lower 
bus scaling factor for his estimates, to transform route miles into car-equivalent bus VMT. Despite this, 
the Milton figure is lower because it is relatively well patronised. Babraham/Clifton Road show a 
significant difference, which is again largely down to the number of users even though there was a 
much lower bus VMT with Parkhurst‟s estimate. Madingley Road, on the other hand, showed fewer 
passengers and route miles/VMT with this study resulting in a much higher mean VMT per user. 
Overall however, it is clear that the VMT of P&R buses is significant. In this study, the bus VMT per 
user as a percentage of the two-way distance between the site and the city centre ranges from 15% 
(Milton) to 73% (Trumpington). Diversions of buses to the Grafton Centre are attributable for some of 
this however. 
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Table 10.3  Previous and alternative behaviour of users (%) 
     
No 
trip to 
centre 
before 
Visited 
more 
since 
P&R 
Travel 
else-
where 
Would 
not 
travel     
Public 
transport
5
 
Car (driver) (Other) P&R  
Source Centre (Site) Day n  Prev Alt Prev  Alt  Prev  Alt  Prev  Prev  Alt Alt  
WSA (1998) Brighton Mon-Fri 220 18 41 50 26 - - - - 9 19 
Bristol City Council 
(1996) 
Bristol (Bath Road) 
Thurs  674 - 40 - 54 - - - - 1 2 
Sat 902 - 18 - 70 - - - - 4 8 
EHTF (2000) Bristol (Long Ashton) 
Mon-Fri 651 - 22 - 71 - - - - 2 2 
Sat 1211 - 14 - 80 - - - - 2 3 
WSA (1998) Cambridge Mon-Fri 204 10 24 58 39 - - - - 5 8 
Chapter 9 
Cambridge (Trum) Mon 197 16 30 50 45 - - 22 - 3 10 
Cambridge (New Rd) Wed 230 17 31 50 50 - - 28 - 6 9 
Cambridge (Milton) Thurs 133 34 41 35 38 - - 27 - 2 6 
Cambridge (Bab Rd) Tues 355 18 28 47 54 - - 31 - 5 9 
Cambridge (Mad Rd) Fri 301 18 30 44 53 - - 34 - 5 11 
Cambridge (Mean) Mon-Fri 1216 19 30 46 50 - - 29 - 4 9 
Jones (1994)* Chester¹ Mon/Sat 124 13 14 74 60 7 15 6 15 - - 
WSA (1998) Coventry Mon-Fri 208 17 21 52 50 - - - - 9 11 
Pickett and Gray (1996) Maidstone Mon-Sat 1000 - 15 - 66 - - - 27 2 8 
Pickett and Gray (1996) Norwich Mon-Sat 1000 - 12 - 78 - - - 15 2 3 
WSA (1998) Norwich Mon-Fri 204 24 29 56 53 - - - - 5 7 
Pickett and Gray (1996) Nottingham Mon-Sat 1000 - 25 - 59 - - - 25 4 6 
Collins et al. (1987)* Oxford Fri/Sat 553 39 - 42 - 7 - - - - - 
Devonald et al. (1978) Oxford 
Wed 262 24 - 66 - - - 4 - - - 
Sat 391 13 - 81 - - - 4 - - - 
Papoulias and Heggie 
(1976)* 
Oxford 
Tues 155 8 - 57 - 14 - 6 - - - 
Sat 99 5 - 68 - 12 - 2 - - - 
Parkhurst and Stokes 
(1994) 
Oxford² 
Fri 741 36 31 55 33 - 8 - - - - 
Sat 1000 35 20 58 43 - 4 - - - - 
Continued overleaf… 
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Table 10.3  continued 
     
No 
trip to 
centre 
before 
Visited 
more 
since 
P&R 
Travel 
else-
where 
Would 
not 
travel     
Public 
transport 
Car (driver) (Other) P&R  
Source Centre (Site) Day n  Prev Alt Prev  Alt  Prev  Alt  Prev  Prev  Alt Alt  
White (1977)* Oxford 
Tues/Thurs 208 - 30 - 57 - 14 - - - - 
Sat 207 - 22 - 68 - 16 - - - - 
WSA (1998) Plymouth Mon-Fri 208 14 32 70 47 - - - - 3 8 
WSA (1998) Reading Mon-Fri 220 28 31 66 43 - - - - 6 12 
SYPTE (1995)* Sheffield Thurs/Sat 176 13 - 64 - 15 8 - - - - 
Pickett and Gray (1996) Shrewsbury Mon-Sat 1000 - 11 - 67 - - - 34 8 9 
WSA (1998) Shrewsbury Mon-Fri 205 15 18 71 53 - - - - 3 10 
Cooper (1993)* York N/A³ 154 19 35 63 59 - - 12 - - - 
Parkhurst and Stokes 
(1994) 
York 
Fri 288 24 26 66 54 - - - 40 - - 
Sat 310 13 9 85 65 - - - 48 - - 
WSA (1998) York Mon-Fri 221 15 26 55 57 - - - - 1 6 
 
Note.  
* Reported by Parkhurst (1996) 
¹Survey of shoppers only. Results weighted for those not previously coming or would not come in the absence of P&R 
²Only those users previously travelling to centre prior to the introduction of P&R are included in previous modes used 
³Post survey of users holding payment card 
4
The generated trips reported by EHTF (2000), Pickett and Gray (1996) and Parkhurst (1996) are reweighted assuming all users no longer travelling would either 
travel elsewhere or not make the trip. 
5
Results of this user survey show public transport and green modes combined. 
 
Based on Parkhurst (1996) with additional data from EHTF (2000), Bristol City Council (1996), Pickett and Gray (1996); and WSA (1998). 
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Table 10.4  Distance travelled to city centre (%) 
Home to site distance (miles) WSA (1998) Chapter 9 
<1.1 9 0.3 
1.2 - 1.9 8 0.6 
1.9 - 3.1 19 3.7 
3.2 - 5.6 26 11.9 
5.7 - 9.3 29 18.3 
>9.3 9 65.2 
Not stated 1 - 
Mean 8.02 16.7 
 
Table 10.5  Cambridge P&R bus VMT 
Site Circuits/day 
Total 
route 
miles Bus VMT  Pax/day 
Bus VMT 
per pax 
Site-CBD 
distance 
(return) 
Trumpington 150 810 2430 638 3.8 5.2 
Newmarket Rd 74 440.6 1321.8 739 1.8 6.8 
Newmarket Rd 73 454 1135 700 2.1  
Milton 79 581 1743 762 1.4 9.2 
Cowley Rd 58 288 720 540 1.8  
Babraham Rd 75 555 1665 1149 2.3 6.6 
Clifton Rd 49 183 457.5 178 3.4  
Madingley Rd 75 457.5 1372.5 755 1.8 4.8 
Madingley Rd 73 272 680 917 1.0   
Note. ¹ this study used a VMT scaling factor of 3 whilst Parkhurst (1999a) used 2.5. ² Parkhurst 
reported changes in kilometres travelled per car parked, which have been converted to VMT per 
passenger using his assumed car occupancy. 
Data in italics are from Parkhurst (1999a). 
Combining the effects of the trips abstracted from public transport, diverted or generated with the 
fundamental design features of P&R, such as the VMT resulting from high bus frequency and site 
location, results in the total VMT impacts, as shown in Table 10.6. The only previous work calculating 
VMT effects is that of WSA (1998) and Parkhurst (1999a). Both of these authors however based their 
estimations on the 35% of users who drove to the Cambridge P&R sites and would otherwise drive to 
the city centre and which resulted in a decrease in VMT of 0.93 (WSA, 1998) when considering only 
access behaviour and an increase in 0.68 (Parkhurst 1999a) when also including bus mileage (both 
converted from km and the latter also from a per-car based figure). 
This user survey found a very similar proportion of users who drove to the site and would drive to the 
centre in the absence of P&R, 34.06%. Yet the mean VMT change from these users is much lower than 
the aforementioned estimates at -2.33. Thus, if P&R only attracted drivers who would otherwise use the 
car, it would result in considerable VMT savings. Yet this is not the reality. Parkhurst (e.g. 1995; 
1999a) has commented on the significance of trips abstracted from public transport and those diverted 
or generated in that they contribute significant VMT increases to the total since the access trips of these 
users are generally switched to the car from the bus or train and are long compared to the distance 
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between the P&R site and the town centre. The findings here (Table 10.6) indeed support his view. The 
only exception are diverted trips since it appears that those that would be made in the absence of P&R 
are longer than P&R trips. Nevertheless, the other non-car alternative trips result in significant 
increases in VMT resulting in a mean VMT increase of 3.68 per user and added 14,870 in VMT 
Cambridge‟s roads on the survey day. 
Table 10.6  VMT change from alternative behaviour resulting from P&R use in Cambridge 
  TRUM 
NEW 
RD MILTON  
BAB 
RD  
MAD 
RD  All 
Travel to Cambridge       
Bus 12.66 17.87 8.99 15.05 16.17 14.63 
Train 14.18 24.92 17.93 16.9 34.33 20.11 
Car       
 - pay for public parking -4.5 -11.02 -16.5 -7.81 -8.66 -8.84 
 - use free public parking -4.72 -7.27 -4.87 -8.38 -6.18 -6.61 
 - use free private parking 0.06 -4.38 -6.06 -3.36 -3.11 -3.17 
 - get a lift 0.89 -0.36 4.56 2.51 3.77 2.37 
Walk      2.72 
Cycle      2.91 
Not travel to Cambridge       
Make no trip 17.57 22.91 16.45 24.93 30.75 23.93 
Travel elsewhere -9.68 -14.53 -28.79 -21.62 -10.52 -16.1 
All (mean) 5.46 4.1 1.36 2.44 4.75 3.68 
Alternative VMT (sample 
total) 977 902 175 820 1,348 4,222 
Pax/day 638 739 755 762 1149 4043 
All (day total) 3,481 3,031 1,025 1,859 5,454 14,870 
 
Table 10.7  Site characteristics/user behaviour and VMT change from alternative behaviour 
  TRUM NEW RD MILTON  BAB RD  MAD RD  
Spaces 1342 873 500 1043 930 
Bus route miles 810 440.6 581 555 457.5 
Dist origins-site (mean) 16.51 17.31 11.9 14.57 15.7 
Users per day 638 739 755 762 1149 
Alternative behaviour      
% users - car alternative 44.7 50 39.8 54.9 54.2 
% users - public transport alternative 29.5 30.5 40.6 27.9 29.6 
% users - green mode alternative 7.1 3 3 3.9 3 
% users - generated/diverted 9.6 8.7 6.1 8.7 10.9 
Access mode      
% users - car arrive 91.9 99.1 82.7 99.9 98.7 
% users - green arrive 8.1 0.9 17.3 0 1.3 
      
VMT change  (mean) 5.46 4.1 1.36 2.44 4.75 
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This estimate is significant, not only because of the degree to which it suggests that P&R is ineffective 
in reducing VMT, at least in Cambridge, but also because by including non-car alternative trips, it is 
the most comprehensive known assessment of the VMT effects of P&R. 
In terms of the difference in VMT change between the sites (Table 10.7), there are a range of 
contributory factors. It appears to be the bus route miles in the case of Trumpington‟s high mean VMT, 
the high proportion of users arriving using green modes and the close proximity of users to the site (the 
former offsets the latter as the green mode users live close to the site) with the low figure for Milton 
and the low origin-site distance with the relatively low figure for Babraham Road. The total number of 
site users does not vary enough between the sites to make a significant overall difference, as 
highlighted by the high number of users of Madingley Road but relatively high VMT change. 
10.2 Future of car-bus interchange 
The preceding section discussed how P&R, as it is currently implemented in Cambridge, induces a 
significant increase in the mean VMT of its users. The design of the current concept of P&R – large 
sites located on the edge of the urban area served by high-frequency buses - results in the VMT 
reductions of those users who would otherwise drive all the way to their destination being completely 
offset by the VMT increases of trips abstracted from public transport, generated or diverted.  
This section discusses the alternative concepts that have been proposed by this research in 10.2.1, 
which aim to reduce the mean VMT of P&R users. These VMT effects are discussed in 10.2.2 but this 
cannot be done in isolation. For P&R to have any effect whatsoever, it needs to attract users. The level 
of relative utility that would be derived from the alternative concepts by users as well as that perceived 
by local authorities is discussed in 10.2.3. The view of the local authorities is clearly key as they are 
essentially the architects of P&R schemes. Indeed, the implementation of a policy is often the most 
precarious stage in its life. Thus, issues relating to the implementation and operation of the alternative 
concepts are brought together in 10.2.4. 
10.2.1. Alternative interchange concepts 
The concepts that sought to improve the role of interchange in reducing the VMT of its users were 
formulated in Chapter 5 in response to research question b: how can the package of characteristics 
within P&R be modified? Thus, these concepts focused on improving the link between technical 
characteristics and traffic effects in the conceptual framework (Figure 10.2) and were drawn together 
primarily from the literature review and scoping study (Chapter 2). These concepts are shown in Figure 
10.5 and described below: 
 The Demand-led concept reduced the frequency of P&R buses in periods of low demand to 
reduce the bus portion of the P&R VMT of users; 
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 The Integrated concept used conventional bus services to serve interchange sites to increase 
load factors and reduce public transport abstraction, thus reducing the bus VMT of all users 
and the access VMT of those with access to the bus route upstream of interchange sites; 
 The Hub and Spoke concept proposed using feeder services for the site to both reduce public 
transport abstraction and stimulate overall use; 
 The Remote Site concept located sites farther upstream and aimed to consolidate users earlier 
in their trips to extend the portion of the trip made by buses while reducing access trips; and, 
 The Link and Ride concept extended the use of a Remote Site by using a series of smaller sites 
to intercept a higher proportion of users early in their journey which would be served by 
conventional bus services thereby offering opportunity to use the service as a conventional bus 
route. 
Figure 10.5  Alternative concepts of car-bus interchange 
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10.2.2. VMT effects of alternatives 
While the concepts provided some benefits compared to the current concept in theory, it was necessary 
to test their effectiveness. This was done in two ways: first, when the modifications to the current 
concept were made and the alternatives proposed in Chapter 5, it went on to focus on research question 
c: what influence are these modifications likely to have on the impact of P&R on VMT? This provided a 
good basis on which to progress the research but it was necessary to consider how these concepts could 
be implemented in reality and gain a more reliable understanding of their effects using the data 
provided by an actual P&R scheme and its users in reality. Thus, Chapter 9 went on to look at the latter 
part of research question l: what are the VMT impacts of current and alternative concepts? 
Table 10.8 shows the main assumptions used and results of the model of P&R schemes nationally in 
Chapter 5, the estimates of the concepts in Cambridge in Chapter 9 as well as the only comparable 
result in the literature (Parkhurst, 2000b). The assumptions on alternative behaviour in Chapter 5 were 
very similar, at least compared to the survey results for Cambridge P&R. With the Cambridge 
estimates though, the technical characteristics of the alternative concepts were adapted depending on 
the location of users‟ origins to select the optimum site locations, hence the difference with those of 
Chapter 5. The bus VMT is generally lower in the results from Chapter 9 because of the higher usage 
of sites in Cambridge, even though a higher bus scaling factor of 3 was applied. 
For the current concept, the VMT results of Chapters 5 and 9 were relatively similar. The Chapter 5 
models for the Demand-led, Integrated and Hub and Spoke concepts nevertheless showed them to be 
much more effective than they were when modelling them in Cambridge. The Link and Ride concept in 
Chapter 9 resulted in a large variation in the VMT effects, some of which come close to those resulting 
from Chapter 5 and Parkhurst (2000b), but never meeting or exceeding them. This is in part to do with 
the much more dispersed origins of users in Cambridge than the assumption-based models of Chapter 5 
and Parkhurst, as can be seen by the differences in the access VMT. 
Overall however, the results of applying the concepts (also shown in Figure 10.6) suggest that car-bus 
interchange is capable of some very significant reductions in the VMT of its users. As can be seen from 
the different scenarios though, this depends not only on the design of the concepts but also, as 
suggested above for the current concept, the overall levels of usage, catchment areas and the frequency 
of buses.  
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Table 10.8  VMT effect of interchange concepts 
  
Current 
concept 
Demand-led 
concept 
Integrated 
concept 
Hub & Spoke 
concept 
Remote Site 
concept 
Link & Ride concept 
 5S 5S 
5R / 
10S 
5R / 
20S 
long 
5R / 
20S 
short 
4R / 
16S 
 6R / 
25S 
7R / 
28S 
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS                   
Bus stops (downstream) NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES YES YES YES YES YES NO NO NO NO NO 
Access VMT (mean) 18.8 24.3 18.8 24.3 14.7 22.1 16.1 16.8 10.8 18.9 3.3 1.2 17.4 15.5 18.6 17.8 11.7 11.2 
Bus VMT (mean) 3.8 2.1 2.1 1.6 1.6 3.64 5.8 8.8 22.5 6 9.5 - 6 10.3 4.5 4.4 5.3 5.7 
Site - centre distance (mean) 2.96 3.26 2.96 3.26 2.96 3.26 6.21 3.26 15.34 10.6 8.7 8.7 5.3 10.2 5.4 5.2 5.5 5.6 
Daily site usage 509 809 509 809 509 809 569 809 359 809 479 890 809 809 809 809 809 809 
ALTERNATIVE BEHAVIOUR                   
CAR % of users 54% 50% 54% 50% 54% 50% 51% 50% 45% 50% 86% 86% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 
Car occupancy (mean) 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 
PUBLIC TRANSPORT % of users 31% 30% 31% 30% 31% 30% 39% 30% 40% 30% 5% 5% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 
Car equivalent factor applied to buses 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
GREEN MODE % of users 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 2% 4% 4% 4% 0% 0% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 
GENERATED TRIPS % of users 11% 9% 11% 9% 11% 9% 8% 9% 11% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 
P&R USE BEHAVIOUR                   
Car-equivalent factor applied to buses 2.49 3 2.49 3 2.49 3 2.49 3 2.49 3 2.49  3 3 3 3 3 3 
Arrived by Car                   
% of users 88% 96% 88% 96% 70% 76% 64% 56% 65% 75% 90% 91% 77% 83% 87% 89% 84% 81% 
Car occupancy (mean) 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.1 1.1       
Arrived by Green Mode                   
% of users 12% 4% 12% 4% 11% 3% 11% 3% 25% 18% 0% 0% 19% 17% 13% 11% 16% 19% 
Arrived by Bus                   
% of users 0% 0% 0% 0% 19% 21% 25% 41% 10% 7% 10% 9% 4% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
VMT CHANGE (mean)                   
Base scenario 3.31 3.68 2.17 3.16 -0.46 2.54 -1.28 2.4 2.09 1.67 -7.75 -9.4 0.18 2.68 0.47 -0.54 -5.7 -5.67 
Reduced frequency (15 mins) - - - - - 1.46 - 1.97 - -0.14 - - -1.62 0.46 -1.23 -1.47 -7.46 -7.58 
Plus 27.4 pax p/h per site - 2.50 - - - 1.41 - -0.41 - -0.22 - - -1.71 -0.69 -1.45 -1.98 -7.22 -7.55 
Note. Black – results from model in Chapter 5 (mean values of national P&R schemes); blue – results from model in Chapter 9 (mean values from Cambridge P&R 
sites); red – results from Parkhurst‟s (2000b) Link and Ride model (some assumptions unknown). R - routes; S – sites. For Link and Ride concepts not operating five 
routes, users are allocated their closest site. For all other concepts, original site choice is retained. 
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Figure 10.6  VMT change resulting from alternative concepts 
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10.2.3. Perceived utility of alternatives 
The usage levels of interchange facilities are fundamental in their effects. In fact, the relationship is 
non-linear since unlike access VMT, bus VMT is fixed and allocated on a per-passenger basis. Thus, 
the alternatives would have to still appeal to users in a similar way to the current concept. As such and 
in addition to the VMT estimates, Chapter 9 addressed research question m: what would be the impact 
of alternative P&R concepts on their use? Yet there are other considerations. In particular, the 
perceptions of local authorities on the acceptability of interchange to the potential user will dictate how 
schemes are implemented and operated. Chapter 6 therefore looked at research question h: what would 
be the impact of alternatives to the P&R concept on local authorities‟ perceptions of the utility it 
provides? 
From the importance placed on the various characteristics of P&R, the utility values of the alternative 
concepts was estimated as described in Chapters 6 and 9. The first choice – the alternative that 
maximised utility - of both local authorities and Cambridge users is shown in Figure 10.7. Overall, 
29.7% more local authority respondents were allocated the Hub and Spoke concept than Cambridge 
users. The Link and Ride concept was allocated to 24.8% more users, the current concept 3.3% while 
the Integrated and Remote Site concepts had higher shares of less than 1%. Surprisingly, the allocation 
to Councillors without P&R was relatively similar to Cambridge users overall, with only a 9% higher 
Hub and Spoke allocation for the councillors with relatively even amounts or fewer allocations to the 
current and Remote Site concepts. 
It is clear however that utility would be maximised for local authorities at the national level primarily 
with the Hub and Spoke concept and for users at the local level in Cambridge with both the Hub and 
Spoke and Link and Ride concepts. While the current concept remains a first choice in these terms by 
some users and local authorities, they are in a minority. This is particularly surprising with regards the 
local authorities considering the current concept‟s popularity and the level of implementation activity 
that it has been subjected to, as outlined in Chapter 2.  
These allocations of course only consider the concepts that maximise utility. Figure 10.8 shows the 
utility values, given their characteristics and the weightings/importance associated with these 
characteristics by both national local authorities and Cambridge users, as well as their VMT effects. 
The utility values are standardised through a linear transformation to make them comparable while the 
VMT effects are reversed to show savings. A number of Link and Ride scenarios are shown given the 
large number of them that were calculated. From the perspective of the users, the Link and Ride 
concept appears to offer the optimum solution by maximising both utility and VMT savings. Yet this 
view is not shared by local authorities. For them, the Hub and Spoke concept seems to outperform Link 
and Ride in terms of utility and still, when the additional passengers are added from stage services 
(which is a relatively robust assumption), VMT savings occur, albeit at a much lower level. 
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Figure 10.7  First choice alternative concept of Cambridge users and national local authorities 
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To consider this relationship in more detail and as recommended within the MAUT approach by 
Edwards (1977), a simple calculation was performed to consider the optimum solution for both local 
authorities nationally and P&R users in Cambridge. This involved the division of the utility values by 
the cost of the concepts. In this case, societal cost (VMT) was used. A transformation was performed to 
scale VMT in line with utility values. The utility values for each individual (from the local authority 
and user surveys) were used but mean values of VMT effects were included as this calculation 
considered the overall, not individual, cost. As might be anticipated due to its significant savings 
compared to the other concepts, the Link and Ride 6 route/25 site concept became the optimum 
solution for each individual. When the 6 route/25 site concept was removed from the model, the Hub 
and Spoke concept became the optimum for 2.5% of individuals (11 users; 22 local authority 
officers/councillors), with the rest unchanged. With the removal of each of the Link and Ride concepts 
a similar shift occurred; with the 5 route/10 site model the Hub and Spoke concept became optimum 
for a further 3.2% and with the 5 route/25 site, this became a further 1.3%. When all Link and Ride 
concepts were removed, the Hub and Spoke concept became optimum for 65% of individuals with the 
Remote Site concept being preferred by the rest. With the removal of the Hub and Spoke concept, 
70.7% of individuals were allocated the Remote Site concept and rest the Integrated concept. 
This suggests, given the perceived importance of interchange characteristics and the characteristics 
possessed by each of the interchange concepts - therefore utility – as well as the VMT effects of these 
concepts, Link and Ride is the optimal concept, at least in the context of Cambridge from the 
perspective of users. The Hub and Spoke concept is second-best, Remote Site third and Integrated 
fourth. Owing to the large increases in VMT associated with the current concept, this is the least 
beneficial option. 
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Figure 10.8  Utility values and VMT effects of interchange concepts 
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Note. The Link and Ride concept shown in the savings series is the 5 route/20 site model.
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10.2.4. Implementation and operation of alternatives 
While this research has focused primarily on the factors of utility and VMT effects, a further significant 
consideration with the alternative concepts is that of their implementation and operation in reality. 
After all, the difficulties in these areas are critical for many policies, particularly in the transport field. 
Chapter 8 looked at some of these issues by addressing research question k: how acceptable would 
alternative concepts be? It should be borne in mind though that the findings in Chapter 8, as with the 
other case study findings, were gleaned in the context of Cambridge so only limited generalisations 
may be possible. 
Nevertheless, the stakeholders interviewed in Cambridge did provide some useful insights into the 
possible barriers to and implications of the alternative concepts. For the Remote Site concept, there was 
a concern over the diminution of the market, particularly in the area downstream of the site. Some users 
may back-track to the site and some may use downstream bus stops but on the whole, owing to the 
psychological movement away from the destination, users are unlikely to travel upstream and would 
probably prefer to drive all the way to the city. Indeed, approximately 62% of users reside within the 
ring of proposed Remote Sites in Cambridge (Figure 10.9) so this problem is likely to be significant. 
Conversely, insufficient long-range demand was considered to exist for the Integrated concept. Indeed, 
the origins of users are not located in a sufficiently uniform linear pattern along corridors. Rather, they 
are highly dispersed, as least in Cambridge. This dispersal results in large numbers of users upstream of 
current sites but insufficiently close to Integrated bus routes to access them on foot. As with other 
concepts, there is no middle-ground; users either live close enough to the bus route to walk (assumed to 
be both 1 and 0.5 miles in Chapter 9), or they have to drive all the way to the site. This effect 
essentially results in the Integrated concept offering only a small improvement on the current concept 
and an overall VMT increase. 
The Hub and Spoke concept, on the other hand, is designed to serve the dispersed origins with feeder 
buses. Admittedly, what this concept does is try to use the popularity and perceived service 
characteristics of P&R to get people on to buses for their whole journeys. It is an inconvenient truth 
that conventional buses, in general terms, convey a poor image but P&R generally manages to be 
considered as something else. Thus, for the user, the decision not to drive will be influenced by the 
perception of the feeder bus being part of the interchange service rather than a conventional stage bus. 
This clearly involves marketing. Yet in reality, the implementation of this concept would be at least 
suitable for the risk averse local authority. Feeder buses could be existing rural services, although 
enhanced in quality and image, thereby requiring little infrastructure commitment beyond current 
concept sites. 
Even so, to secure patronage the issue of integration is key. Indeed, this was the main concern raised by 
Cambridge stakeholders with this concept. Feeder buses would have to be scheduled to complement 
main site-to-city P&R services and the interchange time penalty could be minimised through integrated 
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ticketing. Despite concerns over integration, this concept was on the whole considered advantageous by 
respondents in Chapter 8 even, it should be said, a local authority official. 
Figure 10.9  Remote site concept and user origins 
 
The Link and Ride concept would require much more commitment from the implementing authority 
due to its scale and novel nature. The main issues regarding service characteristics from the perspective 
of the user would be travel time. Clearly, the time spent on the bus with this concept would be greatly 
extended, owing not only to the greater distance but also the stopping at downstream sites. This raises 
two issues; first, bus stopping time would have to be minimised through such measures as integrated 
ticketing and off-bus payment (which is already used in Cambridge) and second, the perceived benefit 
of the service would be greatly increased if both congestion was a problem along the Link and Ride 
route and if bus priority was employed along this route. This would provide a distinct advantage to 
using the service as early as possible. While it may not be the case on rural routes, participants did 
suggest that a Link and Ride route incorporating some of the heavily congested arterial routes in the 
area would be viable. A further point to note on this concept is that unlike the current P&R in 
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Cambridge, it would be beneficial to charge for the parking and bus elements of the service separately. 
This would discourage car arriving at the site for those residing close by and could be made possible 
quite simply by the aforementioned off-bus payment, particularly if this incorporated smart ticketing. 
With the Link and Ride concept, there are some lessons that may be applied from the Cambridgeshire 
Guided Busway. While it is still being constructed, it seems to have won a great deal of support with 
the local populace. It seems that there are four main reasons behind this, although these will obviously 
be tested when operation begins. First, it is completely segregated from other traffic for much of its 
route, thus providing high speed despite numerous calling points such as interchange sites; second, it is 
a novel and innovative mode; third, it has been publicised as a high-quality, user-friendly service; and 
fourth, it runs parallel with the heavily congested A14 road. The potential lessons for Link and Ride are 
clear. Segregation may be achieved through good bus priority and there needs to be demand for the 
longer-range bus trips, induced through pricing or time savings or both. It needs to be well marketed 
and needs to be considered not as a conventional bus. 
Figure 10.10  Effects of reduced frequency and closest site use on VMT effects 
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Interestingly, a series of outer interchange sites, to operate in conjunction with current ones, has been 
proposed for the P&R scheme in the past. Indeed, it was the use of just two sites on Link and Ride 
routes that appealed most to the stakeholders interviewed. Apparently, the main reason that this 
proposal was shelved was the lack of political will to operate interchange services beyond the County 
Council‟s jurisdiction. This raises the role of regional governance. Although the guided busway lies 
within Cambridgeshire, the regional tier of government have been heavily involved with it because of 
its role in future development plans for the area. With Link and Ride especially but not exclusively 
then, there seems to be a need to address transport issues from a wider perspective with patterns of 
movement being the primary concern and not spheres of political control. 
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While the Demand-led concept did not lead to any significant reductions in VMT compared to the 
current concept, reductions in the frequency of interchange buses within the other concepts leads to 
considerable increases in their effectiveness, as shown in Figure 10.10. Reductions have the largest 
impact with the Link and Ride concept because of its relatively high bus routes miles. With the 
concepts, frequency was reduced only to 15 minutes from 10 minutes during the day with 20 minutes 
maintained in the evening. It is likely to be around this frequency however that users no longer consider 
the service as discretionary but obviously, mean wait time only increases by 2.5 minutes. Furthermore, 
when users are allocated to use their closest site, not their original choice, greater VMT savings are also 
made, although not to the same degree as  when altering frequency. Attempting to get users to opt for 
their closest site is undoubtedly laden with difficulties because to many, P&R is considered a 
destination-based parking service. The provision of sites nearer to the origin of the user play a role but 
reduction in bus frequency is clearly both the most simple step to take and the one which yields the 
more beneficial results. 
Figure 10.11  Conceptual framework highlighting policy/process characteristics 
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In addition to the general issues relating to the implementation and operation of concepts, from the 
perspective of the local authority particularly, the policy/process characteristics (Figure 10.11) related 
to these are of importance and are the providers of their utility. In reality, many of these characteristics 
are likely to remain constant for the alternative concepts. Indeed, the improved effectiveness of 
interchange may result in an increase in its desirability. 
Nevertheless, the characteristics that are likely to change with the alternative concepts are those 
relating to cost. This is an issue that has not been discussed in considerable depth in this research but 
there are some important points to consider in these terms: 
 Regarding the Hub and Spoke concept, there is likely to be no significant increase in operating 
cost since existing rural bus services could be used. The concept would require some 
investment though, in such things as marketing, the enhancement of feeder buses to attract 
P&R users and ticketing infrastructure. Effective partnerships with private operators would 
also be required. 
 Regarding the Link and Ride concept and as Parkhurst (2000b) has suggested on the subject, 
only the same overall capacity may be required on the routes as existing P&R sites and land is 
likely to be cheaper in remote locations. This does not necessarily mean that the sites could 
only be those introduced simultaneously for a new scheme. Rather, Link and Ride sites may 
be added to schemes in place of extensions to current sites. Higher operational costs resulting 
from an increase in bus route miles would be offset to some degree by the increased catchment 
area of services as well as reduced bus frequency.  
 The Remote Site concept would increase the bus operation costs, as bus route miles are similar 
to those of the Link and Ride concept, but the increase in demand is less likely given the 
smaller number of users that would interchange.  
 Similarly, the Integrated concept would operate much longer bus routes but the interchange 
opportunity would remain the same as the current concept. Furthermore, demand would not be 
increased to the level of the Hub and Spoke concept because of the relatively small number of 
users residing within walking distance of the bus route. The upstream portion of the bus route 
could again be operated by existing routes however. 
10.3 Summary 
This chapter has brought together the main findings of this research. As it has been noted, the case 
study of Cambridge was not strictly intended to be representative of the population of UK P&R 
schemes yet relating it to the national situation has produced some interesting results. Local authorities 
generally consider the current concept of P&R to be effective in reducing car use, traffic congestion 
and traffic-related emissions but in Cambridge at least, it results in a significant increase in the mean 
VMT of its users. This is largely down to the abstraction of trips from public transport, their diversion 
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from other centres or their generation. It is also down to the inherent characteristics of P&R though 
which offer a relatively small length of bus trip compared to access trips and they are served by high-
frequency bus services. 
Cambridge users nevertheless considered bus frequency relatively important. Local authorities on the 
other hand, whilst also considering frequency important, placed little importance on the proximity of 
user origins to interchange sites but the users themselves considered this to be significant. Thus, when 
it came to the alternative interchange concepts that would maximise the utility of users, both the Link 
and Ride and Hub and Spoke concepts were found to be utility maximising for most users. For local 
authorities however, it was the Hub and Spoke concept that predominated by far. 
Combining the social cost of VMT with utility resulted in an overall optimum solution of Link and 
Ride with the Hub and Spoke concept being second-best and the Remote Site third. Undoubtedly, the 
Hub and Spoke concept offers the simplest in terms of implementation but the costs and other 
policy/process characteristics of the Link and Ride concept are not excessive, particularly in light of its 
potential effect on VMT. 
The following chapter builds on this discussion by outlining recommendations in terms of the future 
direction of both policy and research. 
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CHAPTER 11  
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This chapter draws together the research by outlining its significance and providing indications of its 
implications on the future direction of both policy and research. It starts in 11.1 by briefly summarising 
the findings of the research in the context of the research objectives and questions. The section finishes 
by summarising how the research has responded to its aim, set out at the start of the thesis. Section 11.2 
addresses the final research objective on recommendations based on the findings of the research. It 
goes on to summarise the previous research and state of knowledge on P&R in 11.3 to provide a basis 
on which to highlight the contributions of this research to the field in 11.4. Finally, in 11.5, the 
limitations of the this study are outlined as well as the related opportunities for further research. 
11.1 Summary of findings 
Before moving to look at the recommendations that can be drawn from this thesis, as is done in the 
following section, this section considers the findings of the research in the context of the research 
objectives and questions. After considering each objective (1-4) and question (a-m) in turn, it looks at 
how the findings have fulfilled the research aim. 
1. To identify the degree to which P&R has fulfilled various policy goals and in particular, those 
to reduce VMT. 
A literature review was carried out in Chapter 2 which included an analysis of the evidence on the 
VMT effects of P&R. It was found that although there is a dearth of full assessments of VMT 
effects, there is significant evidence to suggest that P&R may have a negative impact. In some 
instances VMT reductions would be made by motorists transferring to P&R, although some 
increases do occur from the VMT of P&R buses. It was also suggested however that increases in 
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VMT would occur from the access trips made by users who would use public transport or make no 
trip in the absence of P&R. 
2. To develop the current concept of P&R by adapting its characteristics to improve its role in 
reducing VMT. 
 a. What are the inherent characteristics of the P&R concept? 
In Chapter 2 (section 2.2), the literature reported that the most important P&R characteristics 
to users are associated with time and cost. In 2.3, the characteristics that are most influential 
on the VMT induced by P&R were outlined. The negative effects – public transport 
abstraction and trip generation, as mentioned above – were found to be as a result of the low 
price of P&R compared to stage bus services and the quality and convenience differentials. 
Nevertheless, while these factors abstract and generate trips, it was found that the physical 
characteristics of P&R, such as the location of the P&R site and the bus frequency, 
exaggerated their influence on VMT. To get an understanding of these characteristics in the 
national population of P&R schemes, a database of schemes was constructed in Chapter 5. 
 b. How can the package of characteristics within P&R be modified? 
In Chapter 5, both the literature and scoping study (Chapter 2/Appendix A) were used to 
construct five alternative interchange concepts. These essentially changed the amount of 
characteristics contained within the current concept of P&R and were designed to reduce 
VMT. 
 c. What influence are these modifications likely to have on the impact of P&R on VMT? 
Following the construction of the alternative concepts in Chapter 5, their likely VMT effects 
were modelled using the database of P&R schemes and a series of assumptions. The current 
concept was estimated to increase mean VMT by 3.31 for weekday use. In terms of the 
alternative concepts, it was estimated that VMT reductions (compared to the alternative travel 
behaviour of users), on a per user mean basis, would be made by the Integrated (0.46 miles), 
Hub and Spoke (1.28 miles) and Link and Ride (7.75 miles) concepts. The main influences on 
their VMT effects were found to be the origin-site distance and the mode used to access the 
site. 
The Characteristics Approach outlined in Chapter 3 directed how the research problem was to be 
addressed. In addition to utility however, characteristics were considered to also induce VMT 
effects. Thus, in terms of objective 2, the current concept was modified and five alternatives were 
proposed. The modelling exercise in Chapter 5 revealed that while some of the concepts proposed 
would still induce a VMT increase, the Integrated, Hub and Spoke and Link and Ride concepts 
may provide VMT reductions. 
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3. To examine local authority views on the current and possible future concepts of P&R. 
d. What are the reasons behind the implementation of P&R schemes? 
Through the national survey of local authorities in Chapter 6, it was revealed that in addition 
to addressing traffic issues, there are other important motivations in introducing P&R. These 
include conveying a positive image of the local authority, easing the introduction of other 
transport measures and encouraging economic activity. Surprisingly, the potential of P&R to 
access funding was not considered important in relative terms. 
e. How important is VMT reduction in the use of P&R? 
As suggested above, transport-related goals are significant with the use of P&R. Among these, 
reducing overall levels of car use was considered very important or important by over 90% of 
respondents in the national survey. 
f. How effective is P&R perceived by local authorities? 
Associated with traffic reduction being a reason for the operation of P&R, the overall view 
was that P&R was effective in these terms. In fact, over 70% of respondents considered it to 
be very effective or effective, and less than 10% very ineffective or ineffective. 
g. What role do local authorities consider P&R to have in future transport policy? 
The overwhelming view of respondents was that P&R is likely to be expanded at both the 
local (respondents‟ own authority area) and national levels. There were very few respondents 
who thought that reductions in P&R provision were likely. 
h. What would be the impact of alternatives to the P&R concept on local authorities’ 
perceptions of the utility it provides? 
Using respondents‟ perceptions on the relative importance of the characteristics of P&R 
allowed the relative perceived utility of the alternative concepts to be estimated. Given the 
popularity of the current concept, it was perhaps surprising that less than half of the response 
sets from the survey resulted in current concept allocation. It was the Hub and Spoke concept 
that dominated the allocation of concepts with Link and Ride also being allocated to 9% of 
respondents. 
Thus, in terms of objective 3, the views of local authorities were gleaned through a national 
survey. It was found that although there was, overall, a favourable view of current concept of 
P&R, the Hub and Spoke concept may also have the potential for development by local authorities. 
In any case, it appears that the provision of P&R is likely to increase in the future. 
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4. To explore how alternative concepts could be operated at the local level and evaluate their 
impact on the VMT of P&R users. 
 
i. What are the relative benefits of the current concept of P&R at the local level? 
Chapters 7 and 8 looked in depth at P&R in Cambridge. It was found that while the reduction 
of traffic and emissions are key factors in the use of P&R, the constrained physical nature of 
the city means that other parking options are limited. Furthermore, P&R appears to have had 
positive effects both economically and politically, for the local authority. 
j. What role does P&R currently play in local policy? 
P&R is a significant measure within the transport policies of Cambridge and other policies 
that are implemented by the local authority are generally done so to complement it. There is 
however a possible exception with the provision of conventional bus services, although clearly 
much of the responsibility for these lies with private operators. 
k. How acceptable would alternative concepts be? 
In Chapter 8, the views of key local stakeholders in Cambridge on the alternative concepts 
were examined. The Hub and Spoke concept was highlighted as having particular potential as 
this involved relatively little modification of existing P&R infrastructure. Barriers to the 
implementation of this and other concepts were nevertheless identified, many of which 
involved the operational efficiency of services (such as scheduling buses to reduce wait times 
and the use of integrated ticketing) and a reduction in the perceived quality of services by 
users. 
l. What are the VMT impacts of current and alternative concepts? 
The data provided by the user survey in Chapter 9 allowed the VMT of both current and 
alternative concepts to be estimated. It was suggested that the current concept increased the 
mean VMT of users by 3.68, although in contrast to past research, VMT of P&R buses did not 
increase the VMT of users whose alternative mode was car use. Nevertheless, the non-
intended user offsets these reductions. The alternative concepts did however result in VMT 
reductions, particularly with the Hub and Spoke and Remote Site concepts, when bus 
frequency was reduced or users were assumed to use their closest site. The Link and Ride 
concept was the most successful in VMT terms though, particularly with the six- and seven-
route models, both of which achieved VMT reductions of over 5 miles. 
m. What would be the impact of alternative P&R concepts on their use? 
In addition to estimating VMT effects, the user survey in Chapter 9 sought to estimate users‟ 
potential utility of the alternative concepts, based on the importance that they associated with 
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the characteristics of interchange, using the MAUT model. It was suggested that Link and 
Ride would be the most preferred option although Hub and Spoke was allocated to a similar 
number of users according to their response set. The current concept, on the other hand, was 
allocated to only a small proportion of users (16%) with the remaining concepts being 
allocated to very few respondents. 
In terms of objective 4 then, the Cambridge case study highlighted how the Link and Ride concept, 
by a relatively large margin, would be the most effective form of interchange for reducing VMT. It 
was this concept that also proved to be the most successful in terms of the MAUT model, which 
suggests that it would be the preferred option by the largest number of users. Yet this concept is 
not without its practical barriers and as it was highlighted in Chapter 10, the Hub and Spoke 
concept, by being relatively effective (when compared to the current concept) and apparently 
acceptable to users, might be an interim solution that requires less in terms of resources than Link 
and Ride. 
The above objectives and questions were used to guide the aim of the thesis: To investigate how UK 
bus-based Park and Ride may be developed to reduce the vehicle miles travelled by its users. As 
is discussed below in the recommendations, this research confirmed that the current concept of P&R is, 
in some contexts, ineffective in reducing the VMT of its users. Of the alternative forms of car-bus 
interchange outlined here, the Link and Ride concept – operating six or seven small interchange sites 
along cities‟ main access corridors – appears to be the most effective. Effectiveness cannot however be 
achieved without patronage of the service. Yet it has also been suggested that the Link and Ride 
concept, as well as the Hub and Spoke concept, may appeal to users more than the current concept. The 
similar is true for local authority councillors and officers although Hub and Spoke was the preferred 
option for most of these. 
11.2 Policy recommendations 
The research objectives 1-4 have been considered throughout this thesis and discussed in the preceding 
chapter. This has a built a body of evidence which allows this section to address objective 5: 
5. To recommend how P&R should  be operated in the future to reduce the VMT of its users. 
The alternative concepts have shown the potential to offer effective means to reduce VMT whilst 
retaining acceptability from the perspective of the user. They should ultimately therefore be given 
serious consideration by policymakers. In practical terms however, it is understood that this is a 
substantial proposition. Despite the contention here that P&R, at least in Cambridge, induces 
considerable amounts of VMT, centres in which P&R exists are likely to have grown around the 
services. Thus, its removal would be undesirable and would lead to significant transport problems, not 
to mention the diminution of economic activity. 
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Thus, this section will first, in 11.2.1, reinforce that the most immediate priority for local authorities is 
to gain an understanding of the users of P&R and its effects. From this basis, action can be taken and in 
11.2.2, the steps to be made to improve the current concept are prescribed. Finally, in 11.2.3 the section 
provides specific recommendations on the most beneficial outcome, the adoption of forms of 
interchange that can successfully reduce the VMT of their users.  
11.2.1. Understanding current P&R 
It was suggested in Chapter 2 that one of the key policy goals which P&R has been used to address is 
that of reducing car use. Indeed, this goal and those related to it such as reducing traffic emissions, 
have grown considerably in importance over the past 20 years or so. A well patronised P&R scheme 
may be considered by some as a success. A logical deduction is that the interception of cars removes 
them from the road and reduces VMT. Chapter 6 demonstrated that there is indeed a widely held 
perception by local authority officers and policymakers that P&R is effective in contributing to car use-
, emissions- and congestion-reduction goals. Chapter 9 showed that this is not the case, at least in 
Cambridge. While the VMT estimates were made for this study, the disparity between these findings 
and those of previous research on the city‟s P&R scheme, the results of which were in a similar range 
to other schemes, suggests that similar differences may exist elsewhere. 
Local authorities should therefore ascertain the effects of their P&R schemes and the degree to which 
they contribute to the policy goals that they are used to address. Quite clearly, this implies specific and 
rigid goals to be determined and sustained. Many authorities undertake surveys of their users but these 
are usually aimed at determining their satisfaction with the service. Yet a step back needs to be taken 
and the suitability of the policy should be understood a priori. At the most basic level, this involves 
gleaning an understanding of the users that P&R attracts. It was suggested in Chapters 2 and 8 for 
instance that P&R attracts relatively wealthy „middle class‟ people. Indeed, it quite clearly is patronised 
by users who would not otherwise use public transport as it is currently provided. Yet not exclusively. 
It should not be assumed that because the user arrives at the site by car, they would drive all the way 
into the urban area in the absence of P&R. The argument that P&R and stage buses serve different 
social or geographical markets is weak. If the service provides benefit, whether it be in terms of quality, 
time or price, it will be a viable option, irrespective of previous or alternative mode, given car access. 
Even so, understanding the effects of P&R goes beyond the users and involves the operation of services 
themselves. The mileage travelled by buses is not benign and it needs to accounted for in the effects of 
P&R. With some P&R schemes, P&R buses are supported by subsidy and here there should be 
considerable concern over the need for this support and its effects. In Cambridge, the P&R bus service 
is operated commercially by a private operator. It should not be assumed however that even though the 
bus service is commercially viable, it is efficient in transport terms. In any case, the subsidy of the P&R 
site distorts the notion that bus services are viable and still leads to users not taking account of full 
costs. 
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Furthermore, it also involves understanding the reasons that users are attracted to P&R and what it is 
about the service that they value. The model of P&R that has diffused throughout the UK seems to 
have done so partly on the basis of the demonstration effects of others. There is an implicit assumption 
then that the current concept of P&R is sufficiently malleable to be effective in a wider range of 
contexts. This will be discussed below in detail but the important issue here is that car-bus interchange 
is not by default the current concept of P&R. Interchange should be used in a way that is sympathetic to 
the local setting, its populace, the existing transport provision, and quite clearly, policy goals. Some 
developments in the UK are being made, such as the schemes in Aberdeenshire and Edinburgh and to a 
certain degree in Cambridgeshire with the guided busway, but these do not appear to be receiving the 
same attention as the current concept. 
11.2.2. Improving the current situation 
Examples of the implementation of the current concept represent significant investment by local 
authorities and others. Despite the undesirable, indeed deleterious, effects of the current concept, as 
mentioned above, its removal would probably induce greater problems in the short-term. On the other 
hand, the time and resources required to develop a more favourable concept of car-bus interchange - 
even the Hub and Spoke concept for example which is relatively simple - may be significant. The 
question then becomes one of how to better manage existing infrastructure. Indeed, some of these 
matters have been brought up before (e.g. Parkhurst, 1995; 1999a) but the findings of this research, 
such as those revealing what motivates authorities and the effects of attracting the unintended user to 
P&R, add significant weight to them. 
The most simple measure concerns the operation of the P&R scheme and in particular, the operation of 
buses. It was demonstrated in Chapter 9 that while it does not result in a net reduction in VMT, 
reducing the frequency of buses by a nominal amount improves the situation. In Cambridge, a 
reduction from a 10 to a 15 minute headway in the peak periods (before 10:00 and between 16:00 and 
18:00); from 10 to 20 minutes in the inter-peak (10:00 to 16:00) with after 18:00 remaining at 20 
minutes, results in a change in an increase in mean VMT from alternative behaviour of 2.89 miles as 
opposed to the current situation in which the increase is 3.68 miles. Thus, this operation (the Demand-
led concept) is still malign but it is an improvement. 
There is also the issue of trying to concentrate on intercepting the user whose VMT can be reduced; the 
motorist. This may be achieved by using the price mechanism. P&R should undoubtedly be better 
priced to reflect its use as what is essentially overflow parking for the city centre. Unfortunately, local 
authorities in most cases do not have the necessary control of conventional public transport to affect its 
pricing structure so that it can undercut P&R prices. If this were the case, and it may be possible in 
relative terms (at least in Cambridge where the city centre car parks are publicly owned), the 
generalised cost for stage bus users may be sufficiently low to avoid a transfer to P&R. Yet therein lies 
a problem. At present, increasing patronage and the relatively high concentration of passengers is 
considered to support the commercial viability of the bus services – the Mohring effect (Mohring, 
1972) - even if this is in (distorted) financial terms of efficiency rather than VMT terms. What would 
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have to then result is an even greater reduction in frequency. But this has got to be compared with the 
opposite effect with stage bus services, shown in Figure 11.1. Considering P&R in this way thus leads 
to a further strengthening of the arguments for integrating P&R and stage bus services in some way, as 
is discussed below. After all, in equity terms, subsidy fundamentally supports the enhancement of P&R 
buses for car owners whilst bus users are subjected to market prices. 
The distortion of prices through site subsidy and commercial bus operation, and the disparity it creates 
between private and social costs leads to the notion of splitting the parking and bus elements of the trip. 
In Cambridge, as with many other schemes, the bus element is charged and the parking is apparently 
free. Charging for the elements separately encourages green mode access to the site and at appropriate 
prices, it may also be used to better reflect the market or social costs of the service. 
Figure 11.1  Mohring effects of P&R 
 
11.2.3. Developing interchange to reduce VMT 
It is clear that operational refinement to existing P&R schemes can only go part of the way towards 
better car-bus interchange. This research has demonstrated that Link and Ride would be the optimum 
concept of car-bus interchange, at least in Cambridge. The VMT savings made as a result of its use are 
likely to be significant. In particular, where a six-route model was used in estimating VMT in Chapter 
9, average savings of 5.7 miles were made, even though the buses still operated at a high (12 minute) 
headway and no additional passengers were included, such as those from stage services that could be 
incorporated. When frequency was reduced to 18 minutes the mean VMT reduction became 7.46, 
although this would be likely to result in a loss of patronage. A saving of 7.22 miles was made when 
27.4 additional stage bus passengers were added per hour, per site, to the service. 
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Furthermore, Chapter 9 suggested that a short distance between the origin of the user and the P&R site 
is considered relatively important by them, at least compared with the importance of a short distance 
between the site and the city centre. This, in part, contributed to the Link and Ride being the utility-
maximising concept for 43% of users, compared to only 16% for the current concept. When the Hub 
and Spoke concept – the second-most allocated – was removed from the model, Link and Ride became 
optimum for 59% of users. To most of the rest, the current concept was allocated. Thus for those users 
who would not use upstream Link and Ride, current P&R use would be affected relatively little. Yet 
arguably, these users are less likely to be those that are abstracted from stage services because those 
who would use a stage service in the absence of P&R are more likely to take advantage of the longer-
range Link and Ride service. Continuing current use would probably therefore have only a marginal 
effect. 
This leads to the issue of the overall demand for the interchange service. Indeed, the utility model did 
not consider extrinsic factors of demand; it represented only the interchange concepts and not 
alternative modes. Nevertheless, the factors motivating users to opt for P&R were covered in the 
survey in Chapter 9. The main reason for by far the most users (46%) was its price compared to city 
centre car parking. The overall second-most important factor was the convenience compared to public 
transport (13%) whilst the third was the time taken to find parking in the centre (10%). Quite clearly 
then, Link and Ride prices should remain lower than those of city centre parking. In subsidy terms, this 
becomes more efficient as social benefits, not costs, are being subsidised. Regarding the convenience 
compared to public transport, Link and Ride would essentially offer a public transport service, albeit 
with limited stops and the service is likely to appeal in a similar way to abstracted users as does P&R. 
Of course this remains generally undesirable, using the bus all the way would be preferred, but it does 
not result in VMT increases as with the current concept. This is of course potential for some integration 
with existing services which would reduce the overall negative Mohring effect. 
It is clear though that the focus that exists with current P&R on its supporting policies should remain. 
Bus lanes, for instance, will increase the attractiveness of the service more with Link and Ride because 
of the longer bus route. Also, the physical limitations to introducing bus lanes in urban centres are 
likely to be less apparent in the outer-urban area in which Link and Ride routes will originate. 
The degree to which the Link and Ride concept may be applied in other contexts will depend largely on 
the origins of users. Link and Ride is so beneficial because of the parabolic shaped distribution of user 
origins, which is partly down to the legacy effects of Cambridge planning policies as outlined in 
Chapter 7. It intercepts users relatively early in their journey. Other cities, particularly those of a 
similar nature to Cambridge, may exhibit similar distributions of origins but it is of course a 
prerequisite to refining interchange, as outlined above, to gain a detailed understanding of the nature of 
demand. Added to this is the level of demand which dictates the relative efficiency of bus operations. 
In terms of implementation, it is understood that the Link and Ride concept is a considerable change to 
the current concept and its eventual use will depend on such factors as political will and available 
resources. In Chapter 8, Cambridge stakeholders revealed that a Link and Ride concept involving links 
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of two sites on routes would be an acceptable option. While this does not reduce VMT to the same 
degree as other Link and Ride models, if the additional stage bus passengers are considered but peak 
headway remains at 10 minutes, the mean VMT reduction is 1.71 if users use their original site and 
3.51 if the closest site is chosen. It is therefore a significant improvement in the increase of a mean of 
3.68 miles currently seen. These two sites per route may be considered the first in an incremental 
approach towards fuller Link and Ride systems and as patronage grows – which it is likely to in 
Cambridge given the future population growth plans – further sites can provide infill and extension. 
The concept that was second-best in terms of utility was Hub and Spoke. In VMT terms this also 
provided a reduction although this was when additional stage passengers were included. This is a 
reasonable assumption given that the concept itself is designed to use existing rural bus services as 
feeders. The reduction in this instance was only 0.41 miles on average when 27.4 passengers (per site 
per hour) were added but when this figure was doubled, the VMT reduction was 1.23 miles. 
Furthermore, these estimates assumed original site choice and some users with the Hub and Spoke 
concept are likely to opt for their closest site or route. So while it is not the optimal concept, it does 
offer potential VMT savings. Added to this, it requires relatively little in terms of infrastructure. It may 
therefore be considered as a useful interim measure to reduce public transport abstraction and the 
access VMT of users overall. The service should of course be priced so as to discriminate against 
parking and encourage use of feeder buses. 
The other concepts were comparatively limited in their potential to both reduce VMT and maintain 
utility. So those suggested above, the Link and Ride and Hub and Spoke concept are those 
recommended to policymakers. 
11.3 State of P&R research 
In order to put in context the contribution of this research, as is done in section 11.4, this section 
describes the limits to the previous research on P&R. This was discussed in detail in Chapter 2 but it is 
useful to provide a brief summary of the issues of relevance here. 
The past 40 years have seen P&R grow from a measure used by some local authorities in the atypical 
contexts of small historic cities in response to local concerns over transport infrastructure constraints in 
city centres. It has subsequently become increasing used by authorities in a range of contexts and it is 
slowly becoming a regular feature of towns and cities across the UK. In the literature which 
approached the subject (e.g. Parkhurst, 1995; 1999a; Pickett and Gray, 1996), descriptions of the 
development of P&R were focused on the growth in implementation activity, the changing role of 
national government policy and the relationship between the two. The reasons underlying the growth of 
P&R were assumed to be relatively straightforward and related to reductions in congestion in urban 
centres, increasing their parking stock and therefore economy and capitalising on the availability of 
funds from both the national government and private sector. There has been a dearth of research which 
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considers directly, through the collection of primary data from local authorities, the motivations 
underlying P&R introduction and the policy goals that it is used to address. 
There has however been numerous examples of primary research focused on P&R users (e.g. Papoulias 
and Heggie, 1976; White, 1977; Parkhurst and Stoke, 1994; WSA, 1998). Local authorities also appear 
to survey their users although this is generally sporadic and looks primarily at their satisfaction with the 
service, although some particularly rich examples were looked at in Chapter 2 such as Bristol City 
Council (1996). Many of these surveys have looked at the extrinsic factors that encourage P&R use; the 
price of city centre parking and so on. Yet few have considered the importance or value placed on the 
different characteristics of the P&R service. It is generally accepted that either price, time or quality 
factors will encourage patronage but the relative importance of these factors has received little 
attention, with the non-UK exception of Bos (2004). 
Even so, since the early-1990s, some authors (mostly Parkhurst, e.g. 1994; 1995; 1999a) have 
recognised that P&R may not fulfil its policy goal of traffic reduction and may actually have a 
detrimental effect on overall levels of car use. It has been recognised that users who would, in the 
absence of P&R, opt for public transport or no trip at all, are encouraged to use the car for P&R access 
trips. In some of the latest work of Parkhurst (1999a) on the subject he found a further contributory 
factor: the operation of high-frequency buses resulting in low average load factors to contribute further 
to the car-equivalent VMT of users. Undoubtedly, the recognition of these effects was highly 
significant. Furthermore, Parkhurst (1999a) modelled the VMT of P&R buses using the WSA (1998) 
data alongside a series of assumptions and external data. Generally though, a limited amount of work 
has been done to understand the implications of these effects on the VMT of users using primary data. 
Even the recognition of the attraction of non-intended users to P&R and the effects of high-frequency 
bus operation have led some to suggest alternatives. This has mainly come in two forms: first, of subtle 
refinements to P&R, such as increasing the price of the service to fall between the prices of stage buses 
and central car parking (Parkhurst, 1995); and second, the proposal of alternative forms of interchange, 
namely the use of multiple, rather than single, sites along a corridor, something that was suggested by 
Topp (1995) but proposed comprehensively by Parkhurst (2000b). The latter also went on to outline the 
potential VMT savings that may be made by the Link and Ride concept. 
11.4 Contributions to knowledge 
Owing to the limitations of the literature described above, to advance current knowledge the overall 
aim of this research was to investigate how UK bus-based Park and Ride may be developed to reduce 
the vehicle miles travelled by its users. This section describes the contributions to knowledge that have 
been made in achieving this aim. 
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11.4.1. Understanding the motivations of local authorities 
Rather than deduce from practice or policy the motivations for local authorities in introducing P&R and 
its intended role, as with previous research, Chapter 6 surveyed authorities to directly glean an 
understanding of their views and attitudes. It also included the views of authorities without P&R which 
proved to provide both interesting comparisons and indications as to the future of the policy. It was 
found that although tackling traffic problems, or at least conveying the image that this is being done, 
was very important to respondents, much less so was the ability to access either national government or 
private sector funds. Unsurprisingly, P&R was not considered to have a role in revenue generation but 
confirming the findings of the literature, it was perceived relatively important in easing the introduction 
of other transport measures. A highly significant finding of the survey was that local authorities 
generally consider P&R to be effective in reducing car use. In fact, this view was much more prevalent 
amongst local authorities with P&R than those without. Similarly, P&R was widely considered to 
enhance the image of public transport and few respondents felt it removed passengers from these 
services. This quite clearly represents a significant disparity between the view of authorities and the 
results of the empirical work on the effects of P&R. 
11.4.2. Importance of interchange characteristics 
This research has gone a step further in understanding the value of P&R to its users. Rather than 
focusing only on the extrinsic factors that encourage modal shift to P&R, although this was included, 
Chapter 9 looked in-depth at the perceived importance of the various characteristics of interchange. 
While it was well established that price, time and quality factors are of significance, this research has 
provided an understanding of their relative importance. It was found that bus punctuality is considered 
the most important attribute of P&R by Cambridge users. Also considered important were time factors 
but significantly, it was found that a short distance for users from their home to the P&R site is much 
more important than a short distance between the site and the city centre. The perceived importance of 
characteristics was also gleaned from local authorities and there was found to be some considerable 
difference between the groups, even though the users surveyed were only those in Cambridge. 
11.4.3. Comprehensive VMT assessment 
This research has estimated the VMT effects of a P&R scheme, based on survey data on the origins and 
behaviour of users. Rather than considering only the users who would otherwise drive to the city centre 
and arrived at the site by car, this research included all users. This entailed taking account of the trips 
abstracted from public transport, generated or diverted from other centres. It was found that compared 
to previous research on VMT effects, the inclusion of non-motorists results in a significant increase in 
the mean VMT of P&R users. Furthermore, the assessment also included the VMT of P&R buses. 
While the data used was that only on Cambridge, the disparity between it and previous studies of P&R 
in the city suggest that similar differences may be seen elsewhere, particularly in contexts similar in 
nature to Cambridge. 
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11.4.4. Alternative concepts of interchange 
Although previous work, as outlined above, has proposed refinements to the interchange concept to 
result in more beneficial effects, this research has embraced both these and others. It has brought the 
concepts together and tested them to provide a comparative assessment of their effects, in terms of 
VMT and the utility of users and local authority officials and policymakers. 
11.4.5. Theoretical and methodological contributions 
The theoretical framework adopted for this research was Lancaster‟s (1966, 1971) Characteristics 
Approach. This provided a valuable foundation for both understanding the research problem and 
guiding how to address it. Multiattribute Utility Theory was the form of the Characteristics Approach 
that was adopted and this proved to be an effective means to operationalising the Approach for 
estimating utility values from survey evidence. The research has provided an example of the 
application of the model applied to several respondent groups across two surveys. The MAUT 
approach did however stay true to Lancaster‟s original model by retaining its economic principles. 
Lancaster‟s model was based on economic demand theory. This research has however developed this to 
consider how these characteristics also affect the impact of interchange on the VMT of its users. In 
order to do this, the Saviotti and Metcalfe (1986) framework originally developed in the innovation 
field was adopted. This set out product-based technical, service and process characteristics but its use 
for a public sector service was required. Frameworks developed by Gallouj and Weinstein (1997) and 
Windrum and Garcia-Goni (2008) were thus adapted and utilised. 
This research has clearly utilised a number of research methods. This pluralistic approach was taken to 
consider P&R from multiple perspectives. It was considered important to understand the view of local 
authorities, stakeholders and users, mainly because they all have an important influence on current and 
future car-bus interchange. The qualitative methods used in this research have been interviews 
(Chapters 2/Appendix A and 8) and a document analysis (Chapter 7) and the quantitative method have 
been the modelling of secondary data (Chapter 5) and two large-scale surveys (Chapters 6 and 9). The 
methods were dictated by both the ontological beliefs of the researcher and the research questions. 
They are therefore considered to have been generally suitable for the study. In trying to understand the 
utility of the interchange concepts however, it may have been productive to utilise a more detailed 
approach – such as a logit model and stated preference survey - taking into account such factors as the 
personal characteristics of users and extrinsic factors influencing mode choice. It was nevertheless 
recognised that such approaches usually require comparatively detailed data to be collected. It was 
decided, given the need to both undertake large survey and glean other data such as that on behaviour 
and origins to model VMT with the user surveys, that the pragmatic choice was the one opted for. This 
does however provide an opportunity for further research, as outlined below. 
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11.5 Limitations and areas for further research 
This study has provided insights into how car-bus interchange should best be used in the future. It has 
both added to the existing literature on P&R and provided a starting point for future research in the 
area. Within the research, natural compromises have had to be made on the breadth and depth of the 
study. This section therefore highlights the constraints of the investigation and the opportunities that it 
provides for further work. 
11.5.1. Expanding the choice set 
This work has focused on the intrinsic factors of P&R and a set of six alternatives of car-bus 
interchange. It has not tested other modes within the alternatives while wider influences have been 
considered but not tested rigorously. Nor has the research considered the affect of the alternative 
concepts on overall levels of demand for them, other modes, or the host city as a whole. While it has 
been suggested that if the motivations still remain for using the service (price of other parking and so 
on) and there are still some key benefits that will lower the generalised cost of travel of users, 
patronage is unlikely to suffer significantly, this is undoubtedly a key issue in the development of 
interchange and needs further consideration. 
11.5.2. Understanding and applying the decision process 
The determination of the relative utility of the concepts of interchange has been based on the perceived 
importance of its characteristics. This is a rather direct, bottom-up means by which to base the 
deterministic model. Yet there will be wider and more complex influences. Future research should 
therefore look in more depth at the potential utility of alternative concepts. This could involve the top-
down approach of users, and indeed potential users, being faced with the alternatives in a more realistic 
manner and looking at the influencing factors behind choice. This may provide a better means to 
generalise the findings to have more universal meaning. 
11.5.3. Widening the scope 
Owing to time and resource constraints, this study looked only at weekday P&R use. Thus, a better 
resourced study in the future may capture a broader snapshot including weekend P&R users.  Similarly, 
this research in its latter stages has been able to look only at one case in depth. Cambridge was selected 
because of the relative maturity of its P&R scheme. Theoretically then, it can provide a good indication 
as to what the effects of the policy are when it becomes well embedded in travel behaviour and the 
local context. It may therefore point to some of the anticipated effects of other schemes as they 
develop. Even though the characteristics of the Cambridge scheme have been recognised in relation to 
the national situation, generalisations on the basis of one case study would be inappropriate. Future 
work should therefore seek to widen the scale of this investigation to gain a better understanding of 
current P&R at different stages of maturation and in different settings. Contextual factors are of 
particular importance because although this and much of the previous research has focused on P&R in 
its traditional, historic and stand-alone cities, it is becoming popular in a wide range of settings, as 
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discussed in Chapter 2. By extension, there is clearly scope to also investigate at the national scale the 
potential for alternative concepts. In additional, while this thesis has focused on the demand-side in 
terms of the characteristics of interchange, it would be of benefit to consider the alternative concepts in 
detail to refine the relationship between the characteristics of importance to users and policymakers  
and those provided by the concepts. 
11.5.4. Dissemination of the evidence 
An issue of central importance that has been raised by this research is that of the gulf between the 
empirical evidence on the effects of current P&R and the view of the local authorities who, after all, are 
the architects of schemes. Evidence on the negative impacts of P&R has existed for over 15 years, 
reaching its zenith around a decade ago. Yet still the proclivity of local authorities for P&R has not 
waned - in fact, quite the opposite. While some parts of this study have been published, there still needs 
to be wider dissemination of the research on P&R and better governance, possibly through the 
increased intervention of the national government, whose role in guiding P&R implementation has 
hitherto been non-specific and focused on general policy goals – which evidentially P&R has found 
difficult to accomplish – and the provision of funding. 
11.5.5. Implementation and cost of alternatives 
On the practical side of the future interchange concepts, this research has concentrated on the utility of 
users and the perceptions of local authorities on this. The operation of the concepts was also discussed 
in Chapter 8 along with some of the effects that they would have on their host centre. Yet the issue not 
covered in great detail is the implementation of the concepts. After all, this is a critical factor in the 
success of any policy; one which, it should be mentioned, has certainly helped the current concept to 
become so prolific. Future work should thus look at the implementation of the concepts in detail. 
Within this, it appears that cost and institutional factors – given the beggar-thy-neighbour concerns 
expressed in Cambridge over remote interchange sites – are of particular importance. It has been 
argued though that costs are unlikely to be excessive with the Link and Ride and Hub and Spoke 
concepts compared to the current concept and given the potential benefits of them. 
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Appendix A The role of P&R and its future: the view of stakeholders
8
 
This appendix reports on a scoping study carried out with stakeholders within the field of P&R, as 
referred to in Chapter 2. The appendix starts by providing details of the procedure used to conduct the 
scoping study. It then moves to examine the reasons underpinning the popularity of P&R and then the 
findings from the literature at the start of Chapter 2 on the effects of P&R are developed further, 
looking in particular at issues such as public transport abstraction. The appendix then looks towards the 
future and considers possible developments to the P&R concept while it finishes by discussing the 
research needs arising from the interviews. 
Conducting the study 
To conduct the scoping study, semi-structured interviews were undertaken with eight key stakeholders, 
all of which had significant experience of P&R planning, operations and policy. The participants 
consisted of three academics, an environmental campaigner who works specifically in the area of 
transport policy issues, a bus operator of P&R services and three local authority officials who have 
been heavily involved with the introduction and operation of UK P&R schemes. Participants were 
identified primarily from the literature review, having authored or being mentioned in publications. 
They were selected on the basis of their significant experience and in-depth knowledge of P&R, whilst 
the range of individuals represented a diversity of perspectives on the issues. Interviews were carried 
out between November 2007 and January 2008, each lasting approximately one hour. 
It would of course be erroneous to suggest that the findings from a small number of interviews can be 
generalised normatively to represent P&R schemes and their planners and users in the wider national or 
international context. Rather, the use of this „purposeful sampling‟ was to provide a qualitative 
investigation which aimed to glean insights from information-rich individuals, bringing together a 
range of experiences of P&R (Maykut and Morehouse, 2000; Arksey and O‟Malley, 2005). The views 
of such individuals thus provide a source “from which one can learn a great deal about issues of 
central importance” (Patton 1987, p.52).  
The interviews consisted largely of open questions which were constructed as an extension to the 
literature review and were based on a number of themes and sub-themes (Table A.1). 
While the policy goals for P&R are generally well publicised, less so are the reasons for local 
authorities‟ choice of P&R. Questions on this (a) were thus included to gain an understanding of some 
of the less conspicuous motivations for local authorities, such as political or economic reasons for its 
introduction. With regard to (b), the balance of responsibility for P&R policy and planning can be 
similarly deduced from the contextual and policy evidence, as outlined in Chapter 2, but the effect of 
this balance on the uptake of P&R and its success is less clear. Furthermore, the national government 
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 An earlier draft of this appendix has been published (Meek et al (2009a). 
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has encouraged the uptake of P&R through policy and funding but once the schemes are introduced, it 
is the responsibility of local authorities as the operators to monitor their effects. There seems to be a 
lack of cohesion with regards to the effects that are monitored. Some authorities may measure, for 
instance, simply the patronage of P&R services while others may consider its wider effects on parking 
demand or traffic congestion. Questions on this were therefore used (c) to glean stakeholders‟ views on 
the effects that should be measured, as well as (d) which sought their views on the relative 
effectiveness of P&R in terms of its impact on traffic congestion, car use, traffic-related emissions and 
economic vitality. One particular effect that has been reported in the literature is the detrimental impact 
of P&R on conventional bus services. Most of this evidence however focuses quantitatively on the 
proportion of bus users transferring to P&R service. Interview questions were thus used (e) to 
understand in more detail the implications of public transport abstraction. Finally, there has been only a 
limited amount of research which has sought to develop the concept of P&R to better fulfil transport 
policy goals (such as reductions in VMT). Questions (f) where thus asked, from the benefits of the 
stakeholders‟ experience, on any ways in which the concept could be developed in the future. The last 
part of the interview (g) focuses directly on the research, seeking to understand what stakeholders 
consider to be the key research needs. 
Table A.1  Interview themes and sub-themes 
 Theme/sub-theme 
1 The motivations underlying P&R use 
a The motivations underlying local authorities‟ use of P&R schemes and the reasons for its growth 
across the UK 
b The balance of the roles of local and national government in the policy, planning and operation 
of P&R schemes and the effects of this balance 
2 The relative success of P&R 
c The criteria that are used, and should be used, to measure the success of P&R 
d The relative effectiveness of P&R 
e The relationship between P&R and conventional public transport 
3 The future of P&R 
f  The future development of P&R as a concept 
4 Research on P&R 
g Future research needs 
 
The following four sections detail the findings from the interviews, following the order of the main 
themes outlined above, namely, the motivations underlying P&R use, its relative success, its future and 
the development of the research. 
The motivations underlying P&R use 
It could be argued that local authorities‟ motivations for introducing P&R have been in accord with 
national government policy goals to reduce traffic congestion and traffic-related pollution. While 
increasing awareness of the environmental disbenefits of car use resulted, to some degree, in the 
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government‟s encouragement of P&R, there is also pressure from the local electorate for local 
authorities to control traffic effectively, „politicians want to be seen to deal with the problem of traffic 
congestion‟ (Campaigner). Indeed, one of the key qualities of P&R is its public acceptability,  
it is a policy that appeals to people... The exception is where they are built in greenbelts and 
then encounter a lot of opposition, but…on one hand, [local authorities, with P&R] restrain 
traffic and at the same time, they give something back to the motorist (Academic). 
it appeals to the broad-stream voter, the car user. A council cannot [win local elections] on 
the basis of the small minority of [conventional] public transport users. To most car users 
P&R is either an attractive option or… it removes other traffic from the road. Motorists see 
traffic restraint as negative; P&R is positive. It provides an additional option (Operator). 
Furthermore, it was suggested by an Academic that P&R may allow local authorities to regain some 
control over public transport, something that had diminished after the privatisation and deregulation of 
the bus industry in 1986. P&R is not strictly within this industry so effectively allows local authorities 
to tender bus services and thus apply significant influence on service specification.  
While P&R schemes require significant investment to meet both capital and operating costs, the overall 
view of participants was that the funding of schemes can actually be a motivation to their introduction 
rather than a barrier. It was suggested for instance, that P&R is a valuable component to attract funds 
within the package of measures presented in the Local Transport Plan (LTP). Indeed, the main role of 
the government in P&R planning was considered by most participants to be one of funding.  
The government however, is only one of a number of funding sources for P&R. Another significant 
source of funding, certainly from the officials‟ perspective, were Section 106 agreements (of the Town 
and Country Planning Act 1990, although this legislation is currently in the process of being replaced 
by the 2004 Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act). Here, planning permission granted by the local 
authority includes an obligation for the developer to contribute towards the cost of providing parking 
spaces at the P&R site to offset the traffic impact of their development. Furthermore, hypothecated 
revenue from highly profitable on-street parking provision in city centres was also considered to be a 
significant source for the operation and maintenance of P&R sites. 
It was pointed out by an Academic that after capital grants have been obtained for P&R sites through 
the LTP process or other subsidies, its efficient operation may result in an operating surplus, rather than 
as is often the case, being in need of operating subsidies. An official however suggested that any 
perceptions, held by authorities considering P&R, of it being a means to simply generate profit were 
misplaced and this should not be a short-term objective for its use. 
There are nevertheless, wider economic motivations for the introduction of a scheme. Town centres 
generally operate in a competitive retail environment with pressures from neighbouring towns and out-
of-town development. P&R essentially increases the car parking stock of the town centre thus 
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improving its accessibility whilst lowering the generalised cost of travel to its users. Several 
interviewees considered this an important motivation for local authorities. P&R was also perceived as a 
somewhat unique instrument;  
[P&R is] a means by which parking policy, traffic and highway policy, bus operation and 
economic development are combined in a package, which is very difficult to replicate in other 
ways (Operator). 
National government policy also plays a role in local authorities‟ motivations. Yet according to 
participants, this has been less influential on the introduction of schemes than government funding. The 
government have been involved with P&R policymaking, especially after the early-1990s proliferation 
of schemes and as a result of the strengthening of evidence which casts doubt over its traffic effects, 
but their involvement has been largely reactive and it is a policy that has existed primarily within the 
domain of local government: 
For the national government it is only an acceptance of the existence of P&R (Official). 
The interviews also highlighted a potential implicit effect of, and perhaps motivation for, the 
introduction of P&R. The introduction of a scheme may not only capture the motorist in general, but 
also a particular demographic of traveller - „the vast majority of P&R users are middle-class‟ (Official). 
Indeed, this experience of P&R was also shared by the Operator: 
Middle-class people do not want to be seen as bus users but are happy to be P&R users… 
[P&R] has a very positive social function in making public transport for everyone. 
Although it is common for P&R buses to be modern and of high-quality, the quality differentiation also 
extends to the P&R site and in some cases, according to the view of the Official, this also has a role in 
the social status of P&R: 
The landscaping of the [P&R] site has to be first-class. There is a social factor; motorists do 
not want to get on a [conventional] bus…but if a [P&R] site is used that has the look and 
ambience of a golf club, they are enthusiastic about getting on the [P&R] bus (Official). 
These assertions based on the experience of some stakeholders present an important social 
consideration. Conventional public transport in many developed countries including the UK, is 
commonly considered an inferior good and as income rises, the private car becomes a viable 
alternative. But according to the views of the stakeholders, this is not the case for P&R. P&R is 
essentially a different product. There may be aspirations for some policymakers, it seems, for P&R to 
provide not only a higher quality than conventional bus services, but also to embody a distinction in the 
social status of the service. 
There are some factors however, that contest the degree to which these notions of the superiority of 
P&R actually results in a different class mix of users. If it is assumed that suggestions of „middle-class‟ 
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passengers are associated with relative wealth then P&R is not exclusive to these users; P&R fares are 
relatively low, often enabled through subsidy support, so it can compete with car use, which can also 
result in conventional bus fares being undercut. 
The relative success of P&R 
Measures of success 
„Success‟ is of course a term with very different meanings. Participants were asked what criteria should 
be used to measure the success of P&R. Indicators of traffic congestion, modal split and car 
interception were seen as key in monitoring P&R as these help indicate the degree to which it 
accomplishes its fundamental traffic-related goals. 
There was also importance placed on operational performance measures, particularly by the Officials 
and the Operator, such as patronage and customer satisfaction. From the Academics‟ standpoint 
however, societal impacts were key and especially the effect of P&R on traffic-related pollution and 
overall car use. 
An important measure of P&R is its interaction with the parking stock of the host town. P&R is used, 
either directly or indirectly, to reduce demand for central parking. Indicators of this demand in light of 
P&R provision can thus show the degree to which this has occurred or how it is counteracted by 
previously suppressed or restrained demand for parking. The same kind of measure can also be 
employed where Section 106 agreements have been made with developers and maximum parking 
standards imposed, to highlight how P&R operates as substitution for the parking provision of town 
centre development. 
The vast majority of P&R sites are located on the edge of towns to intercept the incoming motorist. 
P&R designed in such a way is therefore targeting itself at the motorist who would otherwise use the 
corridor on which P&R is located to access the town. Hence, success can be measured in terms of how 
far this holds true, such as the spread of users‟ origins in relation to the P&R site;  
the key thing is to know where users come from and how far they travel [to access] P&R 
(Campaigner). 
Such an approach can reveal the proximity of users to traditional public transport services, although the 
research outlined in Chapter 2 suggests that a significant proportion of users do have access to these 
services, highlighted by the high levels of abstraction. 
An important point throughout the discussion of P&R, but particularly relevant here, is the package of 
measures within which P&R is used. The accepted wisdom is that a package of transport policies 
should include both demand- and supply-side measures to achieve any meaningful modal shift. 
Following this line of argument, because P&R increases travel opportunities, it ought to accompany 
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measures focused on managing transport demand. The trend for many P&R schemes is for parking 
charges in the town centre to be used in this way, which also presents the opportunity to hypothecate 
revenue to P&R. There is also the more subtle effect of targeting certain user groups. The Officials 
interviewed for instance, outlined how the combination of city centre parking charges and P&R can be 
used to discourage long-stay commuter traffic from the city whilst encouraging short-stay (high space 
turnover) shoppers. 
Effectiveness of P&R in relation to policy goals 
Notwithstanding the various criteria suggested by participants, they were asked to rate the success of 
P&R in terms of its effectiveness in fulfilling four of its key policy goals: reducing traffic congestion, 
reducing overall car use, reducing traffic-related emissions and improving the economic vitality of the 
host centre. It is not of course the intention of this exercise to draw representative results but rather to 
assess the degree of disparity between the participants involved. Responses (Table A.2) were given 
using the scale: 1 (totally effective), 2 (effective), 3 (neither effective nor ineffective), 4 (ineffective) 
and 5 (totally ineffective). Responses in the table marked „>5‟ indicate that a counter-productive effect 
was perceived by participants, while some participants felt that the effectiveness was between two 
integers on the scale and this is shown by the decimal responses. 
Table A.2  The Effectiveness of P&R 
Participant 
a
 Traffic 
congestion 
Car use Emissions Economic 
vitality 
Academic A 4 >5 >5 2.5 
Academic B 4.5 5 5 >5 
Academic C 2 3 3.5 2.5 
Campaigner 3 5 3 2 
Official A 2* 2* 2* 2 
Official B 2.5 2 2 2 
Operator 2 3 2 1 
Note. *Official A responded on the basis that P&R was part of a package of measures.  
a 
One Official did not respond to this question. 
What is immediately clear is the variation among participants, with lower scores (less effective) been 
given by the Academics than the Officials and the Operator. The difference between traffic congestion 
and overall car use is an important one. It was felt, particularly by the Academic participants, that P&R 
induces a redistribution in traffic rather than a net reduction. By relocating parking to the edge of the 
city, P&R essentially creates a new destination for car trips and as it lowers the generalised cost of 
travel, it may induce longer trips to the site than would have otherwise been made to the city centre: 
P&R reinforces car use in the non-congested areas; it becomes more convenient to use a car 
in rural areas to get to the P&R site where parking is free... It [therefore] moves some of the 
car mileage around… (Operator). 
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In addition, public transport abstraction may have a significant influence on the overall impact of P&R 
on car use because 
most users travel a relatively long distance to the P&R site before they change mode and then 
travel a short distance on the bus. Only a small number of these people are required for the 
long [car access trips] to totally offset the benefits, if any, of people switching to P&R [from 
car use] (Academic). 
Indeed, the empirical research, as outlined in Chapter 2, indicated that a significant proportion of P&R 
users are those that are abstracted from conventional bus services. Indeed, it is feasible that those 
abstracted used conventional buses out of choice rather than necessity and they are attracted to P&R 
because of its lower cost or higher quality. But still, the bus previously represented an acceptable 
option.  
Nevertheless, the evidence base on the traffic effects of P&R has grown sufficiently to suggest that 
P&R may increase the distance travelled of its users but it appears that there may be some hesitance 
over its validity at the local level. Indeed, this may not be an indicator of success commonly used at the 
local level, but operationally focused indicators are more prevalent, certainly in the experience of the 
participants, such as passenger numbers and customer service levels. 
Yet this raises the issue of local authorities‟ awareness of the suggestions that P&R may have negative 
traffic effects. Yet local authorities operate in a democratic environment in which authority constituents 
elect those who formulate policies into their posts. There is then, pressure to deal with the problems 
facing the car-owning majority. Experience operating in this environment may bring reluctance to 
welcome some of the more negative views about P&R increasing car use or abstracting passenger from 
conventional public transport. It may be a matter of prioritisation. These issues may appear less 
important side-effects which are outweighed by the impact of P&R as a conspicuous means to both 
increase bus ridership by those who would otherwise avoid conventional services and improve the 
overall accessibility of its host town. 
Regarding traffic-related emissions, the reductions made from intercepted cars are negated to some 
degree by bus use because of the engine technology differential: 
diesel buses with Euro-II or Euro-III engines are producing many times more NOX emissions 
per vehicle than a car and they are not carrying that number of people (Academic).  
The Officials perceived the overall effect of P&R on emissions to be more beneficial, but did consider 
the problem of bus emissions in general to be significant, particularly in town centres with a high 
concentration of bus traffic. There was nevertheless, some awareness of the academic debate over P&R 
and its traffic effects: 
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[The academic evidence] has got a lot of elements of truth but [it has been] overplayed in 
many cases. It has been damaging to the concept of P&R as it has been used by the opposition 
of potential sites as a major part of their case. (Operator). 
There was less of a split in opinion for the economic vitality effects of P&R. It is generally accepted, 
although supported by little academic evidence, that P&R improves vitality by increasing accessibility 
thus attracting new trips. Indeed, it was widely reported in the interviews that the retail sector was 
strongly in favour of P&R. An Official reported one instance where a partnership had been formed with 
a large city centre retailer to promote a P&R scheme to both their customers and their employees. This 
was clearly seen by the retailer as beneficial as they had contributed financially to P&R under no 
obligation from the authority. 
Making P&R a popular alternative 
Whether P&R is effective in achieving its policy goals is clearly a contentious issue but less so are the 
factors that make it operationally successful, there is in reality relatively little guidance on such 
matters, certainly from the government. 
Nevertheless it seems that some settings are more appropriate for the operation of P&R than others, 
although the scope for the introduction of schemes has widened recently: 
It is most suitable in the smaller towns and cities…that are economically buoyant…but where 
congestion stifles that to some extent… Where there is potential for significant economic 
growth and congestion is a problem, it can have quite a major impact (Academic). 
The package of policies within which P&R is used is central to its popularity. Bus priority is clearly 
beneficial to the P&R service as it increases the speed of transfer between the P&R site and the city 
centre whilst creating, in a sense, the problem of congestion for motorists. It was argued by an 
Academic then, that it is thus able 
to convey the image that it is quicker than using the congested roads to get into the city. It 
creates the image…that visibly buses are going past the traffic; this is part of the wider 
marketing of P&R. 
The importance of this is indeed emphasised when considering the time penalty incurred by the P&R 
user for transferring mode, which involves detouring, a parking act and bus waiting time. 
Regarding the P&R service itself, site positioning may influence its strength as an alternative to car use. 
At the most basic level, this involves minimising the distance from a given radial route to the P&R site 
and therefore the time penalty of using P&R. The distance between the P&R site and the host town is 
typically 1-4 miles, which although is considered influential in intercepting motorists, may have a 
detrimental impact on the effectiveness of P&R. This issue is returned to later. 
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Overall service quality is a key component of marketing the service. In addition to the high frequency 
of bus services, it is typical in P&R operations for the bus to be modern and of high quality, 
particularly to capture the motorist who is accustomed to the comfort of the car. It was also suggested 
that there is a role in making P&R perceived as an acceptable alternative: 
It needs to be considered as high quality; that makes it socially acceptable which governs its 
role and how it is perceived locally (Operator). 
The price of the service to the user is clearly fundamental but more important, it seems, is the price in 
relation to parking charges in the town centre, as this is the most comparable element of the alternative 
travel choice.  
Economics is the key thing. If a scheme is launched that is unattractive in economic terms then 
other incentives like visitor centres need to be provided… They would of course be 
welcomed…but passengers would not be willing to pay much extra for them. Fundamentally, 
people need a strong economic incentive to use P&R. If that is delivered through high city 
centre parking charges, that will be what provides a high number of users (Academic). 
The P&R - public transport relationship 
The body of empirical evidence discussed in Chapter 2 indicated that a large proportion of P&R users 
were those abstracted from public transport. Indeed there was a view, expressed particularly by the 
Campaigner and Academics, that conventional bus services are undermined because 
P&R offers a better frequency at a discounted ticket price, rather than a commercial ticket 
price. P&R therefore undercuts longer-distance services (Academic). 
It was also suggested however, that P&R may engender a more positive attitude towards conventional 
services: 
it is „bus mindedness‟…a lot of people have never been on a bus…P&R helps people to see 
that buses are not as bad as they perhaps thought. It proves that buses are comfortable, 
efficient and relatively cheap (Officer). 
The future of P&R 
The immediate future for P&R may be considered similar to the immediate past. Most participants saw 
P&R being used in much the same way but the number of schemes to grow continually. Indeed, traffic 
congestion will undoubtedly continue to increase in urban areas provoking policymakers to seek 
solutions that are both practical and that are perceived as effective. The concept of bus-based P&R 
however, has remained static; „the model of P&R has stood still, it has not developed‟ (Campaigner).  
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Several participants advocated the decentralising of P&R sites along access corridors to host centres 
with the use of existing, although enhanced, bus services. Somewhat surprisingly given the inertial 
treatment of the traditional P&R model, the local authority officers also proposed this model. Steps had 
in fact been taken to decentralise P&R in their experience;  
Out-of-town, market town P&R sites have been considered…because there is a perceived 
problem in that journeys are increased in the rural areas going towards P&R… [The] plan 
was for smaller P&R sites, with no staffing, so that P&R buses could call at the smaller sites 
en route to the main site. It has not got anywhere however, it was shelved because of the 
neighbouring districts…it may attract their populations to divert to [the P&R hosting city] 
and therefore stifle their economies (Officer). 
Clearly then, there may be significant institutional barriers that need to be overcome to develop P&R in 
this way. A slightly different concept is that of P&R adopting a more integrated interchange role: 
There is a future in using P&R sites more as transport interchanges. It is difficult for rural bus 
services to be commercially viable so small shuttle buses could travel around neighbouring 
villages close to the P&R site and use that as an interchange. [So] rather than having one bus 
per day through a village [as is the case now], the same bus goes through several times 
(Officer). 
There is also the use of shared-use sites for P&R car parks. Here, P&R utilises car parks used for other 
purposes but in periods of low demand for its existing use, such as the car parks at churches, leisure 
facilities or sports stadia. The UK has very limited experience with this, although it has been more 
popular in the US and some European cities. Indeed, this could eliminate many of the disbenefits of 
P&R site construction, which most public opposition to P&R is levelled against. The difficulty with 
this approach of course, is finding and negotiating access to appropriately positioned sites. 
Research needs 
Within the interviews, the issue of research was raised. Several of the participants, including the non-
academics, suggested ways that current knowledge may be developed. Some suggestions were to do 
with helping the implementation process, such as:  
Developing a way in which the contextual and operational factors can provide a way to 
forecast usage (Officer). 
The guidance over how schemes should be designed to be successful is very sparse. Not only 
this needs developing but also, best practice examples need to be identified so that local 
authorities and operators can learn from them (Operator). 
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Some suggestions included understanding the users of P&R. An academic for instance suggested that it 
would be beneficial to look at how users view services; „whether it is a mode of transport to them or a 
peculiarity of some urban contexts‟. 
Some participants however looked at issues to do with the future. A diminution in the appeal of P&R 
by redesigning the concept was mentioned: 
Many P&R users do not use conventional bus services so if it were to be redesigned, care 
would have to be taken not to exclude these users by making it seem like a normal bus service. 
The differential needs to remain (Academic). 
But the need to develop the concept was recognised: 
It is clear that there needs to be a development of different forms of P&R, but it needs to be 
done in a way that benefits both the user and society, such as shortening the length of car 
journeys. (Academic). 
Similarly but more specifically; 
The barriers to locating P&R systems farther away from towns need to be identified, whether 
they are institutional, travel behavioural or practical (Academic).  
Summary 
Although the national government‟s influence may have provided beneficial contextual conditions for 
the growth of P&R, their involvement has been minor but it has become very popular at the local 
government level. Yet the evidence on the effects of P&R has generally been unfavourable. This raises 
the possibility that P&R has grown largely on the basis of the local-level goals discussed here. Indeed, 
this appendix has suggested that P&R seems to appeal to the electorate and is less controversial than 
other more radical measures to deal with these problems. P&R is undoubtedly a conspicuous, even 
perhaps symbolic, tool and it may help to show that politicians are taking an active role in tackling 
traffic problems whilst allowing local authorities to directly influence, and indeed control, some public 
transport provision. The development of UK P&R may thus have resulted in a policy instrument that is 
more tried-and-tested for its support publicly and politically than for its de facto effectiveness. 
This does raise the issue of the limited involvement of the national government. It could be argued, 
after all, that P&R development has gone unchecked even in light of negative findings in the research. 
Local authorities do not operate in a vacuum but the intervention of national government can 
potentially influence the degree to which the diffusion of a transport policy measure contributes 
towards transport policy goals. 
Considering the rising popularity of P&R across the UK, it can be assumed that it will continue to 
grow. The concept of P&R has changed very little but there are potential developments that may 
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improve its role in reducing car use. In particular, it was suggested that P&R could be decentralised 
along access corridors to host centres, which echoes the „Link and Ride‟ model proposed by Parkhurst 
(2000b). There was some confidence with participants that this seemed to be a beneficial way forward. 
It was highlighted nevertheless, that institutional barriers may be significant, particularly with 
economic concerns from neighbouring centres. Developments to combine P&R with a public transport 
interchange may also mitigate the problem of public transport abstraction, a major source of additional 
car use for P&R. 
This appendix has raised a number of opportunities for further research: 
1. Since the findings are based on a small number of qualitative interviews, a better 
understanding is required of the wider situation. For example, a larger scale representative 
analysis of the views of local authorities is required to understand the disparity between 
national policy goals and local priorities as well as the wider motivations for P&R use.  
2. Future work could look at the psychological aspects of P&R use, considering for instance the 
differences that may exist between the users of public transport and P&R and how P&R 
features in trip making behaviour. 
3. A clear opportunity lies in an exploration of potential developments to the concept. It has been 
suggested here that it is not only of significance to consider the relative benefits in terms of 
traffic reduction, but also the effect of alternatives to P&R on the perceptions of users and 
local authorities. 
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Appendix B Local Authority (with P&R) survey questionnaire 
BUS-BASED PARK AND RIDE IN THE UK
INSTRUCTIONS
SECTION A: CONTEXT
1
Select one response for each statement. 5 4 3 2 1
S
trongly agree
A
gree
N
either agree nor disagree
D
isagree
S
trongly disagree
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following 
statements about your Authority's current transport 
We try to attract as many visitors as possible to encourage 
economic growth
We do all we can to encourage public transport use
Environmental issues are important to us
Public parking infrastructure is an important source of revenue 
for us
We face town/city centre parking capacity constraints so try 
and expand our overall parking capacity wherever possible
We take an active approach to reducing car use
Our approach to transport policy is closely aligned with that of 
the National Government
Motorists represent the majority of those travelling to our 
centre so infrastructure needs to be provided to meet their 
needs (roads, parking etc)
The aim of this questionnaire is to ascertain the local authority view on the role, 
effectiveness and future of bus-based Park and Ride in the UK.
Towards the end of the questionnaire you are asked about your Authority and 
its Park and Ride provision. All responses are confidential and while the results 
of this survey may be published, none of your responses will be directly 
associated with you or your Authority. A copy of the aggregated responses may 
be forwarded to you if you wish, just select the option at the end of the 
questionnaire.
The questions draw on your own experience and views of bus-based Park and 
Ride. There are four sections and it should take approximately 10-15 minutes to 
complete. Just scroll down to go through the questions. Most questions are 
provided with a scale for your responses, please click the circle with your 
mouse which corresponds to the appropriate response, the circle will then be 
checked. You can change your selection by simply clicking an alternative 
response. Some questions allow you to insert your own response, just type 
your response using your keyboard in the response box.
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2
5 4 3 2 1
V
ery effective
E
ffective
N
eutral
Ineffective
V
ery ineffective
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
Bus priority measures
Demand responsive transport schemes
Rural Bus Challenge / Kickstart / Bus Route Development 
Grant
Quality Bus Partnership/Contract schemes
Light-rail schemes
Bus-based Park and Ride
Concessionary bus fares
Public parking charges
Public parking supply restrictions
Pedestrianisation
Public transport information and marketing
Promotion of teleworking/teleconferencing
Maximum parking standards (limits placed on developments' 
parking provision)
Select one response for each of the measures 
School travel plans
Personalised travel planning schemes
Travel awareness campaigns
Car sharing schemes
How effective do you feel the following transport 
measures are in reducing car use?
Workplace travel plans
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3
3
5 4 3 2 1
V
ery acceptable
A
cceptable
N
eutral
U
nacceptable
V
ery unacceptable
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
Concessionary bus fares
Rural Bus Challenge / Kickstart / Bus Route Development 
Grant
Workplace travel plans
Light-rail schemes
Bus-based Park and Ride
Bus priority measures
Demand responsive transport schemes
Public parking charges
Public parking supply restrictions
Pedestrianisation
Quality Bus Partnership/Contract schemes
Public transport information and marketing
Promotion of teleworking/teleconferencing
Mixed-use development
Maximum parking standards
School travel plans
Personalised travel planning schemes
Travel awareness campaigns
Car sharing schemes
How publicly acceptable do you feel the following 
transport measures are?
Select one response for each measure.
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4
Select one response for each goal. 5 4 3 2 1
V
ery Im
portant
Im
portant
N
either im
portant nor 
unim
portant
U
nim
portant
V
ery unim
portant
a Reduce traffic congestion
b Reduce overall car use
c Reduce traffic-related pollution
d Improve economic vitality of host town/city
e Reduce pressure on town/city centre parking
f Promote public transport
g Other
5
5 4 3 2 1
V
ery Im
portant
Im
portant
N
either im
portant nor 
unim
portant
U
nim
portant
V
ery unim
portant
a Reducing pressure on town/city centre parking
b The Authority is seen to be tackling traffic problems
c
d Potential to access private sector funding
e Potential to attract National Government funding
f
g
h Generates revenue
i Helps with the introduction of other transport measures
Improving the image of public transport provision as a whole
Park and Ride fits with National Government transport policy
The Authority is seen to be encouraging economic vitality
Please rate the importance of the following goals for your 
Park and Ride scheme/s.
(Please specify - click here and type in this 
box)
How important do you feel the following motivations for 
operating Park and Ride are for your Authority? 
Question 4 asked about the specific policy goals for Park and 
Ride, but this question is about your Authority's motivations 
for using Park and Ride, which may be different. Select one 
response for each motivation.
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SECTION B: DESIGN & EFFECTIVENESS
6
5 4 3 2 1 0
V
ery Im
portant
Im
portant
N
either im
portant nor 
unim
portant
U
nim
portant
V
ery unim
portant
D
o
 n
o
t h
ave
a Bus priority measures
b Pricing of public town/city centre parking
c
d
e Pedestrianisation measures in the town/city centre
f Closure of roads to through-traffic
g Congestion in the town/city centre
h Congestion on access routes to town/city centre
i Public awareness of environmental issues
7a
Select one  response
Don't know
7b Is the ticketing for Park and Ride and conventional bus services integrated?
i.e. are tickets for conventional services valid on Park and Ride services?
Select  one response
Don't know
No, conventional bus services do not operate on Park and Ride service 
routes
Yes, all tickets on Park and Ride and conventional services are 
interchangeable
Yes, some conventional bus tickets are valid on Park and Ride services 
(or vice versa)
No, Park and Ride tickets and those for conventional services are not 
interchangeable
Supply restrictions on public town/city centre parking
Supply restrictions on private non-residential parking
Yes, conventional bus services operate on the same routes as all Park 
and Ride services
Yes, conventional bus services operate on the same routes as some Park 
and Ride services
How important do you feel the following measures/factors 
are in supporting your Park and Ride provision?
Do conventional bus services operate along the routes on 
which Park and Ride services operate?i.e. do conventional bus routes start f rther away from the 
town/city than the Park and Ride site, pass it, and operate 
along the same route?
Select one response for each measure/factor. If 
you do not use a measure, please indicate in the 
right-hand side cell
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5 4 3 2 1
A
lw
ays
U
sually
A
bout half the tim
e
R
arely
N
ever
8
9
10 What effect do you think Park and Ride has on conventional bus services?
Please select the degree to which you agree or disagree with the following statements
5 4 3 2 1
S
trongly agree
A
gree
N
either agree nor 
disagree
D
isagree
S
trongly disagree
a
b
c
Park and Ride enhances the image of bus services
Park and Ride removes passengers from conventional bus 
services
Park and Ride has no effect on bus services, they 
are aimed at different markets
Are the fares of conventional (stage carriage) bus 
services taken into account when setting Park and Ride 
Is the price of public parking in the town/city centre taken 
into account when setting Park and Ride service prices? 
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11
5 4 3 2 1
V
ery Im
portant
Im
portant
N
either im
portant nor 
unim
portant
U
nim
portant
V
ery unim
portant
a
b
c
d
e On-site staff
f Landscaping of the site
g Low price to users
h
i Bus service is dedicated (Park and Ride only)
j Low number of bus stops
k High frequency of bus services
12
2 1 0 -1 -2
Select one response for each criterion.
H
ighly effective
E
ffective
N
eutral / N
o effect
C
ounter-productive
H
ighly counter-
productive
a Reducing traffic congestion
b Reducing car use
c Reducing traffic-related pollution
d Improving the economic vitality of host town/city
e Reducing pressure on town/city centre parking
f Improving the image of public transport in general
Short distance from users' homes to the Park and Ride site
Short distance between Park and Ride site and town/city 
centre
Low levels of congestion around the Park and Ride site
On-site security measures (CCTV, lighting etc)
On-site passenger facilities (waiting area, toilets etc)
Select one response for each component.
Using the following criteria, how effective do you 
consider Park and Ride to be?
How important do you consider the following 
components to be for a Park and Ride scheme to operate 
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SECTION C: THE FUTURE
13
3 2 1 0 -1 -2 -3
A
lready planned
V
ery likely
Likely
Likely
V
ery likely
A
lready planned
a Parking provision at existing Park and Ride sites
b Passenger facilities at existing Park and Ride sites
c Bus frequency at existing Park and Ride sites
d
e
f
g Number of opening days per week
h
i Other
j Other
V
ery likely
Likely
Likely
V
ery likely
a Number of Park and Ride sites
b Number of towns with Park and Ride
c
d
e
f
g
Number of Park and Ride sites serving towns/cities with some 
existing sites
Number of towns/cities in your Authority's area with Park and 
Ride schemes
Daily operating hours of existing Park and Ride sites
REDUCTION
In your Authority area, how do you feel Park and Ride 
provision will change over the next 5-10 years? Please 
indicate if you feel there will be an expansion or 
reduction in services, or if plans are already in place but 
are not yet implemented.
EXPANSION  REDUCTION
Click here and type your criterion
R
em
ain the sam
e
Months of the year/seasons that Park and Ride operates
Click here and type your criterion
R
em
ain the sam
e
EXPANSION  At the NATIONAL level, how do you feel that Park and 
Ride provision will change over the next 10-15 years? 
Please indicate if you feel there will be an expansion or 
reduction in services.
Involvement of the national government in Park and Ride 
development
Number of schemes using shared-use sites (e.g. 
supermarket/stadium car parks)
Number of schemes operating Park and Ride farther away from the 
town/city centre
Number of schemes using conventional bus services for Park and 
Ride operations
Number of schemes operating more than one site on a Park and 
Ride route
14
Select one response for each criterion.
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15 Most UK Park and Ride schemes operate from a single dedicated site, located 2-6km from 
the town/city centre, served by dedicated bus services. How do you think that this model of 
Park and Ride could and/or should be changed, if at all, to make Park and Ride more 
effective?
Click in this box and type your response
 
SECTION D: ABOUT YOU AND YOUR AUTHORITY
i
ii
iii Please provide details of the Park and Ride provision within your Authority's area
Type details in the table.
Parking 
spaces 
(approx. 
if known)
Year 
opened / 
expected
Site opening Site operation
Dedicated 
site
Shared-use site 
(e.g. 
supermarket 
car park)
Seasonal Year-round
Please click this box if you would be interested in participating 
in case study research of your Park and Ride scheme/s
Please click this box if you would like to be sent the 
aggregated results of this survey
Town/City Site name
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iv
Are you:
Other
Please type in the boxes below.
Click here and specify
An elected councillor
A local authority officer
Please provide the details of the person completing this questionnaire.
All responses will be kept confidential
Name:
Position:
Email address:
Your political party affiliation:
Local Authority name:
Authority control (majority political party)
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Appendix C  Local Authority (without P&R) survey questionnaire 
LOCAL TRANSPORT POLICY AND BUS-BASED PARK & RIDE
INSTRUCTIONS
SECTION A: CONTEXT
1
Select one response for each statement. 5 4 3 2 1
S
trongly agree
A
gree
N
either agree nor disagree
D
isagree
S
trongly disagree
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statements about 
your Authority's current transport strategy?
We try to attract as many visitors as possible to encourage economic growth
We do all we can to encourage public transport use
Environmental issues are important to us
Public parking infrastructure is an important source of revenue for us
We face town/city centre parking capacity constraints so try and expand our overall 
parking capacity wherever possible
We take an active approach to reducing car use
Our approach to transport policy is closely aligned with that of the National 
Government
Motorists represent the majority of those travelling to our centre so infrastructure 
needs to be provided to meet their needs
The aim of this questionnaire is to ascertain the local authority view on the role, effectiveness and 
future of bus-based Park and Ride in the UK.
Towards the end of the questionnaire you are asked about your Authority. All responses are 
confidential and while the results of this survey may be published, none of your responses will be 
directly associated with you or your Authority. A copy of the aggregated responses may be forwarded 
to you if you wish, just select the option at the end of the questionnaire.
Although your Authority does not currently operate Park and Ride services, your opinions and 
experience are still extremely valuable for this research. There are four sections and it should take 
approximately 10 minutes to complete. Just scroll down to go through the questions. Most questions 
are provided with a scale for your responses, please click on the circle with your mouse which 
corresponds to the appropriate response and the circle will then be checked. You can change your 
selection by simply clicking an alternative response. Some questions allow you to insert your own 
response, just type your response using your keyboard in the response box. Questions relate to bus-
based Park and Ride only, rather than rail-based.
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2
Select one response for each goal. 5 4 3 2 1
V
ery Im
portant
Im
portant
N
either im
portant nor 
unim
portant
U
nim
portant
V
ery unim
portant
a Reduce traffic congestion
b Reduce overall car use
c Reduce traffic-related pollution
d Improve economic vitality 
e Reduce pressure on town/city centre parking
f Promote public transport
g Other (Please specify - click here and type in this box)
How important, do you think, the following policy goals are for your Authority?
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3
5 4 3 2 1
V
ery effective
E
ffective
N
eutral
Ineffective
V
ery ineffective
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
School travel plans
How effective do you feel the following transport measures are in reducing car 
use?
Select one response for each of the measures AND please tick the far-right box (by 
clicking on it) if your Authority currently uses the measure.
Workplace travel plans
Public transport information and marketing
Personalised travel planning schemes
Travel awareness campaigns
Car sharing schemes
Public parking charges
Promotion of teleworking/teleconferencing
Bus-based Park and Ride
Maximum parking standards
Light-rail schemes
Public parking supply restrictions
Pedestrianisation
Quality Bus Partnership/Contract schemes
Rural Bus Challenge / Kickstart / Bus Route Development Grant
Concessionary bus fares
Bus priority measures
Demand responsive transport schemes
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4
5 4 3 2 1
V
ery acceptable
A
cceptable
N
eutral
U
nacceptable
V
ery unacceptable
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
How publicly acceptable do you feel the following transport measures are?
Select one response for ALL measures.
Promotion of teleworking/teleconferencing
Mixed-use development
Workplace travel plans
School travel plans
Personalised travel planning schemes
Travel awareness campaigns
Car sharing schemes
Public transport information and marketing
Rural Bus Challenge / Kickstart / Bus Route Development Grant
Concessionary bus fares
Quality Bus Partnership/Contract schemes
Light-rail schemes
Bus-based Park and Ride
Bus priority measures
Demand responsive transport schemes
Maximum parking standards
Public parking charges
Public parking supply restrictions
Pedestrianisation
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5
5 4 3 2 1
V
ery Im
portant
Im
portant
N
either im
portant nor 
unim
portant
U
nim
portant
V
ery unim
portant
a Reducing pressure on town/city centre parking
b The Authority is seen to be tackling traffic problems
c The Authority is seen to be encouraging economic vitality
d Potential to access private sector funding
e Potential to attract National Government funding
f The measure fits with National Government policy
g The measure promotes public transport use
h Generates revenue
i Helps with the introduction of other, less publicly acceptable, transport measures
Question 2 asked about the specific policy goals for your Authority, but this question 
is about your Authority's motivations for introducing transport measures, which may 
be different. Select one response for each motivation.
In the implementation of transport policies/measures (such as those listed in 
questions 3 and 4), how important do you think the following motivations are 
for your Authority?
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6 Has your Authority had any experience with Park and Ride?
Select one response.
Park and Ride provision is currently in our plans 0
It is a possibility for the future
We have introduced Park and Ride in the past but it has been withdrawn  
We have considered Park and Ride but we have rejected it  
We would not consider Park and Ride  
 
7
5 4 3 2 1 0
V
ery Im
portant
Im
portant
N
either im
portant nor 
unim
portant
U
nim
portant
V
ery unim
portant
W
o
u
ld
 n
o
t h
ave
a Bus-only lanes
b Pricing of public town/city centre parking
c Supply restrictions on public town/city centre parking
d Supply restrictions on private non-residential parking (e.g. max. parking standards)
e Pedestrianisation measures in the town/city centre
f Closure of roads to through-traffic
g Heavy congestion in the town/city centre
h Heavy congestion on access routes to town/city centre
i Public awareness of environmental issues
How important do you feel the following measures/factors would be in 
supporting Park and Ride services?
Select one response for each measure/factor. If you would not use a 
measure, please indicate in the right-hand side box.
 
8
Other
Other
9
Other 
Other 
Low patronage of service/s
Why do you think your Park and Ride provision was withdrawn?
Select all reasons that apply.
Lack of subsidy support for operation costs
Opposition from local residents
Opposition from the business community
Opposition from neighbouring centres
Scheme was not fulfilling its objectives
Click here and type your reason
Select all reasons that apply.
There would be opposition from local residents
There would be opposition from the business community
Click here and type your reason
Click here and type your reason
There would be opposition from neighbouring centres
Park and Ride is not suitable in our setting
Click here and type your reason
Park and Ride schemes are too expensive
There are insufficient funding sources for Park and Ride
The concept of Park and Ride would not induce sufficient results
Why do you think that Park and Ride is not a possibility?
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SECTION B: DESIGN & EFFECTIVENESS
10
5 4 3 2 1
V
ery Im
portant
Im
portant
N
either im
portant nor 
unim
portant
U
nim
portant
V
ery unim
portant
a Short distance between Park and Ride site and town/city centre
b Low levels of congestion around the Park and Ride site
c On-site security measures (CCTV, lighting etc)
d On-site passenger facilities (waiting area, toilets etc)
e On-site staff
f Landscaping of the site
g Low price to users
h Short distance from users' homes to the Park and Ride site
i Bus service is dedicated (Park and Ride only)
j Low number of bus stops
k High frequency of bus services
Select one response for each component.
How important would you consider the following components for a Park and 
Ride scheme to operate successfully?
 
11
2 1 0 -1 -2
Select one response for each criterion.
H
ighly effective
E
ffective
N
eutral / N
o effect
C
ounter-productive
H
ighly counter-
productive
a Reducing traffic congestion
b Reducing car use
c Reducing traffic-related pollution
d Improving the economic vitality of host town/city
e Reducing pressure on town/city centre parking
f Improving the image of public transport in general
Using the following criteria, how effective do you consider Park and Ride to 
be?
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SECTION C: THE FUTURE
2 1 0 -1 -2
V
ery likely
Likely
Likely
V
ery likely
a Number of Park and Ride sites
b Number of towns with Park and Ride
c Involvement of the National Government in Park and Ride development
d Number of schemes using shared-use sites (e.g. supermarket/stadium car parks)
e Number of schemes operating Park and Ride farther away from the town/city centre
f Number of schemes using conventional bus services for Park and Ride operations
g Number of schemes operating more than one site on a Park and Ride route
REDUCTION
12 At the national level, how do you feel Park and Ride provision will change over the 
next 5-10 years? Please indicate if you feel that there will be an expansion or 
reduction in services.
R
em
ain the sam
e
EXPANSION  
 
 
13
Click in this box and type your response
Most UK Park and Ride schemes operate from a single dedicated site, located 2-6km 
from the town/city centre, served by dedicated bus services. How do you think that 
this model of Park and Ride could and/or should be changed, if at all, to make Park 
and Ride more effective?
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SECTION D: ABOUT YOU AND YOUR AUTHORITY
14 i
15 ii If you have, in the past, had Park and Ride provision or if it is planned, please provide the details of the site/s here.
Type details in the table.
Dedicated site
Shared-use 
site (e.g. 
supermarket 
car park)
Seasonal Year-round
Town/City Site name
Parking 
spaces 
(approx. if 
known)
Year opened / 
expected
Site opening Site operation
Year 
withdrawn
Please click this box if you would like to be sent the aggregated results of this survey
 
 
iii
Are you:
Other
Please type in the boxes below.
Please provide the details of the person completing this questionnaire.
All responses will be kept confidential
A local authority officer
Local Authority name:
An elected councillor
Click here and specify
Name:
Position:
Email address:
Authority control (majority political party)
Your political party affiliation:
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Appendix D  Local Authority (with P&R) survey covering email  
 
Dear [Respondent‟s Name] 
As we discussed in our telephone conversation, attached to this email you will find the Park and Ride 
survey. This user survey is being used to understand local government‟s views on the role of bus-based 
Park and Ride in the UK, as part of my PhD research at Loughborough University‟s Transport Studies 
Group. The questionnaire asks about both Park and Ride and general transport policy issues, your 
views on which are very important to this research.  
Some of the questions are about your Authority‟s transport policies and policy approach. It is however 
your own experience and opinions as a transport professional that are the most important, so I ask that 
you complete the questionnaire based on your own views, where possible. 
The questionnaire is split into four sections and it should take around 10-15 minutes to complete, I do 
hope that you can spare this time. Please be assured that while the aggregated results of the 
questionnaire may be published, you and your Authority will remain anonymous in the results. There is 
an option in the questionnaire where you can request for the results of the survey to be forwarded to 
you in due course. 
The questionnaire is designed to be completed electronically in Microsoft Excel. If you would prefer to 
complete a paper-based questionnaire, please contact me and I can arrange this. The questionnaire can 
be found by opening the file attached to this email. It may be beneficial for you to save the file prior to 
completing the questionnaire to avoid losing your responses, although you can just select „Open‟ and 
complete the questionnaire without saving it if you wish. At the start of the questionnaire you will find 
specific instructions on how to respond to questions. 
To return the questionnaire once you have completed it, go to the File menu in the Excel questionnaire 
file, select „Send to‟ and then from the options select „Mail Recipient (as Attachment)…‟. This should 
automatically insert the file into a new email which you can then return to me at 
S.D.Meek@lboro.ac.uk . If this fails to send the attachment, save the questionnaire file (File > Save 
As) and just send it as an attachment in a reply to this email, or as a new email. If you have any 
problems whatsoever with this or indeed any other part of the questionnaire, please do not hesitate to 
contact me. 
There is an option at the end of the questionnaire for you to express an interest in participating in case 
study research of your Park and Ride scheme/s. This would primarily entail a survey of users at Park 
and Ride sites. Please note that this is an expression of interest rather than a commitment to 
participating. 
Your Authority may have conducted its own research on your Park and Ride provision in the past. If 
this is the case, I would very much appreciate if you could forward the details of where I could find the 
results, for example as a web-link, email attachment or the details of the person/department I can 
contact to be forwarded a copy. 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
Thank you for your time. 
 
Stuart Meek 
 
Transport Studies Group 
Department of Civil and Building Engineering 
Loughborough University 
Leicestershire 
LE11 3TU 
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Appendix E  Local Authority (without P&R) survey covering email 
 
Dear [Respondent‟s Name] 
As we discussed in our telephone conversation, this user survey is being used to understand local 
government‟s views on local transport policy issues and the role of bus-based Park and Ride in the UK, 
as part of my PhD research at Loughborough University‟s Transport Studies Group. 
The questionnaire asks about both Park and Ride and general transport policy issues. While I 
understand that your Authority does not currently operate any bus-based Park and Ride provision, your 
views are still very important to this research. The research focuses as much on the reasons that Park 
and Ride is not used as the reasons why it is. You will also be asked about your general opinions of 
Park and Ride as a concept, irrespective of your experience with it. 
Some of the questions are about your Authority‟s transport policies and policy approach. It is however 
your experience and opinions as a transport professional that are the most important to me, so I ask that 
you complete the questionnaire based on your own views, where possible. 
The questionnaire is split into four sections and it should take around 10-15 minutes to complete. I do 
hope that you can spare this time as your views are extremely valuable to me. Please be assured that 
while the aggregated results of the questionnaire may be published, you and your Authority will remain 
anonymous in the results. There is an option in the questionnaire where you can request for the results 
of the survey to be forwarded to you in due course. 
The questionnaire is designed to be completed electronically in Microsoft Excel. If you would prefer to 
complete a paper-based questionnaire, please contact me and I can arrange this. The questionnaire can 
be found by opening the file attached to this email. It may be beneficial for you to save the file prior to 
completing the questionnaire to avoid losing your responses, although you can just select „Open‟ and 
complete the questionnaire if you wish. At the start of the questionnaire you will find specific 
instructions on how to respond to questions.  
To return the questionnaire once you have completed it, in the Excel questionnaire file go to the File 
menu, select „Send to‟ and then from the options select „Mail Recipient (as Attachment)…‟. This 
should automatically insert the file into a new email which you can then return to me at 
S.D.Meek@lboro.ac.uk . If this fails to send the attachment, save the questionnaire file (File > Save 
As) and just send it as an attachment in a reply to this email, or as a new email. If you have any 
problems whatsoever with this, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
Thank you for your time. 
Stuart Meek 
 
Transport Studies Group 
Department of Civil and Building Engineering 
Loughborough University 
Leicestershire 
LE11 3TU 
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Appendix F   Cambridge interviews Participant Information Sheet  
Transport Studies Group 
Department of Civil and Building Engineering 
Loughborough University  Leicestershire  LE11 3TU  UK 
Direct line: +44 (0)7970 918617  Fax: +44 (0)1509 223981 
E-mail: S.D.Meek@lboro.ac.uk  
 
Participant Information Sheet  
Park and Ride Cambridge Interview 
 
This information sheet provides details of the interview on Park and Ride in 
the UK. 
 
This study is being undertaken to ascertain the views of key stakeholders with 
regards the role, effectiveness and future of Park and Ride in Cambridge as 
well as individual experiences with the operation of the scheme. You have 
been selected as one of these stakeholders because of your familiarity and 
experience of Park and Ride. 
 
The interview will last approximately one hour. Although some specific 
questions will be asked, feel free to provide any additional input that you feel 
appropriate. If you would like to withdraw at any time, all collected data will be 
destroyed and you are not obliged to give reasons for your withdrawal. 
Similarly, it is understood that there may be some individual questions you 
prefer not to answer. If you are unsure of any questions, please ask for 
clarification. 
 
It is intended that a digital voice recorder be used to record the interview. If 
you prefer however, written notes can be taken. Voice recordings will be 
stored electronically and will be secure. Once the interview has been 
recorded, a transcript will be made which will be used to analyse the data. All 
voice recordings will be destroyed within six years of the interview. 
 
The data collected will be used primarily within my PhD thesis which, when 
completed in late 2009, will be accessible for viewing by the general public. 
Additionally, the data may be used in publications, including journal articles 
and conference papers which at your request, I will email to you. Your name 
will not be included however, in neither the thesis nor publications. 
 
If you have any further questions regarding the study please do not hesitate to 
contact me at any time. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
Stuart Meek 
PhD Researcher 
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Appendix G   Cambridge interviews: Informed Consent Form 
 
 
 
 
Park and Ride in Cambridge – Interview 
 
 
 
INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
(to be completed after Participant Information Sheet has been read) 
 
 
The purpose and details of this study have been explained to me.  I 
understand that this study is designed to further scientific knowledge and that 
all procedures have been approved by the Loughborough University Ethical 
Advisory Committee. 
 
I have read and understood the information sheet and this consent form. 
 
I have had an opportunity to ask questions about my participation. 
 
I understand that I am under no obligation to take part in the study. 
 
I understand that I have the right to withdraw from this study at any stage for 
any reason, and that I will not be required to explain my reasons for 
withdrawing. 
 
I understand that all the information I provide will be treated in strict 
confidence. 
 
I agree to participate in this study. 
 
 
                    Your name 
 
 
              Your signature 
 
 
Signature of investigator 
 
 
                               Date 
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Appendix H   Cambridge interviews: Concept diagrams 
 
 
 
 
Q. 16 - The Potential for Alternative Park and Ride Designs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a) reduced P&R bus frequency, particularly in the middle of the day (to around 20 minutes) 
 
 
 
 
b) P&R services integrated with (enhanced) stage services 
 
 
City 
Centre Settlement 
Road 
P&R site 
Stage bus route 
 
 
10 miles 
6 miles 
e.g. Newmarket, 
Haverhill 
e.g. Bottisham, 
Babraham 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Continued overleaf. 
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c) P&R sites located slightly farther away (approx. 6 miles), with more focus on interchange, e.g. 
with conventional stage/feeder bus services 
 
 
City 
Centre Settlement 
Road 
P&R site 
P&R bus route 
Feeder bus route 
 
 
10 miles 
6 miles 
e.g. Newmarket, 
Haverhill 
e.g. Bottisham, 
Babraham 
 
 
d) P&R site located farther away from city 
 
 
City 
Centre Settlement 
Road 
P&R site 
P&R bus route 
 
 
10 miles 
6 miles 
e.g. Newmarket, 
Haverhill 
e.g. Bottisham, 
Babraham 
 
 
 
Continued overleaf. 
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e) a number of small sites along the corridor, connected by an enhanced stage bus service 
 
 
City 
Centre Settlement 
Road 
P&R site 
P&R bus route 
 
 
10 miles 
6 miles 
e.g. Newmarket, 
Haverhill 
e.g. Bottisham, 
Babraham 
 
 
 
 
 
f) any other ways that Park and Ride might be designed differently? 
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Appendix I    P&R user survey questionnaire  
  
 
 
 
PARK & RIDE SURVEY 
 
This survey is being undertaken by Cambridgeshire County Council and Loughborough University on the use of the Park and 
Ride service. To respond to each question, place a cross in the appropriate box. If your response is followed by an arrow, a 
little more information is required, by either writing an answer or crossing a further box. 
 
Please hand-in your completed questionnaire as you leave the bus on your return journey. A researcher will be at the P&R site 
or a clearly signed large box will be available, in which you can put your questionnaire.  
We appreciate your time in completing the survey, your views are very important to us. 
 
 
1. How often do you usually use this Park and Ride service on a weekday (Mon-Fri)? 
a Every weekday d Once a fortnight g Less than once per month
b 3-4 times per week e Once every three weeks h First time using the service
c 1-2 times per week f Once a month  
 
2. How long have you been using the service this frequently? 
a First time using the service d 6 - 11 months g 7 - 9 years
b Less than a month e 1 - 3 years h 10 years or more
c 1 - 5 months f 4 - 6 years  
 
3. How did you arrive at the Park and Ride site today?  
a Car (drove alone) e Car (drove with passengers) PLEASE SPECIFY
b Walked f Car passenger (someone else drove) HOW MANY PASSENGERS
c Motorcycle g Car passenger (got dropped off) (EXCLUDING DRIVER)
d Pedal cycle h Normal bus
……………………………………  
4. What is the main purpose of your trip today? (Cross one box only) 
a Commuting to work d Leisure / Recreation g Business trip
b Shopping e Education h Other………………………………..
c Holiday / Tourist trip f Personal business (banking, health etc) …………………………………………  
 
5. Where will you be getting off the bus? 
a City centre stop b Grafton Centre stop c Other………………………………..  
 
6. What is the main reason that you are using the Park and Ride service today? 
a Cost of fuel to drive to city e Price of train/normal bus i Time taken to find parking
b Unfamiliar with the city f Time taken to drive to city j Convenience compared to
c Safety of parking in city g Price of parking in city normal bus/train 
d Environmental reasons h Stress/worry of driving k Other………………………………..
into the city …………………………………………  
 
7. If Park and Ride were not available in Cambridge today, how would you make your journey? (Cross one box only) 
a Normal bus i Taxi
b Train k Cycle
j Walk h Get a lift 
f Not make a trip today at all
g Go elsewhere instead
c Drive & pay for public parking (multistorey, etc)
d Drive & use free public parking
e Drive & use free private parking (e.g. at work)
    PLEASE SPECIFY WHERE
    …………………………………………..
 
 
Please turn over… 
  
8. Before you started using the Park and Ride service, how did you travel to the city centre?  
a Train - from which station?
b Normal bus - which service?
c Drove & paid for public parking (multistorey, etc)
d Drove & used free private parking (e.g. at work)
e Drove & used free public parking
f Did not travel to Cambridge
g Car passenger
h Taxi k Travelled elsewhere instead
i Walked l Did not make a trip at all
j Cycled m Did not live in the area before
n Did not work in city before
o This is tourist/one-off trip ………………………….
STATION OR BUS NUMBER
…………………………………………………
PLEASE SPECIFY
   where?
 
 
9. Do you ever use Park and Ride on a weekend in Cambridge? (Cross one box on each line) 
a
b
c
d
e
Madingley Road
Newmarket Road
Trumpington
NEVER
ONCE EVERY          
4-6 MONTHS LESS OFTEN
Babraham Road
Milton
EVERY WEEK
1-3 TIMES          
PER MONTH
ONCE EVERY          
2-3 MONTHS
 
 
10a. Below is a list of characteristics of Park and Ride. Please state how important you feel that they are in providing a Park 
and Ride service. (Please cross one box on each line) 
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
VERY 
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT
NEITHER / 
NEUTRAL
Information on the time of the next bus at the Park 
and Ride site
Cleanliness of the site
Security on-site (e.g. CCTV, fencing, etc)
Site landscaping
The presence of staff on-site
Facilities on-site (shops, toilets, etc)
Walking distance between your car and the bus stop
Information on parking availability displayed prior 
to arriving at the site
UNIMPORTANT
VERY 
UNIMPORTANT
Pedestrian access to the Park and Ride site
The congestion on roads around the Park and Ride 
site
 
 
Service ticketing: 
k
l
m
n
The price of using the Park and Ride
VERY 
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT
NEITHER / 
NEUTRAL UNIMPORTANT
VERY 
UNIMPORTANT
The availability of annual tickets
The availability of weekly tickets
The ability to use your bus pass
 
 
Please turn over… 
  
The bus service: 
o
p
q
r
s
t
u
v
w
x
Punctuality of the bus
Information on the time of the next return bus in city 
centre
Bus lanes between the Park and Ride site and the city 
centre
Frequency of buses (both directions) between 
10.30am and 3.30pm
The helpfulness of the driver
Comfort of the bus
Consistency of the journey time (bus journey usually 
taking the same time)
Number of bus stops between the site and the city 
centre
Frequency of buses towards the city centre before 
10.30am
Frequency of return buses after 3.30pm
VERY 
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT
NEITHER / 
NEUTRAL UNIMPORTANT
VERY 
UNIMPORTANT
 
 
10b. If Park and Ride were to be designed differently in future, how important would the following factors be to you?  
(Please cross one box on each line) 
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
UNIMPORTANT
VERY 
UNIMPORTANT
VERY 
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT
NEITHER / 
NEUTRAL
Bus services ending later than 9pm in the evening
Saturday service
Park and Ride site closer to the city centre
A Park and Ride bus stop near your home (access 
service without driving)
Bus services starting earlier than 7am in the 
morning
Shorter distance (drive) from your home to the Park 
and Ride site
Sunday service
 
 
About you 
11a. Are you: a Female b Male  
11b. What is your age? 
a Under 20 c 35 - 49 e 65 - 80
b 20 - 34 d 50 - 64 f Over 80  
 
11c. What is your postcode? You will not be contacted nor will any of this information be given to third parties. 
……………………………………………………………
 
11e. What is your gross personal annual income? (Income from your salary or other sources such as pensions or benefits, 
before deductions e.g. income tax, national insurance). This questionnaire is confidential. 
a Less than £4,999 e £20,000 - £24,999 h £40,000 - £49,999
b £5,000 - £9,999 f £25,000 - £29,999 i £50,000 - £59,999
c £10,000 - £14,999 g £30,000 - £39,999 j More than £60,000
d £15,000 - £19,999  
Thank you for completing the questionnaire, your views are very important to us. 
Please be assured that your response will remain confidential and it will be stored securely. 
Please hand-in this questionnaire as you leave the bus.
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